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dissemination than on novelty. Regular papers are published in ENTCS. The
programme committee has accepted nine regular papers out of 13 submissions
(17 abstracts); and three short papers from four submissions (six abstracts). All
papers were reviewed by at least three members of the programme committee.
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An Efficient Algorithm for Representing Piecewise Linear
Functions into Logic
Sandro Preto1,3 Marcelo Finger1,2,4
Institute of Mathematics and Statistics
University of São Paulo
São Paulo, Brazil

Abstract
Rational McNaughton functions may be implicitly represented by logical formulas in Lukasiewicz Infinitely-valued Logic by constraining the set of valuations to the ones that satisfy some specific formulas. This work investigates this implicit representation
called representation modulo satisfiability and describes a polynomial algorithm that builds it — the representative formula and
the constraining ones — for a given rational McNaughton function.
Keywords: Lukasiewicz Infinitely-valued Logic, Rational McNaughton Functions, Piecewise Linear Functions.
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Introduction

The ability to represent any piecewise linear function with a logical formula allows us to apply automated
reasoning techniques to the study of real systems, whose behavior is either modeled or approximated by such
a function. However such an ability will only be effective if there are efficient ways to generate a formula in a
target logic in which reasoning is not exceedingly complex. Classical logic with its binary semantics, despite of
being a natural target for representing Boolean functions, may not be the natural way to represent continuous
functions which inevitably would require some encoding of rational or real numbers; so we follow the path of
electing some form of many-valued logic, whose semantics range over rational numbers, as a more adequate
representation framework. That path has initially been explored by applications in fuzzy control [5].
Neural network interpretability is a challenge to the development of artificial intelligence and is also another
motivation for the representation of piecewise linear functions, as described by [4]. In fact, a neural network,
depending on its class of activation functions, can be seen either as a piecewise linear function or as a continuous
function that can be approximated by one [12].
The first candidate to consider as a target logic is Lukasiewicz Infinitely-valued Logic (L∞ ), arguably one of
the best studied many-valued logics [7]; it has several interesting properties such as continuous truth-functional
semantics, classical logic as limit case, and well developed proof-theoretical and algebraic presentations. Its
formulas are known to represent exactly the so-called McNaughton functions, consisting of [0, 1]-valued piecewise linear functions with integer coefficients over [0, 1]n [13,15]. This restriction to integer coefficients fails to
fulfill, for instance, the hypotheses for the classic Stone-Weierstrass Approximation Theorem [16] and there is
no known analogous to Proposition 1.1 below for McNaughton functions.
1
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Fig. 1. Continuous one-variable function approximated by rational McNaughton functions.

This issue is circumvented by slightly modifying McNaughton functions to allow their linear pieces to
have rational coefficients — the rational McNaughton functions; such generalization is enough to perform
Weierstrass-like approximations [5,2]. Figure 1 shows a continuous function f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] (a) with two
possible approximations by rational McNaughton functions: with two (b) and five different linear pieces (c).
Note that continuous functions with more general domain and range might be normalized in order to perform
such approximations.
Proposition 1.1 (Variation of Weierstrass Approximation Theorem [5]) Let f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be a
continuous function and ε > 0. Then there is a rational McNaughton function f˜ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] such that
|f (x) − f˜(x)| < ε, for all x ∈ [0, 1]n .
In this context, the target logic must be a system, preferably based on L∞ , with semantics that comprehends
all rational McNaughton functions and, given one such function, be endowed with an efficient algorithm that
provides a formula that represents it. Furthermore, we highlight that it would be of little practical use if the
reasoning complexity in such system is exceedingly high.
Esteva, Godo & Montagna propose logic LΠ 12 which extends L∞ with a product operator, its residuum,
and a constant expressing the truth value 12 , not directly expressible in L∞ [8]. That logic not only allows for
the expressivity of rational McNaughton functions but also expresses piecewise polynomials; as a consequence
satisfiability over LΠ 12 requires finding roots of polynomials of n-degree rendering its complexity extremely
high. Aguzzoli & Mundici propose logic ∃L which also expresses rational McNaughton functions and has
complexity Σp2 for the satisfiability problem [2,3]. Logic ∃L extends L∞ and introduces rational numbers by
providing restricted form of propositional quantification whose semantic counterpart is the maximization of a
set of L∞ -valuations of a formula.
Gerla introduces Rational Lukasiewicz Logic by extending L∞ with division operators δn that induces
division by n ∈ N∗ in its semantics [11]; its associated tautology problem is coNP-complete, which is a reasonable
complexity for this task. This logic expresses all rational McNaughton functions however it was not provided
an algorithm to build the representative formulas, and an attempt to derive one from the results in [11] would
lead to the problem of representing McNaughton functions in L∞ ; it is known that this task may be done in
polynomial time on the coefficients of some specific functions [1], however these methods lead to exponential
time complexity if binary representation of the coefficients is used.
Finger & Preto provide a way to implicitly express rational McNaughton functions in L∞ called representation modulo satisfiability (L∞ -MODSAT) [10]. For that, in addition to a representative formula, it is
introduced a set of formulas that constrains L∞ -valuations to those that satisfy all formulas in the set; a
rational McNaughton function f is then represented by a pair hϕ, Φi, where ϕ is a formula that semantically
acquires values f (x), for x ∈ [0, 1]n , from valuations in {v(ψ) = 1 | ψ ∈ Φ}, where Φ is a set of formulas.
Instead of an extension of the logic, this proposal works in L∞ itself, which has computational problems with
reasonable complexity — e.g., satisfiability over L∞ is NP-complete [14]. Also, there already are available implementations of L∞ -solvers which are discussed in the literature and for which phase transition phenomenon
is identified [6,9]. Unfortunately, an attempt to derive a representation builder algorithm from results in [10]
would also lead to an exponential blow up, since the proposed pairs for representing only truncated linear
2
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functions are already exponential in the binary representation of their coefficients.
Our goal here is to provide an efficient algorithm that, given a rational McNaughton function, outputs
a pair hϕ, Φi that represents it in the target system L∞ -MODSAT. We show that all rational McNaughton
functions may be represented modulo satisfiability by a constructive proof from which we derive a polynomial
algorithm that builds such representation.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces all necessary concepts of Lukasiewicz Infinitelyvalued Logic and the definition of rational McNaughton functions; Section 3 has the formalization of the concept
of representation modulo satisfiability; Section 4 provides a convention on rational McNaughton functions encoding for computation purposes as well as some results about these functions; Section 5 has a theoretical and
algorithmic treatment of a particular case of representation modulo satisfiability of rational McNaughton functions which are truncated linear functions; and Section 6 finally treats, also theoretically and algorithmically,
the representation modulo satisfiability of general rational McNaughton functions.

2

Preliminaries

The basic language L of Lukasiewicz Infinitely-valued Logic (L∞ ) comprehends the formulas built from a
countable set of propositional variables P, and disjunction (⊕) and negation (¬) operators. For the semantics,
define a valuation as a function v : L → [0, 1], such that, for ϕ, ψ ∈ L:
v(ϕ ⊕ ψ) = min(1, v(ϕ) + v(ψ));
v(¬ϕ) = 1 − v(ϕ).

(1)
(2)

One may just give a function vP which maps propositional variables to a value in the interval [0, 1] and extend
this function to a valuation by obeying (1) and (2). This extension is uniquely defined by such assignment to
the variables in P given by vP .
We denote by Val the set of all valuations; by Var(Φ) the set of all propositional variables occurring in the
formulas ϕ ∈ Φ; and by Xn the set of propositional variables {X1 , . . . , Xn } ⊂ P. A formula ϕ is satisfiable if
there exists a v ∈ Val such that v(ϕ) = 1; otherwise it is unsatisfiable. A set of formulas Φ is satisfiable if
there exists a v ∈ Val such that v(ϕ) = 1, for all ϕ ∈ Φ. We denote by ValΦ the set of all valuations v ∈ Val
that satisfies a set of formulas Φ.
From disjunction and negation we derive the following operators:
Conjunction:
Implication:
Maximum:
Minimum:
Bi-implication:

ϕ ψ =def ¬(¬ϕ ⊕ ¬ψ)
ϕ → ψ =def ¬ϕ ⊕ ψ
ϕ ∨ ψ =def ¬(¬ϕ ⊕ ψ) ⊕ ψ
ϕ ∧ ψ =def ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ)
ϕ ↔ ψ =def (ϕ → ψ) ∧ (ψ → ϕ)

v(ϕ ψ) = max(0, v(ϕ) + v(ψ) − 1)
v(ϕ → ψ) = min(1, 1 − v(ϕ) + v(ψ))
v(ϕ ∨ ψ) = max(v(ϕ), v(ψ))
v(ϕ ∧ ψ) = min(v(ϕ), v(ψ))
v(ϕ ↔ ψ) = 1 − |v(ϕ) − v(ψ)|

Note that v(ϕ → ψ) = 1 iff v(ϕ) ≤ v(ψ); similarly, v(ϕ ↔ ψ) = 1 iff v(ϕ) = v(ψ). Let X be a propositional
variable, then, v(X ¬X) = 0, for any v ∈ Val; we L
define the constant 0 by X ¬X. We also define 0ϕ =def 0
and nϕ =def ϕ ⊕ · · · ⊕ ϕ, n times, for n ∈ N∗ ; and i∈∅ ϕi =def 0.
Adapting the definition in [7], a rational McNaughton function f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] is a function that satisfies
the following conditions:
•
•

3

f is continuous with respect to the usual topology of [0, 1] as an interval of the real number line;
There are linear polynomials p1 , . . . , pm over [0, 1]n with rational coefficients such that, for each point x ∈
[0, 1]n , there is an index i ∈ {1, . . . , m} with f (x) = pi (x). Polynomials p1 , . . . , pm are the linear pieces of f .

Representation Modulo Φ-Satisfiable

A McNaughton function is a rational McNaughton function whose linear pieces have integer coefficients. Let
ϕ be a L∞ -formula with Var(ϕ) ⊂ Xn , we inductively associate to ϕ a function fϕ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] by:
(i) fXj (x1 , . . . , xn ) = xj , for j = 1, . . . , n;
(ii) f¬ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ) = 1 − fϕ (x1 , . . . , xn );
(iii) fϕ1 ⊕ϕ2 (x1 , . . . , xn ) = min(1, fϕ1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) + fϕ2 (x1 , . . . , xn )).
3
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We have that fϕ is a McNaughton function such that
fϕ (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = v(ϕ), for v ∈ Val.

(3)

Reciprocally, McNaughton’s Theorem [13] states that, for any McNaughton function f , there is a formula ϕ
such that f = fϕ . We say that ϕ represents f .
Although formulas of L∞ only represent (integer) McNaughton functions, we take the strategy of restricting
the set Val of valuations in order to implicitly represent rational McNaughton functions. For that, we start by
noting that value of a formula ϕ according to some valuation v is determined only by the values associated to
a finite set of propositional variables X such that Var(ϕ) ⊂ X; this very property is the crux for the possibility
that logical formulas represent functions. We next generalize this notion.
Definition 3.1 Let ϕ be a formula and let Φ be a set of formulas. We say that a set of variables Xn determines
ϕ modulo Φ-satisfiable if:
•

•

For any hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , there exists at least one valuation v ∈ ValΦ , such that v(Xj ) = xj , for
j = 1, . . . , n;
For any valuations v, v 0 ∈ ValΦ , such that v(Xj ) = v 0 (Xj ), for j = 1, . . . , n, v(ϕ) = v 0 (ϕ).

For instance, for any formula ϕ such that Var(ϕ) ⊂ Xn , Xn determines ϕ modulo ∅-satisfiable, by truth
functionality and the fact that Val∅ = Val.
It is important to note that any set Xn can now represent a rational fraction d1 by determining a propositional
variable Z d1 modulo ϕ d1 = Z d1 ↔ ¬(d − 1)Z d1 satisfiable, with d ∈ N∗ . In fact, for any valuation v ∈ Val, if
v(ϕ d1 ) = 1, then v(Z d1 ) = d1 . We define representation modulo satisfiability in a way that retrieves property (3).
Definition 3.2 Let f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be a function, and hϕ, Φi be a pair where ϕ is a formula and Φ is a
set of formulas. We say that ϕ represents f modulo Φ-satisfiable or that hϕ, Φi represents f in the system
L∞ -MODSAT if:
•
•

Xn determines ϕ modulo Φ-satisfiable;
f (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = v(ϕ), for v ∈ ValΦ .

Representation modulo satisfiability presented in [10] has a different approach, which we call function-based
and is more restrictive than the one presented here, which we call formula-based. However, the representation
methods and algorithms we develop in this work apply to both approaches.

4

Rational McNaughton Functions

Our algorithm uses a lattice representation of rational McNaughton functions; before that we employ an
encoding based in [17,18] as follows. Let Ω◦ be the interior of a set Ω ⊂ Rn . A rational McNaughton function
f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] is given by m (not necessarily distinct) linear pieces
pi (x) = γi0 + γi1 x1 + · · · + γin xn ,

(4)

for x = hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , γij ∈ Q and i = 1, . . . , m, with each linear piece pi identical to f over a convex
set Ωi ⊂ [0, 1]n called region such that:
Sm
n
•
i=1 Ωi = [0, 1] ;
•
•

Ω◦i0 ∩ Ω◦i00 = ∅, for i0 6= i00 ;
Regions Ωi are given in such a way that there is a polynomial procedure to determine whether or not a linear
piece pk is above other linear piece pi over region Ωi , that is whether or not pk (x) ≥ pi (x), for all x ∈ Ωi .

A rational McNaughton function as above is said to be in regional format. Note that in this format the number
of linear pieces is equal to the number of regions; in this case, the size of a function is the sum of the number of
bits necessary to represent its linear pieces coefficients as fractions ab plus the space necessary for representing
its regions in some assumed encoding.
Example 4.1 Rational McNaughton function f with graph in Figure 2 may be given by the linear pieces:
•

p1 (x1 , x2 ) =

•

p2 (x1 , x2 ) =

4
9
5
6

+ 23 x2 ;
− 12 x2 ;
4
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Fig. 2. Graph of rational McNaughton function with three linear pieces over [0, 1]2 .
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Fig. 3. Some possible region configurations for function f in Example 4.1.

Ω◦1
8 − 9x1 − 6x2
1
3 − x2
x1
x2

Ω◦2
>0
>0
>0
>0

Ω◦3

1 − 2x1 + x2
− 31 + x2
x1
1 − x2

>0
>0
>0
>0

−8 + 9x1 + 6x2
−1 + 2x1 − x2
1 − x1
x2

>0
>0
>0
>0

Table 1
Sets Ω◦i for function f in Example 4.1.
•

p3 (x1 , x2 ) =

4
3

− x1 .

Regions associated to each linear piece are depicted in Figure 3(a). Determining if some linear piece pk is above
other linear piece pi over Ωi is equivalent to determining if the system of corresponding inequalities in Table 1
with added equation pk − pi = 0 has no solution and pk (x0 ) > pi (x0 ), for some point x0 ∈ Ω◦i , a tractable
process.
Let f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be a rational McNaughton function as defined in Section 2, with distinct linear pieces
p1 , . . . , pm . For each permutation ρ of the set {1, . . . , m}, we define the polyhedron
Pρ = {x ∈ [0, 1]n | pρ(1) (x) ≥ · · · ≥ pρ(m) (x)}.
Let C be the set of n-dimensional polyhedra Pρ , for some permutation ρ.
5
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Proposition 4.2 The set C has the following properties:
S
(a)
C = [0, 1]n ;
(b) For polyhedron P ∈ C and indexes i0 , i00 ∈ {1, . . . , m} with i0 6= i00 , pi0 (x) 6= pi00 (x), for any x ∈ P ◦ ;
(c) P 0◦ ∩ P 00◦ = ∅, for P 0 , P 00 ∈ C such that P 0 6= P 00 ;
(d) For each polyhedron P ∈ C, there is an index iP ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that f (x) = piP (x), for x ∈ [0, 1]n .
Proof.
(a) For any x ∈ P ∈ C, x ∈ [0, 1]n . On the other hand, for any x ∈ [0, 1]n , there is a permutation ρ for which
Pρ is n-dimensional and x ∈ Pρ .
(b) Let x ∈ P ◦ and let i0 , i00 ∈ {1, . . . , m} be indexes such that i0 6= i00 . Since pi0 and pi00 are linear pieces,
if pi0 (x) = pi00 (x), for some x ∈ P ◦ , there would be points x1 , x2 ∈ P ◦ in a neighborhood of x such that
pi0 (x1 ) < pi00 (x1 ) and pi00 (x2 ) < pi0 (x2 ), contrary to the definition of P .
(c) Let x ∈ P 0◦ ∩P 00◦ . Then, by definitions of P 0 and P 00 , there are i0 , i00 ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that pi0 (x) = pi00 (x),
contrary to item (b).
(d) Let {i1 , . . . , ik } ⊂ {1, . . . , m} be a non-singleton set of indexes such that, for any x ∈ P ◦ , there is l ∈
{1, . . . , k}, such that f (x) = pil (x) and Uil = {x ∈ P ◦ | f (x) = pil (x)} 6= ∅, for l = 1, . . . , k. We have
that ∪kl=1 Uil = P ◦ and, by item (b), Uil0 ∩ Uil00 = ∅, for l0 6= l00 . As P ◦ is a connected set, there are
distinct i0 , i00 ∈ {i1 , . . . , ik } and b ∈ P ◦ such that b ∈ ∂Ui0 and b ∈ Ui00 . As pi0 restricted to Ui0 ∪ {b} is
continuous, for any sequence {bn } ⊂ Ui0 such that lim bn = b (which exists since b ∈ ∂Ui0 ), we have that
lim f (bn ) = lim pi0 (bn ) = pi0 (b). However, f (b) = pi00 (b) 6= pi0 (b), by item (b), contrary to the continuity
of f .
2
Polyhedra in C may play the role of regions since they are convex sets with the properties above; determining
whether a linear piece pk is above other linear piece pi over P ∈ C comes down to comparing their values for
some point x ∈ P ◦ . Note that the same linear piece pi may be associated to many distinct polyhedra. Thus,
any rational McNaughton function may be encoded in regional format. Figure 3(b) shows the polyhedra-based
configuration C for the function in Example 4.1.
The setback with describing a rational McNaughton function using the set C of polyhedra is that in the
worst case |C| = m!. However, in general there are smaller sets of regions that comply with representation
restrictions above [18].

5

A Particular Case: Truncated Linear Functions

Let us show the possibility of representing a rational McNaughton function modulo satisfiability and develop
a polynomial algorithm for computing such representation in the particular case that function is a truncated
linear polynomial with rational coefficients.
Let p : [0, 1]n → R be a nonzero linear polynomial given by
p(x) =

a1
an
a0
+ x1 + · · · +
xn ,
b0
b1
bn

(6)

for x = hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , aj ∈ Z, and bj ∈ Z∗+ . We want to build a representation for the function
p# : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] given by


p# (x) = min 1, max 0, p(x) .
We have that p# (x) = 0, if p(x) < 0; p# (x) = 1, if p(x) > 1; and p# (x) = p(x), otherwise.
In order to rewrite expression (6), we define:
αj = aj , for j ∈ P ;
αj = −aj , for j ∈ N ;
βj = β · bj , for j = 0, . . . , n;
6
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where j ∈ P , if aj > 0, and j ∈ N , if aj < 0, with P ∪ N ⊂ {0, . . . , n}, and β is the least integer greater than
or equal to


X a
X
aj 
j
, −
.
max

bj
bj 
j∈N

j∈P

We have that αj ∈ Z+ and βj ∈ Z∗+ , for j = 0, . . . , n. Let x0 = 1 and define functions pP : [0, 1]n → R and
pN : [0, 1]n → R, for x = hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , by:
pP (x) =

X αj
xj ;
βj

pN (x) =

j∈P

X αj
xj .
βj

(8)

j∈N

Lemma 5.1 Functions p, pP , and pN in (6) and (8) have the following properties, for x ∈ [0, 1]n :

(a) p(x) = β · pP (x) − pN (x) ;
(b) 0 ≤ pP (x), pN (x) ≤ 1.
2

Proof. By elementary algebraic manipulation.
Lemma above decomposes function p in terms of pP and pN , let us represent the latter ones. Let

Zjp , Z β1

∈

j

P. For a set of indexes J ∈ {P, N }, define:
ϕ̃J =

M

αj Zjp ;

j∈J\{0}

Φ̃J =

o
n
ϕ β1 , βj Zjp ↔ Xj , Zjp → Z β1 .

[

j

j

j∈J\{0}

And then, define:
ϕ̄J = ϕ̃J ;

Φ̄J = Φ̃J ,

if 0 ∈
/ J;

ϕ̄J = α0 Z β1 ⊕ ϕ̃J ;

Φ̄J = Φ̃J ∪ {ϕ β1 },

otherwise.

0

(9)

0

Lemma 5.2 Functions pP and pN in (8) may respectively be represented by hϕ̄P , Φ̄P i and hϕ̄N , Φ̄N i in (9).
Proof. Let J ∈ {P, N }. If J = ∅, then hϕ̄J , Φ̄J i = h0, ∅i represents pJ . For hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , define a
x
valuation v ∈ Val such that v(Xj ) = xj and v(Zjp ) = βjj , for j ∈ J \ {0}, and v(Z β1 ) = β1j , for j ∈ J. We
j

have that v ∈ ValΦ̄J . Now, let v, v 0 ∈ ValΦ̄J such that v(Xj ) = v 0 (Xj ), for j = 1, . . . , n. By rational constant
representation, v(Z β1 ) = v 0 (Z β1 ) = β1j , for j ∈ J. Thus v(Zjp ) ≤ β1j and v 0 (Zjp ) ≤ β1j , which implies that
j

j

βj · v(Zjp ) = v(βj Zjp ) = v(Xj ) = v 0 (Xj ) = v 0 (βj Zjp ) = βj · v 0 (Zjp ) and, then, v(Zjp ) = v 0 (Zjp ), for j ∈ J \ {0}.
Therefore, v(ϕ̄J ) = v 0 (ϕ̄J ) and Xn determines ϕ̄J modulo Φ̄J -satisfiable. Finally, suppose v ∈ ValΦ̄J . In the
case where 0 ∈ J,
X
pJ (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = α0 · v(Z β1 ) +
αj · v(Zjp ) = v(ϕ̄J ),
0

j∈J\{0}

by Lemma 5.1 and aforementioned equations v(Z β1 ) =
0
similar.

1
β0

and βj · v(Zjp ) = v(Xj ). The case where 0 ∈
/ J is
2

For the final step towards a representation for p# , we define:
ϕ̄p = β[¬(ϕ̄P → ϕ̄N )];

Φ̄p = Φ̄P ∪ Φ̄N .

(10)

Theorem 5.3 Function p# in (7) may be represented by hϕ̄p , Φ̄p i in (10).
Proof. For hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , there exists v ∈ ValΦ̄p such that v(Xj ) = xj as in the proof of Lemma
5.2 with J = P ∪ N . Now, let v, v 0 ∈ ValΦ̄p such that v(Xj ) = v 0 (Xj ), for j = 1, . . . , n. In particular,
v, v 0 ∈ ValΦ̄J and, by Lemma 5.2, v(ϕ̄J ) = v 0 (ϕ̄J ), for J ∈ {P, N }. Therefore, v(ϕ̄p ) = v 0 (ϕ̄p ) and Xn
determines ϕ̄p modulo Φ̄p -satisfiable. Finally, suppose v ∈ ValΦ̄p . In particular, v ∈ ValΦ̄P and v ∈ ValΦ̄N .
7
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ϕ̄p1 :

Φ̄p1 :



p1
p1
1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z
→
0
⊕
Z
¬ Z 18
2
2
18
18
18


p1
p1
1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z
⊕¬ Z 18
→
0
⊕
Z
2
2
18
18
18

1 ↔ ¬ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1
Z 18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
 18
1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Z 1
⊕ Z 18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18


Z 61 ↔ ¬ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16
Z2p1 ⊕ Z2p1 ⊕ Z2p1 ⊕ Z2p1 ⊕ Z2p1 ⊕ Z2p1 ↔ X2
Z2p1 → Z 16

ϕ̄p2 :



¬ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16 → Z2p2

Φ̄p2 :



Z 16 ↔ ¬ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16
Z 12 ↔ ¬Z 12
Z2p2 ⊕ Z2p2 ↔ X2
Z2p2 → Z 21

ϕ̄p3 :





¬ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 61 → Z1p3 ⊕ ¬ Z 16 ⊕ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 → Z1p3

Φ̄p3 :



Z 16 ↔ ¬ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 16 ⊕ Z 61 ⊕ Z 16
Z 12 ↔ ¬Z 12
Z1p3 ⊕ Z1p3 ↔ X1
Z1p3 → Z 21
Table 2
#
#
Representations as in (10) for functions p#
1 , p2 and p3 , where functions p1 , p2 and p3 are from Example 4.1.

If p(v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) ≤ 0, by Lemma 5.1, pP (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) ≤ pN (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )). Therefore, by
Lemma 5.2, v(ϕ̄P ) ≤ v(ϕ̄N ) and, then, v(ϕ̄p ) = 0. On the other hand, if p(v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) ≥ 0, by
Lemma 5.1, pP (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) ≥ pN (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )). Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, v(ϕ̄P ) ≥ v(ϕ̄N ) and,
then, v(¬(ϕ̄P → ϕ̄N )) = 1 − min(1, 1 − v(ϕ̄P ) + v(ϕ̄N )) = v(ϕ̄P ) − v(ϕ̄N ). Finally, by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2,
p(v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = β · (v(ϕ̄P ) − v(ϕ̄N )), hence p# (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = v(ϕ̄p ) in any case.
2
Table 2 shows how functions in Example 4.1 can be represented as in Theorem 5.3.
In order to set up a polynomial algorithm for computing a representation hϕp , Φp i for p# , we analyze more
closely expressions nψ, which show up in ϕ̄p and in formulas in Φ̄p . These expressions are exponential in the
binary representation of n since it denotes an n-fold repetition of formula ψ. We deviate from this situation
blog nc
by using blog nc + 1 new propositional variables ξψ0 , ξψ1 , . . . , ξψ
and replacing every occurrence of nψ, where
n ∈ N \ {0, 1}, with the formula
blog nc

ξnψ =def

M
k=0
nk =1

8

ξψk ,

(11)

Preto and Finger
where nk ∈ {0, 1} comes from the binary representation
to Φ̄p :

Pblog nc
k=0

2k nk of n, and by adding the following formulas

ξψ0 ↔ ψ;

(12)

ξψk ↔ ξψk−1 ⊕ ξψk−1 , for k = 1, . . . , blog nc.

These formulas define the propositional variables ξψk and we call Ξnψ the set that comprehends them. In this
way we avoid exponential blow up as shown in Theorem 5.5.
Lemma 5.4 Let n ∈ N \ {0, 1}, ψ be a formula, and ξnψ and Ξnψ be respectively a formula as in (11) and a
set as in (12) built from n and ψ. For any valuation v ∈ ValΞnψ , v(nψ) = v(ξnψ ).
Proof. For v ∈ ValΞnψ and k = 0, . . . , blog nc, v(ξψk ) = min(1, 2k v(ψ)). Then,

v(nψ) = min 1,



blog nc

X

2k nk v(ψ)

k=0


= min 1,



blog nc

X

!
M

v(ξψk )nk  = v

k=0

where nk ∈ {0, 1} in the binary representation n =

ξψk

= v(ξnψ ),

nk =1

Pblog nc
k=0

2

2k nk .

Theorem 5.5 Let n ∈ N \ {0, 1}, ψ be a formula, and hϕp , Φp i be a pair defined from representation hϕ̄p , Φ̄p i
in (10) by replacing any occurrence of nψ in ϕ̄p and Φ̄p with ξnψ in (11) and by adding formulas in set Ξnψ
in (12) to Φ̄p . Then, hϕp , Φp i is also a representation for p# in (7). Furthermore, hϕp , Φp i is a representation
for p# even if it is defined by multiple suitable replacements of expressions nl ψl , for l = 1, . . . , L.
Proof. For hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , define a valuation v such that v(Xj ) = xj and v(Zjp ) =
v(Z β1 ) =
j

1
βj ,

for j = 0, . . . , n,

v(ξψ0 )

= v(ψ), and

v(ξψk )

=

min(1, v(ξψk−1 )

+

v(ξψk−1 )),

xj
βj ,

for j = 1, . . . , n,

for k = 1, . . . , blog nc.

Note that v ∈ ValΦ̄p and v ∈ ValΞnψ , then, by Lemma 5.4, as Ξnψ ⊂ Φp , we have that v ∈ ValΦp . Still,
for any v ∈ Φp , we have that v ∈ ValΞnψ and, by Lemma 5.4, v ∈ Φ̄p . Therefore, again by Lemma 5.4,
for v, v 0 ∈ Φp such that v(Xj ) = v 0 (Xj ), for j = 1, . . . , n, it follows that v(ϕp ) = v 0 (ϕp ), Xn determines ϕp
modulo Φp -satisfiable, and p# (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = v(ϕp ). This argument still holds when considering multiple
replacements.
2
We set hϕp , Φp i from hϕ̄p , Φ̄p i in (10) by properly replacing all occurrences of nl ψl as stated in the above
theorem. By construction, hϕp , Φp i is given by
ϕp = β[¬(ϕP → ϕN )];

Φp = ΦP ∪ ΦN ;

(13)

where ϕP , ϕN , ΦP , and ΦN are properly defined from their barred correspondents in (9). Table 3 shows how
functions in Example 4.1 can be represented as in Theorem 5.5.
Algorithms 1 and 2 compute the representation modulo satisfiability of nψ. Algorithm 1 returns 0 and ψ
in the limit cases n = 0 and n = 1 (lines 1 to 5); when n ∈ N \ {0, 1}, it returns formula ξnψ in (11) by building
it in line 6 plus a blog nc + 1 iteration loop (lines 7 to 13) where the nk ’s in the binary representation of n are
calculated by the routine in lines 8 and 9. Algorithm 2 returns ∅ in the limit cases n = 0 and n = 1 (lines 1 to
3); when n ∈ N \ {0, 1}, it returns set Ξnψ that comprehends formulas (12) by building it in line 4 plus a blog nc
iteration loop (lines 5 to 7). Both algorithms terminate in time O(log n) assuming propositional variables are
all represented with a constant size.
Algorithm 3 computes a representation modulo satisfiability for p# . It returns h0, ∅i in the limit case
a0 = · · · = an = 0 (lines 1 to 3); otherwise it returns representation hϕp , Φp i given in (13). From line 4 to line
15, the algorithm sets all P , N , αj , βj , and β, for j = 0, . . . , n, which are used to rewrite function p in terms of
pP and pN as in Lemma 5.1. From line 16 to line 26, it writes formulas ϕP and ϕN and adds formulas in ΦP
and ΦN to Φp . For J ∈ {P, N }, it works throughout a |J| iteration loop where each iteration takes a coefficient
9
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ϕp1 :
Φp 1 :

1
ξ¬(ξ
2

Z 1
18

⊕ξ 1 p1 →0)
Z2



↔ ¬ ξZ4 1 ⊕ ξZ0 1

1
Z 18

18

18

1
ξZ0 1 ↔ Z 18

ξZ0

↔

1
18

2

1
18

⊕

ξZ0

ξZ3

18

ξZ2

1
18

↔

1
18

1
18

⊕

6

ξZ1 1

1
18

↔ ξZ0 1 ⊕ ξZ0 1

6

6

6

ξZ2 1 ↔ ξZ1 1 ⊕ ξZ1 1

ξZ2 p1 ⊕ ξZ1 p1 ↔ X2

1
ξ¬(ξ
2

2


¬

6

6

6

0
ξ¬(ξ
2
Z

1
18

Z 1
18

2

Z2p1

6

⊕ξ 1 p1 →0)



↔¬

ξZ2

Z2

⊕ξ 1 p1 →0)
Z2

0
↔ ξ¬(ξ
2

1
18

Z 1
18

⊕

ξZ1 p1
2


→0

⊕ξ 1 p1 →0)
Z2

0
⊕ ξ¬(ξ
2

Z 1
18

⊕ξ 1 p1 →0)
Z2

→ Z 16
ξZ2 1

ξZ0 1

⊕

6

→

Z2p2



6


Φp 2 :

⊕

ξZ1 p1
2

ξZ4 1 ↔ ξZ3 1 ⊕ ξZ3 1
18
18 
 18
2
0
Z 61 ↔ ¬ ξZ 1 ⊕ ξZ 1
6

ϕp2 :

↔

2

ξZ1 p1
2

ξZ0 1 ↔ Z 16

18

ξZ2

2

ξZ2 p1
2

ξZ2 1 ↔ ξZ1 1 ⊕ ξZ1 1
18

2

ξZ1 p1 ↔ ξZ0 p1 ⊕ ξZ0 p1

18

ξZ1

ξZ0 p1 ↔ Z2p1

Z 16 ↔ ¬

ξZ2 1

⊕

ξZ0 1

6



ξZ1 1 ↔ ξZ0 1 ⊕ ξZ0 1

6

6

6

6

Z 21 ↔ ¬Z 12

ξZ2 1

ξZ1 1

ξZ1 1

ξZ1 p2
2

ξZ0 p2
2

↔

6

↔ X2

Z2p2 → Z 21

⊕

6

↔

6

Z2p2

ξZ1 p2 ↔ ξZ0 p2 ⊕ ξZ0 p2
2

2

2

ξZ0 1 ↔ Z 16
6

ϕp3 :

1
ξ¬(ξ
2

Φp 3 :



Z 16 ↔ ¬ ξZ2 1 ⊕ ξZ0 1

Z1p3 → Z 21

ξZ0 1 ↔ Z 16

ξZ0 p3 ↔ Z1p3

Z1
6

p

→Z1 3 )

6

6

1

6

ξZ1 1
6

↔

ξZ0 1
6

⊕

ξZ0 1
6

ξZ2 1 ↔ ξZ1 1 ⊕ ξZ1 1
6

6

Z 12 ↔ ¬Z 12

6

ξZ1 p3
1

↔ ξZ0 p3 ⊕ ξZ0 p3
1
1


p3
0
2
ξ¬(ξ2 →Z p3 ) ↔ ¬ ξZ 1 → Z1
Z1
6

1

1
ξ¬(ξ
p3
2
Z →Z1 )
1
6

6

↔

0
ξ¬(ξ
p3
2
Z →Z1 )
1
6

0
⊕ ξ¬(ξ
2

Z1
6

p

→Z1 3 )

ξZ1 p3 ↔ X1
1

Table 3
#
#
Representations as in (13) for functions p#
1 , p2 and p3 , where functions p1 , p2 and p3 are from Example 4.1.
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Algorithm 1 BINARY-F: computes formula ξnψ in (11) or 0 or ψ
Input: A natural number n and a formula ψ.
Output: Formula ξnψ .
1: if n = 0 then
2:
return 0;
3: else if n = 1 then
4:
return ψ;
5: end if
6: q := n, nk := 0, ξnψ := 0;
7: for k = 0, . . . , blog nc do
8:
nk := remainder from division of q by 2;
9:
q := quotient from division of q by 2;
10:
if nk = 1 then
11:
ξnψ := ξψk ⊕ ξnψ ;
12:
end if
13: end for
14: return ξnψ ;
Algorithm 2 BINARY-S: computes set Ξnψ in (12) or ∅
Input: A natural number n and a formula ψ.
Output: Set Ξnψ .
1: if n = 0 or n = 1 then
2:
return ∅;
3: end if
0
4: Ξnψ := {ξψ
↔ ψ};
5: for k = 1, . . . , blog nc do
6:
Ξnψ := Ξnψ ∪ {ξψk ↔ ξψk−1 ⊕ ξψk−1 };
7: end for
8: return Ξnψ ;
aj
bj

into account, where it treats ab00 (lines 18 to 21) separately from the others (lines 22 to 25). In lines 27 and
28 it finally writes formula ϕp and completes set Φp .
Theorem 5.6 Given a rational linear function p by its coefficients, a representation hϕp , Φp i for p# may be
computed in polynomial time by Algorithm 3.
Proof. Algorithm 3 builds representation hϕp , Φp i in (13). So, its correctness follows from Theorem 5.5. Let
[0, 1]n be the domain of p and M the maximum size of a binary representation for numbers among aj and bj ;
then the input size of p is at most 2(n + 1)M . The algorithm first calculates in polynomial time all β, αj and
βj ; let µ be the maximum size of a binary representation for numbers among β, αj and βj . Then, it proceeds
to writing the representation which is made up of at most 3(n + 1) propositional variables of the type Xj ,
Zjp and Z β1 , and 2(n + 1)µ + µ propositional variables of the type ξψk , a quantity polynomially proportional
j

to the size of the input. Thus, the size of the representation for each propositional variable may be assumed
to be a constant π also polynomially proportional to the size of the input. Next, the algorithm calculates
formulas ϕP and ϕN and sets ΦP and ΦN in n + 1 steps; in each one it calculates the part associated to a
coefficient αβii . For each part, computation takes polynomial time on π and at most three executions of routines
BINARY-F (Algorithm 2) and BINARY-S (Algorithm 1) with argument hν, P i, where ν is αi , βi or βi − 1,
which are already or may be quickly computed, and P is a propositional variable. In these cases BINARY-F
and BINARY-S run in polynomial time on µ and π. The algorithm finishes calculating ϕp and Φp by running
BINARY-F and BINARY-S with argument hβ, ¬(ϕP → ϕN )i. Now, BINARY-F runs in polynomial time on µ
and π and BINARY-S runs in polynomial time on µ, π and the size of ¬(ϕP → ϕN ). After all, Algorithm 4
terminates in polynomial time.
2
We call REPRESENT-TL-F and REPRESENT-TL-S the routines that separately compute ϕp and Φp ,
respectively. Both may be easily derived from routine REPRESENT-TL in Algorithm 3.
11
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Algorithm 3 REPRESENT-TL: computing representations for truncated linear functions
Input: A linear function p given by its rational coefficients ab00 , ab11 , . . . , abnn .
Output: A representation hϕp , Φp i for the truncated function p# .
1: if a1 = · · · = an = 0 then
2:
return h0, ∅i;
3: end if
4: P := ∅, N := ∅;
5: for j := 0, . . . , n do
6:
if aj > 0 then
7:
P := P ∪ {j}, αj := aj ;
8:
else if aj < 0 then
9:
N := N ∪ {j}, αj := −aj ;
10:
end if
11: end for
P
P
aj
aj
12: β := least integer greater than or equal to max{ j∈P b , −
j∈N bj };
j
13: for j ∈ P ∪ N do
14:
βj := β · bj ;
15: end for
16: ϕP := 0, ϕN := 0, Φp := ∅;
17: for J = P, N do
18:
if 0 ∈ J then
19:
ϕJ := ϕJ ⊕ BINARY-F(α0 , Z β1 );
0
20:
Φp := Φp ∪ {Z β1 ↔ ¬BINARY-F(β0 − 1, Z β1 )} ∪ BINARY-S(α0 , Z β1 ) ∪ BINARY-S(β0 − 1, Z β1 );
0
0
0
0
21:
end if
22:
for j ∈ J \ {0} do
23:
ϕJ := ϕJ ⊕ BINARY-F(αj , Zjp );
24:
Φp := Φp ∪ {Z β1 ↔ ¬BINARY-F(βj − 1, Z β1 ), BINARY-F(βj , Zjp ) ↔ Xj , Zjp → Z β1 } ∪
j

j

j

BINARY-S(αj , Zjp ) ∪ BINARY-S(βj − 1, Z β1 ) ∪ BINARY-S(βj , Zjp );
j

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

6

end for
end for
ϕp := BINARY-F(β, ¬(ϕP → ϕN ));
Φp := Φp ∪ BINARY-S(β, ¬(ϕP → ϕN ));
return hϕp , Φp i;

The General Case

Given a rational McNaughton function formatted as in Section 4, we now compute a logical representation for
it. Let f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] be a rational McNaughton function in regional format with linear pieces:
pi (x) =

ai0
ai1
ain
+
x1 + · · · +
xn ,
bi0
bi1
bin

(14)

for x = hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , aij ∈ Z, bij ∈ Z∗+ and i = 1, . . . , m, with each piece identical to f in region
Ωi , for i = 1, . . . , m. We call ABOVE(pk ,pi ) the polynomial routine that decides if linear piece pk is above a
different linear piece pi over Ωi .
Let hϕpi , Φpi i be the representation for p#
i given by Theorem 5.5, for i = 1, . . . , m. We define:
ϕ=

m
_
i=1

ϕΩi , with ϕΩi =

^
k∈K

ϕ pk ;

Φ=

m
[

Φ pi ;

(15)

i=1

where k ∈ K if pk (x) ≥ pi (x), for all x ∈ Ωi . We are able to state the following representation result which is
adapted from [17,18].
Lemma 6.1 Let f be a rational McNaughton function in regional format with linear pieces given by (14),
and let ϕΩi be a formula and Φ a set as in (15). Then, v(ϕΩi ) ≤ f (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )), for v ∈ ValΦ and
i = 1, . . . , m.
12
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ϕ:

(ϕp1 ∧ ϕp2 ∧ ϕp3 ) ∨ (ϕp1 ∧ ϕp2 ∧ ϕp3 ) ∨ (ϕp1 ∧ ϕp2 ∧ ϕp3 )

Φ:

Φp1 ∪ Φp2 ∪ Φp3
Table 4
Representation as in (15) for function f from Example 4.1.

Proof. Let v ∈ ValΦ and x0 = hv(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )i. In particular, v ∈ ValΦpi , for i ∈ K and, by Theorem 5.5,
v(ϕΩi ) = min p#
k (x0 ).
k∈K

If x0 ∈ Ωi , then v(ϕΩi ) ≤ p#
/ Ωi , there is some k0 such that
i (x0 ) = pi (x0 ) = f (x0 ). On the other hand, if x0 ∈
x0 ∈ Ωk0 . In the case pk0 (x) ≥ pi (x), for all x ∈ Ωi , then k0 ∈ K and v(ϕΩi ) ≤ p#
k0 (x0 ) = pk0 (x0 ) = f (x0 ).
In the case there is x0 ∈ Ωi such that pk0 (x0 ) < pi (x0 ), continuity of f yields that there is t ∈ K such that
pt (x) ≥ pi (x), for all x ∈ Ωi and pt (x) ≤ pk0 (x), for all x ∈ Ωk0 . Therefore, v(ϕΩi ) ≤ p#
t (x0 ) ≤ pt (x0 ) ≤
pk0 (x0 ) = p#
(x
)
=
f
(x
).
2
0
0
k0
Theorem 6.2 Any rational McNaughton function may be represented by hϕ, Φi in (15).
Proof. First note that any rational McNaughton function may be put in regional format as showed in Section
x
4. For hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ [0, 1]n , define a valuation v ∈ ValΦ such that v(Xj ) = xj and v(Zjpi ) = βijj , for i =
1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n, v(Z β1 ) =
ij

1
βij ,

for i = 1, . . . , m, j = 0, . . . , n, v(ξψ0 ) = v(ψ), and v(ξψk ) = min(1, v(ξψk−1 )+

v(ξψk−1 )), for k = 1, . . . , blog nc, for any nψ that occurs in ϕ and Φ. Now, let v, v 0 ∈ ValΦ such that v(Xj ) =
v 0 (Xj ), for j = 1, . . . , n. In particular, v, v 0 ∈ ValΦpi , for i = 1, . . . , m, and, by Theorem 5.5, v(ϕpi ) = v 0 (ϕpi ),
for i = 1, . . . , m. Therefore, v(ϕ) = v 0 (ϕ) and Xn determines ϕ modulo Φ-satisfiable. Finally, suppose v ∈
ValΦ . There is some k0 ∈ K such that hv(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )i ∈ Ωk0 . Note that v(ϕΩk0 ) = f (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )).
Therefore,
f (v(X1 ), . . . , v(Xn )) = max v(ϕΩi ) = v(ϕΩk0 ),
i=1,...,m

2

by Lemma 6.1.
Table 4 shows how function f in Example 4.1 can be represented as in Theorem 6.2.

Algorithm 4 REPRESENT: computing representations for rational McNaughton functions
Input: A rational McNaughton function f in regional format given by its linear pieces coefficients
a10
a1n
am0
amn
b10 , . . . , b1n ,. . . , bm0 , . . . , bmn and regions Ω1 , . . . , Ωm .
Output: A representation hϕ, Φi for the rational McNaughton function f .
1: Φ := ∅;
2: for i = 1, . . . , m do
in
i0
, . . . , abin
);
3:
ϕpi := REPRESENT-TL-F( abi0
4:
ϕΩi := ϕpi ;
5: end for
6: for i = 1, . . . , m do
7:
for k = 1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , m do
8:
if ABOVE(pk , pi ) = true then
9:
ϕΩi = ϕΩi ∧ ϕpk ;
10:
end if
11:
end for
i0
in
, . . . , abin
);
12:
Φ := Φ ∪ REPRESENT-TL-S( abi0
13: end for
14: ϕ := ϕΩ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕΩm ;
15: return hϕ, Φi;
13
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Algorithm 4 returns representation hϕ, Φi for function f with linear pieces given in (14). From line 1 to line
13, the algorithm writes formulas ϕΩi and the set Φ: it first computes formulas ϕpi (lines 2 to 5) by means of
routine REPRESENT-TL-F and then it writes ϕΩi (lines 7 to 11) by means of routine ABOVE. It writes set
Φ computing each Φpi by means of routine REPRESENT-TL-S (line 12). In line 14 it writes formula ϕ.
Theorem 6.3 Given a rational McNaughton function f in regional format, a logical representation for it may
be computed in polynomial time on the size of f by Algorithm 4.
Proof. Algorithm 4 builds representation hϕ, Φi in (15). So, the algorithm correctness follows from Theorem
6.2. The size of f is the space necessary to storage the coefficients of its m linear pieces p1 , . . . , pm and the
regions Ω1 , . . . , Ωm . The algorithm first calculates m representative formulas ϕpi by REPRESENT-TL-F,
which takes polynomial time on the size of f by Theorem 5.6. Then, it builds formulas ϕΩi from the already
built representative formulas in m2 steps; in each of these steps it runs routine ABOVE in assumed polynomial
time. Along with the above computation, the algorithm also builds set Φ in m steps; in each one it calculates
set Φpi by REPRESENT-TL-S, which takes polynomial time on the size of f by Theorem 5.6. Finally, the
algorithm calculates ϕ from formulas ϕΩi already computed. After all, Algorithm 4 terminates in polynomial
time.
2

7

Conclusions

We introduced a way to represent functions by logical formulas in Lukasiewicz Infinitely-valued Logic — the
representation modulo satisfiability —, and we showed by a constructive proof that all rational McNaughton
functions can be represented this way. Moreover, we derive an algorithm that builds such a representation in
polynomial time on the size of the function. For the future, we hope to couple this algorithm with algorithms
that approximate (normalized) continuous functions by rational McNaughton functions; also, apply these
approximations to the study of real systems such as neural networks through automated reasoning techniques.
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Abstract
One of the most fundamental properties of a proof system is analyticity, expressing the fact that a proof of a given formula F
only uses subformulas of F . In sequent calculus, this property is usually proved by showing that the cut rule is admissible, i.e.,
the introduction of the auxiliary lemma A in the reasoning “if A follows from B and C follows from A, then C follows from
B” can be eliminated. Mathematically, this means that we can inline the intermediate step A to have a direct proof of C from
the hypothesis B. More importantly, the proof of cut-elimination shows that the proof of C follows directly from the axiomatic
theory and B (and no external lemmas are needed). The proof of cut-elimination is usually a tedious process through several
proof transformations, thus requiring the assistance of (semi-)automatic procedures to avoid mistakes. In a previous work by
Miller and Pimentel, linear logic (LL) was used as a logical framework for establishing sufficient conditions for cut-elimination of
object logics (OL). The OL’s inference rules were encoded as an LL theory and an easy-to-verify criterion sufficed to establish
the cut-elimination theorem for the OL at hand. Using such procedure, analyticity of logical systems such as LK (classical logic),
LJ (intuitionistic logic) and substructural logics such as MALL (multiplicative additive LL) was proved within the framework.
However, there are many logical systems that cannot be adequately encoded in LL, the most symptomatic cases being sequent
systems for modal logics. In this paper we use a linear-nested sequent (LNS) presentation of SLL (a variant of linear logic with
subexponentials) and show that it is possible to establish a cut-elimination criterion for a larger class of logical systems, including
LNS proof systems for K, 4, KT, KD, S4 and the multi-conclusion LNS system for intuitionistic logic (mLJ). Impressively enough,
the sufficient conditions for cut-elimination presented here remain as simple as the one proposed by Miller and Pimentel. The
key ingredient in our developments is the use of the right formalism: we adopt LNS based OL systems, instead of sequent ones.
This not only provides a neat encoding procedure of OLs into SLL, but it also allows for the use of the meta-theory of SLL to
establish fundamental meta-properties of the encoded OLs. We thus contribute with procedures for checking cut-elimination of
several logical systems that are widely used in philosophy, mathematics and computer science.
Keywords: linear logic, cut elimination
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Introduction

Apart from formalizing reasoning, proof systems are important tools for analyzing structural properties of
proofs, as well as their computational and meta-logical consequences. In particular, one of the main subjects
of interest in proof theory is to determine when a proof system supports a notion of analytic proofs.
1
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Analytic calculi consist solely of rules that compose the formulas to be proved in a stepwise manner. As a
result, proofs from an analytic calculus satisfy the subformula property: every formula that appears (anywhere)
in the proof must be a subformula of the formulas to be proved. This is a powerful restriction on the shape of
proofs and can be exploited to prove important meta-logical properties of the logical system such as consistency,
decidability and interpolation.
Since analyticity is a highly non-trivial and powerful property, it is natural to ask
(i) how to construct an analytic calculus for a logic of interest; and
(ii) given a pre-existing proof system for a certain logic, how can we determine if it is analytic.
Regarding (i), the best known formalism for proposing analytic proof systems is Gentzen’s sequent calculus [7]. While its simplicity makes it an ideal tool for proving meta-logical properties, sequent systems are not
expressive enough for constructing analytic calculi for many logics of interest. As a result, many new formalisms
extending sequent systems have been proposed over the last 30 years, including hypersequent calculi [2], nested
calculi [3, 26] and labeled calculi [28]. While such more expressive formalisms enable calculi for a broader class
of logics, the greater bureaucracy makes it harder to prove meta-logical properties, such as analyticity itself.
Hence the importance of answering (ii).
Since a specific logic gives rise to a specific set of rules in different calculi, it is important to determine
whether there is a general methodology for determining/analyzing meta-level properties as analyticity. This is
the role of logical frameworks in proof theory, where proof systems are adequately embedded into a meta-level
formal system so that object-level properties can be uniformly proven. Since logical frameworks often come
with automated procedures, the meta-level machinery can be used for proving properties of the embedded
systems automatically.
In sequent calculus systems, analyticity is often guaranteed by proving a property called cut-elimination,
that is, the possibility of eliminating the cut rule below
Γ1 ` ∆1 , A A, Γ2 ` ∆2
cut
Γ1 , Γ2 ` ∆1 , ∆2
Intuitively, the cut rule expresses, in logic, the mathematical use of lemmas in proofs: if A follows from B and
C follows from A, then C follows from B. That is, one can cut the intermediate lemma A. Cut-elimination
implies that this deviation through A is not necessary. Mathematically, this means that proofs follow directly
from the axiomatic theory. Computationally, it implies that systems do not have to guess lemmas. Logically,
cut elimination often implies consistency.
Note that the cut rule has an inherent duality: the cut formula A is both a conclusion of a statement and a
hypothesis of another. In analytic systems, this duality is often an invariant, being preserved throughout the
cut-elimination process. Developing general methods for detecting such invariants enables the use of meta-level
frameworks to uniformly reasoning about object-level properties.
One of such methods was developed in [17], where bipoles and the focusing proof strategy [1] in linear logic
(LL) [8] were used in order to specify sequent systems and provide sufficient meta-level conditions for cutelimination. These results were recently formalized in Coq [6]. The main idea is that, by interpreting objectlevel inference rules as meta-level bipoles, focusing forces a one-to-one correspondence between the application
of rules and the derivation of formulas. This completely ties object-level (formulas, rules, derivations) to linear
logic, thus showing that if the meta-level use of cuts in represented proofs can be eliminated then all instances
of the object-level cut rule can be actually eliminated.
There are, at least, three minimum requirements for the success of logical frameworks to deal with analyticity
in object-logics: (a) the spectrum of object-logics amenable for encoding should be representative; (b) an
effective and uniform way of deciding the elimination of object-level cuts (based on the meta-level theory)
should be stated; and (c) the encoding should be simple (if possible, even automatic). Otherwise, the method
might be at risk of (a) not being representative; (b) simply bringing a case-by-case analysis to a more involved
framework; or (c) being too complicated to be used or implemented. The main criticism of the work in [17] is
(a). The reason for the lack of expressiveness is the fact that LL exponentials can only capture modal behaviors
matching exactly their own. The fact that exponentials alone are not enough for separating different types
of sequent contexts (sets, multisets or lists of formulas) is also problematic. In order to fix this last issue,
in [21] the meta-logic was enhanced to support subexponentials (SELL [19]), which can be thought as linear
multi-modalities organized as a poset. Intuitively, subexponentials separate the context into locations where
encoded formulas are stored, and different order structures would give rise to different hierarchies between
them. This for sure enhanced the power of the framework, but at a cost of making both the encoding and the
reasoning quite intractable, thus failing (c).
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But the meta-level logical system should not be the only one to blame: there are some sequent systems
that simply are not adequate themselves for representing a given logic. The case of modal logics is emblematic.
Undoubtedly, there are sequent calculi for a number of modal logics exhibiting many good properties (such as
analyticity) which can be used in complexity-optimal decision procedures. However, their construction often
seems ad-hoc, they are usually not modular, and they mostly lack philosophically relevant properties such
as separate left and right introduction rules for the modalities. These problems are often connected to the
fact that the modal rules in such calculi usually introduce more than one connective at a time, e.g. as in the
standard presentation of the rule k for modal logic K:
G1 , . . . , Gn ` F
k
2G1 , . . . , 2Gn ` 2F
This formulation is somehow dissatisfying since it modifies the context (by adding boxes to the hypothesis)
and one loses the distinction between left and right rules for the modal connective box. One way of solving
this problem is by considering extensions of the sequent framework that are expressive enough for capturing
these modalities using separate left and right introduction rules. One of such extensions is linear nested systems
(LNS) [11], where a single sequent is replaced with a list of sequents and successors of a sequent (linear nestings)
are interpreted under a given modality. The modal rules of these calculi govern the transfer of (modal) formulas
between the different sequents, and they are local, in the sense that it is sufficient to transfer only one formula
at a time.
Interestingly enough, linear nested systems are amenable for being encoded in (plain-vanilla) LL [13,14]. The
trick is to add labels to nestings and consider labeled formulas in the object-level. This has many interesting
consequences, such as the possibility of building uniform linear logic based theorem provers. But still the
meta-level characterization of cut-elimination invariants for LNS formalisms remains an open problem, since
there is no easy way to reason about them. The bottom line is: there seems to be no simple, perfect solution
for this problem.
With this in mind, in this paper we propose a hybrid approach: we will show how to combine the simplicity
of LL encodings with the power of subexponentials, but in a different setting and in a very controlled way. We
shall built on an LNS system for SLL, a variant of SELL where subexponentials can assume also modal axioms,
other than only structural ones (see [12]). Hence the idea is not to change the meta-logic itself, but rather to
change the formalism: object- and meta-logics are represented as linear nested systems (instead of sequent
systems). This actually entails a smooth extension of the work in [17], since all the encodings in that work
remain almost the same. And, more impressively, the (natural, simple, efficient) meta-level characterization
of object-level cut-elimination in the op. cit. also remains unchanged. This provides a neater solution to
the problem than the one reported in [21] (using sequent systems as formalism and subexponential LL as
meta-logic), where the necessary conditions and the encodings are more involved and not all the modal logics
considered here can be handled.
Organization and contributions. We start in Section 2 recalling linear nested systems and how they handle,
in a modular way, different modal logical systems. Section 3 builds on [12] and propose an end-active focused
system for SLL. Section 4 defines encodings for several (modal) object-logics, some of them not considered
in [21] nor in [17]. The translation is natural and the proof of adequacy is immediate due to the focusing
discipline. The criteria for establishing cut-elimination for object-logics are presented in Section 5. We show
that such criteria can be easily checked. In this section we also present our main result showing how to eliminate
the cut rule at the object-level. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Linear nested systems

In this section we present a friendly introduction to linear nested systems [11]. The main benefit of this
framework is that it exhibits the essential structure to obtain modular calculi, while retaining a very close
connection to the ordinary sequent framework [14].
Coming back to the rule k in the introduction, observe that it can also be seen as an infinite set of rules [29]


G1 , . . . , Gn ` F
k |n≥0
2G1 , . . . , 2Gn ` 2F n



each with a fixed number of principal formulas. This suggests that k could actually be replaced with two rules:
one handling the right box and another dealing with the left boxes, one at a time. For being able to do that,
we need a tighter control of formulas in the context, something that sequents do not provide. Hence the need
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G // Γ, A ` A, ∆
G // Γ, F ` ∆

G // Γ, G ` ∆

G // Γ, F ∨ G ` ∆
G // Γ, F ` ∆
G // Γ, F ∧ G ` ∆

∧L1

∨L

init

G // Γ ` F, ∆
G // Γ ` F ∨ G, ∆

G // Γ, G ` ∆
G // Γ, F ∧ G ` ∆

G // Γ, f ` ∆

G // Γ ` t, ∆

G // Γ ` G, ∆

∨R1

∧L2

fL

G // Γ ` F ∨ G, ∆

G // Γ1 ` F, ∆1

tR
G // Γ ` F, ∆

∨R2

G // Γ2 , G ` ∆2

G // Γ1 , Γ2 , F → G ` ∆1 , ∆2

G // Γ ` G, ∆

G // Γ ` F ∧ G, ∆
→L

G // Γ, F ` G, ∆
G // Γ ` F → G, ∆

∧R

→R

Fig. 1. Propositional rules of the system LNSG for classical logic. In the init rule, A is atomic.
G // Γ, F, F ` ∆
G // Γ, F ` ∆

CL

G // Γ ` F, F, ∆
G // Γ ` F, ∆

CR

G // Γ ` ∆
G // Γ, F ` ∆

WL

G // Γ ` ∆
G // Γ ` F, ∆

WR

Fig. 2. The structural rules of contraction and weakening.
Γ ` ∆// F ` G

Γ ` ∆// Σ, F ` Π
Γ, F ` ∆// Σ ` Π

lift

G // Γ ` F ⊃ G, ∆

⊃R

G // Γ1 ` F, ∆1

G // Γ2 , G ` ∆2

G // Γ1 , Γ2 , F ⊃ G ` ∆1 , ∆2

⊃L

Fig. 3. Some rules of LNSI for propositional intuitionistic logic.

for extending the notion of sequent systems.
Definition 2.1 The set LNS of linear nested sequents is given recursively by:
(i) if Γ ` ∆ is a sequent then Γ ` ∆ ∈ LNS
(ii) if Γ ` ∆ is a sequent and G ∈ LNS then Γ ` ∆// G ∈ LNS.
We call each sequent in a linear nested sequent a component and slightly abuse notation, abbreviating
“linear nested sequent” to LNS. We shall denote by LNSL a linear nested sequent system for a logic L.
2
In words, a linear nested sequent is simply a finite list of sequents that matches exactly the history of a
backwards proof search in an ordinary sequent calculus [11, 14]. We can now adequately represent the local
behavior of modalities in the rule k:
G // Γ ` ∆// · ` F
2R
G // Γ ` ∆, 2F

G // Γ ` ∆// Γ0 , F ` ∆0
2L
G // Γ, 2F ` ∆// Γ0 ` ∆0

Reading bottom up, while in 2R a new nesting/component is created and F is moved there, in 2L exactly one
boxed formula moves into an existing nesting, losing its modality.
We will explore the local/linear structure of LNS in two ways: first, components have a tight connection to
worlds in Kripke-like semantics, so that LNS is an adequate framework for describing the behavior of alethic
modalities in certain logical systems; and second, on fragmenting information into components, rules act locally
on formulas, hence often being context independent, so that the movement of formulas on derivations can be
better predicted and controlled. This implies that both: we will be able to adequately specify a representative
class of logical systems; and many techniques developed in [17] will remain valid in the proposed framework.
A further advantage of this framework is that it is often possible to restrict the list of sequents in a LNS to
the last 2 components, that we call active.
Definition 2.2 An application of a linear nested sequent rule is end-active if the rightmost components of the
premises are active and the only active components (in premise and conclusion) are the two rightmost ones.
The end-active variant of a LNS calculus is the calculus with the rules restricted to end-active applications.
All the logical systems studied in [11, 12, 14] can be restricted to the end-active version. Figs. 1 and 2
present the end-active LNSG for the classical propositional connectives and the structural rules of weakening
and contraction. Observe that, when restricted to classical logic, new components are never created (this
reflects the fact that the Kripke structure for classical logic is flat). Hence the LNS collapses to the usual
sequent system LK [7]. A more interesting case is the linear nested system for propositional intuitionistic
logic. LNSI [11] is the system sharing with LNSG the axioms, structural rules and rules for conjunction and
disjunction, but adding the rules for intuitionistic implication ⊃ shown in Fig. 3. Observe that, bottom-up, the
rule for implication right creates a new component, adds the sequent F ` G there and erases the back history.
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K 2(F ⊃ G) ⊃ (2F ⊃ 2G)

Axioms:
Γ ` ∆// Σ, F ` Π
Γ, 2F ` ∆// Σ ` Π

2L

Γ ` ∆// · ` F
G// Γ ` ∆, 2F

2R

D ¬(2F ∧ 2¬F )
Γ ` ∆// F ` ·

G // Γ, 2F ` ∆

T 2F ⊃ F

G // Γ, F ` ∆
d

G // Γ, 2F ` ∆

t

4 2F ⊃ 22F
Γ ` ∆// Σ, 2F ` Π
Γ, 2F ` ∆// Σ ` Π

4

Fig. 4. Some modal axioms and their linear nested sequent rules.

The lift rule, on the other hand, moves left formulas into the next component. The consecutive application
of these rules mimics, possibly in many steps, the behavior of the sequent right rule for implication in the
multi-conclusion intuitionistic sequent system mLJ [16]
Γ, F ` G
⊃R
Γ ` ∆,.F ⊃ G
.. G
.

· ` ∆// Γ, F ` G
lift
Γ ` ∆ // F ` G
⊃R
G // Γ ` ∆, F ⊃ G

This also interprets, proof theoretically, the definition of satisfaction for intuitionistic logic (see [24] for
more details). Observe that, once all formulas in the left context are lifted, the only possible action is the
application of rules in the last (right-most) component. Hence the right context ∆ is forgotten. This shows an
interesting dynamic in end-active systems: apply first rules that do not involve moving-between or creating-new
components. After creating new components, apply the lift-kind rules as much as possible. Then forget about
past components and move forward, reasoning over the new components.
The possibility of having such a notion of “proof normalization” was studied in [25] in the nested systems
framework. In that work, it was shown that end-active nested systems with very specific rules’ shape can
be sequentialized. This implies that such nested systems correspond to well known sequent systems. In this
work, we will use this result in a very pragmatic way. Namely, since some sequent systems are not adequate
for specification and reasoning, we will consider the corresponding (end-active) LNS that: have the same
meta-logical properties; can be easily specified; and entails easy meta-level conditions for cut-elimination.
In the present work, besides reasoning about intuitionistic and classical logics, we shall also reason about
linear nested systems for some notable extensions of the normal modal logic K. Fig. 4 presents some modal
axioms and the respective linear nested rules. The calculus LNSK contains the rules of LNSG together with the
rules 2R and 2L . Extensions of the logic K are represented by KR, where R is the list of the respective axioms.
As usual, we write S4 = KT4.

3

Linear logic and its variants

Linear logic (LL) [8] is a resource conscious logic, in the sense that formulas are consumed when used during
proofs, unless they are marked with the exponential ? (whose dual is !). Formulas marked with ? behave
classically, i.e., they can be contracted (duplicated) and weakened (erased) during proofs. LL connectives
include the additive conjunction & and disjunction ⊕ and their multiplicative versions ⊗ and O, together with
their units and the first-order quantifiers:
F, G, . . . ::=

A

| F ⊗ G | 1 | F ⊕ G | 0 | ∃x.F | !F

⊥
| A | F OG | ⊥ | F NG | > | ∀x.F | ?F
literals

multiplicatives

quantif.

additives

exp.

Note that (·)⊥ (negation) has atomic scope. For an arbitrary formula F , F ⊥ denotes the result of moving
negation inward until it has atomic scope. We shall refer to atomic (A) and negated atomic (A⊥ ) formulas
as literals. The connectives in the first line denote the de Morgan dual of the connectives in the second line.
Hence, for atoms A, B, the expression (⊥ & (A ⊗ (!B)))⊥ denotes 1 ⊕ (A⊥ O(?B ⊥ )). The linear implication
F −◦ G is a short hand for F ⊥ OG. The equivalence F ≡ G is defined as (F −◦ G) & (G −◦ F ).
The usual rules for the exponentials in LL in its one-sided sequent presentation are
`?G1 , · · · , ?Gn , F
!
`?G1 , · · · , ?Gn , !F

` Γ, F
?
` Γ, ?F

`Γ
?
` Γ, ?F W

` Γ, ?F, ?F
?C
` Γ, ?F

Note that, in order to introduce ! (this rule is usually called promotion) all the formulas must be marked with
?. Clearly, this rule is not context-independent (compare it with the rule k in the introduction). The other
three rules correspond to dereliction, weakening and contraction.
In [9, 27], systems with partially local rules for LL were proposed. In [12], the end-active LNSLL system for
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` Θ; Γ ⇑ >, L

` Θ; Γ ⇑ L
⊥
` Θ; Γ ⇑ ⊥, L

>

` Θ; Γ ⇑ F, G, L
O
` Θ; Γ ⇑ F OG, L

Negative rules:
` Θ; Γ ⇑ F, L ` Θ; Γ ⇑ G, L
&
` Θ; Γ ⇑ F & G, L

Positive rules:

` Θ; Γ1 ⇓ F ` Θ; Γ2 ⇓ G
⊗
` Θ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇓ F ⊗ G

Id, Decide and Release:

` Θ; A ⇓ A⊥

Il

` Θ; Γ ⇑ F [y/x], L
∀
` Θ; Γ ⇑ ∀x.F, L
` Θ; Γ ⇓ Fi
⊕i
` Θ; Γ ⇓ F1 ⊕ F2

` Θ, i : A; · ⇓ A⊥

` Θ, j : F ; · ⇑ · //i ` Υ; · ⇑ L, F
` Θ, j : F ; · ⇑ · //i ` Υ; · ⇑ L

Ic

?i k (for i  j)

` Θ; Γ, S ⇑ L
store
` Θ; Γ ⇑ S, L
` Θ, i : F ; Γ ⇑ L
` Θ; Γ ⇑ ?i F, L

storec

` Θ; Γ ⇓ F [t/x]
∃
` Θ; Γ ⇓ ∃x.F

` Θ; Γ ⇓ P
Dl
` Θ; Γ, P ⇑ ·

` Θ; · ⇓ 1

` Θ, i : Pa ; Γ ⇓ Pa
Dc
` Θ, i : Pa ; Γ ⇑ ·

` Θ, j : F ; Γ ⇑ · //i ` Υ, j : F ; · ⇑ L
` Θ, j : F ; Γ ⇑ · //i ` Υ; · ⇑ L

1

` Θ; Γ ⇑ N
Rn
` Θ; Γ ⇓ N

?i 4 (for i  j and 4 ∈ U (j))

Subexponentials:
` Θ, i : F ; · ⇑ ·//i ` ·; · ⇑ F
Dd (for D ∈ U (i))
` Θ, i : F ; · ⇑ ·

` Θ; · ⇑ ·//i ` ·; · ⇑ F
` Θ; · ⇓ !i F

!i

` Θ; · ⇑ L
` Υ; · ⇑ ·//i ` Θ; · ⇑ L

Rr

Fig. 5. End-active focused system LNSFSLL . In Ic and Il , A is an atom. In ∀, y is fresh. In store, S is a literal or a positive formula.
In Dc , Pa is not atomic and in Dl , P is a positive formula. In Rn , N is a negative formula. In Dc and Ic , T ∈ U (i).

LL was introduced, making the rule for ! local, in the sense that one does not need to check the sequent context
in order to apply promotion:
` Γ// ` ∆, ?F
` Γ// ` F
!
?
E// ` Γ, !F
` Γ, ?F// ` ∆
where E is an empty list of components. Note the similarities between the LNS rules ! and 2R ; and ? and 4
in Fig. 4. Indeed, the work [12] exploits such similarities to propose extensions of LNSLL with subexponentials
where the exponentials are decorated with labels allowing for different modal behaviors.
Since the proof of adequacy of the proposed encodings in Sec. 4 is greatly alleviated if a focusing discipline
is used, we introduce next the focused version of the LNS for linear logic with subexponentials.
3.1

Multi-modalities in linear logic and the focused system LNSFSLL

As exponentials (!, ?) in linear logic can be seen, roughly, as modalities in modal logic, subexponentials are
nothing else than multi-modalities. Intuitively, this means that we can mark the exponentials with labels taken
from a set S organized in a pre-order , obtaining (possibly infinitely-many) exponentials (!i , ?i for i ∈ S).
Also like modal connectives, subexponentials are not canonical [4], in the sense that if i 6= j then !i F 6≡ !j F
and ?i F 6≡ ?j F . Moreover, the pre-order determines the provability relation: !b F implies !a F iff a  b.
The main difference between multi-modalities and subexponentials is that the last carries the possibility of
having different structural behaviors, being unbounded (or classical) if weakening and contraction are allowed
or bounded otherwise (thus having a linear behavior).
This opened a venue for proposing different multi-modal substructural logical systems, that encountered a
number of different applications e.g. in the specification and verification of concurrent systems [20], biological
systems [22], applications in linguistics [10], and the specification of systems with multiple contexts, which may
be represented by sets or multisets of formulas [21].
In [12] we extended the concept of simply dependent multimodal logics [5] (SDML) to the substructural
case, where subexponentials considered not only the structural axioms for contraction and weakening, but
also axioms for modalities {K, 4, D, T} (see Fig. 4) for the subexponentials. This means that ?i can behave
classically or not, but also with exponential behaviors different from those in LL. Hence, by assigning different
modal axioms one obtains, in a modular way, a class of different substructural modal logics. For instance,
subexponentials assuming T allow for dereliction, those assuming 4 are persistent (while those assuming only
K are not) and D forbids both persistency and dereliction – in fact, substructural KD can be seen as a fragment
of light linear logic LLL [9].
We consider here only classical versions of SDML, that we call SLL, where subexponentials are unbounded.
Although this is not a necessary restriction, it is enough for specifying the classical based systems considered
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in this paper, and it simplifies the notation of the resulting system.
Definition 3.1 The SLL subexponential signature is given by Σ = hS, , U(i)i, where S is a set of unbounded
labels, U(i) represent the set of axioms within {K, 4, D, T} that the subexponential ?i ∈ S assumes, and  is
a pre-order among the elements of S that is upwardly closed with respect to U(i), i.e., if A ∈ U(i) and i  j,
then A ∈ U(j).
The proof system for SLL is constructed by adding all the rules for the linear logic connectives except for
the exponentials. The rules for subexponentials are added according to the subexponential signature Σ. We
will present next the focused variant of the linear nested system for SLL.
Focusing [1] is a discipline on proofs aiming at reducing non-determinism during proof search. Focusing
in LL based systems is grounded on two kinds of separations: (i) classical/linear behaving formulas and (ii)
invertible/non invertible introduction rules.
For, (i), observe that it is possible to incorporate the structural rules of contraction and weakening for
formulas of the shape ?F into the LL introduction rules. This is reflected into the syntax in the so called
dyadic sequents where the context is split into two: a classical (set of formulas Θ) and a linear (multiset
of formulas Γ). The dyadic sequent ` Θ : Γ is then interpreted as the linear logic sequent ` ?Θ, Γ where
?Θ = {?F | F ∈ Θ}. This can be easily generalized to the case of the subexponentials: the classical context is
a partition Θ = {i : Θi | i ∈ S}, and the dyadic sequent ` (i : Θi )i∈S : Γ is interpreted as the (subexponential)
linear logic sequent ` (?i Θi )i∈S , Γ.
For (ii), it turns out that proofs can be organized in two alternating phases: the negative phase containing
only invertible rules, and the positive phase contains only non-invertible rules. The connectives O, ⊥, &, >, ?i , ∀
have invertible introduction rules and are thus classified as negative. The remaining connectives ⊗, 1, ⊕, 0, !i , ∃
are positive. Formulas inherit their polarity according to their main connective, e.g., F ⊗ G is positive and
F OG is negative. Although the bias assigned to atoms does not interfere with provability [18], here we follow
Andreoli’s convention of classifying atomic formulas as negative, thus negated atoms as positive.
In the focused system LNSFSLL (Fig. 5), dyadic (linear nested) sequents are further refined, so to reflect not
only the negative/positive proof phases described above, but also the behavior of the promotion rule:
- ` Θ; Γ ⇑ L belongs to the negative phase. During this phase, all negative formulas in the list L are
introduced and all positive formulas and literals are moved to the linear context Γ.
- ` Θ; Γ ⇓ F belongs to the positive phase, where all positive connectives at the root of F are introduced.
- G //i ` Θ; Γ ⇑ F belongs to the exponential phase. During this phase, only applications of the rules for ?i
are allowed, ending with an application of Rr .
Reading the rules bottom-up, the ones belonging to the negative phase pick the first formula F on the list
L. Negative formulas are eagerly decomposed, while literals and positive formulas are stored into the linear
context, as shown in the left derivation below.
` ·; A, F ⊕ !i A ⇑ ·

` Θ; Γ, F ⊗ G, A⊥ ⇑ ?i B, L
i

` Θ; Γ ⇑ F ⊗ G, A⊥ , ? B, L

2 × store

` ·; · ⇑ A, F ⊕ !i A

` Θ, i : B; Γ, F ⊗ G, A⊥ ⇑ L

storec

` Θ, j : F ⊕ !i A; · ⇑ ·//i ` ·; · ⇑ A, F ⊕ !i A
` Θ, j : F ⊕ !i A; · ⇑ ·//i ` ·; · ⇑ A

2 × store

` Θ; Γ ⇑ (F ⊗ G)OA⊥ , ?i B, L

i

i

` Θ, j : F ⊕ ! A; · ⇓ ! A

O

` Θ, j : F ⊕ !i A; · ⇓ F ⊕ !i A
` Θ, j : F ⊕ !i A; · ⇑ ·

!i

Rr
?i k

(1)

⊕2
Dc

The negative phase ends when the list L is empty. Then the proof moves to an exponential phase by the
application of the rule Dd , or a positive phase by focusing on a formula F via the deciding rules Dl and Dc
(note that F can never be atomic). In Dl , F should be a positive formula taken from the linear context (and
thus erased from it). In Dc , a copy of F is taken from the classical context, thus making an implicit contraction
and a dereliction. Since we are considering only unbounded subexponentials, contraction is not a problem.
However, in order to derelict ?i F , it should be the case that T ∈ U(i) – this is the side condition in the caption
of Fig. 5. Once we focus on a formula, the proof follows by applying positive rules, where the focus persists on
the decomposed subformulas until either: a negative formula is reached (and the positive phase ends with the
application of Rn ); or a banged formula is derived, which creates a new component and triggers an exponential
phase execution. At this point, only the rules for ?i , moving formulas between components, are allowed. When
this moving is over, the exponential phase (and the positive phase) ends with an application of the rule Rr ,
starting again a negative phase. See the right derivation in Equation (1), where we assume that A is atomic,
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T ∈ U(j) and i  j.
The proof ends with applications of the initial axioms at the leaves. For an atom A, the proof of ` Θ; Γ ⇓ A⊥
must finish immediately with the rule Ic (and the atomic proposition A must be in a context i s.t. T ∈ U(i)) or
the rule Il (and the linear context is the singleton {A}). This behavior will be fundamental to understanding
the specifications described later. Note the implicit weakening of the (classical) context Θ on the leaves.
In our encodings, we shall consider the following set of labels: S = {l, c, k, t, d, 4, td, t4, d4}. We assume
that U(l) = {T}, K ∈ U(i) for all i 6= l (hence the rule ?i k can be applied for all subexponentials but l), U(c) =
{K, T, 4, D}, and all the other labels assume the axioms represented by the same letter, e.g. U(t4) = {K, T, 4}.
Hence, for instance, !t4 has the same behavior as the box modality in the modal logic S4. Not surprisingly, but
interesting enough, t4 will also be used for the specification of the intuitionistic implication.
Finally, we will set the following subexponential order  for S: l is not related to any other label, and
i  j iff U(i) ⊆ U(j). The idea is that l will be the local subexponential, that will allow for weakening and
contraction within a component, that is, in a sequent only. The other subexponentials in S allow moving
information between components, that is, in different sequents. This flow of information is then regulated using
the order, where greater subexponentials can move formulas to smaller ones.
The following derivation shows that the axiom 4 is provable using the subexponential 4.
ll
` ·; A ⇓ A⊥
Dl
` ·; A⊥ , A ⇑ ·
` ·; · ⇑ ·//4 ` ·; · ⇑ A⊥ , A

Rr , store

store, Dl , !4 , ?4 k
Rr
` 4 : A⊥ ; · ⇑ ·//4 ` 4 : A⊥ ; · ⇑ !4 A 4
? 4
` 4 : A⊥ ; · ⇑ ·//4 ` ·; · ⇑ !4 A 4
!
` 4 : A⊥ ; · ⇓ !4 !4 A
Dl
` 4 : A⊥ ; !4 !4 A ⇑ ·
storec , store
` ·; · ⇑ ?4 A⊥ , !4 !4 A
O
` ·; · ⇑ ?4 A⊥ O!4 !4 A
` 4 : A⊥ ; · ⇑ ! 4 A

The proof involves three components: the initial sequent and the other two created using the !4 rule. The
information A⊥ is first passed from the 1st to the 2nd components through the classical contexts via rule ?4 4 ,
then to the linear context into the 3rd component via rule ?4 k . All the other axioms in Fig. 4 are proven
similarly, using the correspondent subexponential.

4

Specifying LNS

In this section we shall encode the logical rules of LNS systems as SLL theories. We shall also prove that
such specification is adequate in the sense that an object logic (OL) sequent S is provable iff the encoding of
S together with the resulting theory of the OL’s rules is also provable in LNSSFLL . See [17, 19] for a further
discussion about the level of adequacy that can be achieved with this kind of LL specifications.
In [17], LL was used as a logical framework for specifying a number of logical systems. Here we shall
proceed similarly but building on SLL. The idea is to use two predicates b·c and d·e for identifying objects that
appear on the left or on the right side, respectively, of the sequents in the OL. Hence, for instance, object-level
sequents of the form B1 , . . . , Bn ` C1 , . . . , Cm (where n, m ≥ 0) are specified as the multiset of atomic SLL
formulas bB1 c, . . . , bBn c, dC1 e, . . . , dCm e. As a mnemonic, formulas on the (L)eft side of object-level sequents
are encoded with the predicate starting with b. In the following, given a set of OL formulas Γ, we shall use
bΓc to denote the set of SLL formulas {bF c | F ∈ Γ}. Similarly for dΓe.
Inference rules of the OL are specified as rewriting clauses that replace the active formula in the conclusion
of the rule by the resulting formulas in the premises. The linear logic connectives indicate how these objectlevel formulas are connected: contexts are copied (&) or split (⊗), in different inference rules (⊕) or in the
same sequent (O). Such specification clauses will be members of a theory TL of the specified rules in SLL of
the logical system L. Theories will be stored with the subexponential c. Note that i  c for any i ∈ S. Hence,
the formulas in TL can be copied/moved to any component.
As an example, consider the rules ∧L1 , ∧L2 and ∧R for conjunction in Fig. 1. Following the method shown
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∧L : bA ∧ Bc⊥ ⊗ (bAc ⊕ bBc)
Bc⊥

∨L : bA ∨
⊗ (dAe & bBc)
→L : bA → Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊗ bBc)

∧R : dA ∧ Be⊥ ⊗ (dAe & dBe)
Be⊥

∨R : dA ∨
⊗ (dAe ⊕ dBe)
→R : dA → Be⊥ ⊗ (bAcOdBe)

fL : bfc⊥ ⊗ >
tR : dte⊥ ⊗ >
init : bAc⊥ ⊗ dAe⊥

Fig. 6. Encoding of propositional rules of the system LNSG for classical logic. In all the specification clauses, there is an implicit
existential quantification on A and B.
posi : bAc⊥ ⊗ (?i bAc)

negi : dAe⊥ ⊗ (?i dAe)

Fig. 7. Encoding of the structural rules.

in [17], these rules yield the following SLL clauses (present in Fig. 6)
∧L : ∃F, G.(bF ∧ Gc⊥ ⊗ (bF c ⊕ bGc))

∧R : ∃F, G.(dF ∧ Ge⊥ ⊗ (dF e & dGe))

If we decide to focus on the clause ∧L from the theory TG , there is only one possible course of action, where
I = Il or I = Ic , accordingly
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 , bF c ⇑ ·

Rn , store
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 ⇓ bF c
⊕1
` Θ, c : TG ; , Γ1 ⇓ bF ∧ Gc⊥
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 ⇓ bF c ⊕ bGc
∃, ∃, ⊗
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇓ ∃F, G.(bF ∧ Gc⊥ ⊗ (bF c ⊕ bGc))
Dc
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇑ ·
I

with Γ1 = bF ∧ Gc, or Γ1 = ∅ and bF ∧ Gc ∈ Θ. Bottom-up, the active formula F ∧ G is taken from the linear
or the classical context and the whole positive phase (after the resulting negative phase) ends by storing the
atom bF c into the linear context. This derivation mimics exactly an application of the rule ∧L1 at the object
level. Similarly, if instead of ⊕1 we apply ⊕2 , the atom bGc is stored, thus reflecting the behavior of ∧L2 .
If we do the same exercise with ∧R , the derivation ends up with two premises corresponding exactly to the
two premises of the rule ∧R

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 ⇓ dF ∧ Ge

⊥

I

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 , dF e ⇑ ·

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 , dGe ⇑ ·

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 ⇓ (dF e & dGe)

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇓ ∃F, G.(dF ∧ Ge⊥ ⊗ (dF e & dGe))
Dc
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇑ ·

Rn , &, store

∃, ∃⊗

Moreover, focusing on the initial clause (see Figure 6) implies finishing the proof (by showing that F is on
the left and on the right of the OL sequent)
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 ⇓ dF e⊥

I

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ2 ⇓ bF c⊥

` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇓ ∃F.bF c⊥ ⊗ dF e⊥
Dc
` Θ, c : TG ; Γ1 , Γ2 ⇑ ·

I
∃, ⊗

Regarding the structural rules of weakening and contraction, it may be the case that an OL admits some of
them on the left, right or both sides of the sequent. We mimic those behaviors by adding the structural rules
in Fig. 7 according to each case. For instance, if posi (weakening/contraction for the left context of the OL
sequent) is in TL , we can prove the equivalence bF c ≡ ?i bF c. Hence, under the presence of posi , we are free to
do contraction on atoms of the form bF c. Similarly for negi and right formulas. Observe that posi and negi
are parametric w.r.t. the subexponential label. Hence, for example, if i = l, then the use of such clauses is
restricted to a component (recall that l ∈ S is meant to be the local, one component, subexponential).
The adequacy of the specification of LNSG is the same as showed in [17], since this LNS system coincides
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⊃L : bA ⊃ Bc⊥ ⊗ (dAe ⊗ bBc)

Intuitionistic implication:

Modal rules:

2Li : b2Ac⊥ ⊗ ?i bAc

⊃R : dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ !t4 (bAcOdBe)

2Ri : d2Ae⊥ ⊗ !i dAe

Fig. 8. Encoding of intuitionistic implication rules and modal rules.

with the usual sequent system LK.
Theorem 4.1 Let TG consist of the set of the specification clauses in Figs. 6 together with the structural rules
posi and negi where T ∈ U(i). Then TG is adequate w.r.t. LNSG .
Let us move our attention to the intuitionistic case. In [30] we mechanized such an adequacy result [17] for
the specification of the sequent system LJ of propositional intuitionistic logic [7], and in [21] we considered the
multi-conclusion intuitionistic system mLJ [16]. In the LNS case, observe that the inference rules of LNSI are
the same as those of LNSG with the exception of the rules for implication, which are depicted in Fig. 8.
Theorem 4.2 Let TI contain post4 , negl plus the introduction clauses of TG with the clauses for implication
substituted by the clauses in Fig. 8. Then TI is adequate w.r.t. LNSI .
Proof. Observe that post4 moves left formulas from the linear context to the context t4

` Θ, c : TI ; bGc ⇓ bGc

⊥

Il

` Θ, c : TI , t4 : bGc; Γ ⇑ ·
` Θ, c : TI ; Γ ⇓ ?t4 bGc

` Θ, c : TI ; bGc, Γ ⇓ ∃F.(bF c⊥ ⊗ ?t4 bF c)
Dc
` Θ, c : TI ; bGc, Γ ⇑ ·

Rn , storec

∃, ⊗

Similarly, negl moves right formulas from the linear context to the (unbounded, local) context l. Hence we
may always assume that the linear context is empty when applying a decide rule. This fact is actually not
needed, but it simplifies the present proof.
Now, regarding implication, consider the following derivation
` Θ(t4), c : TI ; bAc, dBe ⇑ ·
` Θ, c : TI ; · ⇑ ·//t4 ` Θ(t4), c : TI ; · ⇑ bAcOdBe
` Θ, c : TI ; · ⇓ dA ⊃ Be⊥

Ic

` Θ, c : TI ; · ⇑ ·//t4 ` ·; · ⇑ bAcOdBe
` Θ, c : TI ; · ⇓ !t4 (bAcOdBe)

` Θ, c : TI ; · ⇓ ∃F, G.(dF ⊃ Ge⊥ ⊗ !t4 (bF cOdGe)
Dc
` Θ, c : TI ; · ⇑ ·

Rr , O, 2 × store

?t4 4

!t4

∃, ∃, ⊗

Observe that Θ(l) contains all the right formulas (that will be “forgotten”) while Θ(t4) contains all the left
formulas (that will be carried over the components). Hence this derivation is adequate w.r.t. the implication
in LNSI . The other cases are similar to the case for LNSG . As a final remark, note that, since t4  c, the theory
TI always move between components.
2
Let us now move to the modal case. The (parameterized) clauses specifying the rules for box are given in
Fig. 8. The theory T2i for the modal logic resulting from extending K with the axioms in the list i is given by
the clauses of TG (Fig. 6) plus the clauses negl and posl (Fig. 7 ) and the clauses 2Li and 2Ri (Fig. 8). For
example, T2t4 = TG ∪ {negl , posl } ∪ {2Lt4 , 2Rt4 }.
Theorem 4.3 T2i is adequate w.r.t. LNSKi .
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Proof. The proof follows more or less the script from the intuitionistic case. Consider the following derivation.
` Θ(4), c : T2i ; dAe ⇑ Θ(k)
` Θ, c : T2i ; · ⇑ ·//i ` Θ(4), c : T2i ; · ⇑ dAe, Θ(k)
` Θ, c : T2i ; · ⇓ d2Ae⊥

` Θ, c : T2i ; · ⇑ ·//i ` ·; · ⇑ dAe

Ic

` Θ, c : T2i ; · ⇓ !i dAe

` Θ, c : T2i ; · ⇓ ∃F.(d2F e⊥ ⊗ !i dF e)
Dc
` Θ, c : T2i ; · ⇑ ·

Rr , store
?i 4 , ?i k

!i

∃, ⊗

Observe that Θ(j | i 6 j) contains all the right formulas, together with all the left formulas in contexts not
related to i (that will be “forgotten”); Θ(4) contains all the formulas in Θ(j) s.t. 4 ∈ U(j) and Θ(k) contains
the other formulas. Hence this derivation is adequate w.r.t. the 2 in LNSKi .
2
It is worth noticing the modularity of the encodings: all the modal systems have exactly the same encoding,
only differing on the meta-level modality. This is a direct consequence of locality, granted by LNS. Therefore,
we are able to spot the core characteristics of the logical systems, allowing punctual actions to be taken at the
meta-level. We will profit from this widely in the next section.
We finish this section by observing that the adequacy does not reach its strongest possible level, as it is
the case for the rules in TG , where one focused step mimics exactly a rule application. The reason is that the
search space in LNS systems is often greater than in sequent systems [14]. Hence, for example, there are no
focused meta-level steps that correspond to the following valid derivation in LNSI
· ` G// F, C ` A
lift
F ` G// C ` A
∨R1
F ` G// C ` (A ∨ B)
⊃R
F ` G, C ⊃ (A ∨ B)
However, the sequentialization result in [25] implies that, restricted to LNS normal proofs, the adequacy is
achieved on its highest level. Since the results of the present paper do not depend on that, we will avoid such
a discussion.

5

Cut-elimination for object logics

In this section we give a sufficient condition, cut-coherence, for an LNS logical system to have cut-elimination.
For that, we rely on the meta-theory of SLL. Since testing cut-coherency is straightforward (see e.g., the proof
of Theorem 5.5), LNSFSLL becomes a suitable logical framework for proving analyticity for a large class of
systems, including several well known modal logical systems. We start by setting some requirements that OL
systems should comply in order to be amenable for the SLL specification.
Requirement 5.1 (OL Syntax) We assume that object logic’s formulas are built inductively from a set of
atomic propositions A and a set of connectives C. We shall use |F | to denote the (size) number of connectives
and atomic propositions in the formula F .
For instance, in the modal logic K, C = {t, f, ∧, ∨, →, 2} and |2A| = 1 + |A|.
Definition 5.1 (Canonical-bipoles) A SLL formula is a bipole [1] if no positive connective is in the scope
of a negative one, bangs have negative scope while question marks have atomic scope. A SLL formula F is a
canonical-bipole if F is a bipole built from SLL connectives and atomic formulas of the shape dAe, bAc where
A is an OL formula.
Observe that all the clauses introducing connectives in Figs. 6, 7, 8 have the shape ∃F .(H ⊥ ⊗ B), where H is
atomic and B a canonical-bipole, e.g. ∃A, B.(dA ⊃ Be⊥ ⊗ !t4 (bAcOdBe)) and ∃A.(b2Ac⊥ ⊗ ?i bAc). As seen in
Section 4, focusing on this kind of formulas produces specific and controlled shapes of derivations in LNSFSLL .
In the following, we require that clauses encoding OL introduction rules have exactly the shape mentioned
above.
Requirement 5.2 (Canonical theories and encodings) Let C be the set of connectives of the object logic
L. The encoding of L as an SLL theory is a pair of functions Bb| · c| and Bd| · e| from C to SLL canonical-bipoles.
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The encoding of left and right introduction rules for a given n-ary connective ? ∈ C is defined as, respectively
Eb| ? c| = ∃F1 , ..., Fn .(b?(F1 , ..., Fn )c⊥ ⊗ Bb| ? c| )

Ed| ? e| = ∃F1 , ..., Fn .(d?(F1 , ..., Fn )e⊥ ⊗ Bd| ? e| )

The canonical theory for L is the least set TL s.t. (1) for each ? ∈ C, Eb| ? c| , Ed| ? e| ∈ TL ; (2) posi , negj may
belong to TL for some subexponentials i, j; and (3) init ∈ TL (see Fig 7).
In words, TL includes the encoding of left and right introduction rules as well as the initial rule, and it may
include the encoding of the structural rules of weakening and contraction.
Encoded inference rules determine completely the shape of meta-level derivations. In fact, focusing on
R = ∃F .H ⊥ ⊗ B necessarily produces an open derivation of the form
Π
` Θ; Γ0 ⇓ B
∃, ⊗, I
` Θ; Γ ⇓ R
where H ∈ Θ and Γ = Γ0 or Γ = H, Γ0 . Regarding Π:
(B1) it finishes with one of the rules > or 1 (with no additional premises); or
(B2) the positive phase ends with negative/exponential phases with leaves of the shape
...
(B2-A)

`

Θ, Υ1 ; Γ01 , Ψ1

⇑·

···

`

Θ, Υn ; Γ0n , Ψn

⇑·

···

` Θ; Γ0 ⇓ B

` Θ(4), Υ(4); ΓF , Θ(k), Υ(k) ⇑ ·
` Θ(4), Υ(4); · ⇑ F, Θ(k), Υ(k)

(B2-B)

...

` Θ, Υ; · ⇑ ·//i ` ·; · ⇓ !F
` Θ; Γ0 ⇓ B

Fact 5.2 Contexts in the leaves of Π can only: shorten; and/or expand with atomic subformulas of B.
It is well known that bipoles are totally decomposed into its atomic components during a focused phase (please
refer to, e.g., [17] or [21] for the proof). Hence, Ψi , Υi , Υ contain only atomic subformulas of B. In (B2-A),
Γ0 is split (multiplicative case) or shared (additive case) on the premises (Γ0i ). In (B2-B), Θ(4), Υ(4) contain
all the formulas in Θ(j), Υ(j) s.t. 4 ∈ U(j), Θ(k), Υ(k) contain (atomic) formulas in Θ(j) s.t. i  j and ΓF
contains only atomic subformulas of F .
The case (B1) embodies, e.g., the encoding of falsity (f), while the case (B2-A) reflects the encoding of the
introduction rules for the connectives ∧, ∨ and → in Fig. 6. The case (B2-B) typifies rules like 2R and ⊃R in
Fig. 8. The reader may compare the derivations in the previous section with the above cases. It is easy to see
that the resulting bipoles in each of the presented encodings falls unequivocally on one of these cases.
Finally, in order to guarantee that the encoding actually reflects the specified OL, we need the following
requirement. Such adequacy results were already proved in Section 4 for the logics studied here.
Requirement 5.3 (Adequacy) Let TL be the canonical theory for the OL L. We assume that the OL sequent
Γ ` ∆ is provable in L iff the sequent ` c : TL ; bΓc, d∆e ⇑ · is provable in LNSFSLL .
5.1

Cut-coherence and cut-elimination

The OL cut-rule can be specified as the bipole cut = ∃F.(bF c ⊗ dF e). In fact, focusing on that formula mimics
exactly the behavior of the cut-rule at the object level:

Γ1 ` ∆1 , F Γ2 , F ` ∆2
cut
Γ 1 , Γ 2 ` ∆1 , ∆2

` c : cut; bΓ1 c, d∆1 e, dF e ⇑ ·
⇐⇒

` c : cut; bΓ2 c, bF c, d∆2 e ⇑ ·

` c : cut; bΓ1 c, bΓ2 c, d∆1 e, d∆2 e ⇓ cut
Dc
` c : cut; bΓ1 c, bΓ2 c, d∆1 e, d∆2 e ⇑ ·

∃, ⊗, Rn , store

We shall use cutn to denote the rule cut applied to (OL) formulas of size strictly smaller than n. For instance,
if G = G1 ? G2 , a valid application of cut|G| can instantiate the existentially quantifier variable F in cut with
either G1 or G2 (but not with G).
Using the formulas cut and init, we can prove that b·c and d·e are duals .
Fact 5.3 ( [17]) The following sequent is provable in LNSFSLL : ` c : cut, c : init; ⇑ bF c ≡ dF e⊥ .
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This duality can be tailored to the right and left bodies (see Requirement 5.2) of OL’s rules as well.
Definition 5.4 (Cut-coherence) Let TL be the canonical theory of the OL L. We say that TL is cut-coherent
if, for each connective ? ∈ C, the sequent below is provable
` c : cut|F | ; ⇑ ∀F1 , ..., Fn .((Bb| ? c| )⊥ O(Bd| ? e| )⊥ )
Theorem 5.5 All the encodings in Section 4 are cut-coherent.
Proof. Let us show some cases. The following two derivations show the cut-coherence for ⊃ in the system
LNSI and also for 2 in the logic K (see Fig. 8). In order to simplify the notation, we use cutA to denote the
derivation resulting after focusing on the instance of cut = ∃F.(bF c ⊗ dF e) with the subformula A (thus using
the rules for ∃, ⊗ and I).

` c : cut; dAe⊥ , dAe ⇑ ·
` c : cut, t4 : bAc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ ; bAc, dBe ⇑ ·

` c : cut; bAc⊥ , dAe⊥ ⇑ ·

Dc , ⊗, Il

` c : cut, t4 : bAc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ ; dAe⊥ , bBc⊥ ⇑ ·
` c : cut; · ⇑ dAe⊥ ObBc⊥ , ?t4 (bAc⊥ ⊗ dBe⊥ )

` c : cut; · ⇑ bAc⊥ , dAe⊥

cutA , cutB
O, ?

` c : cut; · ⇑ ∀A, B.(dAe ⊗ bBc)⊥ O((!t4 (bAcOdBe))⊥ )

Dl , Il
cutA
store

` c : cut, k : dAe⊥ ; · ⇑ ·//k ` c : cut; · ⇑ bAc⊥ , dAe⊥
` c : cut, k : dAe⊥ ; · ⇑ ·//k ` ·; · ⇑ bAc⊥

∀, O

` c : cut, k : dAe⊥ ; · ⇓ !k bAc⊥
` c : cut, k : dAe⊥ ; !k bAc⊥ ⇑ ·

Rr
?k , ?c

!k

Dl

` c : cut; · ⇑ ∀A.((b2Ac⊥ ⊗ ?k bAc)⊥ O(d2Ae⊥ ⊗ !k dAe)⊥ )

The cases for the other modal rules are similar (using the appropriate subexponential). Note that in the
case of constants/units, the rule cut cannot be used (since for a constant a, |a| = 1 and there are no OL
formulas of size 0). This reflects the intuition that the cut-elimination procedure for constants cannot rely on
induction on subformulas of that connective. Consider the unit f that only has a left rule (Fig. 6). Hence, the
right rule is specified as bfc⊥ ⊗ 0 (there is no introduction rule for 0 in LL). Note that >⊥ = 0 and then, the
bodies of those rules are indeed cut-coherent (but cut is not needed in that proof).
2
Now we are ready to state the main result: given two cut-free proofs (from the object-level point of view,
using only the theory TL ) introducing the cut formula F , it is possible to prove the same sequent using the
rule cut (at the object-level) with strict subformulas of F (cut|F | ).
Theorem 5.6 Let TL be the theory of a given OL L and Γ, ∆, Ψ be multisets of atoms of the form d·e and
b·c. If the sequents ` c : TL , Γ; ∆ ⇓ bF c and ` c : TL , Γ; Ψ ⇓ dF e are both provable then the sequent
` c : TL , c : cut|F | , Γ; ∆, Ψ ⇑ · is also provable.
Proof. We know that both ` c : TL , Γ; ∆, bF c ⇑ and ` c : TL , Γ; Ψ, dF e ⇑ are provable (since focusing
is lost in both bF c and dF e). Call these proofs [Σ] and [Π]. Since Γ, ∆, Ψ only contain atoms that
cannot get focus, the proof of such sequents must start with an application of the decision rule on one of
the formulas in TL . We proceed by induction on the height of the derivations [Σ] and [Π]. We have several cases.
Non-principal cases. If [Σ] starts with a right rule we have 3 cases. Note that bF c (a left atom) cannot be
the head of that rule. The case (B1) is trivial. The case (B2-A) follows by induction. Consider for instance
a derivation with only two premises. Note that bF c can go to one or both premises depending whether a
multiplicative or an additive connective is used. Here we consider the multiplicative case. The reduction is:
[Ξ]
` c : TL , Γ; ∆1 , bF c ⇑ ·

` c : TL , Γ; ∆2 ⇑ ·

` TL , Γ; ∆, bF c ⇓ Ed| ? e|

[Ξ0 ]
` c : TL , Γ; Ψ, ∆1 ⇑ ·

` c : TL , Γ; ∆2 ⇑ ·

` c : TL , Γ, cut|F | ; ∆, Ψ ⇓ Ed| ? e|
` c : TL , Γ, cut|F | ; ∆, Ψ ⇑ ·

Derivation [Ξ0 ] results from induction on [Ξ] and [Π]. The case of a left premise on the presence of dF e is
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similar. Now consider the case (B2-B) and the following derivation
[?]
` c : TL , Γ; bF c ⇑ ·// ` c : TL , Γ0 ; Γ00 ⇑ ·
` c : TL , Γ; bF c ⇓ Bd| ? e|
Since rule Rr requires the linear context to be empty, this derivation cannot actually happen. Hence, bF c
cannot be principal if a creation rule is applied: it must be moved before the application of the rule to the
classical context (using pos) to be later “erased” in the penultimate component.
There are also non-principal cases where a left rule is applied but bF c is not principal (similar for right
rules and dF e). The procedure is similar to the one described above.
Principal cases. Now consider the case where bF c and dF e are principal in both premises thus using,
respectively, the left and right introduction rules for the same connective. This case is solved by using
weakening, cut-coherence and the cut-rule of linear logic:

if

` c : TL , Γ; ∆ ⇓ Bb| ? c|
` c : TL , Γ; ∆, bF c ⇓ Eb| ? c|
` c : TL , Γ; ∆, bF c ⇑ ·

` c : TL , Γ; Ψ ⇓ Bd| ? e|
` c : TL , Γ; Ψ, dF e ⇓ Ed| ? e| then
` c : TL , Γ; Ψ, dF e ⇑ ·

and

` c : TL , Γ; ∆ ⇓ Bb| ? c| ` c : TL , Γ, c : cut|F | ; · ⇑ (Bd| ? e| )⊥ , (Bb| ? c| )⊥
` c : TL , Γ; Ψ ⇓ Bd| ? e|

` c : TL , Γ, c : cut|F | ; ∆ ⇑ (Bd| ? e| )⊥
FSLL − cut
` c : TL , Γ, c : cut|F | ; ∆, Ψ ⇑ ·

cut-coherence
FSLL − cut
2

Since for every OL formula F , |F | > 0, by induction we conclude the following.
Corollary 5.7 (OL cut-elimination) Let TL be the theory of a given OL L and Γ, ∆, Ψ be multisets of atoms
of the form d·e and b·c. The sequent ` c : TL , c : cut, Γ; ∆ ⇑ · is provable iff ` c : TL , Γ; ∆ ⇑ · is provable.
Finally, we observe that, as in [17], determining whether or not an OL encoding is cut-coherent is decidable,
with the proof search in SLL bounded by the depth v + 3 where v is the maximum number of premise atoms
in the bodies of the introduction clauses.

6

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have extended the sufficient criterion for cut-elimination of object logics given in [17]. For that,
we moved from LL to a variant of SELL (linear logic with subexponentials), where different modal behaviors
were embodied into the subexponential connectives (substructural simply dependent multimodal system SLL).
This allowed to establish a simple yet powerful criterion –cut-coherence – for proving analyticity for a large class
of sequent-based systems. What this criterion reflects is the duality of rules. In fact, checking cut-coherence is
equivalent to checking Bb| ? c| ⊥ ≡ Bd| ? e| , and vice versa. And this is the spirit of cut-elimination.
We start the discussion by exploring the differences between this work and the one in [21]. First of all,
encoding modalities different from those in LL is really tricky (or even impossible) using SELL. For instance,
the modal behavior for K itself cannot be captured in SELL, while the one for S4 can, with a very clever
subexponential signature: h{l, r, L , R , el , er , ∞}, {r ≺ R ≺ ∞, l ≺ L ≺ ∞, el ≺ R , el ≺ L , er ≺ L }i,
where el , er are dummy subexponentials. The complexity of these encodings is transferred to the half-page
cut-coherence criterion presented in [21]. If we classify the results according to: (1) meta-level expressivity;
and (2) cut-elimination criteria then
(1) SLL is strictly greater than SELL. In fact, although in this work we consider only unbounded subexponentials, the exact same reasoning can be done for the bounded case by simply adjusting some of the
inference rules in SLL. Hence all SELL encodings shown in [21] can be transported to SLL.
(2) The cut-elimination results in this work do not extend the ones in [21] (as we are focusing on a particular
class of subexponentials), neither the opposite (due to (1) reflected, e.g., by the fact that K cannot be
handled in [21]). What we have shown is that, for such a class, the simplicity of [17] is recovered while,
at the same time, subexponentials are handled in a very natural way. This brought back to the spot the
core of cut-elimination: the duality of inference rules.
The key feature for achieving all this is modularity. Everywhere. Starting from the choice of LNS, a general29
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ization of sequent systems, as the base framework. This allows for the locality of rules, enabling the central
behavior of connectives to be shared among several different logics and leaving to the subexponentials the
work of separating modal behaviors. That is, modalities reflect modalities, while (vanilla) LL captures rules
as rewriting clauses (as it should be). Second, structural rules are parametric w.r.t. subexponentials, allowing
for a clear separation between modals and local structural behaviors. And last, but not least, since subexponentials in SLL also reflect Kripke models, logics having the same semantic behavior share the same modal
characteristics. This is the case, e.g., for intuitionistic logic and S4.
Analyticity is attached to the logical system, not to the logic itself. So one could argue that we were, in
fact, just changing the initial problem. This would be the case if we would have adopted, e.g., nested systems
instead of LNS. Indeed, there are cut-free nested systems for modal logics B and S5 [3], for example, while
there is no known simple cut-free sequent systems for such logics. However, in [25] a class of nested systems
that can be sequentializable into sequent systems was determined, and LNS systems, being a special case of
nested systems with trees replaced by lines, fall into this class. Hence the cut-elimination criterion for LNS
presented here is transferred to the respective sequent framework.
Logical frameworks, based on type systems, have also been used for characterizing and proving cutelimination theorems of object-logics (see e.g., [15, 23]). Usually, the embedding of the OL into the logical
framework is not simple/direct. The approach followed here is rather different: we provide easy-to-check conditions that guarantee that the property holds. In the near future, we plan to formalize our results in Coq, as
done in [6]. Also, it would be interesting to analyze the case of non-normal modal logics [14]. Finally, it would
be interesting to explore the failure cases: is it possible, at the meta-level, to identify the reasons for the lack of
analyticity? This would push the line of investigation towards finding necessary conditions for cut-elimination.
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Abstract
Critical systems may require high reliability and are present in many domains; in many cases, their failure resulted in financial
damage or even loss of lives. Standard software engineering techniques are not designed to ensure the absence of unacceptable
failures and/or that crucial requirements are fulfilled. Tools based on formal methods aim to tackle this issue. Reo is a graphical
coordination model that focuses on interactions between systems. Its design is tailored to denote natural properties in distributed
systems, such as remote function calls and message passing. This paper proposes ReLo, a dynamic logic tailored to reason about
Reo models. Syntax and semantics are presented with an axiomatization followed by a usage example.
Keywords: Reo, Dynamic logic, Modal logic

1

Introduction

With the advent of the information age, as computers play a key role in most of society, new technologies
and techniques have emerged in computer science’s various fields. In software development, service-oriented
computing [14] and model-driven development [4] are examples of these techniques, where the first advocates
computing based on preexisting systems (services) as described by Service-oriented architecture (SOA), and
the latter is a development technique which considers the implementation of a system based on a model.
Researchers also have applied approaches such as formal methods in software development to formalize and
assure that certain (critical) systems have some required properties [9,13].
A prominent modelling language is Reo [1], a language bound to externally coordinate how interconnected
systems communicate between themselves. Models in Reo are compositionally built from connectors, where
each connector in Reo denotes a specific communication behavior. Reo has proven to be successful in modeling
the orchestration of concurrent systems’ interaction, being employed in a wide range of applications, from
process modeling to Web-Services integration [3,12] and even model-checking [11].
The development of systems based on SOA employing model-driven development has been proved to be a
valuable approach [6], considering the advantages of reusing software can bring (such as cost reduction). By
formally validating models used as the basis for the development of these systems, it is possible to detect and
avoid errors which could be detected only in posterior phases of software development, or even in a productive
environment, avoiding unwanted costs and losses.
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In this paper, we propose a logical approach to reason about Reo connectors. Among the many formal
semantics for Reo [8], as far as the authors are concerned there is no logic specifically designed to model and
reason directly about Reo circuits. The advantages of our approach include the natural modelling of Reo
models in a logical language, not requiring any translation process to any intermediate formalisms, and a Coq
prototypical implementation of the logic’s core aspects (currently under development at https://github.
com/frame-lab/ReoLogicCoq), enabling the modelling, reasoning and the extraction of code regarding the
connector, after its properties have been ensured.
This paper is structured as follows. Sec 2 briefly introduces Reo modelling language and its graphical
tooling. Sec. 3 introduces our approach, discussing its core definitions, while Sec. 4 explores a usage example
by reasoning on some formalized properties, and Sec. 5 closes our discussion pointing future and ongoing
directions regarding the presented work.

2

Reo

Reo [1,2] is a graphical coordination model based on channels where complex coordinators are compositionally
built from simpler ones. These complex coordinators are called connectors and constitute the very heart of the
Reo modeling language. Reo has as its main objective to be a language that connects instances of different
components that act together in a component-based system, coordinating how such communication takes place.
Channels in Reo are defined as a point-to-point link between two distinct nodes, where each channel has its
behavior based on distributed systems’ communication, such as buffering or (a)synchronous messaging. Such
channels have exactly two ends: source end as the entry point of data into the channel, and the sink end as
the exit point for data to leave the channel. Channels may be used to compose more complex connectors using
a composition operation, such as the one provided by Baier et al. [5], which may consider both canonical Reo
connectors and user-defined connectors. Fig. 1 shows the basic set of connectors as Kokash et al. [10] present.
A
(a)
Sync

B

A
(b)
LossySync

B

A

B

(c)
FIFO

A

B

(d)
SyncDrain

A

B

(e)
AsyncDrain

A
(f)
Filter

B

A

B

(g)
Transform

Fig. 1. Canonical Reo connectors

The intuitive interpretation of the channels of Fig. 1 is as follows. The Sync channel models the synchronous
communication between two entities, while LossySync models the same behavior, also enabling the modelling
of scenarios where the data is lost in the process. The FIFO connector models a buffer-like communication
pattern. Channels SyncDrain and AsyncDrain respectively synchronize and desynchronize data flows in the
connected entities. Lastly, the Filter channel filters data flow given a specific property P a data item may
satisfy, and the Transform channel transforms the data flow from A to B with a transformation function f .
Reo plays a central role in integrating software components, especially considering domains where such
components are developed focusing on their primary objectives, not expressing any concern regarding external
systems, as Component-Based Software Engineering advocates. The resulting system is created through the
orchestrated interaction of these software components, where Reo may be adequate in orchestrating such
interaction.
We introduce Fig. 2 depicting a Reo connector named Sequencer 4 which models the data flow between three
entities in a sequential manner. The black bullet denotes a data item which will be sequentially transmitted
through A, B, and C. The Sequencer can be used to model scenarios where processes attached to the port
names need to be sequentialized (e.g., the black bullet may denote a token which is alternatively transmitted
to A,B and C, and some executing program needs this token to end its execution).

X

A

B

C

Y

W

Z

Fig. 2. Modelling of the Sequencer in Reo

4

http://reo.project.cwi.nl/v2/#examples-of-complex-connectors
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3

A logic for Reo

ReLo is a logic tailored to model and reason about Reo circuits. Although there are many semantics for
Reo [8], the logic framework ReLo proposes benefits from a simple Kripke structure that can naturally model
Reo connectors, specify properties and verify these properties. It is a formal system that subsumes Reo’s
semantics (its connectors’ behaviour) to reason over them.
In what follows, we detail ReLo’s language, semantics, and present an axiomatic system, along with examples regarding the Reo model portrayed by Fig. 2. In this section, we introduce the main definitions regarding
language and semantics from Sec. 3.1 to 3.5, and briefly discuss ReLo’s axiomatic system in Sec. 3.6.
3.1

Language and semantics

Definition 3.1 [Language] ReLo’s language consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An enumerable set of propositions Φ
Canonical Reo programs (denoting connectors in the set presented in Fig. 1)
A set of port names N
A program composition symbol:
A sequence t denoting data flow on ports p
Program iteration operator: ?

A data marking t describes how a given port name denoting an entity of a Reo circuit p interfaces with
the model by depicting its data flow. The symbol  denotes no data flow in the whole circuit. Therefore, t
defines the actual data flow of the whole circuit, and it can be described by the following grammar. Data flow
hportN ameihdatai indicates that there is a data item in hportN amei, while hportN ameihdataihportN amei is
the case where data is into a buffer between two ports. We define Reo programs as the Reo connectors written
in ReLo’s language. By considering data flow into modalities we increase the expressibility of the language,
enabling the possibility of modelling particular executions of a program.
hti ::= hti hflow i | hflow i |  | hflow i ::= hportNamei hdatai | hportNamei hdatai hportNamei | hportNamei ::=
p ∈ N | hdatai ::= 0 | 1
We define formulae in ReLo as follows: φ = p | > | ¬φ | φ ∧ ψ | ht, πiφ, such that p ∈ Φ. We use the
standard abbreviations > ≡ ¬⊥, φ ∨ ψ ≡ ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ), φ → ψ ≡ ¬φ ∨ ψ and [t, π] ≡ ¬ht, πi¬φ. In what follows,
we define the notion of Frame and Model. We use the notation t ≺ t0 to depict that all data flows in t are also
in t0 .
Definition 3.2 [Frame] A frame is formally defined as a tuple F = hS, Π, RΠ , δ, λi, where each element of F
is described as follows.
•
•
•

•
•

S is a non-empty enumerable set of states.
A Reo program Π.
RΠ ⊆ S × S is a relation defined as follows.
· Rπi = {uRπi v | f (t, πi ) ≺ δ(v), t ≺ δ(u) and πi is any combination of any atomic program which is a
subprogram of Π.
· Rπi? = Rπ? i , the reflexive transitive closure (RTC) of Rπi .
λ : S × N → is a function that returns the time instant a data item in a data markup flows through a
port name.
δ : S → T , is a function that returns data in ports of the circuit in a state s ∈ S.

R

Definition 3.3 [Model] M = hF, Vi, where V : S → 2Φ is a model’s valuation function
3.2

Parsing of a Reo program π: parse

The function parse(π, s) is defined as an auxiliary definition which interprets a Reo program π and dismembers
it in a sequence of flows s, which will later be used to process an input t for π. We consider that each noncanonical Reo program π is the composition of programs πi πj , πi , πj are Reo programs. The operator ◦ adds
a data flow to a sequence of data flows s. Due to lack of space, we omit part of parse’s definition. Its definition
for the remainder of the connectors follows a similar idea, considering their respective particularities and are
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available in the project’s repository.

parse(πi



B

parse(πj , s ◦ A → B), iff πi = A




(s ◦ A → B), iff πi πj = πi




A
parse(π
j , s) ◦ f if o(A, B), iff πi =
πj , s) =

(s
◦
f
if
o(A,
B)),
iff
π
π
=
πi

i
j




parse(πj , SBlock(A, B) ◦ s), iff πi = A



(SBlock(A, B) ◦ s), iff πi πj = πi

B

(1)
B

We employ parse in order to interpret Reo programs π as a sequence of occurrences of possible data flow
(where each flow corresponds to the execution of a Reo program composing π). These data flow may be direct
(of the form A → B), flow “blocks” induced by connectors such as SyncDrain and aSyncDrain (the first one
requires that data flow synchronously through its ports, while the latter requires that data flow asynchronously
through its ports), or the notion of a buffer introduced by FIFO connectors, which data flow into a buffer
before flowing out of the channel. There are also special data flows which denote the transformation and the
filtering of data flow from A to B, respectively T ransf orm(f, A, B) and F ilter(P, A, B) (f : Data → Data
and P a proposition over A’s data item) denoting Transform and Filter connectors’ behaviour.
Example 3.4 shows how parse functions and illustrates why it is necessary. The programs that depict the
FIFO connectors from Fig. 2 are the last programs to be executed, while the ones that denote “immediate”
flow (the Sync channels) come first. This is done to preserve the data when these connectors fire (if eligible).
Suppose that there is a data item in the buffer between X and Y and a data item in Y (i.e., t = X1Y, Y 0). If
the data item leaves the buffer first than the data item in Y, the latter will be overwritten and the information
is lost.
Example 3.4 let π be the Reo program corresponding to the circuit in Fig. 2:
π= X
Y
Y
A
Y
W
W
B
W
Z
Z
parse(π, {}) = {Y → A; W → B; Z → C; f if o(X, Y ); f if o(Y, W ); f if o(W, Z)}
3.3

C

Z

X

Single step relation go

After processing π with parse, the interpretation of the execution of π is given by go(t, s, acc), go : s × s → s,
where s is a string denoting the processed program π as the one returned by parse, and t is the initial data
flow of ports of the Reo program π. The parameter acc holds all connectors of the Reo circuit that satisfy their
respective required conditions for data to flow.
For each interpretation πi that composes π by parse in s, go is bound to verify whether πi complies with
the data described by t. If it does, then it is eligible to fire and acc holds its reference considering the nature of
πi . Definition 3.5 describes the semantics for the execution of a Reo program in ReLo. Due to lack of space, we
are presenting only a fragment of the whole relation. Its full definition can be found in the project’s repository.
Definition 3.5 [Relation go for a single execution]
•
•

•

s =  : f ire(t, acc)
s = A → B ◦ s0 :
· go(t, s0 , acc ◦ (A → B)), iff Ax ≺ t, (A → B) ⊀ s0
· go(t, s0 , (acc ◦ (A → B)) \ s0j ) ∪ go(t, s0 , acc), iff Bx ≺ t, (A → B) ⊀ s0 and ∃s0j ∈ acc | sink(s0j ) = B
· go(t, s0 , acc), otherwise
s = Sblock(A, B) ◦ s0 :
· go(t, s0 , acc), iff (Ax ≺ t ∧ Bx ≺ t) ∨ (Ax ⊀ t ∧ Bx ⊀ t) and Sblock(A, B) ⊀ s0
· go(t, halt(A, B, s0 ), acc), iff (Ax ≺ t ∧ Bx ⊀ t) ∨ (Ax ⊀ t ∧ Bx ≺ t) and Sblock(A, B) ⊀ s0

The usage of parse is required to eliminate problems regarding the execution order of π’s Reo channels,
which could be caused by processing π as it is. Its interpretation is done by go(t, s), go : s × s → s, where s
is a string containing π as processed by parse, and t is π’s initial data arrangement. Condition halt(A, B, s0 )
removes every occurrence of firings that have A as its source node, whenever the required conditions for them
to fire fails.
3.4

Data marking relation f ire

As previously stated, go employs a function named f ire : s × s → s, a function that returns the firing of all
possible data flows in the Reo program, given the Reo program π and an initial data flow on ports of π. ReLo’s
firing relation f is defined based on go’s definition as f (t, π) = go(t, (g(π, [])), []), therefore relying on f ire.
Intuitively, f ire controls whether the data flows. We define f ire as follows:
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, if s = 




AxB ◦ f ire(t, s0 ), if s = (AxB) ◦ s0 and Ax ≺ t
f ire(t, s) = B(f (x)) ◦ f ire(t, s0 ),
◦ s0 and Ax ≺ t
 if s = (f (a) → B)

0


s = (A → B) ◦ s and Ax ≺ t, or

Bx ◦ f ire(t, s0 ), if
s = (AxB → Bx) ◦ s0 and AxB ≺ t

(2)

We define f as the transition relation of a model. It denotes how the transitions of the model fire. Given
an input t and a program π denoting a Reo circuit, f (t, π) interfaces with go in order to return the resulting
data flow of π.
f (t, π) = go(t, (parse(π, {})), {})
3.5

(3)

Semantic notion of ReLo

We define ReLo’s semantic notion inductively as follows. Let M = hF, Vi and p, p1 and p2 be propositional
formula. The notion of satisfaction of a formula p in M at a state s ∈ S of the model, denoted by M, s p is
defined as follows. We present only a fragment of the semantics as the remainder of it is abbreviations of the
presented rules.
•
•
•
•
•

M,s p iff p ∈ V (s)
M,s > always
M,s ¬p iff M, s 1 p
M,s p1 ∧ p2 iff M, s p1 and M, s p2
M,s ht, πip if there is a state w ∈ S, sRπ w and p ∈ V (w). Intuitively, M, s ht, πip holds if there is
a state w reached from s by means of Rπ (after execution of π with input t starting on state s) where p
holds.

We recover the circuit in Fig. 2 to illustrate. Let us consider s = DX , (i.e. t = D1) and the Sequencer’s
corresponding model M. Therefore, M, DX
ht, πip holds if p ∈ V (DXf if oY ) as DXf if oY is the only state
where DX RΠ DXf if oY . For example, one might state p as “There is no port with any data flow”, hence
p ∈ V (DXf if oY ).
3.6

Axiomatic System

We also define an axiomatization of ReLo based on other dynamic logics tailored to reason about programs.
We discuss and define ReLo’s axioms and rules as follows. Let ϕ and ψ be formulas. Definition 3.6 introduces
ReLo’s axiomatic system. We discuss the proofs of validity (w.r.t. ReLo’s model) of (R), (It), (In) in a file
in the project’s repository. Due to lack of space, we will not show them.
Definition 3.6 [Axiomatic System]
(PL) Enough Propositional Logic tautologies
(K) [t, π](ϕ → ψ) → ([t, π]ϕ → [t, π]ψ)
(And) [t, π](ϕ ∧ ψ) ↔ [t, π]ϕ ∧ [t, π]ϕ
(Du) [t, π]ϕ ↔ ¬ht, πi¬ϕ
(R) ht, πiϕ ↔ ϕ if f (t, π) = 
(It) ϕ ∧ [t, π][t, π ? ]ϕ ↔ [t, π ? ]ϕ
(In) ϕ ∧ [t, π ? ](ϕ → [t, π]ϕ) → [t, π ? ]ϕ

(MP)

ϕ

(Gen)

ϕ→ψ
ψ
ϕ
[t, π]ϕ

Axioms (PL), (K), (And) and (Du) are standard in Modal Logic literature, along with rules (MP)
and (Gen) [7]. Axiom (It) respectively denotes the reasoning over nondeterministic iteration denoted by the
operator ? , following a similar idea portrayed by its counterpart for PDL. An intuitive interpretation of (It) is
as follows. If ϕ holds in the current state and after a single execution of π with t, any finite nondeterministic
number of iterations of π with t preserves ϕ’s truth value, then ϕ must hold after any (nondeterministic finite)
number of iterations of π with t.
Axiom (In) is an axiom which carries a similar idea as the one presented by [7] for Propositional Dynamic
Logic. It enables the inductive reasoning on programs by carrying the following intuitive meaning: “considering
that ϕ holds in the current state, if after any (nondeterministic finite) number of iterations of π with its
respective input t ϕ holds, then it will hold after any number of iterations of π taking t as its input.
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4

Usage Examples

As a usage Example, we recover the example from Fig. 2 and formalize some properties which may be interesting
for this connector to have. Let us consider that the data markup is t = X1, M the model regarding the
Sequencer, and the states’ subscript denoting which part of the connector has data. The following lemma
states that for this data flow, after every single execution of π, it is not the case that the three connected
entities have their data equal to 1 simultaneously, but it does have data in its buffer from X to Y .
Example 4.1 [X1, π]¬(DA = 1 ∧ DB = 1 ∧ DC = 1) ∧ t0 = X1Y , where t0 = f (t, π)
M,DX [X1, π]¬(DA = 1 ∧ DB = 1 ∧ DC = 1) ∧ t0 = X1Y .
¬(DA = 1 ∧ DB = 1 ∧ DC = 1) ∧ t0 = X1Y .
M,D X
Y
M,D X
¬(DA = 1 ∧ DB = 1 ∧ DC = 1) and M, D X
t0 = X1Y .
Y
Y
It is also possible to verify that, if there is an execution of π that lasts a nondeterministic finite number of
iterations, and there is data in C equal to 1, then there is an execution under the same circumstances where
the same data is in B.
Example 4.2 hX1, π ? iDC = 1 → hX1, π ? iDB = 1
M,DX hX1, π ? iDC = 1 → hX1, π ? iDB = 1
M,DX ¬(hX1, π ? iDC = 1) ∨ hX1, π ? iDB = 1
M,DX [X1, π ? ]¬(DC = 1) ∨ hX1, π ? iDB = 1
M,DX [X1, π ? ]¬(DC = 1) or M,DX hX1, π ? iDB = 1
M,DX hX1, π ? iDB = 1, because M,DB DB = 1 and DX Rπ? RB .

5

Conclusions and ongoing Work

Software engineers often employ techniques that reuse existing software components and/or use models as a
starting point to develop a system. These approaches may bring a number of advantages, such as cost reduction
and the mitigation of problems which would be later captured only in the testing phase (or not captured at all).
For systems that require guarantees of some properties. The formal verification of models can be a valuable
approach.
The present work introduces ReLo, a dynamic logic that offers a framework to naturally model and reason
over Reo connectors. ReLo’s objective is to provide a formal system to naturally model and reason over Reo
models and its properties (as the logic denotes Reo’s semantics), not needing any translation mechanism to do
so.
We are currently working on a ReLo implementation on Coq proof assistant to reason over Reo models.
This implementation aims to bring some advantages, such as providing a computerized environment to reason
over Reo models and to extract code regarding the connector’s model, a communication pattern established by
Reo of how the connected entities may interact to obtain the required system, ensuring specified requirements.
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Abstract
It is well-known in the field of programming languages that dealing with variable names and binders may lead to conflicts such
as undesired captures when implementing interpreters or compilers. This situation has been overcome by resorting to de Bruijn
indices for calculi where binders capture only one variable name, like the λ-calculus. The advantage of this approach relies on the
fact that so-called α-equivalence becomes syntactical equality when working with indices.
In recent years pattern calculi have gained considerable attention given their expressiveness. They turn out to be notoriously
convenient to study the foundations of modern functional programming languages modeling features like pattern matching, path
polymorphism, pattern polymorphism, etc. However, the literature falls short when it comes to dealing with α-conversion and
binders capturing simultaneously several variable names. Such is the case of the Pure Pattern Calculus (PPC): a natural extension
of λ-calculus that allows to abstract virtually any term.
This paper extends de Bruijn’s ideas to properly overcome the multi-binding problem by introducing a novel presentation of PPC
with bidimensional indices, in an effort to implement a prototype for a typed functional programming language based on PPC
that captures path polymorphism.
Keywords: de Bruijn indices, pattern calculi, pattern matching, α-equivalence.

1

Introduction

The foundations of functional programming languages like LISP, Miranda, Haskell or the ones in the ML family
(Caml, SML, OCaml, etc.) rely strongly on the study of the λ-calculus [2] and its many variants introduced over
the years. Among them there are the pattern calculi [23,7,16,6,14,12,18], whose key feature can be identified
as pattern-matching. Pattern-matching has been extensively used in programming languages as a means for
writing succinct and elegant programs. It stands for the possibility of defining functions by cases, analysing the
shape of their arguments, while providing a syntactic tool to decompose such arguments in their parts when
applying the function.
In the standard λ-calculus, functions are represented by expressions of the form λx.t, where x is the formal
parameter and t the body of the function. Such a function may be applied to any term, regardless of its form,
as dictated by the β-reduction rule: (λx.t) u 7→β {x \ u}t, where {x \ u}t stands for the result of replacing all
free occurrences of x in t by u. Note that no requirement on the shape of u is placed. Pattern calculi, on
the contrary, provide generalisations of the β-reduction rule in which abstractions λx.t are replaced by more
1
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general terms like λp.t where p is called a pattern. For example, consider the function λhx, yi.x that projects
the first component of a pair. Here the pattern is the pair hx, yi and the expression (λhx, yi.x) u will only be
able to reduce if u is indeed of the form hu1 , u2 i. Otherwise, reduction will be blocked.
We are particularly interested in studying the Pure Pattern Calculus (PPC) [15] and the novel features it
introduced in the field of pattern calculi, namely path polymorphism and pattern polymorphism. The former
refers to the possibility of defining functions that uniformly traverse arbitrary data structures, while the latter
allows to consider patterns as parameters that may be dynamically generated in run-time. Developing such a
calculus implies numerous technical challenges to guarantee well-behaved operational semantics in the untyped
framework. Recently, a static type system has been introduced for a restriction of PPC called Calculus of
Applicative Patterns (CAP) [28], which is able to capture the path polymorphic aspect of PPC. Moreover, typechecking algorithms for such a formalism has also been studied [10], as a first step towards an implementation
of a prototype for a typed functional programming language capturing such features. Following this line of
research, studies on the definition of normalising strategies for PPC have been done as well [3,4]. Such results are
ported to CAP by means of a simple embedding [27] where the static typing discipline gives further guarantees
on the well-behaved semantics of terms.
Within this framework, the present work aims to throw some light on the implementation aspects of these
formalisms. In particular, working modulo α-conversion [2] implies dealing with variable renaming during the
implementation. Such an approach is known to be error-prone and computationally expensive. One way of
getting rid of this problem in the λ-calculus setting is adopting de Bruijn notation [8,9], a technique that simply
avoids working modulo α-conversion. To the best of our knowledge, no dynamic pattern calculi in the likes of
PPC with de Bruijn indices has been formalised in the literature. However, there are some references worth
mentioning. In [24] an alternative presentation of PPC is given in the framework of Higher-Order Pattern
Rewriting System (HRS) [22,20], together with translations between the two systems. On the other hand,
in [5] de Bruijn ideas had been extended to Expression Reduction Systems (ERS) [11] also providing formal
translations from systems with names to systems with indices, and vice-versa. Moreover, the correspondence
between HRS and ERS has already been established [25]. The composition of such translations might derive
a higher order system à la de Bruijn capturing the features of PPC. However, this would result in a rather
indirect solution to our problem where many technicalities still need to be sorted out.
We aim to formalise an intuitive variant of PPC with de Bruijn indices where known results for the original
calculus, such as the existence of normalising strategies, may easily be ported and reused.
1.1

Contributions

This paper extends de Bruijn’s ideas to handle binders that capture multiple symbols at once, by means of
what we call bidimensional indices. These ideas are illustrated by introducing a novel presentation of PPC,
without variable/matchable names, called PPCdB . Moreover, binders in the new proposed calculus are capable
of handling two kinds of indices, namely variable and matchable indices, as required by the PPC operational
semantics.
Proper translations from PPC to PPCdB and back are introduced. This functions preserve the matching
operation and, hence, the operational semantics of both calculi. Moreover, they turn out to be the inverse of
each other. This leads to a crucial strong bisimulation result between the two calculi, which allows to import
many known properties of PPC into PPCdB , for instance confluence and the existence of normalising strategies.
1.2

Structure of the paper

We start by briefly introducing PPC and reminding the mechanism of de Bruijn indices for the λ-calculus in
Sec. 2. The novel PPCdB is formalised in Sec. 3, followed by the introduction of the translations in Sec. 4. The
strong bisimulation result is presented in Sec. 5 together with a discussion of different properties of PPCdB that
follow from it. We conclude in Sec. 6 and discuss possible lines of future work. Some technical details and
proofs are relegated to the extended report available online [19].

2

Preliminaries

This section introduces preliminary concepts that guide our development and will help the reader follow the
new ideas presented in this work.
2.1

The Pure Pattern Calculus

We start by briefly introducing the Pure Pattern Calculus (PPC) [15], an extension of the λ-calculus where
virtually any term can be abstracted. This gives place to two versatile forms of polymorphism that set the
foundations for adding novel features to future functional programming languages: namely path polymorphism
and pattern polymorphism. This work, however, focuses on implementation related aspects of PPC and will
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not delve deeper into these new forms of polymorphism. We refer the reader to [15,13] for an in-depth study
of them.
Given an infinitely countable set of symbols V (x, y, z, . . .), the sets of terms TPPC and contexts are given
by the following grammar:
Contexts C ::= 2 | C t | t C | λθ C.t | λθ t.C

Terms t ::= x | x
b | t t | λθ t.t

where θ is a list of symbols that are bound by the abstraction. A symbol x appearing in a term is dubbed a
variable symbol while x
b is called a matchable symbol. In particular, given λθ p.t, θ binds variable symbols in
the body t and matchable symbols in the pattern p. Thus, the set of free variables and free matchables of a
term t, written fv(t) and fm(t) respectively, are inductively defined as:
fv(x) , {x}

fm(x) , ∅

fv(b
x) , ∅

fm(b
x) , {x}

fv(t u) , fv(t) ∪ fv(u)

fm(t u) , fm(t) ∪ fm(u)

fv(λθ p.t) , fv(p) ∪ (fv(t) \ θ)

fm(λθ p.t) , (fm(p) \ θ) ∪ fm(t)

A term is said to be closed if it has no free variables. Note that free matchables are allowed, and should be
understood as constants or constructors for data structures. The pattern p of an abstraction λθ p.t is linear if
every symbol x ∈ θ occurs at most once in p.
To illustrate how variables and matchables are bound, consider the function elim
defined as λ[x] x
b.(λ[y] x yb.y). The inner abstraction binds the only occurrence of the
λ[x] x
b.(λ[y] x yb.y)
matchable yb in the pattern x yb and that of the variable y in the body y. However,
the occurrence of x in x yb is not bound by the inner abstraction, as it is excluded
from [y], acting as a place-holder in that pattern. It is the outermost abstraction
that binds both x in the inner pattern and x
b in the outermost pattern. This is graphically depicted above.
A substitution (σ, ρ, . . .) is a partial function from variables to terms. The substitution σ = {xi \ ui }i∈I ,
where I is a set of indices, maps the variable xi into the term ui (i.e. σ(xi ) , ui ) for each i ∈ I. Thus, its
domain and image are defined as dom(σ) , {xi }i∈I and img(σ) , {ui }i∈I respectively. For convenience, a
substitution σ is usually turned into a total function by defining σ(x) , x for every x ∈
/ dom(σ). Then, the
identity substitution is denoted {} or simply id .
A match (µ, ν, . . .) may be successful (yielding a substitution), it may fail (returning a special symbol
fail) or be undetermined (denoted by a special symbol wait). The cases of success and failure are called
decided matches. All concepts and notation relative to substitutions are extended to matches so that, for
example, the domain of fail is empty while that of wait is undefined. The sets of free variable and free
matchable symbols of σ are defined as the union of fv(σx) and fm(σx) for every x ∈ dom(σ) respectively, while
fv(fail) = fm(fail) = ∅ and they are undefined for wait. The set of symbols of a substitution is defined as
sym(σ) , dom(σ) ∪ fv(σ) ∪ fm(σ). The predicate x avoids σ states that x ∈
/ sym(σ). It is extended to sets and
matches as expected. In particular, θ avoids µ implies that µ must be decided.
The result of applying a substitution σ to a term t, denoted σt, is inductively defined as:
σx , σ(x)

σ(t u) , σt σu

σb
x , x
b

σλθ p.t , λθ σp.σt if θ avoids σ

The restriction in the case of the abstraction is required to avoid undesired captures of variables/matchables.
However, it can always be satisfied by resorting to α-conversion.
The result of applying a match µ to a term t, denoted µ t, is defined as: (i) if µ = σ a substitution, then
µ t , σt; (ii) if µ = fail, then µ t , λ[x] x
b.x (i.e. the identity function); or (iii) if µ = wait, then µ t is
undefined.
The composition σ◦σ 0 of substitutions is defined as usual, i.e. (σ ◦ σ 0 )x , σ(σ 0 x), and the notion is extended
to matches by defining µ ◦ µ0 , fail if any of the two matches is fail. Otherwise, if at least one of the two is
wait, then µ ◦ µ0 , wait. In particular, fail ◦ wait = fail. The disjoint union µ ] µ0 of matches is defined as
follows: (i) if µ = fail or µ0 = fail, then µ ] µ0 , fail; else (ii) if µ = wait or µ0 = wait, then µ ] µ0 , wait;
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otherwise (iii) both µ and µ0 are substitutions and if dom(µ) ∩ dom(µ0 ) 6= ∅, then µ ] µ0 , fail, else:

µx
(µ ] µ0 )x , µ0 x

x

if x ∈ dom(µ)
if x ∈ dom(µ0 )
otherwise

Disjoint union is used to guarantee that the matching operation is deterministic.
Before introducing the matching operation it is necessary to motivate the concept of matchable form. The
pattern x
b yb allows, at first, to decompose arbitrary applications, which may lead to the loss of confluence. For
instance:
(λ[x,y] x
b yb.y) ((λ[w] w.
b zb0 zb1 ) zb0 ) → (λ[x,y] x
b yb.y) (zb0 zb1 ) → zb1
(λ[x,y] x
b yb.y) ((λ[w] w.
b zb0 zb1 ) zb0 ) → zb0
This issue arises when allowing to match the pattern x
b yb with an application that may still be reduced, like the
argument (λ[w] w.
b zb0 zb1 ) zb0 of the outermost redex in the example above. To avoid this situation it is required
for the match to be decided only if the argument is sufficiently evaluated. An analogous issue occurs if the
pattern is reducible. Thus, both the pattern and the argument must be in matchable form for the match to
be decided. The set of data structures DPPC and matchable forms MPPC are given by the following grammar:
Data structures d ::= x
b | dt

Matchable forms m ::= d | λθ t.t

The matching operation {{p \θ u}} of a pattern p against a term u relative to a list of symbols θ is defined
as the application, in order, of the following equations:
{{b
x \θ u}} , {x \ u}

if x ∈ θ

θ

{{b
x\ x
b}} , {}
θ

if x ∈
/θ
θ

θ

{{p q \ t u}} , {{p \ t}} ] {{q \ u}}
{{p \θ u}} , fail

if t u, p q ∈ MPPC
if u, p ∈ MPPC

θ

{{p \ u}} , wait

otherwise

An additional check is imposed, namely dom({{p \θ u}}) = θ. Otherwise, {{p \θ u}} , fail. This last condition
is necessary to prevent bound symbols from going out of scope when reducing. It can be easily guaranteed
though by requesting, for each abstraction λθ p.t, that θ ⊆ fm(p). For instance, consider the term (λ[x,y] x
b.y) u.
Without this final check, matching the argument u against the pattern x
b would yield a substitution {x \ u}
and no term would be assigned to the variable y in the body of the abstraction.
Finally, the reduction relation →PPC of PPC is given by the closure by contexts of the rewriting rule:
(λθ p.s) u 7→PPC {{p \θ u}} s
whenever {{p \θ u}} is a decided match. To illustrate the operational semantics of PPC consider the term
elim introduced above, applied to the function λ[z] zb.b
czn
b where the free matchables b
c and n
b can be seen as
constructors for lists cons and nil respectively:
(λ[x] x
b.(λ[y] x yb.y)) (λ[z] zb.b
czn
b)

→PPC

λ[y] (λ[z] zb.b
czn
b) yb.y

→PPC

λ[y] b
c yb n
b.y

In the first step, λ[z] zb.b
czn
b is substituted for x into the pattern x yb. In the second step, the resulting application,
which resides in the pattern, is reduced. The resulting term, when applied to an argument, will yield a successful
matching only if this argument is a compound data of the form b
ctn
b.
This relation is shown to be confluent (CR) based on the matching operation introduced above.
Theorem 2.1 ([15]) The reduction relation →PPC is confluent (CR).
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2.2

de Bruijn indices

We introduce next de Bruijn indices for the λ-calculus. Among the many presentations of de Bruijn indices
in the literature, we will follow that of [17] as our development builds upon their ideas. In particular, we
choose to work with the presentation where indices are partially updated as the term is being traversed by the
substitution operation (details below). We refer the reader to [17] for the equivalent version where the update
is performed once at the end of the substitution process. We introduce now the λ-calculus with de Bruijn
indices (λdB for short).
The sets of terms TλdB and contexts are given by the following grammar:
Terms t ::= i | t t | λt

Contexts C ::= 2 | C t | t C | λC

where i ∈ N≥1 is called an index. Indices are place-holders indicating the distance to the binding abstraction.
In the context of the λdB -calculus, indices are also called variables. Thus, the free variables of a term are
inductively defined as: fv(i) , {i}; fv(t u) , fv(t) ∪ fv(u); and fv(λt) , fv(t) − 1, where X − k stands for
subtracting k from each element of the set X, removing those that result in a non-positive index.
In order to define β-reduction à la de Bruijn, the substitution of an index i for a term u in a term t must
be defined. Therefore, it is necessary to identify among the indices of the term t, those corresponding to i.
Furthermore, the indices of u should be updated in order to preserve the correct bindings after the replacement
of the variable by u. To that end, the increment at depth k for variables in a term t, written ↑k (t), is inductively
defined as follows:

↑k (t u) , ↑k (t) ↑k (u)
i + 1 if i > k
↑k (i) ,
i
if i ≤ k
↑ (λt) , λ↑
(t)
k

k+1

Then, the substitution at level i of a term u in a term t, denoted {i \ u}t, is defined as a partial function
mapping free variables at level i to terms, performing the appropriate updates as it traverses the substituted
term, to avoid undesired captures.
 0
i − 1 if i0 > i
{i \ u}(t s) , {i \ u}t {i \ u}s
{i \ u}i0 , u
if i0 = i
 0
{i \ u}λt , λ{i + 1 \ ↑0 (u)}t
i
if i0 < i
It is worth noticing that this substitution should be interpreted in the context of a redex, where a binder is
removed and its bound index substituted. This forces to update the free indices, that might be captured by an
outermost abstraction, as done by the first case of the substitution over a variable i0 . Hence, preserving the
correct bindings.
Finally, the reduction relation →dB of the λdB -calculus is given by the closure by contexts of the rewriting
rule:
(λs) u 7→dB {1 \ u}s
Also, embeddings between the λ-calculus and λdB are defined: J K : Tλ → TλdB and L M : TλdB → Tλ , in such
a way that they are the inverse of each other and, they allow to simulate one calculus into the other:
Theorem 2.2 ([17]) Let t ∈ Tλ and s ∈ TλdB . Then,
(i) If t →β t0 , then JtK →dB Jt0 K.
(ii) If s →dB s0 , then LsM →β Ls0 M.
This shows that both formalisms (λ-calculus and λdB ) have exactly the same operational semantics.
As an example to illustrate both reduction in the λdB -calculus and its equivalence with the λ-calculus,
consider the following terms: (λz.λy.z) (λx.x) (λx.x x) and (λλ2) (λ1) (λ1 1). The reader can verify that both
expressions encode the same function in its respective calculus. As expected, their operational semantics
coincide
(λz.λy.z) (λx.x) (λx.x x) →β (λy.λx.x) (λx.x x) →β λx.x
(λλ2) (λ1) (λ1 1)

3

→dB

(λλ1) (λ1 1)

→dB

λ1

The Pure Pattern Calculus with de Bruijn indices

This section introduces the novel Pure Pattern Calculus with de Bruijn indices (PPCdB ). It represents a
natural extension of de Bruijn ideas to a framework where a binder may capture more than one symbol. In
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the particular case of PPC there are two kinds of captured symbols, namely variables and matchables. This
distinction is preserved in PPCdB while extending indices to pairs (a.k.a. bidimensional indices) to distinguish
the binder that captures the symbol and the individual symbol among all those captured by the same binder.
The sets of terms TPPCdB , contexts, data structures DPPCdB and matchable forms MPPCdB of PPCdB are given
by the following grammar:
Terms t ::= ij | b
ij | t t | λn t.t

Data structures d ::= b
ij | d t

Contexts C ::= 2 | C t | t C | λn C.t | λn t.C

Matchable forms m ::= d | λn t.t

where ij is dubbed a bidimensional index and denotes an ordered pair in N≥1 × N≥1 with primary index i
and secondary index j. The sub-index n ∈ N in an abstraction represents the amount of indices (pairs) being
captured by it. The primary index of a pair is used to determine if the pair is bound by an abstraction, while
the secondary index identifies the pair among those (possibly many) bound ones. As for PPC, an index of the
form ij is called a variable index while b
ij is dubbed a matchable index. The free variables and free matchables
of a term are thus defined as follows:
fv(ij ) , {ij }
fv(b
ij ) , ∅

fm(ij ) , ∅
fm(b
ij ) , {ij }

fv(t u) , fv(t) ∪ fv(u)

fm(t u) , fm(t) ∪ fm(u)

fv(λn p.t) , fv(p) ∪ (fv(t) − 1)

fm(λn p.t) , (fm(p) − 1) ∪ fm(t)

where X − k stands for subtracting k from the primary index of each element of the set X, removing those
that result in a non-positive index.
Let us illustrate these concepts with a similar example as that given for PPC,
namely the function elim = λ[x] x
b.(λ[y] x yb.y). An equivalent term in the PPCdB
λ1 b
11 .(λ1 11 b
11 .11)
framework would be λ1 b
11 .(λ1 11 b
11 .11 ). Note that variable indices in the context
of a pattern are not bound by the respective abstraction, in the same way that
matchable indices in the body of the abstraction are not captured either. Thus,
the first occurrence of 11 is actually bound by the outermost abstraction, together with the first occurrence of
the matchable index b
11 . The rest of the indices in the term are bound by the inner abstraction as depicted in
the figure to the right. As a further (more interesting) example, consider the term λ[x,y] x
b yb.λ[] x.y from PPC,
whose counter-part in PPCdB would look like λ2 b
11 b
12 .λ0 11 .22 . This example illustrates the use of secondary
indices to identify symbols bound by the same abstraction. It also shows how the primary index of a variable is
increased when occurring within the body of an internal abstraction, while this is not the case for occurrences
in a pattern position. Thus, both 11 and 22 are bound by the outermost abstraction, as well as b
11 and b
12 .
Note how the inner abstraction does not bind any index at all.
A term t is said to be well-formed if all the free bidimensional indices (variables and matchables) of
t have their secondary index equal to 1, and for every sub-term of the form λn p.s (written λn p.s ⊆ t)
all the pairs captured by the abstraction
have their secondary index within the range [1, n]. Formally,
S
{ij | ij ∈ fm(t) ∪ fv(t), j > 1} ∪ ( λn p.s⊆t {1j | 1j ∈ fm(p) ∪ fv(s), j > n}) = ∅.
Before introducing a proper notion of substitution for PPCdB it is necessary to have a mechanism to update
indices at a certain depth within the term. The increment at depth k for variable and matchable indices in a
term t, written ↑k (t) and ⇑k (t) respectively, are inductively defined as follows

↑k (ij ) ,

(i + 1)j
ij

⇑k (ij ) , ij
(
\
(i
+ 1)j
⇑k (b
ij ) ,
b
ij

if i > k
if i ≤ k

↑k (b
ij ) , b
ij
↑k (t u) , ↑k (t) ↑k (u)

if i > k
if i ≤ k

⇑k (t u) , ⇑k (t) ⇑k (u)

↑k (λn p.t) , λn ↑k (p).↑k+1 (t)

⇑k (λn p.t) , λn ⇑k+1 (p).⇑k (t)

Similarly, the decrement at depth k for variables (↓k ( )) and matchables (⇓k ( )) are defined by subtracting one
from the primary index above k in the term. Most of the times these functions are used with k = 0, thus the
subindex will be omitted when it is clear from context. In particular, the decrement function for variables will
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allow us to generalise the idea of substitution at level i with respect to the original one presented in Sec. 2.2,
which only holds in the context of a β-reduction, by making the necessary adjustments to the indices at the
moment of the redution instead of hard-coding them into the substitution meta-operation.
A substitution at level i is a partial function from variable indices to terms. It maps free variable indices at
level i to terms, performing the appropriate updates as it traverses the substituted term, to avoid undesired
captures.
0

{ij \ uj }j∈J i k ,



uk
i0 k

if i0 = i, k ∈ J
if i0 =
6 i

{ij \ uj }j∈J (t s) , {ij \ uj }j∈J t {ij \ uj }j∈J s
{ij \ uj }j∈J λn p.t , λn {ij \ ⇑(uj )}j∈J p.{(i + 1)j \ ↑(uj )}j∈J t

{ij \ uj }j∈J ib0 k , ib0 k

It is worth noticing that the base case for variable indices is undefined if i0 = i and k ∈
/ J. Such case will render
the result of the substitution undefined as well. In the operational semantics of PPCdB , the matching operation
presented below will be responsible for avoiding this undesired situation, as we will see later. The domain of
a substitution at level i is given by dom({ij \ uj }j∈J ) , {ij }j∈J . The identity substitution (i.e. with empty
domain) is denoted {} or id .
As in PPC, a match (µ, ν, . . .) may succeed, fail (fail) or be undetermined (wait). For PPCdB , a successful
match will yield a substitution at level 1, as given by the following matching operation, where the rules are
applied in order as in PPC:
{{b
1j \n u}} , {1j \ u}
ij }} , {}
{{i[
+ 1j \n b
{{p q \n t u}} , {{p \n t}} ] {{q \n u}}

if t u, p q ∈ MPPCdB

n

if u, p ∈ MPPCdB

n

otherwise

{{p \ u}} , fail
{{p \ u}} , wait

where disjoint union of matching is adapted to PPCdB from PPC in a straightforward way. The first two rules
in the matching operation for PPCdB are worth a comment. As the matching operation should be understood
in the context of a redex, the matchable symbols bound in the pattern are those with primary index equal to 1.
Thus, PPCdB ’s counter-part of the membership check x ∈ θ from PPC’s matching operation is a simple syntactic
check on the primary index. Similarly, x ∈
/ θ corresponds to the primary index being greater than 1, as checked
by the second rule of the definition. However, a primary index i[
+ 1 within the pattern should match primary
index b
i from the argument, since the former is affected by an extra binder in a redex. For instance, in the
term (λ1 b
21 b
11 .11 ) (b
11 t0 ) the matchable b
21 is free and corresponds to b
11 in the argument, while b
11 from the
pattern is bound by the abstraction. Its counter-part in PPC would be α-equivalent to (λ[x] yb x
b.x) (b
y t). Hence,
11 t0 }} = {11 \ t0 }.
{{b
21 b
11 \1 b
As for PPC, an additional post-condition is checked over {{p\n u}} to prevent indices from going out of scope.
It requires dom({{p \n u}}) = {11 , . . . , 1n }, which essentially implies that all the bound indices are assigned a
value by the resulting substitution. This condition can be guaranteed by requesting {11 , . . . , 1n } ⊆ fm(p), for
each abstraction λn p.t within a well-formed term. To illustrate the need of such a check, consider the term
(λ2 b
11 .12 ) u0 (i.e. the PPCdB counter-part of (λ[x,y] x
b.y) u, given in Sec. 2.1). If the matching {{b
11 \2 u0 }} = {11 \u0 }
is considered correct, then no replacement for the variable index 12 in the body of the abstraction is set, resulting
in an ill-behaved operational semantics.
The reduction relation →dB of PPCdB is given by the closure by contexts of the rewriting rule:
(λn p.s) u 7→dB ↓({{p \n ↑(u)}} s)
whenever {{p \n ↑(u)}} is a decided match. The decrement function for variable indices is applied to the reduct
to compensate for the loss of a binder over s. However, the variable indices of u are not affected by such binder
in the redex. Hence the need of incrementing them prior to the (eventual) substitution.
Following the reduction example given above for PPC, consider these codifications of elim = λ[x] x
b.(λ[y] x yb.y)
and λ[z] zb.b
czn
b respectively: λ1 b
11 .(λ1 11 b
11 .11 ) and λ1 b
11 .b
11 11 b
21 . Note how the first occurrence of 11 is actually
bound by the outermost abstraction, since abstractions do not bind variable indices in their pattern. Similarly,
the matchable index b
11 in the body of λ1 b
11 .b
11 11 b
21 turns out to be free as well as b
21 . Then, as expected, we
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have the following sequence:
(λ1 b
11 .(λ1 11 b
11 .11 )) (λ1 b
11 .b
11 11 b
21 )

→dB

λ1 (λ1 b
11 .b
21 11 b
31 ) b
11 .11

→dB

λ1 b
21 b
11 b
31 .11

In the first step, λ1 b
11 .b
11 11 b
21 is substituted for 11 into the pattern 11 b
11 . The fact that the substitution takes
place within the context of a pattern forces the application of ⇑( ), thus updating the matchable indices and
obtaining λ1 b
11 .b
21 11 b
31 . Note that the increment and decrement added by the reduccion rule take no effect as
there are no free variable indices in the term. In the second step, the resulting application is reduced, giving
place to a term whose counter-part in PPC would be equivalent to λ[y] b
c yb n
b.y (cf. the reduction example in
Sec. 2.1).
In the following sections PPCdB is shown to be equivalent to PPC in terms of expressive power and operational
semantics. The main advantage of this new presentation is that it gets rid of α-conversion, since there is no
possible collision between free and bound variables/matchables. However, there is one minor drawback with
respect to the use of de Bruijn indices for the standard λ-calculus. As mentioned above, when working with
de Bruijn indices in the standard λ-calculus, α-equivalence becomes syntactical equality.
Unfortunately, this is not the case when working with bidimensional indices. For instance, consider the
terms λ2 b
11 b
12 .11 and λ2 b
12 b
11 .12 . Both represent the function that decomposes an application and projects
its first component. But they differ in the way the secondary indices are assigned. Moreover, one may be
tempted to impose an order for the way the secondary indices are assigned within the pattern to avoid this
situation (recall that the post-condition of the matching operation forces all bound symbols to appear in the
pattern). Given the dynamic nature of patterns in the PPC framework, this enforcement would not solve the
problem since patterns may reduce and such an order is not closed under reduction. For example, consider
λ2 (λ2 b
11 b
12 .12 11 ) (b
11 b
12 ).11 →dB λ2 b
12 b
11 .11 .
Fortunately enough, this does not represent a problem from the implementation point of view, since the
ambiguity is local to a binder and does not imply the need for “renaming” variables/matchables while reducing
a term, i.e. no possible undesired capture can happen because of it. It is important to note though, that in the
sequel, when refering to equality over terms of PPCdB , it is not syntactical equality but equality modulo these
assignments for secondary indices that we are using.

4

Translation

This section introduces translations between PPC and PPCdB (back and forth). The goal is to show that these
interpretations are suitable to simulate one calculus into the other. Moreover, the proposed translations turn
out to be the inverse of each other (modulo α-conversion) and, as we will see in Sec. 5, they allow to formalise
a strong bisimulation between the two calculi.
We start with the translation from PPC to PPCdB . It takes the term to be translated together with two lists
of lists of symbols that dictate how the variables and matchables of the terms should be interpreted respectively.
We use lists of lists since the first dimension indicates the distance to the binder, while the second identifies
the symbol among the multiple bound ones.
Given the lists of lists X and Y , we denote by XY their concatenation. To improve readability, when
it is clear from context, we also write θX with θ a list of symbols to denote [θ]X where [ ] denotes the list
constructor. We use set operations like union and intersection over lists to denote the union/intersection of its
underlying sets.
S
Definition
a term t ∈ TPPC and lists of lists of symbols V and M such that fv(t) ⊆ V 0 ∈V V 0 and
S 4.1 Given
fm(t) ⊆ M 0 ∈M M 0 , the translation of t relative to V and M , written JtKM
V , is inductively defined as follows:
JxKM
V , ij
M
Jb
x KV , b
ij

where i = min{i0 | x ∈ Vi0 } and j = min{j 0 | x = Vij 0 }
where i = min{i0 | x ∈ Mi0 } and j = min{j 0 | x = Mij 0 }

M
M
Jt uKM
V , JtKV JuKV

θM
M
Jλθ p.tKM
V , λ|θ| JpKV .JtKθV

Let x1 , x2 , . . . be an enumeration of V. Then, the translation of t to PPCdB , written simply JtK, is defined as
JtKX
X where X = [[x1 ], . . . , [xn ]] such that fv(t) ∪ fm(t) ⊆ {x1 , . . . , xn }.

For example, consider the term s0 = (λ[x] yb x
b.x) (b
y s00 ) with fv(s00 ) = {y} and fm(s00 ) = {y}. Then,
[[y]]
[[x],[y]]
[[x],[y]]
[[y]]
[[y]]
[[y]]
0 [[y]]
Js0 K[[y]] = (λ1 Jb
y K[[y]] Jb
xK[[y]] .JxK[[x],[y]] ) (Jb
y K[[y]] Js0 K[[y]] ) = (λ1 b
21 b
11 .11 ) (b
11 Js00 K[[y]]
). Note that the inicialisa46
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tion of V and M with singleton elements implies that each free variable/matchable in the term will be assigned a distinct primary index (when interpreted at the same depth), following de Bruijn’s original ideas: let
b b
b
s1 = (λ[x] yb x
b.x) (b
y z), then Js1 K[[y],[z]]
[[y],[z]] = (λ1 21 11 .11 ) (11 21 ).

Our main goal is to prove that PPCdB simulates PPC via this embedding. For this purpose we need to
state first some auxiliary lemmas that prove how the translation behaves with respect to the substitution and
the matching operation. We start with a technical result concerning the increment functions for variable and
matchable indices. Notation ↑nk (t) stands for n consecutive applications of ↑k ( ) over t (similarly for ⇑nk (t)).
Lemma 4.2 Let t ∈ TPPC , k ≥ 0, i ≥ 1 and n ≥ k+i such that Xl ∩(fv(t)∪fm(t)) = ∅ for all l ∈ [k+1, k+i−1].
Then,
i−1
(i) JtKM
(JtKM
X1 ...Xn = ↑k
X1 ...Xk Xk+i ...Xn ).
X ...Xk Xk+i ...Xn

1
1 ...Xn
= ⇑i−1
(ii) JtKX
V
k (JtKV

).

The translation of a substitution σ requires an enumeration θ such that dom(σ) ⊆ θ to be provided. It is then
M
defined as Jσ, θKM
V , {1j \ Jσxj KV }xj ∈dom(σ) . Note how substitutions from PPC are mapped into substitutions
at level 1 in the PPCdB framework. This suffices since substitutions are only meant to be created in the context
of a redex. When acting at arbitrary depth on a term, substitutions are shown to behave properly.
Lemma 4.3 Let s ∈ TPPC , σ be a substitution,
θ be an enumeration
such that
S
S
S dom(σ) ⊆ θ and Y be a
list of i − 1 lists of symbols such that ( Y 0 ∈Y Y 0 ) ∩ θ = ∅ and ( Y 0 ∈Y Y 0 ) ∩ ( xj ∈θ fv(σxj )) = ∅. Then,
M
M
JσsKM
Y X = ↓i−1 ({ij \ ↑i−1 (Jσxj KY X )}xj ∈dom(σ) JsKY θX ).
In the case of a match, its translation is given by J{{p \θ u}}KM
{JpKθM
\|θ| JuKM
}. Note how θ is pushed
V , {
V
V }
into the matchable symbol list of the pattern, in accordance with the translation of an abstraction. This is
crucial for the following result of preservation of the matching output.
Lemma 4.4 Let p, u ∈ TPPC .
M
(i) If {{p \θ u}} = σ, then J{{p \θ u}}KM
V = Jσ, θKV .

(ii) If {{p \θ u}} = fail, then J{{p \θ u}}KM
V = fail.

(iii) If {{p \θ u}} = wait, then J{{p \θ u}}KM
V = wait.
These previous results will allow to prove the simulation of PPC into PPCdB via the translation J K. We
postpone this result to Sec. 5 (cf. Thm. 5.1).
Now we focus on the converse side of the embedding, i.e. translation of PPCdB terms into PPC terms. As
before, this mapping requires two lists of lists of symbols from which names of the free indices of the term will
be selected: one for variable indices and the other for matchable indices.
Definition 4.5 Given a term t ∈ TPPCdB and lists of lists of distinct symbols V and M such that Vij is defined
for every ij ∈ fv(t) and Mij is defined for every ij ∈ fm(t), the translation of t relative to V and M , written
LtMM
V , is inductively defined as follows:
Lij MM
V , Vij
d
b
Lij MM
V , Mij

M
M
Lt uMM
V , LtMV LuMV

θM
M
Lλn p.tMM
V , λθ LpMV .LtMθV

θ = [x1 , . . . , xn ] fresh symbols

Let x1 , x2 , . . . be the same enumeration of V as in Def. 4.1. Then, the translation of t to PPC, written simply LtM,
is defined as LtMX
X where X = [[x1 ], . . . , [xn ]] such that fv(t) ∪ fm(t) ⊆ {11 , . . . , n1 }. Note that well-formedness
of terms guarantees that X satisfies the conditions above.
To illustrate the translation, consider the term t1 = (λ1 b
21 b
11 .11 ) (b
11 21 ) where fv(t1 ) = {21 } and fm(t1 ) =
[[y],[z]]
[[x],[y],[z]]
[[y],[z]]
b
b
b
{11 }. Then, Lt1 M[[y],[z]] = (λ[x] L21 11 M[[y],[z]] .L11 M[[x],[y],[z]] ) L11 21 M[[y],[z]]
bx
b.x) (b
y z). Note that t1 = Js1 K
[[y],[z]] = (λ[x] y
from the example after Def. 4.1 and, with a proper initialisation of the lists V and M , we get Lt1 M = s1 .
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Once again, we start with some technical lemmas for substitutions and the matching operations with respect
to the embedding L M. In this case, the increment functions for variable and matchable indices behave as follows:

Lemma 4.6 Let t ∈ TPPCdB , k ≥ 0, i ≥ 1 and n ≥ k+i such that fv(t)∪fm(t) ⊆ {i0 j | i0 ≤ n − (i − 1), j ≤ |Xi0 |}.
Then,
M
M
(i) L↑i−1
k (t)MX1 ...Xn =α LtMX1 ...Xk Xk+i ...Xn .
X ...Xk Xk+i ...Xn

X1 ...Xn
(ii) L⇑i−1
=α LtMV 1
k (t)MV

.

As for the converse, the translation is only defined for substitution at level 1 and requires to be provided a
M
list of symbols θ such that |θ| ≥ max{j | 1j ∈ dom(σ)}. Then, Lσ, θMM
V , {θj \Lσ1j MV }1j ∈dom(σ) . The application
of a substitution at an arbitrary level i is shown to translate properly.
Lemma 4.7 Let s ∈ TPPCdB , σ be a substitution at level i, θ be a list of fresh symbols such that |θ| ≥
max{j | ij ∈ dom(σ)} and Y be a list of i − 1 lists of symbols. Then, L↓i−1 ({ij \ ↑i−1 (σij )}ij ∈dom(σ) s)MM
Y X =α
M
M
{θj \ Lσij MY X }ij ∈dom(σ) LsMY θX .
Similarly to the substitution case, the translation of a match {{p \n u}} requires to be supplied with a list
, {{LpMθM
\θ LuMM
}. The newly provided list of
of n fresh symbols θ. Then, it is defined as L{{p \n u}}, θMM
V
V
V }
symbols is used both as the parameter of the resulting match and to properly translate the pattern, obtaining
the following expected result.
Lemma 4.8 Let p, u ∈ TPPCdB .
M
(i) If {{p \n u}} = σ, then L{{p \n u}}, θMM
V = Lσ, θMV .
(ii) If {{p \n u}} = fail, then L{{p \n u}}, θMM
V = fail.
(iii) If {{p \n u}} = wait, then L{{p \n u}}, θMM
V = wait.

Now we are in conditions to prove the simulation of PPCdB into PPC via the translation provided in Def. 4.5.
Before proceeding to the next section, one final result concerns the translations. It turns out that each
translation is the inverse of the other, as shown in Thm. 4.9. In case of PPC terms we should work modulo
α-conversion, while for PPCdB terms we may use equality (modulo secondary indices permutations, cf. last
paragraph in Sec. 3). This constitutes the main result of this section and is the key to extend our individual
simulation results (cf. Thm. 5.1 and 5.2 resp.) into a strong bisimulation between the two calculi, as shown in
Sec. 5.
Theorem 4.9 (Invertibility) Let t ∈ TPPCdB and s ∈ TPPC . Then, (i) JLtMK = t; and (ii) LJsKM =α s.
Proof By straightforward induction on t and s respectively. Details in [19].

5

2

Strong bisimulation

In this section we prove the simulation of one calculus by the other via the proper translation and, most
importantly, the strong bisimulation that follows after the invertibility result (cf. Thm. 4.9). This strong
bisimulation result will allow to port many important properties already known for PPC into PPCdB , as we will
discuss later.
We start by simulating PPC by PPCdB . The key step here is the preservation of the matching operation
shown for J K in Lem. 4.4. It guarantees that every redex in PPC turns into a redex in PPCdB too. Then, the
appropiate definition of the operational semantics given for PPCdB in Sec. 3 allows us to conclude.
Theorem 5.1 Let t ∈ TPPC . If t →PPC t0 , then JtK →dB Jt0 K.

Proof By induction on t →PPC t0 using Lem. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Details in [19].

2

Regarding the converse simulation, i.e. PPCdB into PPC, we resort here to the fact that the embedding L M
also preserves the matching operation (cf. Lem. 4.8). Then, every redex in PPCdB is translated into a redex in
PPC as well.
Theorem 5.2 Let t ∈ TPPCdB . If t →dB t0 , then LtM →PPC Lt0 M.
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Proof By induction on t →dB t0 using Lem. 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Details in [19].

2

As already commented, these previous results may be combined to obtain a strong bisimulation between
the two calculi. The invertibility result allows to define a relation between terms in PPC and PPCdB . Given
t ∈ TPPCdB and s ∈ TPPC , let us write t Z⇒ s whenever LtM =α s and, therefore, JsK = t by Thm. 4.9. Then, the
strong bisimulation result states that whenever t Z⇒ s and t →dB t0 , there exists a term s0 such that t0 Z⇒ s0 and
s →PPC s0 , and the other way around. Graphically:

dB

t Z⇒ s

and

PPC

0

t

dB

0

t Z⇒ s
PPC

0

Z⇒ s

t

Z⇒ s0

Theorem 5.3 (Strong bisimulation) The relation Z⇒ is a strong bisimulation with respect to the reduction
relations →PPC and →dB respectively.
Proof The proof follows immediately from Thm. 5.1 and 5.2 above, and the invertibility result (Thm. 4.9)
given in Sec. 4.
2
The importance of this result resides in the fact that it guarantees that PPC and PPCdB have exactly the
same operational semantics. An immediate consequence of this is the confluence of →dB .
Theorem 5.4 (Confluence) The reduction relation →dB is confluent (CR).
Proof The result follows directly from Thm. 2.1 and the strong bisimulation:
t
dB
PPC

t0

s0

dB

s
PPC

Thm. 2.1
PPC
dB

s0
t0

s1

t1

PPC
dB

2

Another result of relevance to our line of research, is the existence of normalising reduction strategies for
PPC, as it is shown in [4]. This result is particularly challenging since reduction in PPC is shown to be nonsequential due to the nature of its matching operation. This implies that the notion of needed redexes (a key
concept for defining normalising strategies) must be generalised to necessary sets [26] of redexes. Moreover,
the notion of gripping [21] is also captured by PPC, representing a further obstacle in the definition of such
a normalising strategy. All in all, in [4] the authors introduce a reduction strategy S that is shown to be
normalising, overcoming all the aforementioned issues. Thanks to the strong bisimulation result presented
above, this strategy S can also be guaranteed to normalise for PPCdB .

6

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a novel presentation of the Pure Pattern Calculus (PPC) [15] in de Bruijn’s style.
This required extending de Bruijn ideas for a setting where each binder may capture more than one variable at
once. To this purpose we defined bidimensional indices of the form ij where i is dubbed the primary index and
j the secondary index, so that the primary index determines the binding abstraction and the secondary index
identifies the variable among those (possibly many) bound ones. Moreover, given the nature of PPC semantics,
our extension actually deals with two kinds of bidimensional indices, namely variable indices and matchable
indices. This newly introduced calculus is simply called Pure Pattern Calculus with de Bruijn indices (PPCdB ).
Our main result consists of showing that the relation between PPC and PPCdB is a strong bisimulation with
respect to their respective redution relations, i.e. they have exactly the same operational semantics. For that
reason, proper translations between the two calculi were defined, J K : TPPC → TPPCdB and L M : TPPCdB → TPPC , in
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such a way that J K is the inverse of L M and vice-versa (modulo α-conversion). Most notably, these embeddings
are shown to preserve the matching operation of their respective domain calculus.
The strong bisimulation result allows to port into PPCdB many already known results for PPC. Of particular
interest for our line of research are the confluence and the existence of normalising reduction strategies for
PPC [4], a rather complex result that requires dealing with notions of gripping [21] and necessary sets [26] of
redexes. The result introduced on this paper may allow for a direct implementation of such strategies without
the inconveniences of working modulo α-conversion.
As commented before, the ultimate goal of our research is the implementation of a prototype for a typed
functional programming language capturing path polymorphism. This development is based on the Calculus
of Applicative Patterns (CAP) [1], for which a static type system has already been introduced, guaranteeing
well-behaved operational semantics, together with its corresponding efficient type-checking algorithm. CAP is
essentially the static fragment of PPC, where the abstraction is generalised into an alternative (i.e. abstracting
multiple branches at once). These two calculi are shown to be equivalent. Thus, future lines of work following
the results presented in this paper involve porting CAP to the bidimensional indices setting and formalising
the ideas of [4] into such framework. This will lead to a first functional version of the sought-after prototype.
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Abstract
We define EVL, a minimal higher-order functional language for dealing with generic events. The notion of generic event extends the
well-known notion of event traditionally used in a variety of areas, such as database management, concurrency, reactive systems
and cybersecurity. Generic events were introduced in the context of a metamodel to deal with obligations in access control systems.
Event specifications are represented as records and we use polymorphic record types to type events in our language. We show
how the higher-order capabilities of EVL can be used in the context of Complex Event Processing (CEP), to define higher-order
parameterised functions that deal with the usual CEP techniques.
Keywords: events, access control, obligations, record types.

1

Introduction

In today’s complex systems, where information is constantly being generated, there is a pressing need for
efficiently processing data, and in particular data related with actions taking place in a system. Occurrences
of actions, or happenings, are known as events, and technology for processing event streams, referred to as
Complex Event Processing (CEP), has been around for decades [6,23,15]. Most of the CEP systems focus
on real-life application therefore investing in issues such as scalability, fault tolerance, distribution, amongst
others, but often lacking a formal semantics, making them difficult to understand, extend or generalize.
In the context of security, and in particular when modeling access control, it is often the case that granting
or denying access to certain resources depends on the occurrence of a particular event [7,21,8]. This is even
more crucial in access control systems dealing with obligations, where the status of a particular obligations
is usually defined in terms of event occurrences in the system, and several models that deal with obligations
have to deal in some way with the notion of event. The Category-Based metatamodel for Access Control and
Obligations (CBACO [2]), defines an axiomatisation of the notion of obligation based on generic relations to
type events and extract event intervals. A key notion in that model is to distinguish between event schemes,
1
2
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which provide a general description of the kind of events that can occur in a particular system, and specific
events, which describe actual events that have occurred. Note that events can take various forms, depending
on the system that is being considered (for example, messages exchanged over a network, actions performed
by users of the system, occurrences of physical phenomena such as a disk error or a fire alarm, etc). To deal
with event classification in a uniform way, Alves et. al. [1] defined a general term-based language for events. In
this language, events were presented as typed-terms, built from a user-defined signature, that is, a particular
set of typed function symbols that are specific to the system modelled. With this approach it is possible to
define general functions to implement event typing and to compute event intervals, without needing to know
the exact type of events.
In that context, a compound event [1] links a set of events that can occur separately in the history, but
should be identified as a single event occurrence. For simplicity, in [1] compound events were assumed to appear
as a single event in history, leaving a more detailed and realistic treatment of compound events for future work.
This notion of compound or composite event is also a key feature in CEP systems, which put great emphasis
on the ability to detect complex patterns of incoming streams of events and establish sequencing and ordering
relations.
Types were used in [1] not only to ensure that terms representing events respect the type signature specific
to the system under study, but also to formally define the notion of event instantiation, associating specific
events to generic events through an implicit notion of subtyping, inspired by Ohori’s system of polymorphic
record types [24]. Because of the implicit subtyping rule for typing records, the system defined in [1] allowed
for type-checking of event-specification, but not for dealing with most general types for event specifications.
In this paper we take a step further and define EVL, a higher-order polymorphic typed language, designed
to facilitate the specification and processing of events. Our language is both a restriction and an extension of
Ohori’s polymorphic record calculus [24], and although our type system is very much based on that system,
it is not meant to be a general language, but rather a language purposely designed for dealing with events.
Languages traditionally used in event processing systems are usually derived from relational languages, in
particular, relational algebra and SQL, extended with additional ad-hoc operators to better support information
flow or imperative programming. This paper explores the potential of the functional paradigm in this context,
both at the level of the type-system, as well as exploring the higher-order capabilities of the language. The
main contributions of this paper are:
•

•

•

The design of EVL: a higher-order typed polymorphic record calculus for event processing. Our goal is to
have a minimal language, but which is expressive enough to specify and manipulate events.
A sound and complete type inference algorithm for EVL, defined as both an extension and a restriction of
the ML-style record calculus in [24].
A comprehensive study of the EVL higher-order/functional capabilities and its application in the context of
CEP.

Overview
In Section 2 we define the EVL language and its set of types. In Section 3 we define a type system for EVL
and in Section 4 we present a type inference algorithm, which is proved to be sound and complete. In Section 5
we discuss CEP and explore EVL’s capabilities in this context. We discuss related work in Section 6 and we
finally conclude and discuss further work in Section 7.

2

The EVL typed language

In this section we introduce EVL, a minimalistic typed language to specify events. EVL is an extension of the
λ-calculus that includes records, a flexible data structure that is used here to deal with event specifications
as defined in [1]. More precisely, an event specification is a labelled structure (or record) of the form {l1 =
v1 , . . . , ln = vn }, representing a set of labels l1 , . . . , ln with associated values v1 , . . . , vn . We assume some
familiarity with the λ-calculus (see [5] for a detailed reference).

2.1

Terms

We start by formally defining the set of EVL terms. In the following, let x, y, z, . . . range over a countable set
of variables and l, l1 , . . . range over a countable set L of labels.
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Definition 2.1 The set of EVL terms is given by the following grammar:
M ::= x | M M | λx.M | if M then M else M
let x = M in M | letEv x = M in M
{l = M, . . . , l = M } | M.l | modify(M, l, M )
Notation: We will use the notation let x x1 . . . xn = M and letEv x x1 . . . xn = M for let x =
λx1 . . . λxn .M and letEv x = λx1 . . . λxn .M , respectively. As an abuse of notation, in examples, we will
use more meaningful names for functions, labels and events. Furthermore, event names will always start with
a capital letter, to help distinguish them from functions.
We choose not to add other potentially useful constructors to the language, for instance pairs and projections, since we are aiming at a minimal language. Nevertheless, we can easily encode pairs (M1 , M2 ) and
projections π1 M and π2 M in our language by means of records of the form {fst = M1 , snd = M2 } and M.fst,
M.snd, respectively. This can trivially be extended to tuples in general, and we will often use this notation
when writing examples.
Example 2.2 In this simple example, FireDanger reports the fire danger level of a particular location.
l e t E v F i r e D a n g e r = λ l λd . { l o c a t i o n = l , f i r e _ d a n g e r = d} i n
F i r e D a n g e r " Porto " " low "

To make our examples more readable, we will also use the following terms, abbreviating list construction:
n i l = {empty = t r u e }
c o n s x l i s t = {empty = f a l s e , head = x ,

t a i l = l i s t }.

Note that, much like what happens with tuples, the type of a particular list in this notation will be closely
related to the size of the list in question. A more realistic approach is to add lists and list-types as primitive
notions in the language, but, as we mentioned before, we are focusing on a minimal language. Furthermore,
we will often use constants (numbers, booleans, strings, etc) and operators (arithmetic, boolean, etc) in our
examples. However, following the minimalistic approach, we do not add constants/operators to the grammar
and instead use free variables to represent them. Again, in a more general approach we could extend the
grammar with other data structures and operators, for numbers, booleans, lists, etc.
Example 2.3 Consider the following example illustrating the definition of a generic event FireDanger and of a
function check that determines if there is the danger of a fire erupting in a particular location, using the weather
information associated with that location. Function check creates an appropriate instance of FireDanger to
report the appropriate fire danger level.
l e t E v F i r e D a n g e r l d = { l o c a t i o n = l , f i r e _ d a n g e r = d} i n
l e t c h e c k x = i f ( x . t e m p e r a t u r e > 29 and x . wind > 32
and x . humidity < 20 and x . p r e c i p i t a t i o n < 5 0 )
then F i r e D a n g e r x . l o c a t i o n " h i g h "
e l s e F i r e D a n g e r x . l o c a t i o n " low " i n
c h e c k { t e m p e r a t u r e = 1 0 , wind = 2 0 , humidity = 3 0 ,
p r e c i p i t a t i o n = 1 0 , l o c a t i o n = " Porto "}

2.2

Types

We now define the set of types, and a typing system for the EVL language. We use record types to type labelled
structures following Ohori’s ML-system with polymorphic record types [24]. This extends the standard type
system for parametric polymorphism by Damas and Milner [13]. In Ohori’s system, polymorphic types are
defined by type schemes of the form ∀α :: κ.σ, where the type variable α is restricted to a set of types κ called
a kind. We assume a finite set B of constant types and a countable set V of type variables, and we will use
b, b1 , . . . , α, α1 , . . . and κ, κ1 , . . . to denote constant types, type variables and kinds, respectively. The set B of
constant types will always contain the type bool.
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Definition 2.4 The set of types σ and kinds κ are specified by the following grammar.
σ ::= τ | ∀α :: κ.σ
τ ::= α | b | τ → τ | {l : τ, . . . , l : τ }
ρ ::= α | b | τ → ρ
γ ::= τ → {l : ρ, . . . , l : ρ} | {l : ρ, . . . , l : ρ}
κ ::= U | {{l : τ, . . . , l : τ }}
Following Damas and Milner’s type system, we divide the set of types into monotypes (ranged over by τ )
and polytypes (of the form ∀α :: κ.σ). More precisely, σ represents all types and τ represents all monotypes.
We denote by ρ (included in τ ) the type of event fields, and by γ (also included in τ ) the type of event
definitions. This distinction is necessary to adequately type event definitions and its purpose will become clear
in the definition of the typing system. We use U for the kind representing every possible type, and the kind
{{l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn }} represents record types that contain, at least, the fields l1 , . . . , ln , with types τ1 , . . . , τn ,
respectively.
We do not allow nested events, and to that end we clearly separate types for event definitions, denoted by
γ, and which are a subset of the general types denoted by τ . However, we do allow for nested records of general
type. The following is an example of a term that is typed with a nested record type:
{empty = f a l s e , head = 1 , t a i l = {empty = f a l s e , head = 2 , t a i l = {empty = t r u e } } } .

Let F range over functions from a finite set of labels to types. We write {F } and {{F }} to denote the record
type identified by F and the record kind identified by F , respectively. For two functions F1 and F2 we write
F1 ± F2 for the function F such that dom(F ) = dom(F1 ) ∪ dom(F2 ) and such that for l ∈ dom(F ), F (l) = F1 (l)
if l ∈ dom(F1 ); otherwise F (l) = F2 (l).
Notation: Following the notation for pairs introduced above, we write (σ1 × σ2 ) for the product type
corresponding to {fst : σ1 , snd : σ2 }.
A typing environment Γ is a set of statements x : σ where all subjects x are distinct. We write dom(Γ) to
denote the domain of a typing environment Γ = {x1 : σ1 , . . . , xn : σn }, which is the set {x1 , . . . , xn }. The type
of a variable xi ∈ dom(Γ) is Γ(xi ) = σi , and we write Γx to denote Γ \ {x : Γ(x)}. A kinding environment
K is a set of statements α :: κ. Similarly, the domain of a kinding environment K = {α1 :: κ1 , . . . , αn :: κn },
denoted dom(K), is the set {α1 , . . . , αn } and the kind of a type αi ∈ dom(K) is K(αi ) = κi . A type variable α
occurring in a type/kind is bound, if it occurs under the scope of a ∀-quantifier on α, otherwise it is free. We
denote by FTV(σ) (FTV(κ)) the set of free variables of σ (respectively, κ). We say that a type σ and a kind
κ are well-formed under a kinding environment K if FTV(σ) ⊆ dom(K) and FTV(κ) ⊆ dom(K), respectively.
A typing environment Γ is well-formed under a kinding environment K, if ∀x ∈ dom(Γ), Γ(x) is well-formed
under K. A kinding environment K is well-formed, if ∀α ∈ dom(K), FTV(K(α)) ⊆ dom(K). This reflects the
fact that every free type variable in an expression has to be restricted by a kind in the kinding environment.
Therefore, every type variable is either restricted by the kind in the type scheme or by a kind in the kinding
environment.
Furthermore, we consider the set of essentially free type variables of a type σ under a kinding environment
K (denoted as EFTV(K, σ)) as the smallest set such that, FTV(σ) ⊆ EFTV(K, σ) and if α ∈ EFTV(K, σ),
then FTV(K(α)) ⊆ EFTV(K, σ). This reflects the fact that a type variable α is essentially free in σ under a
kinding environment K, if α is free in σ or in a restriction in K.
Definition 2.5 Let τ be a monotype, κ a kind, and K a kinding environment. Then we say that τ has kind
κ under K (written K τ :: κ), if τ :: κ can be obtain by applying the following rules:
K
K
K

Note that, if K

τ :: U for all τ well-formed under K
α :: {{l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn }} if K(α) = {{l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn , . . . }}
{l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn , . . . } :: {{l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn }}
if {l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn , . . . } is well-formed under K

σ :: κ, then σ and κ are well-formed under K.

Example 2.6 Let τ = α1 → {l2 : int, l3 : (α2 × α3 )}. Then, τ is well-formed under K1 = {α1 :: U, α2 ::
U, α3 :: U}, because FTV(τ ) ⊆ dom(K1 ), but not under K2 = {α1 :: U, α2 :: U}, because α3 6∈ dom(K2 ), and,
therefore, FTV(τ ) 6⊆ dom(K2 ). Because τ is well-formed under K1 , we can write K1 τ :: U.
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3

Type assignment

We now define how types are assigned to EVL terms. Because we are dealing with polymorphic type schemes,
we need to define the notion of generic instance for which we first need to discuss well-formed substitutions.
A substitution S = [σ1 /α1 , . . . , σn /αn ] is well-formed under a kinding environment K, if for all α ∈ dom(S),
S(α) is well-formed under K. This reflects the fact that applying a substitution to a type that is well-formed
under a kinding environment K, should result in a type that is also well-formed under K. A kinded substitution
is a pair (K, S) of a kind assignment K and a substitution S that is well-formed under K. This reflects the
fact that a substitution S should only be applied to a type that is well-formed under S, such that the resulting
type is kinded by K.
Example 3.1 Let S = [α2 /α1 ] be a substitution. Then dom(S) = {α1 }, S(α1 ) = α2 , and FTV(α2 ) = {α2 }.
For the kinding environment K1 = {α2 :: κ}, we have that S is well-formed under K1 , since α2 ∈ dom(K1 ).
On the other hand, for the kinding environment K2 = {α3 :: κ}, we have that S is not well-formed under K2 ,
since α2 6∈ dom(K2 ).
Definition 3.2 We say that a kinded substitution (K1 , S) respects a kinding environment K2 , if ∀α ∈
dom(K2 ), K1 S(α) :: S(K2 (α)).
Example 3.3 Let K1 = {α1 :: {{l1 : α2 }}, α2 :: U} and S = [{l1 : int}/α1 ]. Then, the restricted substitution
(K1 , S) respects K2 = {α1 :: {{l1 : int}}}, because for dom(K2 ) = {α1 }, we have:
K1
K1
K1
K1

S(α1 ) :: S(K2 (α1 ))
S(α1 ) :: S({{l1 : int}})
S(α1 ) :: {{l1 : S(int)}}
{l1 : int} :: {{l1 : int}}

Lemma 3.4 If FTV(σ) ⊆ dom(K) and (K1 , S) respects K, then FTV(S(σ)) ⊆ dom(K1 ).
Proof. If (K1 , S) respects K, then we know that ∀α ∈ dom(K), K1 S(α) :: S(K(α)). This means that, if
FTV(σ) ⊆ dom(K), then ∀α0 ∈ FTV(σ), K1 S(α0 ) :: S(K(α0 )). Consequently, both S(α0 ) and S(K(α0 )) are
well formed under K1 , which means that FTV(S(α0 )) ⊆ dom(K1 ) and FTV(S(K(α0 ))) ⊆ dom(K1 ). Therefore,
it is now easy to see that FTV(S(σ)) ⊆ dom(K1 ).
2
Lemma 3.5 If K

σ :: κ, and a kinded substitution (K1 , S) respects K, then K1

Proof. The proof follows the definition of K

σ :: κ

S(σ) :: S(κ).
2

Definition 3.6 Let σ1 be a well-formed type under a kinding environment K. Then, σ2 is a generic instance
of σ1 under K (denoted as K
σ1 ≥ σ2 ), if σ1 = ∀α1 :: κ11 · · · ∀αn :: κ1n .τ1 , σ2 = ∀β1 :: κ21 · · · ∀βm :: κ2m .τ2 ,
and there exists a substitution S such that dom(S) = {α1 , . . . , αn }, (K ∪ {β1 :: κ21 , . . . , βm :: κ2m }, S) respects
K ∪ {α1 :: κ11 , . . . , αn :: κ1n }, and τ2 = S(τ1 ).
Definition 3.7 Let Γ be a typing environment and τ be a type, both well-formed under a kinding environment
K. The closure of τ under Γ and K (denoted as Cls(K, Γ, τ )) is a pair (K 0 , ∀α1 :: κ1 · · · ∀αn :: κn .τ ) such that
K 0 ∪ {α1 :: κ1 , . . . αn :: κn } = K and {α1 , . . . , αn } = EFTV(K, τ ) \ EFTV(K, Γ).
Example 3.8 Let K = {α2 :: U, α3 :: U, α4 :: U, α1 :: {{l1 : α2 }}}, Γ = {x : α1 }, and τ = {l1 : α2 , l4 :
bool} → {l2 : int, l3 : (α3 × α4 )}. Then Cls(K, Γ, τ ) = ({α2 :: U, α1 :: {{l1 : α2 }}}, ∀α3 :: U.∀α4 :: U.{l1 :
α2 , l4 : bool} → {l2 : int, l3 : (α3 × α4 )}), because K = {α2 :: U, α1 :: {{l1 : α2 }}} ∪ {α3 :: U, α4 :: U},
EFTV(K, τ ) = {α2 , α3 , α4 , α1 }, EFTV(K, Γ) = {α1 , α2 }, and EFTV(K, τ ) \ EFTV(K, Γ) = {α2 , α3 , α4 , α1 } \
{α1 , α2 } = {α3 , α4 }.
The type assignment system for EVL is given in Figure 1, and can be seen as both a restriction and an
extension of the Ohori type system for record types. Unlike Ohori, we do not deal with variant types in this
system, but we have additional language constructors, like conditionals and explicit event definition. We use
K, Γ ` M : σ to denote that the EVL term M has type σ given the type and kind environments Γ and K,
respectively.
Example 3.9 Let M = {location = l, f ire_danger = d}, τ1 = {location : α1 , f ire_danger : α2 }, τ2 = ∀α1 ::
U.∀α2 :: U.α1 → α2 → τ1 , τ3 = {location : ltype , f ire_danger : f dtype }, τ4 = ltype → f dtype → τ3 , and
Γ = {“P orto” : ltype , “low” : f dtype }. A type derivation for M is given in Figure 2.
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Γ(x) ≥ τ , Γ is well-formed under K
(Var)
K, Γ ` x : τ

K

K, Γ ` M1 : τ1 → τ2
K, Γ ` M2 : τ1
(App)
K, Γ ` M1 M2 : τ2
K, Γx ∪ {x : τ1 } ` M : τ2
(Abs)
K, Γx ` λx.M : τ1 → τ2
K 0 , Γ x ` M1 : τ 0

K 0 , Γ x ` M1 : γ

Cls(K 0 , Γx , τ 0 ) = (K, σ)
K, Γx ∪ {x : σ} ` M2 : τ
(Let)
K, Γx ` let x = M1 in M2 : τ
Cls(K 0 , Γx , γ) = (K, σ)
K, Γx ∪ {x : σ} ` M2 : τ
(LetEv)
K, Γx ` letEv x = M1 in M2 : τ

K, Γ ` Mi : τi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(Rec)
K, Γ ` {l1 = M1 , . . . , ln = Mn } : {l1 : τ1 , . . . , ln : τn }, n ≥ 1
K, Γ ` M : τ 0
K τ 0 :: {{l : τ }}
(Sel)
K, Γ ` M.l : τ
K, Γ ` M1 : τ

K, Γ ` M2 : τ 0
K τ :: {{l : τ 0 }}
(Modif)
K, Γ ` modify(M1 , l, M2 ) : τ

K, Γ ` M1 : bool
K, Γ ` M2 : τ
K, Γ ` M3 : τ
(Cond)
K, Γ ` if M1 then M2 else M3 : τ
Fig. 1. Type assignment system for EVL

Lemma 3.10 If K, Γ ` M : σ and (K1 , S) respects K, then K1 , S(Γ) ` M : S(σ).
2

Proof. By induction on K, Γ ` M : σ.

4

A type inference algorithm for EVL

We now adapt Ohori’s WK(K, Γ, M ) inference algorithm to our language. It uses a refinement of Robinson’s
unification algorithm [27] that considers kind constraints on type variables. We start by discussing kinded
unification for EVL types.
4.1

Kinded unification

A kinded set of equations is a pair (K, E), where K is a kinding environment and E is a set of pairs of types
(τ1 , τ2 ) that are well-formed under K. A kinded substitution (K, S) is a unifier of a kinded set of equations
(K, E), if every type that appears in E respects K, and ∀(τ1 , τ2 ) ∈ E, S(τ1 ) = S(τ2 ) (S satisfies E). A kinded
substitution (K1 , S1 ) is the most general unifier of (K, E) if it is a unifier of (K, E) and if for any other unifier
(K2 , S2 ) of (K, E) there is some substitution S3 such that (K2 , S3 ) respects K1 and S2 = S3 ◦ S1 .
The kinded unification algorithm, U(E, K), is defined by the transformation rules in Figure 3. Each rule is of
the form (E1 , K1 , S1 ) ⇒ (E2 , K2 , S2 ), where E1 , E2 are sets of pairs of types, K1 , K2 are kinding environments,
and S1 , S2 are substitutions. After a transformation step, E2 keeps the set of pairs of types to be unified, K2
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{α1 :: U , α2 :: U }, {l : α1 , d : α2 } ∪ Γ ` l : α1

(Var)

{α1 :: U , α2 :: U }, {l : α1 , d : α2 } ∪ Γ ` d : α2

{α1 :: U , α2 :: U }, {l : α1 , d : α2 } ∪ Γ ` M : τ1
Φ1 =

{α1 :: U , α2 :: U }, {l : α1 } ∪ Γ ` λd.M : α2 → τ1
{α1 :: U , α2 :: U }, Γ ` λl.λd.M : α1 → α2 → τ1

(Var)
(Rec)

(Abs)
(Abs)

Φ2 = Cls({α1 :: U , α2 :: U }, Γ, α1 → α2 → τ1 ) = ({}, τ2 )

Φ3 =

{}, {F ireDanger : τ2 } ∪ Γ ` F ireDanger : τ4

(Var)

{}, {F ireDanger : τ2 } ∪ Γ ` “P orto” : ltype

{}, {F ireDanger : τ2 } ∪ Γ ` F ireDanger “P orto” : f dtype → τ3

Φ4 =

Φ3

{}, {F ireDanger : τ2 } ∪ Γ ` “low” : f dtype

(Var)
(App)

(Var)

{}, {F ireDanger : τ2 } ∪ Γ ` F ireDanger “P orto” “low” : τ3

(App)

Φ1
Φ2
Φ4
(LetEv)
{}, Γ ` letEv F ireDanger = λl.λd.M in F ireDanger “P orto” “low” : τ3
Fig. 2. Type derivation for M = letEv F ireDanger = λl.λd.M in F ireDanger “P orto” “low”

specifies kind constraints to be verified, and S2 is the substitution resulting from unifying the pairs of types
that have been removed from E. Given a kinded set of equations (K1 , E1 ) the algorithm U(E1 , K1 ) proceeds
by applying the transformation rules to (E1 , K1 , ∅), until no more rules can be applied, resulting in a triple
(E, K, S). If E = ∅ then it returns the pair (K, S), otherwise it reports failure.
Example 4.1 Let α1 and α2 be two type variables and K = {α1 :: {{location : α3 }}, α2 :: {{f ire_danger :
f dtype , location : ltype }}, α3 :: U}.
({(α1 , α2 )}, {(α1 , {{location : α3 }}), (α2 , {{f ire_danger : f dtype , location : ltype }}), (α3 , U)}, {})
⇒ ({(α3 , ltype )}, {(α2 , {{f ire_danger : f dtype , location : α3 }}), (α3 , U)}, {(α1 , α2 )})
⇒ ({}, {(α2 , {{f ire_danger : f dtype , location : ltype }})}, {(α1 , α2 ), (α3 , ltype )})
The most general unifier between α1 and α2 is the kinded substitution ({α2 :: {{f ire_danger : f dtype , location :
ltype }}}, [α2 /α1 , ltype /α3 ]). Following Ohori’s notation, in the kinded unification algorithm we use pairs in the
representation of substitutions and kind assignments. Also, note that the unification algorithm in [24] has a
kind assignment as an extra parameter, which is used to record the solved kind constraints encountered through
the unification process. However, we choose to omit this parameter because its information is only used in the
proofs in [24] but not in the unification process itself.
In [24], the correctness and completeness of the kinded unification algorithm was proved, in the sense that
it takes any kinded set of equations and computes its most general unifier if one exists and reports failure
otherwise.
4.2

Type inference

The type inference algorithm, WK(K, Γ, M ), is defined in Figure 4. Given a kinding environment K, a typing
environment Γ, and an EVL term M , then WK(K1 , Γ, M ) = (K 0 , S, σ), such that σ is the type of M under the
kinding environment K 0 and typing environment S(Γ). It is implicitly assumed that the inference algorithm
fails if unification or any of the recursive calls on subterms fails.
Example 4.2 Following Example 3.9, we consider M = {location = l, f ire_danger = d}, τ1 = {location :
α1 , f ire_danger : α2 }, τ2 = ∀α1 :: U.∀α2 :: U.α1 → α2 → τ1 , τ3 = {location : ltype , f ire_danger :
f dtype }, and τ4 = ltype → f dtype → τ3 , we further consider τ5 = {location : α3 , f ire_danger : α4 },
τ6 = ∀α3 :: U.∀α4 :: U.α3 → α4 → τ5 , τ7 = {location : α5 , f ire_danger : α6 }, S1 = [ltype /α5 ] ◦
[α5 /α3 , α6 /α4 ], and S2 = [f dtype /α6 ] ◦ S1 ◦ [α4 /α2 ] ◦ [α3 /α1 ]. A run of the algorithm for letEv F ireDanger =
λl.λd.M in F ireDanger “P orto” “low” is given in Figure 5.
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(E ∪ {(τ, τ )}, K, S) ⇒ (E, K, S)
(E ∪ {(α, τ )}, K ∪ {(α, U)}, S) ⇒ ([τ /α]E, [τ /α]K, [τ /α]S ∪ {(α, τ )})
(E ∪ {(τ, α)}, K ∪ {(α, U)}, S) ⇒ ([τ /α]E, [τ /α]K, [τ /α]S ∪ {(α, τ )})
(E ∪ {(α1 , α2 )}, K ∪ {(α1 , {{F1 }}), (α2 , {{F2 }})}, S) ⇒ ([α2 /α1 ](E ∪ {(F1 (l), F2 (l)) | l ∈ dom(F1 ) ∩ dom(F2 )}),
[α2 /α1 ](K) ∪ {(α2 , [α2 /α1 ]({{F1 ± F2 }}))},
[α2 /α1 ](S) ∪ {(α1 , α2 )})
(E ∪ {(α, {F2 })}, K ∪ {(α, {{F1 }})}, S) ⇒ ([{F2 }/α](E ∪ {(F1 (l), F2 (l)) | l ∈ dom(F1 )}),
[{F2 }/α](K),
[{F2 }/α](S) ∪ {(α, {F2 )})})
if dom(F1 ) ⊆ dom(F2 ) and α 6∈ FTV({F2 })
(E ∪ {({F2 }, α)}, K ∪ {(α, {{F1 }})}, S) ⇒ ([{F2 }/α](E ∪ {(F1 (l), F2 (l)) | l ∈ dom(F1 )}),
[{F2 }/α](K),
[{F2 }/α](S) ∪ {(α, {F2 )})})
if dom(F1 ) ⊆ dom(F2 ) and α 6∈ FTV({F2 })
(E ∪ {({F1 }, {F2 })}, K, S) ⇒ (E ∪ {(F1 (l), F2 (l)) | l ∈ dom(F1 )}, K, S)
if dom(F1 ) = dom(F2 )
(E ∪ {(τ11 → τ12 , τ21 → τ22 }, K, S) ⇒ (E ∪ {(τ11 , τ21 ), (τ12 , τ22 )}, K, S)
Fig. 3. Kinded Unification

4.3

Soundness and completeness of WK

In this section we establish the results from soundness and completeness of our type inference algorithm.
Theorem 4.3 If WK(K, Γ, M ) = (K 0 , S, τ ) then (K 0 , S) respects K and there is a derivation in our type
system such that K 0 , S(Γ) ` M : τ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of M .

2

Theorem 4.4 If WK(K, Γ, M ) = fail, then there is no (K0 , S0 ) and τ0 such that (K0 , S0 ) respects K and
K0 , S0 (Γ) ` M : τ0 .
If WK(K, Γ, M ) = (K 0 , S, τ ), then if K0 , S0 (Γ) ` M : τ0 for some (K0 , S0 ) and τ0 such that (K0 , S0 ) respects
K, then there is some S 0 such that (K0 , S 0 ) respects K 0 , τ0 = S 0 (τ ), and S0 (Γ) = S 0 ◦ S(Γ).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of M .

5

2

EVL for Complex Event Processing

In this section we are going to study the application of EVL in the context of Complex Event Processing (CEP).
See [15] for a detailed reference on the area. The area of CEP comprises a series of techniques to deal with
streams of events such as event processing, detection of patterns and relationships, filtering, transformation
and abstraction, amongst others. Because EVL is a higher-order functional language, we are going to explore
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WK(K, Γ, x) = if x 6∈ dom(Γ) then fail
else let ∀α1 :: κ1 · · · ∀αn :: κn .τ = Γ(x),
S = [β1 /α1 , . . . , βn /αn ] (β1 , . . . , βn are fresh)
in (K ∪ {β1 :: S(κ1 ), . . . , βn :: S(κn )}, id, S(τ ))
WK(K, Γ, M1 M2 ) = let (K1 , S1 , τ1 ) = WK(K, Γ, M1 )
(K2 , S2 , τ2 ) = WK(K1 , S1 (Γ), M2 )
(K3 , S3 ) = U(K2 , {(S2 (τ1 ), τ2 → α)}) (α is fresh)
in (K3 , S3 ◦ S2 ◦ S1 , S3 (α))
WK(K, Γ, λx.M ) = let (K1 , S1 , τ ) = WK(K ∪ {α :: U}, Γ ∪ {x : α}, M ) (α fresh)
in (K1 , S1 , S1 (α) → τ )
WK(K, Γ, let x = M1 in M2 ) = let (K1 , S1 , τ1 ) = WK(K, Γ, M1 )
(K10 , σ) = Cls(K1 , S1 (Γ), τ1 )
(K2 , S2 , τ2 ) = WK(K10 , S1 (Γ) ∪ {x : σ}, M2 )
in (K2 , S2 ◦ S1 , τ2 )
WK(K, Γ, letEv x = M1 in M2 ) = let (K1 , S1 , γ) = WK(K, Γ, M1 )
(K10 , σ) = Cls(K1 , S1 (Γ), γ)
(K2 , S2 , τ2 ) = WK(K10 , S1 (Γ) ∪ {x : σ}, M2 )
in (K2 , S2 ◦ S1 , τ2 )
WK(K, Γ, {l1 = M1 , . . . , ln = Mn }) = let (K1 , S1 , τ1 ) = WK(K, Γ, M1 )
(Ki , Si , τi ) = WK(Ki−1 , Si−1 ◦ · · · ◦ S1 (Γ), Mi ) (2 ≤ i ≤ n)
in (Kn , Sn ◦ · · · ◦ S2 ◦ S1 ,
{l1 : Sn ◦ · · · ◦ S2 (τ1 ), . . . , li : Sn ◦ · · · ◦ Si+1 (τi ), . . . , ln : τn })
WK(K, Γ, M.l) = let (K1 , S1 , τ1 ) = WK(K, Γ, M )
(K2 , S2 ) = U(K1 ∪ {α1 :: U, α2 :: {{l : α1 }}}, {(α2 , τ1 )}) (α1 , α2 fresh)
in (K2 , S2 ◦ S1 , S2 (α1 ))
WK(K, Γ, modify(M1 , l, M2 )) = let (K1 , S1 , τ1 ) = WK(K, Γ, M1 )
(K2 , S2 , τ2 ) = WK(K1 , S1 (Γ), M2 )
(K3 , S3 ) = U(K2 ∪ {α1 :: U, α2 :: {{l : α1 }}}, {(α1 , τ2 ), (α2 , S2 (τ1 ))})
(α1 , α2 are fresh)
in (K3 , S3 ◦ S2 ◦ S1 , S3 (α2 ))
WK(K, Γ, if M1 then M2 else M3 ) = let (K1 , S1 , τ1 ) = WK(K, Γ, M1 )
(K2 , S2 ) = U(K1 , {(τ1 , bool)})
(K3 , S3 , τ2 ) = WK(K2 , S2 ◦ S1 (Γ), M2 )
(K4 , S4 , τ3 ) = WK(K3 , S3 ◦ S2 ◦ S1 (Γ), M3 )
(K5 , S5 ) = U(K4 , {(S4 (τ2 ), τ3 )})
in (K5 , S5 ◦ S4 ◦ S3 ◦ S2 ◦ S1 , S5 ◦ S4 (τ2 ))
Fig. 4. Type inference algorithm
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WK({}, {}, letEv F ireDanger = λl.λd.M in F ireDanger “P orto” “low”) = ({}, S2 , τ3 )
WK({}, {}, λl.λd.M ) = ({α3 :: U, α4 :: U}, [α4 /α2 ] ◦ [α3 /α1 ], α3 → α4 → τ5 )
WK({α1 :: U}, {l : α1 }, λd.M ) = ({α3 :: U, α4 :: U}, [α4 /α2 ] ◦ [α3 /α1 ], α4 → τ5 )
WK({α1 :: U, α2 :: U}, {l : α1 , d : α2 }, M ) = ({α3 :: U, α4 :: U}, [α4 /α2 ] ◦ [α3 /α1 ], τ5 )
WK({α1 :: U, α2 :: U}, {l : α1 , d : α2 }, l) = ({α2 :: U, α3 :: U}, [α3 /α1 ], α3 )
WK({α2 :: U, α3 :: U}, {l : α3 , d : α2 }, d) = (α3 :: U, α4 :: U}, [α4 /α2 ], α4 )
Cls({α3 :: U, α4 :: U}, {}, α3 → α4 → τ5 ) = ({}, τ6 )
WK({}, {F ireDanger : τ6 }, F ireDanger “P orto” “low”) = ({}, [f dtype /α6 ] ◦ S1 , τ3 )
WK({}, {F ireDanger : τ6 }, F ireDanger “P orto”) = ({}, S1 , α6 → {location : ltype , f ire_danger : α6 })
WK({}, {F ireDanger : τ6 }, F ireDanger) = ({}, [α5 /α3 , α6 /α4 ], α5 → α6 → τ7 )
WK({}, {F ireDanger : τ6 }, “P orto”) = ({}, id, ltype )
U({}, (α5 , ltype )) = ({}, [ltype /α5 ])
WK({}, {F ireDanger : τ6 }, “low”) = ({}, id, f dtype )
U({}, (α6 , f dtype )) = ({}, [f dtype /α6 ])
Fig. 5. Type inference run for letEv F ireDanger = λl.λd.M in F ireDanger “P orto” “low”

the higher-order capabilities, to define higher-order parameterized functions that deal with the usual CEP
techniques.
5.1

Event processing

The canonical model [10,15] for event processing is based on a producer-consumer model: an event processing
agent (EPA) takes events from event producers and distributes them among event consumers. This process
often involves filtering or translating. Filtering may happen because not every event will be of interest or
available to every consumer: in some cases access control policies might be in place that restrict what events
consumers might receive. Translating events allows us to change, add or remove information from the agents
based on particular consumers. The processing of events can be done in a one-event in/one-event out form, but
it is also possible to have event processing agents that process a collection of events as a whole or that produce
a set of events as result: for example, an incoming event may be split into multiple events, each containing a
subset of the information from the original event.
EVL can be used to program event processing agents. It is able to process raw events produced by some
event processing system and generate derived events as a result. These derived events can then be passed on
to an event consumer.
Principal types allow us to identify event processing agents. An event processing agent is any function
whose principal types is of the form ∀α1 :: κ1 · · · ∀αn :: κn .γ. In the following section we will explore the
different types of event processing agents.
5.1.1 Types of event processing agents
Event processing agents are classified according to the actions that they perform to process incoming events:
•

•

•

Filter agents - Filter agents take an incoming event object and apply a test to decide whether to discard it
or whether to pass it on for processing by subsequent agents. The test is usually stateless, i.e. based solely
on the content of the event instance.
Transformation agents - Transformation agents modify the content of the event objects that they receive.
These agents can be further classified based on the cardinality of their inputs and outputs (translate, split,
aggregate or compose agents)
Pattern Detect agents - Pattern Detect agents take collections of incoming event objects and examine them
to see if they can spot the occurrence of particular patterns.

We are now going to look into the different types of event processing agents in a little more depth. All of the
definitions that we are going to present can be found in [15].
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Definition 5.1 [Filter event processing agent] A filter agent is an event processing agent that performs filtering
only, so it does not transform the input event.
Example 5.2 This example represents an event processing agent that uses a higher-order filter function filter
(to be defined later) to filter events according to their location.
l e t p x = ( x . l o c a t i o n == " Porto " ) i n λx . ( f i l t e r p x )

Definition 5.3 [Transformation event processing agent] A Transformation event processing agent is an event
processing agent that includes a derivation step, and optionally also a filtering step.
Transformation event processing agents can be either stateless (if events are processed without taking into
account preceding or following events) or stateful (if the way events are processed is influenced by preceding
or following events). In the former case, events are processed individually. In the latter, the way events are
processed can depend on preceding or succeeding events. Transformation events can be further classified as
translate, split, aggregate or compose agents. In the following we describe some transformation events that we
are going to focus on.
Definition 5.4 [Translate event processing agent] Translate event processing agents can be used to convert
events from one type to another, or to add, remove, or modify the values of an event’s attributes.
At the moment EVL does not allow us to add or remove attributes. One can create new events based on
attributes from incoming events as well as modify the value of existing attributes. We follow Ohori’s treatment
of record types, therefore we do not consider operations that extend a record with a new field or that remove
an existing field from a record. This is a limitation of our current calculus, and we intend to improve on this
in the future.
Example 5.5 This example represents an event processing agent that converts the temperature field of an
event from degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius.
f a r T o C e l x = modify ( x , t e m p e r a t u r e , ( x . t e m p e r a t u r e − 3 2 ) / 1 . 8 )

Definition 5.6 [Aggregate event processing agent] Aggregate agents take a stream of incoming events and
produce an output event that is a map of the incoming events.
Example 5.7 This example represents an event processing agent that receives two events, x and y, and outputs
event y with its precipitation level updated with the average of the two.
avg x y = modify ( y , p r e c i p i t a t i o n , ( x . p r e c i p i t a t i o n + y . p r e c i p i t a t i o n ) / 2 )

Definition 5.8 [Compose event processing agent] Compose agents take two streams of incoming events and
process them to produce a single output stream of events.
Example 5.9 This example represents an event processing agent that composes the partial weather information that is provided by two different sensors. One of the sensors outputs event x, which contains information
about the temperature and wind velocity, and the other sensor outputs event y, which contains information
about the humidity and precipitation levels. This event processing agent outputs an instance of WeatherInfo
with the complete weather information.
c o m p o s e I n f o x y = W e a t h e r I n f o x . t e m p e r a t u r e x . wind y . humidity y . p r e c i p i t a t i o n

Definition 5.10 [Pattern Detect event processing agent] A Pattern Detect event processing agent is an event
processing agent that performs a pattern matching function on one or more input streams. It emits one or
more derived events if it detects an occurrence of the specified pattern in the input events.
Example 5.11 The check function in Example 2.3 is an event processing agent that generates the appropriate
FireDanger event by detecting its corresponding fire weather information.
c h e c k x = i f ( x . t e m p e r a t u r e > 29 and x . wind > 32
and x . humidity < 20 and x . p r e c i p i t a t i o n < 5 0 )
then F i r e D a n g e r x . l o c a t i o n " h i g h "
e l s e F i r e D a n g e r x . l o c a t i o n " low "

An area where pattern-detect agents are quite relevant is in publish-subscribe systems, where consumers
are allowed to subscribe to selective events by specifying filters using a subscription language. The filters
define constraints, usually in the form of name-value pairs of properties and basic comparison operators, which
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identify valid events. Constraints can be logically combined to form what are called complex subscription
patterns [16]. CEP systems extend the functionality of traditional publish-subscribe systems by increasing the
expressive power of the subscription language to consider complex event patterns that involve the occurrence
of multiple, related events [12].
5.1.2 A higher-order library for CEP
Since EVL is a higher-order language, we use higher-order functions that allow us to deal with a sequence of
events (represented as a list of events). We now provide some of these useful higher-order functions, which are
naturally implemented in a higher-order functional language.
•

filter is a function that filters the events in the sequence according to some filtering expression:
f i l t e r p l i s t = i f l i s t . empty then l i s t
e l s e i f ( p l i s t . head ) then ( c o n s l i s t . head ( f i l t e r p l i s t . t a i l ) )
else filter p list . tail

•

transform is a function that applies a transformation to all of the events in the sequence:
transform f

•

l i s t = i f l i s t . empty then l i s t
e l s e ( c o n s ( f l i s t . head ) ( t r a n s f o r m f

l i s t . t a i l ))

aggregater is a function that produces some output value by aggregating by right association the events of
the sequence according to some binary aggregating function:
a g g r e g a t e r f z l i s t = i f l i s t . empty then z
e l s e f l i s t . head ( a g g r e g a t e r f z l i s t . t a i l )

•

aggregatel is very similar to aggregater but it aggregates the events by left association:
a g g r e g a t e l f z l i s t = i f l i s t . empty then z
e l s e a g g r e g a t e l f ( f z l i s t . head ) l i s t . t a i l

We use the function names transform and aggregateX, instead of the usual functional programming names
map and foldX, because of the particular context of CEP.
5.2

Event types

When dealing with event processing applications, many events will have a similar structure and a similar
meaning. Consider a temperature sensor: all of the events produced by it have the same kind of information,
such as temperature reading, timestamp and maybe location, but with possibly different values. This means
that instead of defining the structure of each event individually, we can specify the structure of an entire class
of events [15]. This relationship was formally defined in [1] as that between Generic and Specific events. EVL
is based on the typed language that was defined in [1], but it extends it by allowing explicit subtyping between
record types according to [24].
The definition of a generic event may contain references to other events when there is a semantic relationship
between them. These relationships can be separated into four types [15] that we are now going to discuss.
Membership
A generic event ge1 is said to be a member of another generic event ge2 if the instances of ge1 are included in
the instances of ge2 . This notion can easily be checked in EVL through the explicit subtyping relation between
record types.
Generalization
The generalization relation indicates that an event is a generalization of another event. In the type theory
of EVL, this relation is given by the generalization relation Cls.
Specialization
The specialization relation indicates that an event is a specialization of another event. In the type theory
of EVL, this relation is given by the type instantiation relation.
Retraction
A retraction event relationship is a property of an event referencing a second event. It indicates that the
second event is a logical reversal of the event type that references it. For example, an event that starts a fire
alert and the event that stops it. This is a notion that is also present in access control systems with obligations.
In [1], this is defined by a closing function that describes how events are linked to subsequent events in history.
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That is, which are the generic events in time that are closed by a particular generic event provided that some
time constraints are satisfied and following a specific strategy. These functions are assumed to be defined for
each system and are used to extract intervals from a given history. One of the motivations to develop EVL was
to provide a simple language to program such functions.
5.3

A comprehensive example

We now give an example that illustrates several features described in this section.
Example 5.12 Consider a sequence of events produced by sensors distributed across some number of locations. The events produced by a particular sensor contains information about the weather conditions at that
sensor’s location. More specifically, it contains information about the temperature (in degrees Celsius), the
humidity level (as a percentage), the wind speed (in km/h) and the amount of precipitation (in mm), as well
as information about its location. Now, consider an EPA that infers the fire danger of a particular location
based on a given sequence of events produced by an arbitrary number of these sensors. This can be done with
varying degrees of accuracy, but this is not the subject of this paper, so let us consider a simple algorithm
based on the following three steps:
(i) Filtering the events according to the specified location;
(ii) Aggregating the events according to the latest values of temperature, humidity and wind speed, and by
the mean precipitation;
(iii) Producing an event that indicates if there is fire danger in that particular location considering the values
obtained in the previous step and comparing them to their threshold levels.
We now provide an implementation of this algorithm in EVL:
l e t E v F i r e D a n g e r l d = { l o c a t i o n = l , f i r e _ d a n g e r = d} i n
l e t p x = ( x . l o c a t i o n == " Porto " ) i n
l e t f x y = ( x . f s t + 1 , modify ( y , p r e c i p i t a t i o n ,
( x . snd . p r e c i p i t a t i o n + y . p r e c i p i t a t i o n ) / x . f s t ) ) i n
l e t c h e c k x = i f ( x . t e m p e r a t u r e > 29 and x . wind > 32
and x . humidity < 20 and x . p r e c i p i t a t i o n < 5 0 )
then F i r e D a n g e r x . l o c a t i o n " h i g h "
e l s e F i r e D a n g e r x . l o c a t i o n " low " i n
λx . ( c h e c k ( a g g r e g a t e l f ( 1 , { p r e c i p i t a t i o n = 0 } ) ( f i l t e r p x ) ) . snd )

6

Related Work

Alternative type systems to deal with records have been presented in the literature using row variables [28],
which are variables ranging over finite sets of field types. One of the most flexible systems using row variables [25] allows for powerful operations on records, such as extending a record with a new field or removing
an existing field from a record. Record extension is also available in other systems [22,19,9], as well as record
concatenation operations [20,26,29], however adding these operations results in complications in the typing
process. By following Ohori’s approach we obtain a sound and complete efficient type system supporting the
basic operations for dealing with records. Nevertheless, regarding the applicability of our language in the
context of CEP, the integration of more flexible record operations in our language is an aspect to be further
investigated.
When it comes to processing flows of information, there are two main models leading the research done in
this area: the data stream processing model [4] (that looks at streams of data coming from different sources
to produce new data streams as output); and the complex event processing model [23] (that looks at events
happening, which are then filtered and combined to produce new events). In [12], several information processing
systems were surveyed, which showed a gap between data processing languages and event detection languages,
and the need to define a minimal set of language constructors to combine both features in the same language.
We believe that EVL is a good candidate to explore the gap between these two models.
Following the complex event processing model, one of the key features is the ability to derive complex events
(composite) from lower-level events and several special purpose Event Query Languages (EQLs) have been
proposed for that [14]. Complex event queries over real-time streams of RFID readings have been dealt with
in [30] yet again using a query language. The TESLA language [11] supports content-based event filtering as well
as been able to establish temporal relations on events, while providing a formal semantics based on temporal
logic. The lack of a simple denotational semantics is a common criticism of CEP query languages [31,3,17],
with several languages not guaranteeing important language features, such as orthogonality, as well as an
overlapping of definitions that make reasoning about these languages that much harder. Recently, a formal
framework based on a complex event logic (CEL) was proposed [18], with the purpose of “giving a rigorous
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and efficient framework to CEP”. The authors define well-formed and safe formulas, as syntactic restrictions
that characterize semantic properties, and argue that only well-formed formulas should be considered and that
users should understand that all variables in a formula must be correctly defined. This notion of well-formed
formulas and correctly defined variables is naturally guaranteed in a typed language like EVL. Therefore we
believe that EVL can be used to provide formal semantics to CEP systems.
In the context of access control systems, the Obligation Specification Language (OSL) defined in [21],
presents a language for events to monitor and reason about data usage requirements. The paper defines the
refinesEv instance relation between events, which is based on a subset relation on labels, as is the case for the
instance relation in [2]. The instance relation in [1] was defined by implicit subtyping on records but more
generally using variable instantiation. In this paper we further generalise the notion of instance relation and
define it formally using kinded instantiation.
Still in the context of access control, Barker et al [7] have given a representation of events as finite sets of
ground 2-place facts (atoms) that describe an event, uniquely identified by ei , i ∈ N, and which includes three
necessary facts: happens(ei , tj ), act(ei , al ) and agent(ei , un ), and n non-necessary facts. This representation
is claimed to be more flexible than a term-based representation with a fixed set of attributes. The language in
this paper is flexible enough to encode the event representation in [7]. Furthermore, the typing system allows
us to guarantee any necessary facts by means of the typing information.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present EVL, a typed higher-order functional language for events, with a typing system based on
Ohori’s record calculus, as well as a sound and complete type inference algorithm. We explore the expressiveness
of our language by showing its application in the context of CEP. This is a starting point to an area of research
exploring the well-studied properties of higher-order functional typed languages and their ability to reason
with dynamical properties of systems, while applying it to the areas of obligation models for access control and
complex event processing (CEP). We believe the language defined in this paper proved to be better equipped
to deal with generic events when compared to traditional relational languages used in the CEP area.
With respect to future work, events in our language are represented by records of the form {l1 = v1 , . . . , ln =
vn }, with appropriate constructors for creating, accessing and modifying records. Additionally one could
consider more powerful operations on records, such as extending a record with a new field or removing an
existing field from a record, which are not part of EVL but could prove useful in both CEP and in the treatment
of obligations in the context of access control models.
We would also like to fully exploit EVL’s capabilities in the context of the CBACO metamodel [2]. Furthermore, we would like to explore extensions of EVL with pattern matching, which is a powerful mechanism for
decomposing and processing data. The ability to detect patterns is a key notion in most CEP systems, therefore
adding matching primitives to EVL would greatly improve its capability with respect to pattern detection.
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Abstract
Regression Test Selection (RTS) algorithms select which tests to rerun on revised code, reducing the time required to check for
newly introduced errors. An RTS algorithm is considered safe if and only if all deselected tests would have unchanged results.
In this paper, we present a formal proof of safety of an RTS algorithm based on that used by Ekstazi [3], a Java library for
regression testing. Ekstazi’s algorithm adds print statements to JVM code in order to collect the names of classes used by a
test during its execution on a program. When the program is changed, tests are only rerun if a class they used changed. The
main insight in their algorithm is that not all uses of classes must be noted, as many necessarily require previous uses, such as
when using an object previously created. The algorithm we formally define and prove safe here uses an instrumented semantics to
collect touched classes in an even smaller set of locations. We identify problems with Ekstazi’s current collection location set that
make it not safe, then present a modified set that will make it equivalent to our safe set. The theorems given in this paper have
been formalized in the theorem prover Isabelle over JinjaDCI [7], a semantics for a subset of Java and JVM including dynamic
class initialization and static field and methods. We instrumented JinjaDCI’s JVM semantics by giving a general definition for
Collection Semantics, small-step semantics instrumented to collect information during execution. We also give a formal general
definition of RTS algorithms, including a definition of safety.
Keywords: interactive theorem proving, regression test selection, small-step semantics, Java

1

Introduction

Testing is a crucial part of writing code. When writing programs it is important to run tests that demonstrate
that the behavior of those programs is as expected and documented. When a program is modified, its tests are
rerun to make sure changes have not introduced new bugs. This rerunning of tests is called regression testing.
In practice, a body of code can be large and have a huge number of tests written over it. Rerunning every
single test can in some cases take hours or days, making it impractical to run them all after every small change.
However, most changes will only even possibly affect a small number of tests. Thus, algorithms and methods
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have been developed to select which tests to rerun after code changes. The process of selecting which tests to
run (alternatively, deselecting tests that should not be affected) is called Regression Test Selection (RTS). An
RTS algorithm is safe if it only deselects tests whose previous results could be reproduced under the modified
program.
In Java, all code is written inside methods in classes. Thus one approach to RTS is for Java test suites
to determine which classes each test uses (“touches”), then only rerun a test if one of its touched classes
has been changed. Ekstazi [3], a Java library for regression testing, uses this approach in its RTS algorithm.
Touched classes can be derived in a number of different ways, but Ekstazi’s algorithm collects this information
dynamically via instrumentation of the code. The naive way to do this is to instrument every use of every class.
However, Ekstazi uses a smarter approach, recognizing that many of these collections are likely redundant. For
example, fetching a field of an object requires the object to have been created previously, meaning that a new
has already been run on its class, so getfield does not need to trigger class collection. Their approach uses
these insights to reduce the number of collection points.
In this paper, we present a formal proof of safety for an RTS algorithm similar to that used by Ekstazi.
Our algorithm is designed for minimal collection. We then prove its safety and demonstrate how Ekstazi’s
algorithm can be modified to be equivalent and thus safe (and showing why the previous set was not safe).
The definition of this algorithm is given via instrumentation of JinjaDCI’s JVM semantics. These semantics
are a model of a subset of the JVM written in the theorem prover Isabelle and are largely described in [7].
The instrumentation is created via a general definition we have given for what we call Collection Semantics
that allows information-collection instrumentation of small-step semantics via the input of such semantics and
a collection function.
We have also given a general definition of RTS algorithms that includes a definition of safety. Its axioms,
including safety, further guarantee that repeated deslection of a test can safely be based on its output under a
previous version of the program. 4
Section 2 gives an overview of Regression Test Selection (RTS), Ekstazi, and JinjaDCI. Section 3 gives
details of a few different class collection functions for use in an RTS algorithm using the classes-touched
method to select tests. Section 4 describes Collection Semantics, our approach to instrumenting existing
semantics with collection functions, and uses this approach to instrument JinjaDCI’s JVM byte code with the
class collection functions previously described. (These instrumentations are instantiations of the Collection
Semantics definition.) Section 5 gives a general Isabelle definition for RTS algorithms, including a formal
definition of safety, then combines this with the Collection Semantics definition to define collection-based RTS
algorithms. The instantiations of Collection Semantics describing instrumented JinjaDCI JVM semantics are
extended into collection-based RTS algorithm instantiations using this combined definition. Section 6 uses
the general RTS definition and the instrumented semantics to give proofs of safety of using the defined class
collection functions as a basis for classes-touched RTS algorithms. Finally, Sections 7 and 8 discuss some
related work, recap, and suggest future directions.
The Isabelle development for the work presented here can be found online at https://github.com/
susannahej/rts.

2

Background

We will first introduce the relevant topics and tools used in this paper.
2.1

RTS Algorithms and Ekstazi

In industry, many code bases are quite large, as are the test suites associated with them. These test suites can
take on the order of days to run in full. Regression test selection (RTS) is the process of choosing which tests
to rerun after changes have been made to a code base in order to decrease the time retesting takes. A test
that is not run is said to be deselected. An RTS algorithm is called safe if it only deselects tests whose results
would be unchanged.
Ekstazi [3] is a Java library for regression testing that employs an RTS algorithm at the level of JVM
bytecode based on the classes that are used or referenced by each test. We call these the classes touched by
a test. When a test is run, the names of the classes it touches during its execution are collected. Then, when
changes are made to the code base, a test is only rerun if one or more of the classes it touched in its previous
run have been modified. Thus if, for example, only a couple of modifications are made to non-core classes in a
large code base, generally very few tests need to be rerun.
Ekstazi’s algorithm attempts to collect the necessary classes as infrequently as possible (i.e., with as few
collection triggers as possible), which leaves room for possibly under-collecting. To prove this algorithm’s
4

This is an important feature for an RTS algorithm to have, as deselected tests are, by design, not rerun, so do not provide new
outputs until they are reselected.
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safety formally requires a semantics of the JVM that includes sufficient features to make the formal proof as
convincing as possible. Static instructions and dynamic class initialization in particular are places where a
class collection algorithm can be subtly incorrect. In Section 2.2 we will go into more detail about a semantics
of the JVM that includes both of these features.
2.2

Isabelle and JinjaDCI

Isabelle allows us to model languages and programs written in them. It further allows the proof of many useful
properties of those languages and programs, such as how the information collected during the execution of a
program with an instrumented semantics relates to that program.
Jinja [4] is a framework developed in the theorem prover Isabelle whose purpose is to give a formal semantics
for a subset of both Java and JVM bytecode in a unified way. The authors wrote the semantics in Isabelle
because this allowed them to write definitions and proofs based on their semantics. These proofs include type
safety, equivalence of their big- and small-step Java semantics, and the correctness of a compiler from their
Java semantics to their JVM semantics.
The two extensions of Jinja are JinjaThreads [6] and JinjaDCI [7]; the former extends Jinja with threads,
while the latter extends it with static fields and methods and dynamic class initialization. The features of
the latter are crucial uses of classes in Java, with behavior that differs from the other uses described by the
original Jinja. For these reasons, these features are important to include in any proof of safety of Ekstazi-like
touched-class-collection RTS algorithms like those discussed in this paper. On the other hand, threads should
not create any complications with the safety of these algorithms as long as the synchronization of initialization
is correct (as further justified in Section 6.4). Thus, we have chosen JinjaDCI as our semantic model for the
proofs presented here.
The value of using a system like Isabelle to build a semantic framework is precisely the ability to prove
these kinds of results, which is why we chose to use this framework: in order to prove that a test behaves
the same on two different programs, we need both a definition of the language and a framework that allows
meta-reasoning at this level.
In Jinja’s JVM instruction names are capitalized and take appropriate arguments. For example, new is
written as New and takes one argument: the name of the class to be instantiated, C; getfield is written as
Getfield and takes two arguments: the name of the field whose value is being fetched, F , and the name of
the class that defines that field in the object being passed, C.
2.2.1 Dynamic Class Initialization
In the JVM, class initialization methods are called dynamically. Rather than initializing classes up front, Java
waits until the the class is actually used. When a class C is used, its initialization status is checked. If it is
uninitialized, the class initialization procedure is run on it.
Initialization status is checked when a class or one of its subclasses is used. In particular, in the supported
subset of JVM instructions, if a class C is not initialized, the class initialization procedure is called when:
•
•
•

an instruction among new, getstatic, putstatic, or invokestatic references C,
one of C’s subclasses is being initialized, or
at startup of the JVM, if C is the designated initial class.

In the full JVM, the procedure is also called at the invocation of certain bootstrap and reflective methods, and
on certain interfaces when an instantiation is initialized.
The first step of the class initialization procedure 5 (called on a class C) is to check C’s initialization
status. If the status is Error, then an error is returned. Otherwise, if C needs to be initialized (and is not
already being initialized), its superclass is checked and the procedure is run on it as necessary. Then, if that
procedure returns normally, C’s initialization method is run and its initialization status set to Done. If C’s or
any of its superclasses’ methods throw an uncaught exception, then C’s initialization status is set to Error
and its initialization method is not run. 6 No class initialization methods are run until either a superclass is
checked that is already initialized or the class Object (which has no superclass) is checked. At that point, the
initialization methods for all the uninitialized superclasses found along the way are run from top to bottom,
ending with C’s.
Note how the class initialization procedure differs from a class’s initialization method: the former is a general
series of steps taken to determine the initialization status of a class and its superclasses, and which then calls
5

The procedure as described here is in brief and assumes a semantics without threads, as in Jinja and JinjaDCI. More precise
details of this procedure are given in the JVM specification [5] and the JinjaDCI paper [7].
6 The thrown exception is returned, and any further attempts to initialize this class will result in an error during the initialization
status check as noted in the first step.
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the initialization methods of the appropriate classes. The latter is an actual method defined implicitly or
explicitly by the definition of a class, and which is invoked in the course of the class initialization procedure.
Note that if a class has the initialization procedure called on it during the execution of a program
(initialization-called classes), then that class was touched during that execution. (This set includes but is
not necessarily limited to those classes actually initialized. A class may call the initialization procedure but
fail to run its initialization method if one of its superclasses’ initialization methods returns an error.)
Since the RTS algorithms described in this paper function by collecting the names of classes touched by
a test (i.e., those classes whose definitions could affect the monitored run), the initialization-called classes are
a good portion of the classes that will be collected. In particular, other than these, it turns out that the
only other classes touched in a run are those classes that call static methods or fields defined by one of their
superclasses. These latter can easily be collected at the time of such calls.
Collecting the initialization-called classes can be done either at the beginning of the initialization procedure
or by collecting at points where this procedure might be called (i.e., at initialization checks). The former requires
instrumenting the actual semantics of the JVM, because the initialization procedure is called dynamically rather
than through instructions in the code. We have taken this approach in our algorithms. The latter is possible
to do by adding instructions to the test code and is Ekstazi’s approach.
2.2.2 JinjaDCI’s JVM
The class-collecting algorithms described in this paper are performed via an instrumentation of JinjaDCI’s
JVM semantics. The uninstrumented semantics are described in more detail in [7], but the following pieces are
a brief summary of those most relevant to the instrumentation.
In JinjaDCI, as in Jinja, a program is a list of class definitions. A JinjaDCI JVM state σ is made up of a
heap, a static heap (storing information about static fields and classes’ initialization statuses), a frame stack
(one frame per active method), and an optional exception. JinjaDCI JVM’s execution function exec applied
to a program P and a state σ will return a next state as long as σ has no exception and its frame stack is
non-empty. A frame includes, among other things, an initialization call status flag indicating its current state
relative to the initialization procedure. This flag can be built by one of the four constructors Calling, Called,
Throwing, and No ics. These are used as follows:
As described in Section 2.2.1, the procedure starts by creating a list of classes to be initialized including the
triggering class C and its uninitialized superclasses. During this part of the procedure, the frame that called
it has its initialization call status flag set to Calling Cl Cs, where Cs is the list uninitialized classes found so
far (with Cl being the most recently added). Once this list is complete, the flag is set to Called Cl #Cs and
the class initialization methods are run for the classes in Cl #Cs in order. If any of these methods throw an
uncaught exception a, the flag is set to Throwing Cs 0 a, where Cs 0 is the list of classes whose methods were
not run. If a frame is not in the middle of a class initialization procedure, the flag is No ics.

3

Classes-Touched Collection Functions

In this section we describe the collection functions used by the RTS algorithms whose safety we consider in
Section 6. All of these algorithms collect the names of classes touched over the course of a test’s execution on
a program. Then, when the program is changed, tests whose touched classes did not change are deselected.
We have used two different general approaches to this kind of collection. The gist of each is as follows:
•
•

Naive approach: At each step of execution, collect every class that might affect that step.
Smarter approach: At each step of execution, collect only those classes that might affect that step that –
by virtue of the step type – cannot be safely assumed to be collected during some other step. (That is, use
knowledge of contextual guarantees to collect classes less frequently.)

An algorithm using a naive collection function is easier to prove safe, as it is safe over each step of execution.
Once its safety is proved, it can be used to prove the safety of a correctly-defined smart collection function by
showing it collects the same classes. For this reason, we will give instances of both, using proof of safety of the
first to prove safety of the second.
3.1

A Naive Algorithm

The naive approach is to at each step collect every class that might change the behavior of the step. If an object
is used, then the algorithm collects the name of the object’s class, and all its superclasses. For example, if a
static method is called, it collects the referenced class, and all its superclasses. If done sufficiently thoroughly,
it is easy to see why this approach collects enough classes to form the basis of a safe deselection algorithm.
Since for each step the classes that could have changed that step haven’t changed, the behavior of each step is
the same.
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Below we give the details of the algorithm. When a class is collected, its superclasses are also collected.
The collection goes as follows:
(i) At each step of execution, collect the error classes and the current class of each frame in the frame stack.
(ii) Additionally, collect based on the initialization call status of the current frame:
(a) Calling C Cs: collect C
(b) Called (C#Cs): collect C and the class defining C’s clinit method
(c) Throwing Cs a: collect the class of the object found at address a on the heap
(d) No ics: collect based on the current instruction:
• New C, Getstatic C F D, Putstatic C F D, or Invokestatic C M n 7 : collect C
• Getfield F C, Putfield F C, Checkcast C, Invoke M n, or Throw 8 : collect the class of the
calling or thrown object, if properly provided; 9 otherwise, collect nothing
• For any other instruction, collect nothing
Note that this algorithm does not depend directly on the behavior of the JVM. While its behavior runs in
parallel to the semantics of the JVM described in Section 2.2.2, the collection at each step is only dependent on
that step’s initial state. This will be important in Section 4, which describes how this semantics-independent
algorithm can be combined smoothly with a small step semantics in order to give an instrumented semantics.
However, while this approach collects the minimal set of touched classes, it also does so by collecting the
same classes over and over again unnecessarily. This insight leads to a smarter approach.
3.2

A Smarter Algorithm

The smarter approach recognizes a few things about correct programs:
(i) If an object is used, then that means that the object was created by a new instruction.
(ii) Instructions touching classes directly (new and the static instructions) will necessarily result in that class
(and its superclasses) being initialized before the instruction is resolved.
(iii) The current class of any frame will be either the initial class or the defining class of that frame’s current
method; in the former case the class was initialized at the beginning of the current test’s execution; 10 in
the latter case it will have been touched during the method call that created the frame.
(iv) If the initialization call status of a frame is Called (C#Cs), then at some point it was Calling C Cs.
From these observations it follows that many uses of a class by instructions can actually guarantee that the
class has been used previously, and as such has already been collected. By not collecting at any point that can
make this guarantee, the number of places where a class must actually be collected is significantly reduced.
The result will be collecting the same set of classes, but each will be collected many fewer times, meaning less
added overhead. The modified collection approach is as follows:
•

•

•

Collect a class when the class initialization procedure is called on it (that is, a frame has initialization call
status flag Calling C Cs for some Cs)
On a getstatic, putstatic, or invokestatic instruction:
· If the field/method does not exist, collect the referenced class and all its superclasses
· If the field/method does exist, collect all classes between the referenced class and the declaring class
(including the referenced class but not the declaring class)
Collect the names of error classes and their superclasses

Note that when the class initialization procedure is called on a class C, C is collected at the beginning of the
procedure, not C’s class initialization method. (Recall the difference between the class initialization procedure
and a class’s initialization method from Section 2.2.1: the former is the steps followed by the JVM that leads
to running a class’s initialization method and that of its superclasses, whereas the latter is an actual method
of a class.) This is necessary because during the procedure, C’s superclass is initialized first (if it has not been
7

New’s argument is as described in Section 2.2. Getstatic’s and Putstatic’s arguments are the calling class, C, the field being
referenced, F , and the class defining the field, D. Invokestatic’s arguments are the calling class, C, the method being invoked,
M , and the number of arguments to the method, n.
8 Getfield’s and Putfield’s arguments are as described for Getstatic in Section 2.2. Checkcast’s argument is the class being
cast to, C. Invoke’s arguments are the method being invoked, M , and the number of arguments to the method, n.
9 In the JVM, these instructions all expect an address to an appropriate object to exist in a designated location on the stack. If
the expected object is not present, an error is thrown. Note that if the object is missing, then no classes are actually touched or
affect the outcome of the instruction besides the error’s class.
10 In Java, to run a program (or test) is actually to run a static method of a class. This class is the initial class, which is initialized
before its static method is run.
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already); if the superclass’s initialization method fails, C’s is never run. However, even in that case C must be
collected because a change to C could include changing the name of its superclass.
This algorithm is constructed by not collecting anywhere a class is guaranteed to have been collected by a
previous use. Furthermore, each of these previous uses is either still a collection point or is covered by its own
previous use that is still a collection point. Thus it can be seen that the above collects the same classes as
the naive algorithm does. Therefore, as long as the naive algorithm is safe, this smarter algorithm is as well.
We will formally prove these observations in Section 6. However, some informal reasoning follows, touching on
each place where the naive algorithm collected classes.
First, the collection of error classes only happens once in this approach instead of during every step. The
naive algorithm only needed to collect these classes at every step because it was designed in a way that made
every individual step clearly safe by itself. For this algorithm, proving safety necessarily involves confirming
that classes were collected at some point during execution, so collecting once at the start is sufficient. In
practice, these classes would not necessarily need to be collected even then, as they would be initialized.
Collecting these classes up-front is only necessary here as an artifact of the way that Jinja handles the error
classes (by instantiating them up front).
Second, as noted in the above list of observations, each frame’s current class is the class that declared the
method whose execution is being handled by that frame. Other than the initial frame, each frame is created
by an Invoke or Invokestatic instruction. In either case, the class declaring the invoked method is collected
by other cases. The initial frame’s class is the initial class; this class is initialized before the initial method is
executed, and so is collected at that point.
Third, the Called and Throwing initialization call statuses do not need to collect anything because the
former is covered by collection at Calling (which is guaranteed to have been the init call status in a previous
step of execution), and the latter is covered by its use of an existing object (created by a new instruction).
Finally, when a static instruction runs, the existence of the field or method being used is checked before
the initialization status of the declaring class. Thus if the field or method cannot be found (“does not exist”),
all the classes that might affect that existence must be collected, since no class initialization procedure will be
called. If the field or method is found, then the initialization procedure is called on the class that declares it.
The declaring class will be collected at the beginning of the procedure as per the previous collection rule, as
will all its superclasses (either by being initialized during this procedure call, or during whatever procedure call
initialized them previously). Thus, of the referenced class and its superclasses, only the classes between the
referenced and declaring classes will not be collected via the procedure, and so must be collected at this point.
New C always results in the initialization of C and its superclasses, so it does not need to collect anything.
No other instructions need to collect any classes at all. This follows from the observations given at the
beginning of this section, as all the other collecting instructions use an object created by a new instruction
(which in turn is preceded by initialization of the relevant classes).
To sum up, if the name of a class is collected at the beginning of its class initialization procedure, then the
only other times it needs to be collected are when it is able to change behavior but is not initialized or checked
for initialization status. The only places where this can occur are those where a class is referred to in order to
access a field or method declared by one of its superclasses.
3.2.1 Ekstazi’s Algorithm
In Ekstazi’s algorithm, as in the smarter algorithm, only certain uses trigger collection, relying on the fact that
some uses are necessarily preceded by another use of the class. However, unlike in the algorithms described
above, which are performed via instrumentation of the semantics of the JVM, Ekstazi’s algorithm adds print
statements to the code just before class uses. The smarter algorithm partially works because the semantics is
being instrumented rather than the code, meaning it is possible to instrument the class initialization procedure
to collect classes in a way code instrumentation does not allow (as calls to the class initialization procedure
occur dynamically during runtime rather than through instructions in the code). Thus Ekstazi’s collection
function requires a few adjustments from ours in order to achieve the same effect. These adjustments amount to
replacing collecting at the beginning of initialization with collecting just before any place where the initialization
procedure might be run.
Even assuming instrumentation of the semantics rather than the code, in Ekstazi multiple tests may be run
on the same JVM, meaning that some classes may already be initialized at the beginning of any particular test.
In such cases, it would be necessary to collect in all places where initialization could be called regardless, as the
actual calls would only occur on classes not already initialized. Running multiple tests in the same JVM does
introduce the problem of state pollution: the values of static fields may be changed by one test and used by
another, potentially affecting the latter’s result. We do not consider the effect of state pollution in this paper.
Also worth noting are the two places Ekstazi collects that the Jinja approach cannot due to incompleteness
of semantics: reflection invocations and interface invocation. (Neither are modeled in Jinja or its extensions.)
According to the JVM specification, the class initialization procedure is called upon “invocation of certain
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//test class
class T{
public static void main(...){
//static method call; calls initialization procedure on declaring class C
C.M();
}
}
class D{
static { throw e; } //class initialization method
}
class D’{
//class initialization method is empty by default
}
//ORIGINAL DEFINITION FOR CLASS C
//when initialization procedure is called on C, init procedure is called on D prior to
running C’s init method; D’s init method throws an error, so C’s init method never runs
class C extends D{
static void M(){ }
}
//CHANGED DEFINITION FOR CLASS C
//direct superclass is updated; init procedure will now be called on D’ instead of D, so
test completes without error
class C extends D’{
static void M(){ }
}
Fig. 1. Example of code where Ekstazi does not collect enough

reflective methods.” Thus it is unnecessary to collect at these invocations if collection occurs at the beginning
of the class initialization procedure (as in the smarter algorithm), and necessary to collect there otherwise (as
in Ekstazi). As for interfaces, the invokeinterface instruction does not result in calling the initialization
procedure, so it is necessary to instrument this instruction in a context with interfaces regardless of semantic
or code instrumentation. We leave this addition to future work. 11
In summary, this is what Ekstazi’s algorithm should do:
(i) Collect the classes touched by the following instructions via print statements added prior to them:
• new, getstatic, putstatic, invokestatic, invokeinterface instructions
• Invocations of reflective methods
(ii) Collect all error classes (or rather, treat them all as touched classes for all tests)
In Section 6.3, we will demonstrate the safety of this approach.
Ekstazi’s actual collection function (as described in [3]) differs mainly in that, instead of collecting before new
and invokestatic instructions or the initialization procedure, it collects at the beginning of class initialization
methods, constructors, and static methods. These collections are too late, making it not safe. For example,
consider the code given in Figure 1. When the test is run with the original code for C, Ekstazi will collect class
D, as its initialization method is run, but not C, as the error thrown by D’s initialization method ends the
program before C’s initialization method or static method M are run. Our smart algorithm, on the other hand,
will collect C when its initialization procedure is called. The test fails under the original code and succeeds
under the changed code, so it should be run again. However, the only change is to class C, meaning Ekstazi
would not rerun the test.

11 As

interfaces act a great deal like classes that cannot be instantiated, including that they are initialized in the way classes are,
we do not believe the addition of interfaces would create any problems with the proofs presented here if handled in the same way.
That is, in the smarter algorithm’s collection, an interface’s name would be collected when the initialization procedure is called
on it. In Ekstazi’s algorithm, it would be collected before the invocation of interface methods and when a class extending it is
collected.
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4

Collection Semantics

The addition of information collection like that of the class-collecting algorithms described in Section 3 can be
modeled by instrumenting a semantics of the relevant language by adding the collection of relevant information
on top of the step’s normal behavior.
One approach to this is to directly modify an existing semantics of the relevant language, adding an extra
piece to the state that keeps track of the information being collected. However, this approach results in a
semantics with no immediate proof of mathematical equivalence in behavior to the original semantics. Proof of
this equivalence is required in order to use its consequences. As consequences include a guarantee that results
proven over the instrumented semantics hold over the original, proven equivalence is essential to the usefulness
of the new semantics. Further, the instrumented semantics would need to be kept equivalent manually.
A better approach is to create a function that takes a semantics and a collection function and produces
an instrumented semantics, which we will refer to as a Collection Semantics. This allows a general theorem
about the function showing behavioral equivalence between the original and instrumented semantics. Then
on any input, this equivalence would be immediate, and any results proved on the former would be instantly
applicable to the latter. Also, any changes to the original semantics would be reflected in the instrumented
semantics without any extra effort.
Such a function is best defined in Isabelle by using a locale, a way to define a collection of components with
a set of axioms on those components. This definition can then be instantiated, giving instances access to any
theory developed from the axioms. Further details about locales are given in Section 4.3.
Once instantiated with the naive and smart algorithms given in Section 3, the behavior of the semantics
produced can be evaluated and compared, allowing us to prove their safety as a mechanism of test deselection.
We define the CollectionSemantics locale by first defining the Semantics locale as a base.
4.1

Semantics Locale

We first give a general definition for a semantics.
Definition 4.1 A Semantics is a pair:
•
•

a small-step function small that takes a program and a state and returns a set of next states, and
a set of end states, endset,

which fulfills the axiom endset final: ∀σ ∈ endset. ∀P. small P σ = {}.
Note that this definition specifies small-step style semantics. This allows the collection function to be more
semantics-agnostic: it will only need to collect based on a state assuming a single step.
Given a Semantics, a big-step semantics function big is derived from small using endset: big just applies
small to the input until a state in endset is reached, then returns that end state.
4.1.1 Running Example: Semantics Instance
The semantics locale can be instantiated with the JVM exec function as small, with endset as the set of
states that have empty frame stacks or an exception flag. Recall from Section 2.2.2 that exec returns no next
state on any of the states in this set, satisfying the Semantics axiom endset final.
4.2

CollectionSemantics Locale

Given the Semantics definition, it is then possible to extend to a CollectionSemantics.
Definition 4.2 A CollectionSemantics is a Semantics paired with a three-tuple:
•
•
•

a collection function collect that takes a program and two states (before and after), and returns a collection,
a function combine for combining collections that takes two collections and returns another, and
an identity for the combining function, collect id,

where combine is associative and collect id acts as both a left- and right-identity under combine.
In the above, a “collection” can by anything from a set to an integer to a file.
The pieces small and collect of a CollectionSemantics are used to define a small-step instrumented
semantics csmall, then extended with endset to an instrumented big-step semantics cbig. The former simply
returns a set of pairs of results returned by applying small to the input, then applying collect to the input
and output. The latter returns the result of applying csmall to the input as many times as it takes to reach
an end state, using combine to combine the information collected across the steps. Note that the resulting
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collection is the identity collect id if no steps are taken. As the states returned by csmall are the same as
those returned by small, the states returned by cbig are also the same as those returned by big. Then any
proven instance of the definition will immediately be able to use both the derived cbig and the result that its
output is the same as the derived big.
4.2.1 Running Example: CollectionSemantics Instances
The instance of Semantics given in Section 4.1.1 can be extended to instances of CollectionSemantics with
the naive and smart class collection functions described in Section 3. Since these functions return sets of
classes, the components combine and collect id are the set union operator and the empty set, respectively.
It is easy to see that the axioms of associativity and left- and right-identity hold.
4.3

Using Locales

In Isabelle, definitions comprised of a collection of fixed items (“components”) together with a set of axioms
can be given using a locale. Once these components and axioms are given, theory can be developed that relies
on them, including definitions and lemmas. One might write a definition depending on the components and
then prove things about that definition given the axioms. This approach was used to turn the above definitions
of Semantics and CollectionSemantics into a locale, as well as those definitions given in Section 5.
Locales can be instantiated by giving concrete definitions of the correct types to match its components,
followed by a proof that this instance of the components meets the requirements mandated by the axioms.
Once this has been done, the locale’s theory can be used, including any derived definitions it contains and any
theory developed about them, in addition to any lemmas proved to follow from the axioms.

5

Formally Defining Regression Test Selection

We will now give a formal, general definition for RTS algorithms. We will then combine this definition with
CollectionSemantics from Section 4 to get a definition for a collection-based RTS algorithm.
5.1

RTS safe Locale

The following defines a general regression test selection algorithm that is safe.
Definition 5.1 An RTS safe is a five-tuple:
•
•
•
•
•

set of valid programs progs,
set of valid tests tests,
output function out that takes a program and test and returns a set of program outputs,
equivalence relation equiv out over pairs of program outputs, and
deselection relation deselect taking an initial program, program output, and altered program,

which fulfills the following axioms:
•

•
•

existence safe: for all P, P 0 , t, o1, if P, P 0 ∈ progs, t ∈ tests, o1 ∈ out P t, and deselect P o1 P 0 , then
∃o2 ∈ out P 0 t. equiv out o1 o2,
equiv out equiv: equiv out is an equivalence relation, and
equiv out deselect: if equiv out o1 o2 and deselect P o1 P 0 , then deselect P o2 P 0 .

The sets of valid programs and tests give a scope to the safety axiom: the algorithm is only required to be
safe over these given sets. 12 The output function provides some sort of output given a program and test, such
as the output of a semantics for the language, as used to run tests with programs. The equivalence relation
over outputs gives a way to directly compare outputs to determine whether they count as sufficiently similar
results in the context of safety. The deselection relation is the meat of the algorithm, choosing which tests not
to run based on a pair of programs, plus an output. As given in the safety axiom, these would be instantiated
with the original program, the new program, and the output of running a test over the original program. Then
deselection would be applied to the test that produced the given output. This function takes a test output
instead of a test because deselection will be based on the achieved output, as there may be more than one.
The safety property we use here is one we call existence safety. This version of safety is designed with
non-deterministic semantics in mind: if a test may produce more than one outcome, it only guarantees that if
the original output of a test resulted in its deselection, then there is at least one equivalent outcome under the
12 Note

that this is desirable rather than scope-reducing because the only programs and tests that are relevant are those that can
be run – those that meet well-formedness conditions that would generally be enforced by compilers.
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changed program. Under this definition, if a flaky test (i.e., one that can produce both a passing and failing
outcome under the same program) is deselected, this axiom guarantees it will remain flaky under the changed
program. We have chosen this definition of safety because the algorithms we describe here are not designed to
identify flaky tests to rerun. Thus, this is the kind of safety promise that is expected and desired here.
The two axioms other than safety require that equiv out is in fact an equivalence relation over outputs and
is fine-grained enough that equivalent outputs are indistinguishable to the deselect function. When combined,
these axioms are sufficient to prove the following:
Lemma 5.2 Safety Transitivity: If a non-empty sequence of programs P s are all in progs, test t is in tests,
o0 is an output under the first program in P s and t, and o0 is deselected under each sequential pair of programs
in the sequence, then there is an output under the final program in P s and t that is equivalent to o0 .
This lemma is a guarantee that after a deselection based on a given output, it is safe to continue using that
output for future deselection decisions until the test is selected again. This is important because the intention
of an RTS algorithm is to not run a deselected test again until it is selected, meaning that there will be no
updated output to use until this occurs.
As described in Section 4.3, RTS safe can be turned into a locale.
5.2

CollectionBasedRTS Locale

Having defined CollectionSemantics (Section 4.2) and RTS safe (Section 5.1), we are able to define the
combination of the two, CollectionBasedRTS. This gives the general form of an RTS algorithm that uses
information collected during execution to make selection decisions.
Definition 5.3 A CollectionBasedRTS is a triple of a CollectionSemantics; an RTS safe whose out returns
a set of state-collection pairs; and the pair:
•

•

a function make test prog that takes a program and a test and returns a modified program that includes
the ability to run the test, and
a function collect start that takes a program and returns a starting collection,

which fulfills the axiom out cbig: ∀P t. ∃σ. out P t = {(σ 0 , coll0 ) | ∃coll. (σ 0 , coll) ∈ cbig (make test prog P t)
σ ∧ coll0 = combine coll (collect start P )}.
While CollectionSemantics’s cbig takes a program and a state, RTS safe’s output function takes a
program and a test as inputs. The former is a general execution function allowed to start at any point in
execution. The latter just runs tests, deriving a start state for execution from the given test and program.
Therefore the latter can be seen as a specific instance of the former. CollectionBasedRTS’s components and
axioms are defined around formalizing this idea.
The function make test prog takes a program and a test as might be given to out and returns a program for
input into cbig. The function collect start returns a collection for each program representing the information
that should be collected about it up-front. This represents any information that the RTS algorithm takes into
account on the basis of the program itself, and which the out function will include automatically.
The axiom formalizes the above expectations of the relationships between out, cbig, make start prog,
and collect start. For every program-test pairing, there exists a state σ such that the outputs of out and
cbig are equal if the program’s starting collection is added to the latter’s collection outputs. The state σ is
functionally the state that the out function runs from on the given program and test.
5.2.1 Running Example: CollectionBasedRTS Instances
The instances of CollectionSemantics given in Section 4.2.1 can be extended to instances of
CollectionBasedRTS with the following additional instanstiations:
make test prog is a function that takes a program (a list of class definitions) and a test (a class definition)
and adds the test class to the beginning of the program’s list to make a new program. 13
collect start always returns the empty set in the naive case; since each step collects everything for that
step, nothing is collected up-front. In the smart case, collect start collects the exception classes and their
superclasses.
13 It

also creates a class definition for a Start class whose superclass is Object and has two methods: a class initialization method
that does nothing, and a main method that calls the test class’s main method. This class simplifies modeling the calling of the
class initialization procedure on the test class, which is the true initial class, by creating what is essentially a “nothing” frame
from which the procedure can be called and to which it can return for the completion of the call to the test’s main.
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out takes a program and a test, and applies cbig (derived from the CollectionSemantcs being extended)
to the program returned by make test prog on the given program and test and the starting state dictated by
the same. 14 By design, this function meets CollectionBasedRTS’s required relationship with cbig.
deselect takes a JVM program; a (JVM state)-(class collection) pair; and a second program, and returns
True if the classes in the collection have not changed from the first program to the second, 15 False otherwise.
equiv out is defined as equality between (JVM state)-(class collection) pairs. This definition clearly meets
RTS safe’s axioms as an equivalence relation where equivalence outputs are indistinguishable by deselect.
progs is the set of JVM programs that are well-formed, do not already contain a Test or Start class, 16
and whose Object class’s main method - if it exists - is static, takes no arguments, and returns type void.
tests is the set of class definitions whose name is Test, create well-formed programs when combined with
any of the programs in the above described set, and have a main method that is static, takes no arguments,
and returns type void.
For both instantiations, RTS safe’s existence safety is the only axiom that is not immediate. Proofs of this
axiom for both the naive and the smart instance will be presented in Section 6.

6

RTS Safety Proofs

Below we will describe the steps taken in formally proving safety of the naive and small collection-based RTS
algorithms. All lemmas and theorems stated in this section are in the context of JinjaDCI’s JVM semantics.
6.1

Safety of Naive Algorithm

Proving the safety of the naive collection-based deselection algorithm boils down to showing that for each kind
of step of execution, the classes collected by that step are the only classes that could affect its behavior. In
other words, if those classes are unchanged in a changed program, the behavior of the step remains the same.
Lemma 6.1 Naive Single-Step Safety: If the classes collected by the naive collection function over the single
step of JVM execution under program P from valid state σ do not differ between programs P and P 0 , then the
single step of execution under P 0 from state σ yields the same state and collection.
Lemma 6.1 can then be extended from one step to many. From this and the validity of the start state,
it is straightforward to show that the end state reached from the start state will be the same under any two
programs that agree on the classes collected over the full execution.
Theorem 6.2 Naive Safety: If P and P 0 are well-formed JVM programs, t is a valid test class, (σ, Cs) is an
output of the naive collection JVM semantics under P and t, and the classes in Cs do not change from P to
P 0 , then (σ, Cs) is an output of the naive collection JVM semantics under P 0 and t. Thus deselecting t on this
basis is safe.
Well-formed JVM programs and valid test classes are as defined for progs and tests in the naive instantiation of the CollectionBasedRTS locale. Note that when the classes in the collection Cs are unchanged from
P to P 0 , that is when the naive algorithm will deselect t. Thus the stated safety of t’s deselection in this case
is also safety of the naive collection as a method for deselection.
6.2

Safety of Smarter Collection

The approach to proving the safety of the smarter collection-based deselection algorithm is necessarily less
direct than that for the naive approach. By design, most of the classes that could affect a given step of
execution are not collected at that step, relying instead on being collected by either an earlier or later step
in execution. For each step of execution, represented by the current state at that step, the classes collected
at earlier or later steps can be grouped into “backward promises” - classes collected prior to the step - and
“forward promises” - classes that will be collected in future steps, if they have not already been collected.
Which classes are in each promised set are determined by the state in that step of execution.
The backward-promised classes relative to a state are the initialized classes (as marked on the static heap),
classes of objects in the heap, current classes from the frame stack (i.e., those declaring the methods that are
currently mid-execution), classes of system exceptions, and superclasses of all the above. The forward-promised
14 Given

a program, the start state starts with a starting heap (which has starting instances of the error classes), a starting frame
stack (with a single frame whose class and method are Start and main, with program counter 0 and initialization call status
No ics), and the starting static heap (that simply sets Start’s initialization state flag to Done).
15 A class is considered changed is anything inside it is different, or if it exists in one program and not the other.
16 This requirement is an artifact of Jinja’s JVM requiring class names to be unique; in practice this is not restricting.
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classes depend on the current initialization call status. If it is Calling C Cs, then C (i.e. the class whose
initialization is actively being called by the current frame) and its superclasses are promised. If it is No ics or
Called [], then the class whose initialization is checked by the current instruction’s execution (if the instruction
is a new or static instruction) and its superclasses are promised.
The backward-promised classes are designed to cover those classes that are known to have been collected
based on information currently present in the state. These classes are most of those we had previously observed
could be counted on having been previously collected: classes that have already been initialized, classes that
have been instantiated, and so on. These promises, once proved, allow proof that instructions that, for example,
use an initialized class or an existing object on the heap, do not have to collect those classes.
The forward-promised classes are those that are about to be collected during an initialization procedure, if
they have not been already. This promise, once proved, allows proof that steps in the middle of the initialization
procedure do not have to already have collected the superclasses of the class currently being initialized.
Together, the promises are designed so that in order to show that smart collection collects at least the
classes collected by naive collection, it is sufficient to show that these promises are kept. First, we show that
the forward-promised classes not covered by backward promises are collected:
Lemma 6.3 Forward Promises Kept: If Object is a superclass of C in program P , σ is a non-end state whose
top frame has initialization call status ics, and:
•
•

ics is Calling C Cs, or
ics is No ics and the current instruction of the top frame of σ is New C, Getstatic D F C, Putstatic D
F C, or Invokestatic D M n, where F or M (as applicable) exists, is static, and is seen by D in C

then all classes of C and its superclasses that are uninitialized on σ’s static heap are collected by the smart
collection algorithm by the end of complete execution from σ.
Note that Lemma 6.3 only promises collection of classes that are uninitialized on the static heap. This
is because all initialized classes are guaranteed collected by the backward promise about classes on the static
heap. Additionally, the case where the current initialization call status is Called [] is not covered because state
conformity 17 guarantees that the class whose initialization was called is initialized on the heap, meaning that
the backward promise for classes on the static heap is sufficient for the promise to be kept. The requirements
for existence of the relevant static method or field are there because initialization will only occur if these
checks pass. (Naive collection also skips these classes if the exists or static checks fail.) Finally, note that the
classes promised collected by this lemma can only be assumed collected when execution terminates, as it only
guarantees the classes collected by the end of execution.
The two pieces of Lemma 6.3 are proved separately: first the Calling case is proved by induction over the
steps of execution. The other case is then proved for each relevant instruction type, using the first case and
that the next execution step after each will be to set the current initialization call status to Calling C [].
Unlike the forward promises, the backward promises are a preservation property. That is, for each step
of execution, if the backward promises have been kept up to that point, then that step will preserve those
promises. More precisely, since backward promises are entirely relative to the current state, if the backward
promises are assumed kept at a state σ via collection Cs, then if execution of that state yields state σ 0 and
some collection Cs 0 , then the backward promises are kept for state σ 0 by the combined collection Cs ∪ Cs 0 .
So if, for example, a step of execution adds an object to the heap - increasing the scope of the promise that
heap object’s classes are collected - the class of that object is either collected by that step (and is in Cs 0 ) or is
already covered by σ’s backwards promises (and is in Cs). Either way, it will be in Cs ∪ Cs 0 .
This preservation of the backward promises is formally stated in the first half of Lemma 6.4 below. That
fact, together with Lemma 6.3’s guarantees about forward promises being kept, can be used to prove that the
smart collection algorithm collects at least those classes collected by the naive collection algorithm (the second
half of Lemma 6.4):
Lemma 6.4 If P is a well-formed JVM program under the typing Φ, 18 the state σ is fully conforming under
P and Φ, and the set of classes Cs contains all classes described by the backward and forward promises over σ
plus the classes collected by the smart algorithm on the single execution step under P from σ to σ 0 , then:
(i) Backward Promise Preservation: The classes described by the backward promises over σ 0 are in Cs
17 Our

proof of equivalence between smart and naive collection, and thus safety of smart collection, assumes a well-formed program.
We have further shown that well-formed programs produce conforming states (and execution preserves state conformance, so it
can be safely assumed here). For a complete definition of state conformance, correct state, see JinjaDCI’s BVConform theory.
18 Φ is a function that returns the expected types for the stack and local variables for each instruction of each method of each
class in a program. It is used by Jinja and its extensions to encode expected types in a way that allows proof of type safety of
their JVM byte code semantics.
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(ii) Naive ⊆ Smart: Since backward and forward promises are kept, all the classes collected by the naive
algorithm are in Cs
Further, by definition inspection, the naive algorithm collects at least all the classes collected by the smart
algorithm (Smart ⊆ Naive). Thus, together with Lemma 6.4 ii, the smart and naive algorithms collect the
exact same set of classes during the execution-to-termination of a well-formed JVM program starting from a
state whose backward promises are met by the starting collection set. (The start state’s backward promises
must be met up-front so that backward promise preservation can kick in.) Since the smart algorithm’s starting
collection set is designed to meet the backward promises of its start states, we get the following:
Lemma 6.5 Naive = Smart: If P is a well-formed JVM program and t is a valid test class, then the set of
classes collected by running the naive-instrumented JVM semantics over P and t is equal to the set of classes
collected by running the smart-instrumented JVM semantics over P and t.
Therefore, since the naive approach is safe (Theorem 6.2), the smart approach is as well.
Theorem 6.6 Smart Algorithm Safe: If P and P 0 are well-formed JVM programs, t is a valid test class,
(σ, Cs) is an output of the smart collection JVM semantics under P and t, and the classes in Cs do not change
from P to P 0 , then (σ, Cs) is an output of the naive collection JVM semantics under P 0 and t. Thus deselecting
t on this basis is safe.
6.3

Making Ekstazi Safe

In Section 3.2.1, we described the differences between the smart collection algorithm and that used by Ekstazi
and presented a modified set of collection points for the latter. In order to achieve the safety guaranteed by
the above proofs, Ekstazi must at least collect in places that cover what we have outlined here. In particular,
since Ekstazi cannot collect directly during the class initialization procedure, it instead collects at each instance
where the procedure will be called - in advance of the call. After the call would be too late, as class initialization
does not return to the calling instruction if it fails. Since this is what our modified set does, an algorithm using
this modified collection function is safe.
6.4

A Note About Threads

The proofs of safety of the algorithms described here are over a semantics that does not include threads.
However, class initialization is key to class collection in the smart algorithm and the class initialization procedure
uses locks to ensure that classes are not used until they are fully initialized. Thus even though a semantics
including threads would be more complicated, if the locking mechanism correctly prevents class use prior to
initialization, proof that the collection algorithms given would be safe would follow in a very similar fashion.

7

Related Work

Over the years there have been many approaches and algorithm proposed and implemented for the purposes
of regression test selection.(A recent survey of techniques is given in [1].) A number of these techniques are
regarded as safe, but with only informal arguments. Formal proof is quite often skipped because it requires
a formal model of the language in addition to efforts like presented here. For some cases this can be good
enough, as a large number of uses eventually uncover most errors in reasoning. Further, while safety can be
desirable, the time trade-off of near-safety can be good enough if the full test suite is occasionally run. Other
important features of an RTS technique are precision (minimal tests run with unchanged results; safe but
imprecise algorithms mean more time running tests) and inclusivity (the percentage of modification-revealing
test cases selected; a safe RTS algorithm is 100% inclusive).
The approach used by Ekstazi was proposed by Skoglund and Runeson [11] as a modification to the class
firewall technique in order to make it safe. (The class firewall technique involves statically determining the
relationship between modules or classes in a program and uses these relationships to determine which tests
to run, but can miss tests that run code inside of a firewall when the methods used to determine the initial
structure are not reliable [10].) However, the proof of that modification’s safety is informal. In their paper [3]
on Ekstazi, Gligoric et al. present explanations for their chosen instrumentation points, but they do not present
formal proof, which is what we have sought to rectify here.
Collection Semantics as presented here can be thought of as a labeled semantics with a built-in interpretation
function over the label trace of an execution. Labeled semantics are generally used for collecting information
during execution (as we do here) and have seen many uses (those given in [8,9,6,2] are just some examples).
Labeled semantics itself is an instance of a labeled transition system, a construct formalized in Isabelle in
[6]. Connecting our Collection Semantics locale to this work (such as by proving it to be an instance of the
LTS locale) would be straightforward, but the result would not have advanced any of the goals of this paper.
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It could, however, prove useful in allowing simulation of one Collection Semantics by another, especially in
attempts to prove that the labels could be correctly replaced by instructions (such as the print instructions
used by Ekstazi). We leave this connection and proof to future work.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a proof of safety for class-collection based RTS algorithms for JVM programs based
on that used by the Java testing library Ekstazi. These proofs were given in the theorem prover Isabelle over the
partial Java and JVM semantics JinjaDCI. The first of the algorithms collects classes exhaustively everywhere
they were used. The second collects classes when the initialization procedure is called on them and when they
are between the referenced and defining classes of static fields and methods called via static instructions. Both
differ from Ekstazi’s by instrumenting the semantics of the JVM rather than the code run in it. As a code
instrumentation, Ekstazi’s algorithm cannot collect at actual initialization calls (as they occur at runtime), and
replaces this part of our second algorithm with collecting at each instruction that may call the initialization
procedure. Thus the safety of our modification of Ekstazi’s algorithm can be derived from the safety of our
algorithm by seeing that it collects the same set of classes in corresponding places, just slightly earlier when
necessary. We also pointed out why this modified set is necessary, thus fixing a bug in their algorithm.
The formalization of the two algorithms’ instrumentations is given via defining the Collection Semantics
locale. This locale allows the combination of a small-step semantics with a collection function, allowing the
latter to be somewhat semantics-agnostic, and the derived semantics to have automatic lemmas of behavioral
equivalence with the original.
We leave formal proof of the actual code of a modified Ekstazi to future work, along with the formalization
of further aspects of Java’s semantics. However, we do not anticipate any of these additions to impact the
results presented here. The Collection Semantics locale can be further used to give definitions of various labeled
semantics such as those uses mentioned in Section 7. The RTS locale we defined is also sufficiently general to
be usable to formally define other RTS algorithms in the context of existence safety.
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Abstract
Audit logging provides post-facto analysis of runtime behavior for different purposes, including error detection, amelioration of
system operations, and the establishment of security in depth. This necessitates some level of assurance on the quality of the
generated audit logs, i.e., how well the audit log represents the events transpired during the execution. Information-algebraic
techniques have been proposed to formally specify this relation and provide a framework to study correct audit log generation in a
provable fashion. However, previous work fall short on how to guarantee this property of audit logging in concurrent environments.
In this paper, we study an implementation model in a concurrent environment. We propose an algorithm that instruments a
concurrent system according to a formal specification of audit logging requirements, so that any instrumented concurrent system
guarantees correct audit log generation. As an application, we consider systems with microservices architecture, where logging
an event by a microservice is conditioned on the occurrence of a collection of events that take place in other microservices of the
system.
Keywords: Audit logging, Concurrent systems, Programming languages, Security

1

Introduction

Reliable audit logging is essential to provide secure computation through the after-the-fact analysis of the
audit log. Audit logging is used along with preventive security mechanisms to enable in-depth enforcement of
security. In-depth enforcement of security refers to multiple layers of pre-execution, runtime, and post-execution
techniques to ensure the legitimacy of the computation. Examples abound, e.g., a medical records system that
enforces preventive measures including user authentication, static/dynamic information flow analysis to prevent
leakage or corruption of data [47], and access authorization, e.g., to deny illegitimate access of certain users
to certain medical data. Moreover, the system engages in the collection and a posteriori analysis of audit logs
for different purposes, including the satisfaction of accountability goals, e.g., established by Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [16,15], reinforcement of access control [56,12], etc.
Using audit logging along with preventive mechanisms has two major applications: 1) Post-execution
analysis of audit logs provides a platform to detect security violations based on the logged evidence [60,5].
This class of logging policies rely on the notions of user accountability and deterrence. 2) Audit logging is
used to detect existing vulnerabilities in the preventive security mechanisms and ameliorate those mechanisms
[7,44].
In both of the aforementioned applications, effectiveness of in-depth security relies on the correctness and
efficiency of the generated audit log and its after-the-fact analysis. Audit log correctness and efficiency reflect
on some challenges in the generation of audit logs. Correct audit logging must record factual information
about the runtime behavior, which may be ensured by the verification of auditing policies and their runtime
enforcement mechanisms. Moreover, a correct audit log must include sufficient information according to what
the auditing policy specifies. In addition, efficiency of audit logging must be emphasized in in-depth security in
order to improve system performance regarding the collection and analysis of audit logs. Efficient audit logging
1
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entails to only record necessary information about the computation, rather than naively collecting all events
in the log. These issues have been challenging in the wild, for instance resulting in failure to safeguard against
data breaches, and are considered as one of the top ten most critical security risks by Open Web Application
Security Project [50].
To establish a formal foundation for audit logging, a general semantics of audit logs has been defined [5,6]
using the theory of information algebra [29]. This line of work helps to study whether the mechanism of
enforcing an audit logging policy is correct and efficient on the basis of the proposed information-algebraic
framework. Both program execution traces and audit logs are interpreted as information elements in this
framework. In essence, the relation between the information in execution traces and the information in audit
logs is formulated according to the established notion of information containment. An audit log is defined
correct if it satisfies this relation. This formulation facilitates the separation of the specification of auditing
requirements from programs, which is of great value in practice. This way, rather than manual inlining of audit
logging in the code, algorithms can be proposed that automatically instrument the code with audit logging
capabilities. The semantic framework enables algorithms for implementing general classes of specifications for
auditing and establish conditions that guarantee the enforcement of those specifications by such algorithms.
The aforementioned line of work relies on the proposed semantic framework for audit log generation whose
implementation model is constrained to linear process executions. This limitation, in practice, restricts the
application of the framework to systems where a single thread of execution is involved in the generation of audit
logs. For instance, in the case study of a medical records system [6], audit logging capability is considered as an
extension to the web server program, and all preconditions for logging depend on the events that transpire in the
same program execution thread. As an example consider breaking the glass event [32]. Breaking the glass is used
in critical situations to bypass access control. By breaking the glass, system users increase their authority in
the system in order to gain access to certain data, but simultaneously admit to be accountable for their actions.
Breaking the glass event is a precondition to log accesses to particular patient information. Instrumentation
of medical records web server guarantees correct audit logging as long as such events occur in the execution
trace of the single-threaded web server. This eliminates the possibility of distributing authentication and
authorization tasks to other concurrent components of the system. Such restriction encourages us to study the
semantics of audit logging in concurrent environments that underlies correct instrumentation of multithreaded
and multiprocess applications for auditing purposes. Indeed, real-world examples of inadequate logging and
monitoring in concurrent and distributed systems, e.g., a recent security incident in a retailer’s network of POS
systems [59], demonstrates how crucial it is to ensure the correctness of audit logging mechanisms.
The proposed semantic framework needs to provide a mechanism to specify auditing requirements based
on concurrent execution traces. Our framework needs to be general enough to encompass different audit log
generation and representation approaches as its instances. The generality of information theoretic models have
already been shown in this realm [6]. We demonstrate that such a model can be used for concurrent systems.
We use the model to interpret audit logs, specify audit logging requirements and define correct enforcement of
such requirements in concurrent systems. Similar to the previous work on linear process executions, correctness
of log in concurrent environments is conditioned on the specifications of auditing requirements through the
comparison between the information contained in the log and the information advertised by those specifications.
We instantiate our general model with a sufficiently expressive language in order to specify and enforce
auditing requirements in concurrent environments. Horn clause logic is a proper language for this purpose
due to straightforward modeling of execution traces as sets of facts, sufficient expressivity to specify auditing
requirements and available logic programming implementations, e.g., [46,55].
A formal language model is used to specify and establish correct enforcement of audit logging policies in
concurrent systems according to the developed framework. We use a variant of π-calculus [35] with unlabeled
reduction semantics for this purpose. This formalism provides a model for developing tools with correctness
guarantees. This model enjoys the following features.
•

•

•

•

Concurrency: In order to specify multithreaded programs and multiprocessor systems, the language model
supports concurrent process executions with interprocess communication (IPC) through message passing.
Generality: While different process calculi are potential choices to describe our implementation model, we
use a variant of π-calculus due to its sufficiently concise and high level syntax and semantics to describe
interactions among processes. This facilitates formulation of a wide range of concurrent systems.
Timing: We need to be able to specify the ordering of interesting events for the sake of specifying auditing
requirements. For example, in break the glass policies access to particular patient information is logged as
long as the glass is already broken. In order to implement such specifications, we need to apply a timing
mechanism that is shared among all processes of the system. Each step of concurrent execution of processes
updates this universal time.
Named functions: To specify auditing requirements, a fundamental unit of secure operations is required.
Functions can be considered as abstractions of these fundamental units in different languages and systems.
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Our language model supports named functions, in terms of sub-agents of each agent.
Using the formalism with aforementioned features enables us to model concurrent environments that guarantee the correct generation of audit logs according to the developed semantic framework. In this paper, we
propose an instrumentation algorithm that receives a concurrent system as input and modifies the system according to a precise specification of audit logging requirements. We show that this algorithm is correct (based
on the semantic framework), and hence the instrumented concurrent system generates correct audit logs. As
implied earlier, enforcement of audit logging policies through code instrumentation separates policy from code,
provides a foundation to study the effectiveness of enforcement mechanism using formal methods, and can be
applied automatically to legacy code to enhance system accountability.
Since our model is based on process calculi, IPC is handled by message-passing. Modeling alternative IPC
approaches for correct audit logging, e.g., shared memory and/or files, is considered as potential future work.
Case studies that benefit from the result of this work include deployment of correct logging capabilities
in multiprocess and multithreaded client-server and peer-to-peer applications, microservices, etc. While this
paper provides a prototype instrumentation algorithm in abstract settings, as a future work, we aim to deploy
our existing instrumentation algorithm in Spring Boot [53], a Java microservices framework, that facilitates
code instrumentation through aspect-oriented programming [2].
1.1

Paper Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, we discuss an illustrative example for audit logging
in concurrent systems and in Section 1.3 we discuss the threat model. Section 2 reviews the informationalgebraic semantics of audit logging and instantiation of the model with first-order predicate logic. Section 3
discusses the implementation model in detail. In particular, Section 3.1 introduces the syntax and semantics
of the source system, a variant of π-calculus. In Section 3.2, we study a class of logging specifications that
assert temporal relations among function invocations, potentially in different concurrent components of a
system. Section 3.3 studies the syntax and semantics of the target system. In Section 3.4, we propose our
instrumentation algorithm, along with the properties of interest that the algorithm satisfies. The proofs of
these properties are given in our accompanying Technical Report [3]. In Section 4, related work is discussed.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and specifies future work.
1.2

An Example: Microservices-based Medical Records Systems

In this section, an oversimplified example is given that illustrates the application of audit logging in concurrent
environments. We will revisit this example later in the paper (through Examples 3.1 and 3.2) to explain sample
instantiations of our formal framework.
Many applications have been shifting their architecture from a traditional monolithic structure toward
service-oriented architecture (SOA) in order to boost maintainability, continuous deployment and testing,
adaptation to new technologies, system security, fault tolerance, etc. One popular deployment approach to
SOA is where an application is decomposed to a set of highly collaborative processes, called microservices. A
microservice must be minimal, independent, and fine-grained. Minimality constrains a microservice to access
and manipulate certain data types within an application, ideally a single database per each service. Microservice
instances run independently in their own containers, virtual machines, or hosts. To accomplish its own goals,
a microservice communicates with other microservices of the application through message passing, or remote
procedure calls (RPCs). Jolie [25] is the programming language for developing applications with microservices
architecture. Its formal semantics [21,36] is defined as a process calculus, inspired by π-calculus.
The need to better streamline healthcare services is pushing medical record systems toward microservices
[49]. In fact, a new study shows that microservices-based healthcare is anticipated to experience fivefold
increase in market value within the next few years [61].
In what follows we describe a simple example of microservices-based medical records system, where audit
logging for certain events is necessary, as dictated by the accountability requirements. Figure 1 depicts a
medical records system with microservices architecture that includes Authorization and Patient services (among
others). Application front-end includes API gateway that multiplexes user requests (from different clients, e.g.,
web, mobile applications, etc.) to certain microservices. Patient microservice manages the information about
patients, e.g., their medical history. Authorization microservice handles different operations to authorize access
to system data, including e.g., breaking the glass.
As mentioned earlier, by breaking the glass, the user agrees to comply with accountability regulations. The
common solution to follow accountability regulations is to generate trail of audit logs at runtime. One such
audit logging requirement may be as follows: “Any attempt by a healthcare provider to read patient medical
data must be stored in the log, if that provider has already broken the glass.”
This example demonstrates the core ideas that we are pursuing in this paper:
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Fig. 1. Authorization and Patient microservices of a medical records system.
•

•

•

A concurrent system is employed, where each component runs independently and in collaboration with other
components, e.g., a medical records system with different microservices including the ones described above.
Audit logging requirements necessitate logging certain events in a concurrent component, provided that a set
of other events have previously occurred in potentially other concurrent components, e.g., logging the event
of reading medical history in Patient microservice if the glass is already broken in Authorization microservice.
We investigate an algorithmic approach to establish correct audit logging for concurrent environments according to the already-established audit logging requirements. We expect correctness of audit logging in
our medical records system example, for instance, to imply only logging the reading attempts by the user
who has broken the glass. This avoids missing any logging event, as well as logging unnecessary events. We
accomplish this by instrumenting Authorization and Patient microservices, and in particular the operations
of interest, i.e., breaking the glass and reading patient medical history.

1.3

Threat Model

We assume that the concurrent system subjected to instrumentation is not supporting audit logging in the first
place, or is suffering from either insufficient or overzealous audit log generation. However, we assume that the
concurrent system that is deployed according to our implementation model, passes both static and dynamic
checks, e.g., syntactic checks, type checks, compilation, interpretation, etc. We trust the compiler/interpreter,
and the runtime environment in which that system is being executed. Moreover, we trust the implementation of
our instrumentation algorithm, and its compilation and/or interpretation, along with the runtime environment
in which the instrumentation algorithm is executed. We also trust the integrity of logging specifications that
assert audit logging requirements. Finally, we trust the compilation/interpretation process for the instrumented
concurrent system that is deployed based on our implementation model, as well as the system’s runtime
environment. Security of the messages transmitted between concurrent components and the generated audit
logs is considered to be out-of-scope.
These assumptions help us to purposefully focus on the essence of logging, i.e., whether logs are generated
correctly in the first place and independent of external concerns including reliability of the underlying execution
and communication system, latency, etc. which are explored in related work (Section 4).

2

Semantics of Audit Logging

In order to provide a standalone formal presentation, in this section we review the information-algebraic
semantics of audit logging and the instantiation of the semantic framework with first-order logic, which is
originally proposed by Amir-Mohammadian et al. [6]. We have applied minor modifications to the model to
better suit concurrency and nondeterministic runtime behavior, inherent to concurrent systems.
2.1

Information-Algebraic Semantic Framework

In order to specify how audit logs are generated at runtime, we need to abstract system states and their
evolution through the computation. A system configuration κ abstracts the state of the system at a given
point during the execution. Let K denote the set of system configurations. We posit a binary reduction
relation among configurations, i.e., (−→) ⊆ K × K which denotes the computational steps, and is used in
the standard infix form. 3 A system trace τ is a potentially infinite sequence of system configurations, i.e.,
3

A notational convention throughout the paper is that infix operators and relations are wrapped with parentheses when their
signature are specified.
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τ = κ0 κ1 · · · , where κi is the ith configuration in sequence, and κi −→ κi+1 . We denote the set of all traces
by T , and define prefix (τ ) as the set of all prefixes of τ .
Information algebra is used to define the notion of correctness for audit logs. In Section 2.2, we instantiate this abstract algebraic structure to model a specific class of audit logging requirements. We define an
information algebra in the following.
Definition 2.1 (Information algebra) An information algebra (Φ, Ψ) is a two-sorted algebra consisting of
an Abelian semigroup of information elements, Φ, as well as a lattice of querying domains, Ψ. Two fundamental
operators are presumed in this algebra: a combination operator, (⊗) : Φ × Φ → Φ, and a focusing operator,
(⇒ ) : Φ × Ψ → Φ. An Information algebra (Φ, Ψ) satisfies a set of properties, in connection to combination
and focusing operators. 4 We let X, Y, Z, · · · to range over elements of Φ, and E range over Ψ.
X, Y ∈ Φ are information elements that can be combined to make a more inclusive information element
X ⊗ Y . E ∈ Ψ is a querying domain with a certain level of granularity that is used by the focusing operator
to extract information from an information element X, denoted by X ⇒E . For example, relational algebra
is an instance of information algebra, in which relations instantiate information elements, sets of attributes
instantiate querying domains, natural join of two relations defines the combination operator, and projection of
a relation on a set of attributes defines the focusing operator [29].
Combination of information elements induces a partial order relation (4) ⊆ Φ × Φ among information
elements, defined as follows: X 4 Y iff X ⊗ Y = Y . Intuitively, X 4 Y means that Y contains the information
element X.
As part of the semantics of audit logging, we treat execution traces as information elements, i.e., the
information content of the execution trace. To this end, we posit b·c : T → Φ as a mapping in which,
intuitively, bτ c refers to the information content of the trace τ . We also impose the condition that b·c be
injective and monotonically increasing, i.e., if τ 0 ∈ prefix (τ ) then bτ 0 c 4 bτ c. This ensure that as the execution
trace grows in length, it contains more information.
In the following definition, we define audit logging requirements in an abstract form. We call this abstraction
a logging specification. This definition is abstract enough to encompass different execution models, as well as
different representations of information. In Sections 2.2 and 3.2, we instantiate this definition with a more
concrete structure that guides us on how to implement audit logging requirements.
Definition 2.2 (Logging specifications) Logging specification LS is defined as a mapping from system
traces to information elements, i.e., LS : T → Φ. Intuitively, LS (τ ) declares what information must be
logged, if the system follows the execution trace τ .
Note that even though b·c and LS have the same signature, i.e., maps from traces to information elements,
they are conceptually different. bτ c is the whole information contained in τ , whereas LS (τ ) is the information
that is supposed to be recorded in the log, if the system follows the execution trace τ .
We denote an audit log with L which represents a set of data, gathered at runtime. Let L denote the set
of audit logs. In order to judge about the correctness of an audit log, the information content of the audit log
needs to be studied in comparison to the information content of the trace that generates that audit log. To
this end, we define a mapping that returns the information content of an audit log. We abuse the notation
and consider b·c : L → Φ as such mapping. Therefore, bLc refers to the information content of the audit log
L. We assume that b·c on audit logs is injective and monotonically increasing, i.e., if L ⊆ L0 then bLc 4 bL0 c.
Therefore, the more inclusive the audit log is, it contains more information.
The notion of correct audit logging can be defined based on an execution trace and a logging specification. To
this end, the information content of the audit log is compared to the information that the logging specification
dictates to be recorded in the log, given the execution trace. The following definition captures this relation.
Definition 2.3 (Correctness of audit logs) Audit log L is correct wrt a logging specification LS and a
system trace τ iff both bLc 4 LS (τ ) and LS (τ ) 4 bLc hold. The former refers to the necessity of the information
in the audit log, and the latter refers to the sufficiency of those information.
A system that generates audit logs at runtime includes the stored logs as part of its configuration. Let the
mapping logof : K → L denote the residual log of a given system configuration, i.e., logof (κ) is the set of all
recorded audit logs in configuration κ. It is natural to assume that the residual log within configurations grows
larger as the execution proceeds. The residual log of a trace is then defined using logof .
Definition 2.4 (Residual log of a system trace) The residual log of a finite system trace τ is L, denoted
by τ
L, iff τ = κ0 κ1 · · · κn and logof (κn ) = L.

4

We avoid discussing these properties in detail here for the sake of brevity. Readers are referred to [29] for the complete
formulation.
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Note that if τ
L, then L is not necessarily correct wrt a given LS and a trace τ . If the residual log of
a trace is correct throughout the execution, then that trace is called ideally-instrumented. System trace τ is
ideally instrumented for a logging specification LS iff for any trace τ 0 and audit log L, if τ 0 ∈ prefix (τ ) and
τ0
L then L is correct wrt τ 0 and LS . Indeed audit logging is an enforceable security property on a trace
of execution [6]. Given a logging specification, ideally-instrumented traces induce a safety property [43], and
hence implementable by inlined reference monitors [18], and edit automata [4].
Let s be a concurrent system with an operational semantics. s ⇓ τ iff s can produce trace τ 0 , either
deterministically or non-deterministically, and τ ∈ prefix (τ 0 ). We abuse the notation and use κ ⇓ τ to denote
the same concept for configuration κ. We follow program instrumentation techniques, in order to enforce
a logging specification on a system. An instrumentation algorithm receives the concurrent system as input
along with the logging specification, and instruments the system with audit logging capabilities so that the
instrumented system generates the required “appropriate” log. An instrumentation algorithm is a partial
function I : (s, LS ) 7→ s0 that instruments s according to LS aiming to generate audit logs appropriate for LS .
We call s the source system, and the instrumented system, i.e., I(s, LS ) = s0 , the target system. Source and
target traces refer to the traces of the source and target systems, resp.
It is natural to expect that the instrumentation algorithm would not modify the semantics of the original
system drastically. The target system must behave roughly similar to the source system, except for the operations related to audit logging. We call this attribute of an instrumentation algorithm semantics preservation,
and define it in the following. This definition is abstract enough to encompass different source and target systems (with different runtime semantics), and instrumentation techniques. The abstraction relies on a binary
relation :≈, called correspondence relation, that relates the source and target traces. Based on different implementations of the source and target systems, and the instrumentation algorithm, the correspondence relation
can be defined accordingly.
Definition 2.5 (Semantics preservation by the instrumentation algorithm) Instrumentation algorithm I is semantics preserving iff for all systems s and logging specifications LS , where I(s, LS ) is defined, the
following conditions hold: 1) For any trace τ , if s ⇓ τ , then there exists some trace τ 0 such that I(s, LS ) ⇓ τ 0 ,
and τ :≈ τ 0 . 2) For any trace τ , if I(s, LS ) ⇓ τ , then there exists some trace τ 0 such that s ⇓ τ 0 , and τ 0 :≈ τ .
Another related property of the instrumentation algorithm is to ensure that it is deadlock-free, meaning
that instrumenting a system does not introduce new states being stuck. One approach to define an independent
notion of deadlock-freeness is to consider bisimilar source and target traces. Indeed, additional formal constructs
must be introduced to translate target traces to source traces for this purpose. Our definition of deadlockfreeness, however, heavily relies on the notion of semantics preservation, and is not a required component in the
definition of instrumentation correctness (Definition 2.7). Let source system s generate trace τ , and I(s, LS )
generate trace τ 0 such that τ :≈ τ 0 . Then, we call I(s, LS ) being stuck if s can continue execution following τ
(at least for one extra step), while I(s, LS ) cannot continue execution following τ 0 .
Definition 2.6 (Deadlock-freeness of the instrumentation algorithm) Instrumentation algorithm I is
deadlock-free iff for any source system s, logging specification LS , traces τ and τ 0 , and configuration κ, if s ⇓ τ ,
I(s, LS ) ⇓ τ 0 , τ :≈ τ 0 , and s ⇓ τ κ, then there exists some configuration κ0 such that I(s, LS ) ⇓ τ 0 κ0 .
Besides these properties, another important feature of an instrumentation algorithm is the quality of audit
logs generated by the instrumented system. The information-algebraic semantic framework provides a platform
to define correct instrumentation algorithms for audit logging purposes. Let s be a target system, and τ be a
source trace. Simulated logs of τ by s is the set simlogs(s, τ ) defined as simlogs(s, τ ) = {L | ∃τ 0 .s ⇓ τ 0 ∧ τ :≈
τ0 ∧ τ0
L}. Using this set, we can define correctness of instrumentation algorithms in a straightforward
manner. Intuitively, the instrumentation algorithm I is correct if the instrumented system generates audit logs
that are correct wrt the logging specification and the source trace. This must hold for any source system, any
logging specification, and any possible log generated by the instrumented system.
Definition 2.7 (Correctness of the instrumentation algorithm) Instrumentation algorithm I is correct iff for all source systems s, traces τ , and logging specifications LS , s ⇓ τ implies that for any
L ∈ simlogs(I(s, LS), τ ), L is correct wrt LS and τ .
2.2

Instantiation of Logging Specification

In Definition 2.2, logging specification is defined abstractly as a mapping from system traces to information
elements. For a more concrete setting, this definition needs to be instantiated with appropriate structures in
a way that is useful in the deployment of audit logging. In essence, we need to instantiate information algebra
(Definition 2.1). We are interested in logical specification of audit logging requirements due to its easiness of
use, expressivity power, well-understood semantics, and off-the-self logic programming engines for subsets of
first-order logic (FOL), e.g., Horn clause logic. To this end, in this section, we instantiate information algebra
with FOL, which is expressive enough to specify computational events, and the temporal relation among them.
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Indeed, other variants of logic may also be considered for this purpose.
In order to instantiate information algebra, it is required to specify the contents of the set of information
elements Φ and the lattice of querying domains Ψ, along with the definitions of combination and focusing
operators. Definitions 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 accomplish these instantiations.
Definition 2.8 instantiates an FOL-based set of information elements. An information element in our
instantiation is a closed set of FOL formulas, under a proof-theoretic deductive system.
Definition 2.8 (Set of closed sets of FOL formulas) Let ϕ range over FOL formulas, and Γ range over
sets of FOL formulas. Γ ` ϕ denotes a judgment derived by a sound and complete natural deduction proof
theory of FOL. We define closure operation Closure as Closure(Γ) = {ϕ | Γ ` ϕ}. Then, the set of closed set
of FOL formulas is defined as ΦFOL = {Γ | Γ = Closure(Γ)}.
Definition 2.9 instantiates the lattice of querying domains for the FOL-based information algebra. A query
domain is a subset of FOL, defined over certain predicate symbols.
Definition 2.9 (Lattice of FOL sublanguages) Let Preds be the set of all assumed predicate symbols along
with their arities. If S ⊆ Preds, then we denote the sublanguage FOL(S) as the set of well-formed FOL formulas
over predicate symbols in S. The set of all such sublanguages ΨFOL = {FOL(S) | S ⊆ Preds} is a lattice induced
by set containment relation.
Lastly, Definition 2.10 instantiates the combination and focusing operators for the FOL-based information
algebra. Combination is the closure of the union of two sets of formulas. Focusing is the closure of the
intersection of an information element and a query domain.
Definition 2.10 (Combination and focusing in (ΦFOL , ΨFOL )) Let (⊗) : ΦFOL × ΦFOL → ΦFOL be
defined as Γ ⊗ Γ0 = Closure(Γ ∪ Γ0 ), and (⇒ ) : ΦFOL × ΨFOL → ΦFOL be defined as Γ⇒FOL(S) =
Closure(Γ ∩ FOL(S)).
(ΦFOL , ΨFOL ) is an information algebra, given the Definitions 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10. 5 In order to use
(ΦFOL , ΨFOL ) as a framework for audit logging, we also need to instantiate the mapping b·c, introduced
in Section 2.1, to interpret both execution traces and audit logs as information elements.
Definition 2.11 (Mapping traces and audit logs to information elements in (ΦFOL , ΨFOL )) Let
toFOL(·) : (T ∪ L) → FOL(Preds) be an injective and monotonically increasing function. Then, we instantiate
b·c = Closure(toFOL(·)) in order to interpret both traces and logs as information elements in (ΦFOL , ΨFOL ).
Now we can instantiate logging specification LS in the information algebra (ΦFOL , ΨFOL ). To this end, a
set of audit logging rules and definitions are assumed to be given in FOL. Let Γ be this set. Moreover, a set of
predicate symbols are assumed that reflect on the predicates whose derivation need to be logged at runtime.
This set is denoted by S. A logging specification in this setting, receives a trace τ , combines the information
content of τ with closure of Γ, and then focuses on the predicates specified in S. Intuitively, given Γ and S,
a logging specification maps a trace τ to the set of all predicates whose symbols are in S, and are derivable
given rules in Γ and the events in τ .
Definition 2.12 (Logging Specification in (ΦFOL , ΨFOL )) Given a set of FOL formulas Γ and a subset of
predicate symbols S ⊆ Preds, a logging specification spec(Γ, S) : T → ΦFOL is defined as spec(Γ, S) = τ 7→
⇒FOL(S)
(bτ c ⊗ Closure(Γ))
.

3

Implementation Model on Concurrent Systems

In this section, we propose an implementation model for correct audit logging in concurrent systems. To this
end, we use a variant of π-calculus to specify the concurrent system, and propose an instrumentation algorithm
that retrofits the system according to a given logging specification. We then specify and prove the properties
of interest, including the correctness of the instrumentation algorithm (Definition 2.7).
In Section 3.1, the syntax and semantics of the source system model is introduced. Section 3.2 proposes a
class of logging specifications that can specify temporal relations among computational events in concurrent
systems. Section 3.3 describes the syntax and semantics of the systems enhanced with audit logging capabilities.
Lastly, in Section 3.4, we discuss the instrumentation algorithm and the properties it satisfies.
3.1

Source System Model

We consider a core π-calculus as our source concurrent system model, denoted by Π. One major distinguishing feature of π-calculus is modeling mobile processes using the same category of names for both links and
5

The reader is referred to [4] for the detailed proof, which relies on the properties of natural deduction system of FOL.
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transferable objects, along with scope extrusion. However, mobility is not used in our implementation model.
Therefore other seminal process calculi e.g., CSP [23] and CCS [34] can also be considered for this purpose.
We employ π-calculus due to its concise syntax and simple semantics that provides a clean and sufficiently
abstract specification of the required interactions among concurrent components of the system. The syntax
and semantics of the source system are defined in the following. It is based on the representation of the calculus
given in [38] which deviates from standard π-calculus by dropping silent prefixes, unguarded summations and
labeled reduction system, for the sake of simplicity and conciseness.
3.1.1 Syntax
Let N be the infinite denumerable set of names, and a, b, c, · · · and x, y, z, · · · range over them.
Prefixes Prefixes α are defined as α ::= a(x) | āx. Prefix a(x) is the input prefix, used to receive some
name with placeholder x on link a. Prefix āx is the output prefix, used to output name x on link a.
Agent names and processes Let A, B, C, D range over agent names, and A be the finite set of such
names. Processes P are defined as: P ::= 0 | α.P | (P |P ) | (νx)P | C(y1 , · · · , yn ). 0 refers to the nil process.
α.P provides a sequence of operations in the process; first input/output prefix α takes place, and then P
executes. P |P provides parallelism in the system. (νx)P restricts (binds) name x within P . C(y1 , · · · , yn )
refers to the invocation of an agent C with parameters y1 , · · · , yn . Let P, Q, R range over processes.
Free and bound names Name restriction and input prefix bind names in a process. We denote the set
of free names in process P with fn(P ). α-conversion for bound names is defined in the standard way.
Notational conventions A sequence of names is denoted by ã, i.e., a1 , · · · , al for some l. A sequence of
name restrictions in a process (νa1 )(νa2 ) · · · (νal )P is shown by (νa1 a2 · · · al )P , or in short (νã)P . We skip
specifying the input name, if it is not free in the following process, i.e., a.P refers to a(x).P where x ∈
/ fn(P ).
ā.P refers to outputting a value on link a that can be elided, e.g., due to lack of relevance in discussion.
Codebases Agent definitions are of the form A(x1 , · · · , xn ) , P . Let’s denote the set of agent and subagent definitions with D. We assume the existence of a universal codebase CU consisting of agent definitions
of such form. This codebase is used to define top-level agents. A top-level agent corresponds to a concurrent
components of the system. Top-level agents are supposed to execute in parallel and occasionally communicate
with each other to accomplish their own tasks, and in aggregate the concurrent system. Let AU be the set of
top-level agent names such that AU ⊂ A. Throughout the paper we let m to be the size of AU , comprising of
A1 , · · · , Am . CU is defined as a function from top-level agent names to their definitions, i.e., CU : AU → D.
Moreover, we assume the existence of a local codebase for each top-level agent, denoted by CL (A) for toplevel agent A. A local codebase consists of sub-agent (subprocess) definitions of the form B A (x1 , · · · , xn ) , P ,
where B is a sub-agent identifier, and A is a top-level agent identifier annotated in the definition of B. We
treat sub-agents as internal modules or functions of a top-level process. Annotation of top-level agent identifier
is used for this purpose, i.e., B A specifies that B is a module of top-level agent A. The set of sub-agent names
is denoted by AL , defined as A − AU . CL is defined as the function with signature CL : AU → AL → D.
Note that any process and subprocess definition can be recursive, e.g., if CU (A) = [A(x1 , · · · , xn ) , P ] then
A(y1 , · · · , yn ) may appear in P . In the following, we use A and B to range over top-level agent identifiers and
sub-agent identifiers, resp. We use C to range over both top-level agents, A, and sub-agents, B A . In the rest
of the paper, we refer to top-level agents simply by “agents”. We assume that in any (sub)process definition
C(x1 , · · · , xn ) , P , we have fn(P ) ⊆ {x1 , · · · , xn }. This ensures that (sub)processes are closed.
Initial system Let AU = {A1 , · · · , Am }. We posit a sequence of links c̃, that connect these agents in the
system. Then the initial concurrent system s is defined as
s ::= Ps , CU , CL ,

(1)
S

where Ps = (νc̃)(A1 (x̃1 ) | A2 (x̃2 ) | · · · | Am (x̃m )), assuming fn(Ps ) = ∅, i.e., i x̃i ⊆ c̃.
Configurations We define system configurations as κ ::= P , where P is the process associated with the
whole system. The initial configuration is then defined as κ0 = Ps .
Substitutions A substitution is a function σ : N → N . The notation {y/x} is used to refer to a
substitution that maps x to y, and acts as the identity function otherwise. {ỹ/x̃} is used to denote multiple
explicit mappings in a substitution, where x̃ and ỹ are equal in length. P σ refers to replacing free names in P
according to σ. This is associated with renaming of bound names in P to avoid name clashes.
3.1.2 Semantics
In the following, we define evaluation contexts and the structural congruence between processes. These definitions facilitate the specification of unlabeled operational semantics in a concise manner.
Evaluation contexts A context is a process with a hole. An evaluation context E is a context whose hole
is not under input/output prefix, i.e., E ::= [ ] | (E|P ) | (P |E) | (νa)E.
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STRUCT
CU B P ≡ P 0

CONTEXT
CU , CL B P −→ Q
CU , CL B E[P ] −→ E[Q]

CU B Q ≡ Q0
CU , CL B P −→ Q
CU , CL B P 0 −→ Q0

CALL
CL (A)(B) = [B A (x̃) , P ]
CU , CL B B A (ỹ) −→ P {ỹ/x̃}

COMM
CU , CL B a(x).P | āb.Q −→ P {b/x} | Q
Fig. 2. Unlabeled reduction semantics of Π.

Structural congruence Two processes P and Q are structurally congruent under the universal codebase
CU , denoted by CU B P ≡ Q according to the following rules.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Structural congruence is an equivalence relation.
Structural congruence is closed by the application of E, i.e., CU B P ≡ Q implies CU B E[P ] ≡ E[Q].
If P and Q are α-convertible, then CU B P ≡ Q.
The set of processes is an Abelian semigroup under | operator and unit element 0, i.e., for any CU , P , Q,
and R, we have CU B P |0 ≡ P , CU B P |Q ≡ Q|P , and CU B P |(Q|R) ≡ (P |Q)|R.
For all A ∈ AU , if CU (A) = [A(x̃) , P ], then CU B A(ỹ) ≡ P {ỹ/x̃}.
CU B (νa)0 ≡ 0.
If a ∈
/ fn(P ), then CU B (νa)(P |Q) ≡ P |(νa)Q.
CU B (νa)(νb)P ≡ (νb)(νa)P .

We may elide CU in the specification of the structural congruence, if it is clear from the context.
Operational semantics We define unlabeled reduction system in Figure 2, using judgment CU , CL B κ −→
κ0 . We may elide CU and CL in the specification of reduction steps, since they are static and may be clear from
the context, i.e., κ −→ κ0 .
Note that according to structural congruence rules an agent invocation is structurally congruent to its definition (part v), and thus considered as an “implicit” step of execution according to rule STRUCT. Contrarily,
rule CALL defines an “explicit” reduction step for sub-agent invocations. This is due to some technicality in
our modeling: invocation of sub-agents could be logging preconditions and/or logging events (introduced in
Section 3.2), and hence need special semantic treatment at the time of call (discussed later in Sections 3.3 and
3.4), e.g., deciding whether a record must be stored in the log.
For a (potentially infinite) system trace τ = κ0 κ1 · · · , we use notation CU , CL I τ to specify the generation
of trace τ under the universal and local codebases CU and CL , and according to the aforementioned unlabeled
reduction system, i.e., CU , CL B κi −→ κi+1 for all i ∈ {0, 1, · · · }.
For a system trace τ = κ0 κ1 · · · , system s generates τ , denoted by s ⇓ τ iff s is defined as (1), κ0 is defined
as Ps , and CU , CL B κi −→ κi+1 for all i ∈ {0, 1, · · · }.
toFOL(·) instantiation for traces In order to specify a trace logically, we need to instantiate toFOL(·)
according to Definition 2.11. We consider the following predicates to logically specify a trace: Comm/3, Call/4,
Context/2, UniversalCB/3, and LocalCB/4. 6
Let CU , CL I τ , and τ = κ0 · · · κκ0 · · · . Moreover, let t denote a timing counter. We define a function that
logically specifies a configuration within a trace. To this end, let the helper function toFOL(κ, t) return the
logical specification of κ at time t. Essentially, toFOL(κ, t) specifies what the evaluation context and the redex
are within κ at time t, defined as follows:
(i) toFOL(κ, t) = {Comm(t, a(x).P, āb.Q), Context(t, E)}, 7 if κ ≡ E[a(x).P | āb.Q] and κ0 ≡ E[P {b/x} | Q].
(ii) toFOL(κ, t) = {Call(t, A, B, ỹ), Context(t, E)}, if κ ≡ E[B A (ỹ))] and κ0 ≡ E[P {ỹ/x̃}]. Note that in
Call(t, A, B, ỹ), we treat ỹ as a single list of elements, rather than a sequence of elements passed as
parameters to Call, i.e., Call is always a quaternary predicate.
As an example, consider α-converted structurally equivalent processes. Let κ = a(x).(νb)x̄b.0|āb.0. Since
κ ≡ κ0 = a(x).(νd)x̄d.0|āb.0, and κ0 −→ (νd)b̄d.0|0, we have κ −→ (νd)b̄d.0|0 according to the rule STRUCT
in Figure 2. Then, toFOL(κ, t) = toFOL(κ0 , t) = {Comm(t, a(x).(νd)x̄d.0, āb.0), Context(t, [ ])}.
Logical specification of universal and local codebases, denoted by hCU i and hCL i resp., are defined as
(i) hCU i = {UniversalCB(A, x̃, P ) | CU (A) = [A(x̃) , P ]}
6

/n refers to the arity of the predicate.
Processes and evaluation contexts appear as predicate arguments in this presentation to boost readability. Note that their
syntax can be written as string literals to comply with the syntax of predicate logic.

7
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(ii) hCL i = {LocalCB(A, B, x̃, P ) | CL (A)(B) = [B A (x̃) , P ]}
Note that in UniversalCB(A, x̃, P ) and LocalCB(A, B, x̃, P ), x̃ is a single list of elements, rather than a sequence
of elements passed as parameters to the predicates, and thus these predicates have fixed arities.
We define logical specification of traces both for finite and infinite cases according to the logical specification of configurations, and universal and local codebases, i.e., using toFOL(κ, t), hCU i, and hCL i. Let
CU , CL I τ . SIf τ is finite, i.e.,S τ = κS
0 κ1 · · · κn for some n, then its logical specification is defined as
n
hCL i. Otherwise, S
for infinite trace τ = κ0 κ1 · · · , toFOL(τ ) =
toFOL(τ ) = i=0 toFOL(κ
i , i) S hCU i
S
S
n
0
0
0
toFOL(τ
)
hC
i
hC
i,
where
toFOL(τ
)
=
0
U
L
τ ∈prefix (τ )
i=0 toFOL(κi , i), for τ = κ0 κ1 · · · κn . It is
straightforward to show that toFOL(τ ) is injective and monotonically increasing.
3.2

A Class of Logging Specifications

We define the class of logging specifications LS call that specify temporal relations among module invocations
in concurrent systems. LS call is the set of all logging specifications LS defined as spec(ΓG , {LoggedCall}),
where ΓG is a set of Horn clauses, called guidelines, including clauses of the form
∀t0 , · · · , tn , xs0 , · · · , xsn .Call(t0 , A0 , B0 , xs0 )

n
^


Call(ti , Ai , Bi , xsi ) ∧ ti < t0 ∧

(2)

i=1

ϕ(t0 , · · · , tn ) ∧ ϕ0 (xs0 , · · · , xsn ) =⇒ LoggedCall(A0 , B0 , xs0 ),
in which for all j ∈ {0, · · · , n}, Aj ∈ AU , Bj ∈ AL , xsj is a placeholder for a list of parameters passed to Bj , and
Call(tj , Aj , Bj , xsj ) specifies the event of invoking module (subprocess) Bj by the top-level process Aj at time
tj with parameters xsj . In (2), ϕ(t0 , · · · , tn ) is assumed to be a possibly empty conjunctive sequence of literals
of the form ti < tj . Moreover, we define triggers and logging events as Triggers(LS ) = {(A1 , B1 ), · · · , (An , Bn )}
and Logevent(LS ) = (A0 , B0 ), resp. Logging preconditions are predicates Call(ti , Ai , Bi , x̃) for all i ∈
{1, · · · , n}. As an additional condition, we assume that Logevent(LS ) ∈
/ Triggers(LS ).
Example 3.1 describes the logging specification for the breaking the glass policy specified in Section 1.2 for
a medical records system, using (2).
Example 3.1 We revisit the example described in Section 1.2, a microservices-based medical records system,
where breaking the glass entails logging the attempts to read patient medical history. Each microservice is
treated as an agent, i.e., agents Patient and Auth correspond to Patient and Authorization microservices,
resp. Let’s assume that a user can break the glass by invoking brkGlass function from Auth agent. Moreover,
reading patient medical history is accomplished by calling function getMedHist deployed by Patient agent.
Indeed, these functions are treated as sub-agents in our calculus, i.e., we assume the existence of definitions:
•

CL (Auth)(brkGlass) = [brkGlassAuth (u) , P ] for some process P , and

•

CL (Patient)(getMedHist) = [getMedHistPatient (p, u) , Q] for some process Q.

Then, the logging specification for the breaking-the-glass auditing policy is LS = spec(ΓG , {LoggedCall}),
where ΓG includes the clause
∀t0 , t1 , p, u.Call(t0 , Patient, getMedHist, [p, u]) ∧ Call(t1 , Auth, brkGlass, [u]) ∧ t1 < t0 =⇒
LoggedCall(Patient, getMedHist, [p, u]).
In the clause above, t0 and t1 are timestamps where t1 is preceding t0 . p refers to the patient identifier
whose medical history is requested. u is the healthcare provider (user) identifier who breaks the glass and then
attempts to read the medical history of patient p. Note that u is passed as an additional parameter to both
brkGlass and getMedHist. In practice, this is accomplished in microservices using access tokens. An API
gateway uses access tokens to communicate the identity of the service requester. One common approach to
implement access tokens is by JSON Web Tokens standard [26].
3.3

Target System Model

We define the target system model, denoted by Πlog , as an extension to Π with the following syntax and
semantics. The instrumentation algorithm’s job is to map a system specified in Π to a system in Πlog .
3.3.1 Syntax
Πlog extends prefixes with α ::= · · · | callEvent(A, B, x̃) | emit(A, B, x̃) | addPrecond(x, A) | sendPrecond(x, A).
x̃ is considered as a single list of names in callEvent and emit, so that they have fixed arities.
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PI
CU , CL , Γ G

CU , CL B P −→ Q
B (t, P, ∆, Σ, Λ) −→ (t + 1, Q, ∆, Σ, Λ)

CALL EV
∆0 (A) = ∆(A) ∪ {Call(t, A, B, x̃)}
∀A0 ∈ AU − {A}.∆0 (A0 ) = ∆(A0 )
CU , CL , Γ G B
(t, callEvent(A, B, x̃).P, ∆, Σ, Λ) −→ (t + 1, P, ∆0 , Σ, Λ)

ADD PRECOND
Σ0 (A) = Σ(A) ∪ {x}
∀A0 ∈ AU − {A}.Σ0 (A0 ) = Σ(A0 )
C U , CL , Γ G B
(t, addPrecond(x, A).P, ∆, Σ, Λ) −→ (t + 1, P, ∆, Σ0 , Λ)
SEND PRECOND

y = serialize(∆(A))
(t, sendPrecond(x, A).P, ∆, Σ, Λ) −→ (t + 1, x̄y.P, ∆, Σ, Λ)

CU , CL , Γ G B

LOG
Σ(A) ∪ ∆(A) ∪ ΓG ` LoggedCall(A, B, x̃)
Λ0 (A) = Λ(A) ∪ {LoggedCall(A, B, x̃)}
∀A0 ∈ AU − {A}.Λ0 (A0 ) = Λ(A0 )
CU , CL , ΓG B (t, emit(A, B, x̃).P, ∆, Σ, Λ) −→ (t + 1, P, ∆, Σ, Λ0 )
NO LOG

Σ(A) ∪ ∆(A) ∪ ΓG 0 LoggedCall(A, B, x̃)
CU , CL , ΓG B (t, emit(A, B, x̃).P, ∆, Σ, Λ) −→ (t + 1, P, ∆, Σ, Λ)
Fig. 3. Unlabeled reduction semantics of Πlog .

A configuration κ, in Πlog , is defined as the quintuple κ ::= (t, P, ∆, Σ, Λ), with the following details. t is a
timing counter. P is the process associated with the whole concurrent system. Processes in Πlog are defined
similar to Π, without any extensions. ∆(·) is a mapping that receives an agent identifier A and returns the
set of logical preconditions (to log) that denote the events transpired locally in that agent. That is, ∆(A) is a
set of predicates of the form Call(t, A, B, x̃). Σ(·) is a mapping that receives an agent identifier A and returns
the set of all logical preconditions that have taken place in the triggers, i.e., in all agents A0 ∈ AU , where
(A0 , B) ∈ Triggers for some B ∈ AL . That is, Σ(A) is a set of predicates of the form Call(t, A0 , B, x̃), where
(A0 , B) ∈ Triggers. These preconditions are supposed to be gathered by A from other agents A0 , in order to
decide whether to log an event. Λ(·) is a mapping that receives an agent identifier A and returns the audit log
recorded by that agent. Λ(A) is a set of predicates of the form LoggedCall(A, B, x̃). The initial configuration
is κ0 = (0, Ps , ∆0 , Σ0 , Λ0 ), where for any A ∈ CU , ∆0 (A) = Σ0 (A) = Λ0 (A) = ∅.
3.3.2 Semantics
We use judgment CU , CL , ΓG B κ −→ κ0 to specify a step of reduction in Πlog . Figure 3 depicts the unlabeled
reduction semantics of Πlog . CU , CL , and ΓG may be elided in the specification of reduction steps since they
are static and may be clear from the context.
Πlog inherits the reduction semantics of Π, according to rule PI. Rule CALL EV gives the reduction with
prefix callEvent(A, B, x̃). In this case, ∆ gets updated for agent A with information about the invocation of
subprocess B A . In rule ADD PRECOND, reduction with the prefix addPrecond(x, A) is specified. In this
case, x is added to Σ. Rule SEND PRECOND is about the reduction with prefix sendPrecond(x, A). In this
case, the set of logging preconditions that are collected by A, i.e., ∆(A), is converted to a transferable object
(aka object serialization), e.g., a string of characters describing the content of ∆(A), and sent though link
x. Let serialize() be the semantic function that handles this conversion. With prefix emit(A, B, x̃), agent
A is supposed to study whether the predicate LoggedCall(A, B, x̃) is logically derivable from the local set of
preconditions, i.e., ∆(A), the set of preconditions that are collected by other agents involved in the enforcement
of the logging specification, i.e., Σ(A), and the set of guidelines ΓG . If the predicate is derivable, then it is
added to the audit log of A, i.e., Λ(A). Otherwise, the log does not change. Rule LOG specifies the former
case, whereas the rule NO LOG specifies the latter.
For a (potentially infinite) system trace τ = κ0 κ1 · · · , we use notation CU , CL , ΓG I τ to specify the
generation of trace τ under the universal codebase CU , local codebase CL , and set of guidelines ΓG , according
to the reduction system, i.e., CU , CL , ΓG B κi −→ κi+1 for all i ∈ {0, 1, · · · }.
The generated trace in Πlog out of a target system s, i.e., s ⇓ τ , can be defined in the same style as defined
in Π, i.e., by some valid initial system in Πlog 8 , the initial configuration κ0 in Πlog , and the aforementioned
reduction system for Πlog .
S
The residual log of a configuration is defined as logof (κ) = L = A∈AU Λ(A), where κ = ( , , , , Λ). 9 This
instantiates τ
L for Πlog (Definition 2.4). Since L is a set of logical literals, it suffices to define toFOL(·) for
audit logs as toFOL(L) = L, which completes the instantiation of bLc (Definition 2.11).
8
9

In Section 3.4 one such initial system is given by the instrumentation algorithm.
Underscore is used as wildcard.
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Note that arbitrary systems in Πlog do not guarantee any correctness of audit logging. However, there
is a subset of systems in Πlog that provably satisfy this property. These systems use the extended prefixes
(introduced as part of Πlog syntax) in a particular way for this purpose. In the following section, we introduce an
instrumentation algorithm to map any system in Π to a system in Πlog , and later prove that any instrumented
system satisfies correctness results for audit logging.
3.4

Instrumentation Algorithm

Instrumentation algorithm I takes a Π system, defined in (1), and a logging specification LS ∈ LS call ,
defined in Section 3.2, and produces a system s0 in Πlog defined as s0 = Ps0 , CU0 , CL0 , where Ps0 =
(νc̃)(νc̃0 )(A1 (x̃01 ) | A2 (x̃02 ) | · · · | Am (x̃0m )). c̃0 is the sequence of names of the form cij which are all fresh, i.e.,
they are not used already in (1). Moreover, it is assumed that sub-agent identifiers Dij are also fresh, i.e., they
are undefined in CL component of (1).
Intuitively, I works as follows.
(i) I adds new links cij between agents Ai and Aj , where Ai is the agent that includes a sub-agent whose
invocation is considered a logging event, and Aj is some agent that includes a sub-agent whose invocation
is a trigger for that logging event. cij is used as a link between Ai and Aj to communicate logging
preconditions (by sendPrecond and addPrecond prefixes).
(ii) Regarding the invocation of a sub-agent B A ,
(a) if the invocation of B A is a trigger, then the execution of B A must be preceded by callEvent prefix.
This way, the invocation of B A is stored in A’s local set of logging precondition (∆(A)), according to
the rule CALL EV.
(b) if the invocation of B A is a logging event, then execution of B A must be preceded by callEvent, similar
to the case above. Next, it must communicate on appropriate links (cij s) with all other agents that
are involved as triggers according to the logging specification. To this end, B A is supposed to notify
each of those agents to send their collected preconditions. After receiving all those preconditions from
involved agents on the dedicated links, it adds them to Σ(A). This is done using addPrecond prefixes,
according to the rule ADD PRECOND. Then, it studies whether the invocation must be logged,
before following normal execution. This is facilitated by emit prefix (rules LOG and NO LOG).
(c) if the invocation of B A is neither a trigger nor a logging event, then that sub-agent executes without
any change in behavior.
(iii) Regarding the invocation of an agent A
(a) if A includes a sub-agent B A whose invocation is considered a trigger, then A must be able to receive
and handle incoming requests for collected preconditions. This is done by adding a subprocess to
A that always listens for requests on the dedicated link (cij ) between itself and the agent that may
send such requests. Upon receiving such a request, it sends back the preconditions, handled by prefix
sendPrecond according to the rule SEND PRECOND, and then continues to listen on the link.
(b) if A does not include any trigger invocation of a sub-agent, then A executes without any changes.
Formally, the details of the returned system s0 are as follows:
(i) c̃0 : is the sequence of all names cij where (Ai , B) = Logevent(LS ) for some B ∈ AL , and (Aj , B 0 ) ∈
Triggers(LS ) for some B 0 ∈ AL .
(ii) CL0 :
(a) CL0 (A)(B) = [B A (x̃) , callEvent(A, B, x̃).P ], if (A, B) ∈ Triggers(LS ) and CL (A)(B) = [B A (x̃) , P ].
0
(b) CL0 (A0 )(B0 ) = [B A
¯ . c01 (p1 ) . · · · . c0n (pn ) . addPrecond(p1 , A0 ).
01 . · · · . c0n
0 (x̃) , callEvent(A0 , B0 , x̃) . c¯
0
· · · . addPrecond(pn , A0 ) . emit(A0 , B0 , x̃).P ], if (A0 , B0 ) = Logevent(LS ), CL (A0 )(B0 ) = [B A
0 (x̃) ,
P ], and Triggers(LS ) = {(A1 , B1 ), · · · , (An , Bn )}.
(c) CL0 (A)(B) = CL (A)(B), otherwise.
(iii) CU0 :
(a) If (Aj , B) ∈ Triggers(LS ) for some B ∈ AL , and Ai be the agent that (Ai , B 0 ) = Logevent(LS )
A
for some B 0 ∈ AL , then CU0 (Aj ) = [Aj (x̃, cij ) , P |Dijj (cij )], where CU (Aj ) = [Aj (x̃) , P ], and
A

A

CL0 (Aj )(Dij ) = [Dijj (cij ) , cij .sendPrecond(cij , Aj ).Dijj (cij )].
(b) If (Aj , B) ∈
/ Triggers(LS ) for any B ∈ AL , then CU0 (Aj ) = CU (Aj ).
Note that Dij is defined recursively to facilitate listening on cij indefinitely for incoming requests about
logging preconditions. In addition, since cij is fresh, cij ∈
/ fn(P ). Therefore, P cannot communicate on this link,
e.g., to compromise logging attempts. Figure 4 illustrates the established links between sub-agents of different
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the established links in the instrumented concurrent system.

Fig. 5. Example: Illustration of the established link in the instrumented medical records system.

trim(0) = 0

trim(α.P ) =


trim(P )






α.trim(P )


trim(P )
trim(P |Q) = trim(Q)

trim(P )|trim(Q)

if Q = DA
ij for some i, j, A
if P = DA
ij for some i, j, A
otherwise
trim(C(x̃)) =


trim(C(ỹ))
C(x̃)

if α = cij , c¯ij , cij (x), c¯ij x,
callEvent(A, B, x̃), addPrecond(x, A),
sendPrecond(x, A), emit(A, B, x̃)
otherwise


trim((νx)P ) =

trim(P )
(νx)trim(P )

if x = cij for some i, j
otherwise

if x̃ = ỹ, cij for some i, j
otherwise

Fig. 6. Function trim.

agents according to the guideline defined in (2). These links are used to communicate logging preconditions
between the logging event and the triggers.
Example 3.2 depicts how the medical records system described in Section 1.2 is instrumented according to
the specified instrumentation algorithm, and the logging specification given in Example 3.1.
Example 3.2 In Example 3.1, (Patient, getMedHist) is the logging event, and {(Auth, brkGlass)} is the
set of triggers. Applying the instrumentation algorithm changes the systems as follows. A new link cPA is
established between Patient and Auth agents. The definition of brkGlass is updated as CL0 (Auth)(brkGlass) =
[brkGlassAuth (u) , callEvent(Auth, brkGlass, [u]).P ], and the definition of getMedHist is updated as
CL0 (Patient)(getMedHist) = [getMedHistPatient (p, u) , callEvent(Patient, getMedHist, [p, u]).c¯PA .cPA (f ).
addPrecond(f, Patient).emit(Patient, getMedHist, [p, u]).Q].
In addition subprocess DPA is added to agent Auth that indefinitely responds to the requests from Patient on
Auth
link cPA , defined as: CL0 (Auth)(DPA ) = [DAuth
PA (cPA ) , cPA .sendPrecond(cPA , Auth).D PA (cPA )]. Figure 5 illustrates
the established link between the sub-agents of the two agents.
3.4.1 Instantiation of :≈
According to Definition 2.5, semantics preservation relies on an abstraction of correspondence relation :≈
between source and target traces. In this section, we instantiate this relation for I. We define the source
and target trace correspondence relation as follows: τ1 κ1 :≈ τ2 κ2 iff κ1 = P1 , κ2 = (t2 , P2 , ∆2 , Σ2 , Λ2 ), and
trim(P2 ) = P1 . Function trim is formally defined in Figure 6. Intuitively, it removes all prefixes, sub-agents,
and link names that I may add to a process.
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3.4.2 Main Results
Main properties include three results. The instrumentation algorithm I is semantics preserving, deadlock-free,
correct. These are specified in Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, resp. Proofs of the theorems are given in our
accompanying Technical Report [3].
Theorem 3.3 (Semantics preservation) I is semantics preserving (Definition 2.5).
Theorem 3.4 (Deadlock-freeness) I is deadlock-free (Definition 2.6).
Theorem 3.5 (Instrumentation correctness) I is correct (Definition 2.7).

4

Related Work

Majority of previous work on audit logging in concurrent environments focus on audit log analysis (e.g., [37])
and security concerns regarding in transit and/or at rest log information (e.g., [30,57,1]). Studies regarding
the collection of logs from multiple monitors in distributed intrusion detection systems are such instances (e.g.,
[54,58]). However, previous work do not reflect on the generation of the log, and assume that the audit log is
given. This line of work includes studies on the security of audit logs in terms of their secrecy and integrity
within concurrent environments. For example, Yavuz et al. [57] propose a logging scheme that guarantees
forward security, employing cryptographic techniques. In the same line of work, Böck et al. [10] propose a
system that ensures that logs are trustworthy. Our work is however orthogonal to the notion of audit log
security. Using cryptographic techniques to ensure verifiable confidentiality and integrity of the audit log does
not guarantee it to be correct. We employ a semantic framework by which the content of the audit log can be
judged against the execution trace of the concurrent system given in π calculus (Definition 2.3).
Cederquist et al. [13] and Corin et al. [14] propose predicate logic frameworks to specify and enforce
accountability requirements in distributed systems. The former proposes a framework that ensures user accountability in discretionary access control. The latter studies user accountability in access to personal data
that are associated with usage policies defined by the owner of data, and can be distributed among users.
Jagadeesan et al. [24] use turn-based games to analyze distributed accountability systems. Guts. et al. [22]
use static type enforcement to assure that a distributed system generates sufficient audit logs. However, our
approach is dynamic and relies on instrumentation techniques that can be applied to legacy systems which may
inherently suffer from the lack of correct audit logging mechanisms. With respect to system instrumentation for
auditing purposes, our work is related to the language proposed by Martin et al. [31] that facilitates querying
runtime behavior of a program.
Another line of work employs logs to record proof of legitimate access to system resources. Vaughn et
al. [48] propose an architecture based on trusted kernels that rely on such logged proofs. Another related
work is the a posteriori compliance control system [19] that verifies legitimacy of access after the fact, using a
trust-based logical framework that focuses on a limited set of operations. However, our logical framework is
used to specify invocation of any arbitrary operation as a precondition to log, or the logging event.
Audit logs can be considered a form of provenance [41]. CamFlow [39] is an auditing and provenance capture
utility in Linux that can easily integrate with distributed systems. Pasquier et al. [40] make strong case for
accountability, data provenance and audit in the IoT. AccessProv [12] is proposed as an instrumentation tool
that rewrites legacy Java applications for provenance and finds bugs in authorization systems. Kacianka et al.
[27] propose a formal model of accountability for cyber-physical systems.
Amir-Mohammadian et al. [6] propose a semantic framework for audit logging based on the theory of
information algebra [28,29]. Their implementation model is restricted to sequential computation. This model
is therefore insufficient to apply on concurrent systems where logging preconditions and logging events may
transpire in different execution threads. Moreover, their implementation model is restricted to deterministic
system behavior. Our work generalizes the application of information-algebraic semantics of audit logging to
concurrent environments, which naturally behave non-deterministically at runtime. We show that the semantic
framework is inclusive enough for this purpose. Similar to [6], we propose a provably correct instrumentation
algorithm. However, our algorithm retrofits a concurrent system (rather than a simple sequential program)
according to a formal description of audit logging requirements. Information-algebraic semantic framework for
audit logging has also been used to enhance dynamic integrity taint analysis through after-the-fact study of
audit logs [7,44]. This line of work introduces maybe-tainted tags for data objects and proposes an implementation model on a core functional object-oriented calculus that provably ensures correctness of generated audit
logs. However, it does not address the problem of deploying audit logging in concurrent environments.
Recently, Justification Logic [8] is used to formally characterize auditing of computational units [9,42,51]
which result in programming languages that enable applications to study their own audit trails and decide
accordingly. This is a separate theoretical problem than what we are aiming in this work.
Microservices-based approach [17,20] to software deployment is an application of our implementation model,
that we aim to study in future in a greater detail. Accountability plays a significant role as part of the access
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control framework in microservices-based systems [33], including platform-specific monitoring techniques, e.g.,
in Azure Kubernetes Service [52]. Smith et al. [45] have proposed a provenance management system, including
provenance logger, for microservices-based applications. Camilli et al. [11] have proposed a semantics for
microservices based on Petri nets. Our approach is, however, language-based and relies on process calculi.
Jolie [25] is the major programming language for the deployment of microservices, whose semantics [21,36] is
defined as a process calculus, heavily influenced by π-calculus.

5

Future Work and Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an implementation model to enforce correct audit logging in concurrent environments. In essence, we have proposed an algorithm that instruments legacy concurrent systems according to
a formal specification of audit logging requirements. We use Horn clause logic to specify these logging requirements, which assert temporal relations among the events that transpire in different concurrent components of
the system. We have proven that our algorithm is semantics preserving, i.e., the instrumented system behaves
similar to the original system, modulo operations that correspond to audit logging. Moreover, we have proven
that our algorithm guarantees correct audit logs. This ensures that the instrumented system avoids missing
any logging event, as well as logging unnecessary events. Correctness of audit logs are defined according to
an information-algebraic semantic framework. In this semantic framework, information containment is used to
compare the runtime behavior vs. the generated audit log.
We have argued that the our instrumentation algorithm proposes a model to implement audit logging in
real concurrent systems, e.g., in microservices-based medical records systems (Examples 3.1 and 3.2). In this
paper, we have aimed at the formal specification of the model on an abstract core calculus to demonstrate
the main ideas for future deployment. In future work, we intend to consider real-world language settings,
relying on the fundamental results established in this work. In particular, we are aiming to deploy our existing
instrumentation algorithm in Spring Boot [53], a Java microservices framework. Indeed, to provide formal
guarantees of audit logging correctness in such real-world settings that are implemented using our model,
translation of systems to Π systems is required.
Another area of interest is to extend the class of logging specifications, and hence implementation models.
Our current class focuses on function invocations within each agent of the system, and it is limited to Horn
clauses. While a great percentage of system events can be specified in this class, we need other classes of logging
specifications for certain purposes. For example, consider the effect of revoking break-the-glass status for a
user on the specification of audit logging requirements. Moreover, auditing usually includes the log of message
transmissions between specific agents, which is not supported by what we have introduced in this paper.
Since our model of concurrency is based on a process calculi, message-passing is used for IPC. This necessitates the exploration of models that study the specification and enforcement of correct audit logging in
concurrent environments which handle IPC through alternative approaches, e.g., shared memory and/or files.
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Abstract
Multiparty interactions are common place in today’s distributed systems. An agent usually communicates, in a single session, with
other agents to accomplish a given task. Take for instance an online transaction including the vendor, the client, the credit card
system and the bank. When specifying this kind of system, we probably observe a single transaction including several (binary)
communications leading to changes in the state of all the involved agents. Multiway synchronization process calculi, that move
from a binary to a multiparty synchronization discipline, have been proposed to formally study the behavior of those systems.
However, adopting models such as Bodei, Brodo, and Bruni’s Core Network Algebra (CNA), where the number of participants
in an interaction is not fixed a priori, leads to an exponential blow-up in the number of states/behaviors that can be observed
from the system. In this paper we explore mechanisms to tackle this problem. We extend CNA with constraints that declaratively
allow the modeler to restrict the interaction that should actually happen. Our extended process algebra, called CCNA, finds
application in balancing the interactions in a concurrent system, leading to a simple, deadlock-free and fair solution for the
Dinning Philosopher problem. Our definition of constraints is general enough and it offers the possibility of accumulating costs
in a multiparty negotiation. Hence, only computations respecting the thresholds imposed by the modeler are observed. We use
this machinery to neatly model a Service Level Agreement protocol. We develop the theory of CCNA including its operational
semantics and a behavioral equivalence that we prove to be a congruence. We also propose a prototypical implementation that
allows us to verify, automatically, some of the systems explored in the paper.
Keywords: Concurrency theory, constraints, multiparty interactions

1

Introduction

Nowadays concurrent and mobile systems are ubiquitous in several domains and applications. They pervade
different areas in science (biological and chemical systems), engineering (security protocols and mobile and
service oriented computing) and even the arts (tools for multimedia interaction). In general, concurrent systems
exhibit complex forms of interaction, not only among their internal components, but also with the surrounding
environment. Hence, a legitimate challenge is to provide computational models allowing us to understand the
nature and the behavior of such complex systems. As an answer to this challenge, process algebra such as CCS
[17], the π-calculus [18] and CSP [13] among several others have arisen as mathematical formalisms to model
and reason about concurrent systems.
It is worth noticing that there is no unified model for concurrency, as in the case of the λ-calculus for
sequential computations. Concurrency is, in fact, a relatively young area in computer science, and there are
many models that accurately capture some behaviors but ignore/abstract some others. For instance, CCS
focuses on the synchronization of processes: by exhibiting complementary actions two processes handshake
1
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and synchronize. However, no message is indeed sent among the agents. Data-passing extensions of CCS allow
to overcome this problem, but the underlying communication network remains invariant during computation
since processes cannot create and communicate new/private communication channels. The π-calculus gives a
step forward and allows the communication of names (representing data and also communication links) that
can later be used in other interactions. Many other process algebras have emerged as extensions of existing ones
to cope with specific behaviors or they have taken inspiration from particular systems as in the case of calculi
for system biology. For instance, the Spi Calculus [1] incorporates cryptographic primitives into the π-calculus
for the specification and verification of security protocols and the Brane Calculi [10] took inspiration from the
interaction of cell’s membranes to model biological interactions. The beauty of all these formalisms relies on
their simplicity (few operators), formal semantics and reasoning techniques, including behavioral equivalences
(e.g., bisimulation), modal logics and model checking for specifying and verifying system’s properties.
Most of the process algebras in the literature focus on binary interactions. Consider for instance CCS where
a process a.P (P prefixed by the input action a) can synchronize with a.Q (Q prefixed by the output action
a) when they are in a parallel composition (e.g., as in a.P | a.Q). Such synchronization is made explicit via a
special action τ (called the silent action) and what we observe is the synchronization of these processes in the
τ
transition a.P | a.Q −→ P | Q where, after the handshake, P and Q continue their executions.
In this paper we shall focus on a multiparty extension of CCS, the so called Core Network Algebra
(CNA) [4,6,5], a multiparty process algebra where the number of participants in each synchronization is not
fixed a priori. In CNA, the binary interaction of CCS is extended and the usual input and output prefixes
are generalized to links, e.g., a \b , that can be thought of as the forwarding of a message received on channel
a (the input channel) to another channel b (the output channel). The standard input and output prefixes of
CCS are recovered when links expose only an output ( τ \b ), or an input ( a \τ ); these particular actions are
the ends of a link chain where τ is the silent action (as in CCS). A link chain is the mechanism in CNA by
which n ≥ 2 entities can synchronize. Each entity must offer a link that has to match with an adjacent link
offered by another entity. For instance, if three processes offer, respectively, the links a \b , b \c and c \d , they
can synchronize and produce the link chain a \bb \cc \d , where information flows from a to d through b and c.
In [7,8] the authors showed that the multiparty and open (arbitrary number of participants) nature of CNA
poses interesting problems for the point of view of verification. In particular, while the number of possible
successor states from a CCS process is quadratic on the number of its outermost prefixes, it is exponential in
the case of a CNA process. Moreover, it is possible to specify a graph of agents as a CNA process P (some
examples in Section 4.2) and we can check that there is a Hamiltonian path in the graph iff there is exactly one
immediate successor of P . We explored in [7,8] symbolic techniques aiming to tame the inherent complexity
of the CNA transition system.
The goal of the present paper is to define a suitable extension of CNA that allows the specifier to control,
in a declarative way, the behavior of processes. More precisely, we provide mechanisms that allow us to
include in a CNA specification certain restrictions that appear naturally in the modeled system at hand. For
instance, we may be interested in transitions/paths in a graph to have certain length or to specify upper
bounds on the number of participants in an open interaction. This is the purpose of introducing constrains
and values in prefixes: the process a \b h!vp i(?cp ).P offers the link a \b at a given cost/value vp and checks
whether the interaction with some other processes satisfies the constraint cp . When this process interacts
with, e.g., b \c h!vq i(?cq ).Q, the synchronization a \bb \c has a final cost v = vp + vq and it can actually happen
if v satisfies both cp and cq . As we shall see, the control mechanism due to constraints have interesting
properties and, in the quest of defining such extensions, we found solutions to distributed problems that
do not have a simple solution in other process calculi. Quoting José Meseguer [16], “increased expressiveness is not a theoretical luxury, but an eminently practical goal, since formal specification languages should
describe as simply and naturally as possible the widest possible class of systems.”. This is precisely our goal here.
Contributions and organization. We start in Section 2 recalling the CNA framework. In Section 3 we
introduce the notion of constraints based on complete lattices and monoids. Such structure allows us to
compare values (e.g, c < 42 ) and also to accumulate values (e.g., adding the length/cost of two paths in a
graph). We then extend the language of CNA to allow processes to communicate such values and also to query
constraints on them. Hence, a transition can happen only if all the involved agents satisfy their own constraints.
We call this new calculus constrained CNA (CCNA). We shall show that CCNA is a conservative extension of
CNA (Notation 3.7): CNA processes can be seen as CCNA processes that exchange the less restrictive value
and query the always-true constraint. In Section 3.2 we endow CCNA with a suitable operational semantics.
This semantics has some novelties wrt the standard one for CNA: we follow a late approach in contrast to the
early one used in [5]. Our semantics is then a good middle point between the inherent non-deterministic early
semantics and the (more involved) symbolic semantics in [8]. Section 3.3 introduces the notion of (network)
bisimulation for CCNA process and we prove that this equivalence is a congruence (thus allowing us to replace
equals by equals in larger systems). In Section 4.1 we show that the use of constraints leads to a simple solution
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for the Dinning Philosopher problem where concurrent processes compete for the use of some resources. Our
solution is deadlock-free and fair: all the agents can progress infinitely often. Fairness is usually imposed as
an external condition but here, the constrained transition system satisfies such property. In Section 4.2 we
model a graph representing a transportation system and we show how constraints allow us to discard some
(undesired) behaviors. Moreover, in Section 4.3, we present an application in the context of a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) protocol where constraints naturally represent restrictions such as the upper bound for the
price of the service to be paid and the minimal quality (bandwidth) the client is expecting. Section 5 concludes
the paper and present related work. We have also implemented a tool using the Maude system [16]. We
shall not describe in depth such system here but we shall exemplify its use in Section 5. We thus contribute
with a formal framework to specify constrained multiparty interactions and a prototypical tool showing its
appropriateness as (automatic) reasoning technique.

2

Background on link chained interactions

Let C be the set of channel names, ranged over by a, b, c, ..., and τ, 2 two distinguished symbols not in C.
A = C ∪ { τ } ∪ { 2 } is the set of actions, ranged over by α, β, ..., where the symbol τ denotes a silent action,
while the symbol 2 denotes a virtual (non-specified) action.
Definition 2.1 (Links: solid, virtual and valid) A link is a pair ` = α \β , with α, β ∈ A. We call α the
source site of ` and β the target site of `. A link α \β is solid if α, β 6= 2; the link 2 \2 is called virtual. A
link is valid if it is solid or virtual. We shall use L to denote the set of valid links.
Intuitively, a \b records an action a (or equivalently an input on channel a) and a co-action b (or an output
on b), such that the input on a (receiving from the source of a communication) can be forwarded (to the target
of the communication) along channel b. The τ -action is used when no interaction is required on the left (as in
τ
\a ), on the right (as in a \τ ) or on both sides (as in τ \τ ). The link τ \τ is called τ -link. A virtual link 2 \2
represents a non-specified interaction that will be later completed. Examples of valid links are 2 \2 , a \a , τ \a ,
b
\a , τ \τ . The links 2 \a , a \2 are not valid.
Links can be combined in link chains. Intuitively, a link chain s = `1 ...`n represents a multiparty interaction
where each `i records the source and the target sites of each hop.
Definition 2.2 (Link Chain) A link chain is a finite sequence s = `1 ...`n of valid links `i = αi \βi . We say
that s is valid if:
(
βi , αi+1 ∈ C implies βi = αi+1
(i) for all i ∈ [1, n),
; and
βi = τ
iff αi+1 = τ
(ii) ∃i ∈ [1, n]. `i 6= 2 \2 .
We shall use VC to denote the set of valid link chains. The length of a link chain s (i.e., the number of
links in s) will be denoted as |s|.
Condition (i) says that two adjacent solid links must match on their adjacent sites. In order to highlight
such a matching, we shall write link chains as, e.g., a \bb \cc \d instead of sequences of links as in a \b b \c c \d .
Condition (i) also says that the silent action τ cannot be matched by a virtual action 2. As we shall see, this
is required since a τ -action can be only matched with τ when processes synchronize on restricted channels.
Condition (ii) says that a valid link chain must have at least one solid link (i.e., the chain 2 \2
2 \2 is not valid).
c
τ a
Some examples of valid link chains are: 2 \a2 \bb \τ , a \2
b \2 \d , and \a \τ . The first chain represents an interaction
where there is a pending synchronization on the left of a \b ; similarly, the second chain represents an interaction
where a third-party process must offer a link joining b and c (i.e., b \c ). Finally, the last chain is the result of a
binary interaction between a process performing the output τ \a and a process performing the input a \τ . The
following are examples of link chains that are not valid: a \cb \d , 2 \τ2 \a , and a \cτ \d . Hereafter, we only consider
valid links and valid link chains. We shall use ⊥ to denote non-valid links and chains.
Now we introduce the merge operator s • s0 that acts on two link chains of the same length, i.e. |s| = |s0 |.
Intuitively, s • s0 makes the two link chains collapse into one link chain where some of the virtual links in s
(resp. s0 ) have been substituted with the corresponding solid links in s0 (resp. s).
Definition 2.3 (Merge) Let α, β ∈ A be actions. The merge operator on actions is defined as follow:
α • β = α if β = 2

α • β = β if α = 2

α • β = ⊥ otherwise

For links, let `1 = α1 \β1 and `2 = α2 \β2 be valid links and α1 • α2 = xα , β1 • β2 = xβ . If xα , xβ 6= ⊥, then
`1 • `2 = xα \xβ . Otherwise, `1 • `2 = ⊥. For the merge on chains, let s = `1 ...`n and s0 = `01 ...`0n be valid chains
0
with `i = αi \βi and `0i = αi \βi0 . If `i • `0i 6= ⊥ for all i ∈ [1, n] and (`1 • `01 )...(`n • `0n ) is a valid chain, then
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s • s0 = (`1 • `01 )...(`n • `0n ). Otherwise, s • s0 = ⊥.
As an example, the chains

2 2 a
\2 \2 \b

2 c
\2 \d cannot merge since a \cb \d
2 a 2
\2 \b \2 merge into c \aa \bb \d .

a 2
and c \2
a \2 cannot merge, as they have different length; \b \2 and
c 2 b
is not a valid chain; a chain s cannot merge with itself; finally, \a \2 \d and

As usual in process calculi, names are restricted in order to force interactions. Let s = `1 ...`n =
α
. . . αi \βii+1 \βi+1 . . . be a link chain. We say that a is matched in s if both
(1) a 6= α1 and a 6= βn (i.e., a cannot occur in the endpoints), and
(2) for any i ∈ [1, n), either βi = αi+1 = a or βi , αi+1 6= a.
Otherwise, we say that a is unmatched (or pending) in s. For example, a and b are matched in τ \aa \bb \d .
c
Instead, neither a nor b are matched in d \2
a \2 \b .
Definition 2.4 (Restriction) Let α, β ∈ A be actions and a ∈ C be a channel name. We define the following
operations on actions and links:
(
τ if α = a
(ν a)α =
and
(ν a) α \β = ((ν a)α) \((ν a)β)
α otherwise
We lift those operations to link chains as follow:
(
((ν a)`1 ) . . . ((ν a)`n ) if a is matched in s
(ν a)s =
⊥
otherwise
τ τ 2
For instance, in s = τ \aa \2
b \2 , the name a is matched and (νa)s = \τ \b \2 ; whereas (νb)s is undefined since b
is pending in s.

3

CNA with constraints

In this section we present the CNA calculus equipped with data passing and constrains on those data. Unlike the
link-calculus [5] (and also the π-calculus in that respect), we will consider values which are not channel names,
thus they will have a separate definition set. Our goal is to perform some checks on the data that participants
in a interaction can share. Values will be taken from an algebraic structure that allows us to compare () and
also to accumulate (⊗) those values. The following definitions are from [11] that simplifies at some extent the
presentation of c-semiring [3] (another algebraic structure used for accumulating and comparing constraints).
Recall that a partial order is a pair hD, i such that D is a set and  is a reflexive, transitive and
antisymmetric relation on D. We use ≺ to denote the strict version of  (i.e., v ≺ v 0 if v  v 0 and v 6= v 0 ). We
also use  and  with the expected meaning. A complete lattice is a partial order where any subset X ⊆ D
has a least upper bound denoted as tX. By duality, the greatest lower bound, denoted as uX, also exists.
As usual, we use > and ⊥ to denote, respectively, tD and t∅. An abelian (or commutative) monoid is a
triple hD, ⊗, >i where ⊗ : D × D → D is a commutative and associative operator and > is its identity (i.e.,
∀v ∈ D.v ⊗ > = > ⊗ v = v).
Definition 3.1 (CLM [11]) A complete lattice monoid (for short CLM) is a tuple K = hD, , ⊗i s.t. hD, i
is a complete lattice, ⊥ and > are, respectively, the least and the greatest elements of D and hD, ⊗, >i is a
commutative monoid. We assume that ⊗ distributes over glb’s, i.e.,
∀v ∈ D.∀X ⊆ D.v ⊗ uX = u{v ⊗ x | x ∈ X}
Let us explain the above definition with a concrete instance that we shall use in the following sections.
∞
Consider the structure KN = hN∞
+ , ≥, +i where N+ is the set of natural numbers completed with ∞ and ≥ is
∞
the usual “greater than” relation on N+ (e.g., 5 ≥ 2). We can think of the elements in N∞
+ as costs. Note that
we consider 0 as the “best” (>) cost (x  0, i.e., x ≥ 0 for any x ∈ N∞
+ ). Also, ∞ is the worst (⊥) cost we
can assume. We accumulate costs with + (addition on N). When costs are added, we get “worse costs” (e.g.,
3 + 2 ≥ 3). More generally, we can show that ⊗ is an intensive operator : ∀v, v 0 ∈ D, v ⊗ v 0  v. It is also
possible to prove that ⊥ is absorbing for ⊗ (i.e., ∀v ∈ D.v ⊗ ⊥ = ⊥). In our concrete example, v + ∞ = ∞.
Definition 3.2 (Residuation) Let K = hD, , ⊗i be a CLM and v, v 0 ∈ D. The residuation of v with respect
to v 0 is defined as v ÷ v 0 = u{x ∈ D | v  v 0 ⊗ x}.
As expected, v  v 0 ⊗ (v ÷ v 0 ) (due to distributivity). Moreover, if v 0  v then v ÷ v 0 = >. In KN , ÷
0
0
0
0
is subtraction on N∞
+ ( v ÷ v = v − v ) if v ≥ v (i.e., v  v ) and 0 otherwise. (See [2] for a discussion on
residuation in constrain-based formalisms).
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It is possible to combine different CLMs in order to measure/compare different entities in a single operation.
Lemma 3.3 (Combining CLMs) Let K1 = hD1 , 1 , ⊗1 i and K2 = hD2 , 2 , ⊗2 i be CLMs. Define K = K1 ×
K2 = hD1 × D2 , ≺, ⊗i where (v, w)  (v 0 , w0 ) iff v 1 v 0 and w 2 w0 ; and (v, w) ⊗ (v 0 , w0 ) = (v ⊗1 v 0 , w ⊗2 w0 ).
Then, K is a CLM.
Proof. The existence of arbitrary lubs is an easy consequence of the existence of lubs in K1 and K2 . Distributivity also follows easily. Note that we can also define (point-wise) residuation on K.
2
3.1

Constrained multiparty interactions

Now we are ready to introduce the syntax of constrained CNA, from now on denoted as CCNA, which is
parametric with respect to a CLM. In the following, we fix the CLM K = hD, , ⊗i with residuation operator
÷. We shall use u, v to range over elements of D. We shall call data-variables to variables (usually denoted as
x, y, ...) that take values from D.
Definition 3.4 (Syntax of CCNA) Given a set of channel names C (ranged over by a, b) and a CLM K,
processes in CCNA are built from the syntax
exp ::= a | v | x | exp ⊗ exp | exp ÷ exp
0

atm ::= exp ? exp
0

where ? ∈ {, ≺, =, 6=, , }
0

expressions
atomic constraints

c, c ::= atm | c ∧ c

constraints

p, q ::= 0 | `h!ei(?c).P | p + q

sequential processes

P, Q ::= p | P | Q | (ν a)P | Aha1 , . . . , an ; e1 , . . . , em i

processes

where a is a distinguished data-variable representing the accumulated value of an interaction; v ∈ D; x is a datavariable; e is an expression where a does not occur; ` = α \β is a solid link built from C ∪ {τ } (i.e. α, β 6= 2);
A is a process identifier for which we assume a (possibly recursive) definition of the form A(b; x) , P where b
is a list of pair-wise distinct names and x is a list of pair-wise distinct data-variables; and ei is an expression
where a does not occur.
2
In the following paragraphs, we explain in detail each of the components of this definitions. The symbol a
denotes a special data-variable that accumulates (using ⊗) the values added by each of the participants in an
interaction (Definition 3.10 below). In KN , examples of valid expressions are 3, 5 − y, 5 + x + a, etc.
Constraints will be used to check if the agents agree on the values of a given interaction. In KN , examples
of atomic constraints are 5 ≥ 3, x ≥ 4, x ≥ y + 3, a ≥ 10, etc. A constraint is just a conjunction of such atoms.
We use tt to denote the (always true) atomic constraint ⊥  >.
Before explaining the meaning of processes, we need an extra definition. The only binder for (data-)
variables is the process definition A(b; x) , P where the variables in x occur bound in P . We shall use fv (P )
to denote the set of free (data-) variables in the process P . We shall also use fv (c) to denote the set of free
(data-) variables in c (including a).
Definition 3.5 (Entailment) We say that a constraint c is ground if it does not contain data-variables nor
the symbol a (i.e., fv (c) = ∅). Given a ground atomic constraint c = e ? e0 , we say that c holds, notation K |= c,
if e and e0 reduce (performing the operations ⊗ and ÷ in K), respectively, to v and v 0 and the relation v?v 0 holds
in K. Otherwise, we write K 6|= c. We extend this notion to ground constraints as follows: K |= c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn
whenever K |= ci for all i ∈ 1..n. Let c, c0 be constraints s.t. fv (c), fv (c0 ) ⊆ {a}. We say that c, c0 are equivalent,
notation c ≈ c0 if ∀v ∈ D.K |= c[v/a] iff K |= c0 [v/a].
As an example, we have the following entailments: KN |= 3 + 2  1 + 2 ; and KN |= 3 ÷ 2  1 + 2. Moreover,
if c1 = tt ∧ 3  a and c2 = a + 0  5 ÷ 2 then c1 ≈ c2 .
The process 0 does nothing. The process `h!ei(?c).P offers the solid link ` along with the value denoted by
the expression e and checks whether the constraint c holds. After this interaction, the process behaves as P .
The non-deterministic process p + q can either behave as p or q. Interleaved parallel composition is denoted as
P | Q. The process (ν a)P behaves as P but it cannot exhibit any action a. Hence, we can say that a is local
(or private) in P . As usual, (ν a)P binds the free occurrences of a in P .
The call Aha1 , ..., an ; e1 , ..., em i behaves as the process P [a1 /b1 , ..., an /bn ][e1 /x1 , . . . , em /xm ] if the constant
A is defined as A(b1 , ..., bn ; x1 , ..., xm ) , P . As expected, the actual parameters substitute the formal parameters of the definition. Besides binding the variables xi , the above definition binds the names bi . We shall use
fn(P ) and bn(P ) to denote, respectively, the free and bound names in P .
We shall impose some restrictions on process that are commonplace in the literature (see e.g., [12]).
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Definition 3.6 (Valid Processes) Processes are taken up to alpha-conversion (renaming of bound names).
We assume that in a process definition A(b; x) , P , fn(P ) ⊆ b and fv (P ) ⊆ x. Moreover, in order to guarantee
the transition system to be finitely branching, we assume that recursive calls in P must be guarded inside a
prefix `h!ei(?c).Q. Finally, we assume that in all processes, the occurrence of a data-variable x (different from
a) is always bound by a process definition.
For instance, the processes `h!2i(?x > 5).Q and `h!2 + xi(?a > 5).Q are not valid since x occurs free (and
def
not bound by a process definition). Moreover, the process definition A() = Ahi|P is not valid since the call
Ahi is not guarded (thus making the transition system infinitely branching).
Notation 3.7 For the sake of readability, we shall use the following shortcuts. We shall omit a trailing 0,
e.g. by writing a \b instead of a \b .0. We shall also write `h!ei instead of `h!ei(?tt). Recall that v ⊗ > = v
for all v ∈ D. Hence, we shall write `(?c) instead of `h!>i(?c). Finally, we shall simply write ` instead of
`h!>i(?tt). Note that any CNA process is also a CCNA process whose shared value (>) is irrelevant for the
final interaction and whose constraint always holds (tt).
The following example shows how constraints can be used to limit the number of participants in a multiparty
interaction. For the moment, the discussion about the behavior of process remains informal until we define the
semantics in the next section.
Example 3.8 The process P = a \b is able to interact with any other process, say Q = c \d and synchronize
c
c 2 a
producing the link chain a \2
b \2 \d . Other outputs can be also expected from that interaction, as e.g. \d \2 \b . In
b
fact, a 3-party synchronization is also possible with yet another process R = \c , thus building the chain a \bb \cc \d .
More generally, P can interact with an unbounded number of other processes by building suitable (valid) link
chains. This means that interactions in CNA are open since the number of participants is not fixed a priori.
This is a quite expressive feature of the calculus but it makes also difficult to reason about processes. (See [7]
and [8] for symbolic techniques to deal with this problem). Consider the structure KN and the processes below
P 0 = a \b h!1i(?a ≤ 2)

Q0 = c \d h!1i(?a ≤ 2)

R0 = b \c h!1i(?a ≤ 2)

Hence, P 0 can interact with at most one of the other two processes (Q0 or R0 ) since, in each interaction, the
value 1 is accumulated and such value must be less than 2. This is a very intuitive (and declarative) mechanism
for counting and restricting the participants in an interaction.
2
Derived construct (tuples). Let us introduce an idiomatic construct that will be useful. Due to Lemma 3.3,
we can assume that agents offer links with tuples of elements as, e.g., (e1 , . . . , en ). Such tuples are elements of
the CLM K1 × · · · × Kn . Hence, we shall use the more convenient notation
`h!e1 , . . . , en i(?c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn )
where each constraint ci may use the special symbol ai (denoting the accumulated values in the i-th position of
the tuple). Note that these tuples and constraints can be easily rewritten in the syntax of Definition 3.4 by using
the construction in Lemma 3.3. Since each CLM Ki represents a different value/measure to be accumulated,
it is not legal to combine values of different CLMs in the same expressions. For instance, expressions as, e.g.,
a1 ÷ a2 are not legal. Similarly for constraints. Next notational convention allows us to give alias for the
“accumulating” variables ai to make specifications cleaner.
Notation 3.9 (Tuples and variables) For a given specification, we can determine that tuples used in interactions are of the form hx1 , ..., xn i where the aliases xi cannot be bound by a process definitions. Hence, we write
`h!x1 = e1 , . . . , xn = en i(?c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ) to mean `h!e1 , . . . , en i(? (c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn ) [a1 /x1 , ..., an /xn ]). Moreover, if
vi = >, we further omit “xi = >”. For instance, if we determine that tuples are of the form hcost, speedi, the
expression `h!speed = 1i(?cost ≤ 3 ∧ speed ≥ 10) means `h!>, 1i(?a1 ≤ 3 ∧ a2 ≥ 10).
3.2

Semantics

In this section we introduce the operational semantics for CCNA. A novelty in this semantics is the use of a late
approach where the number of participants is inferred only in the communication rule in contrast to the early
approach adopted in [4] (where the rule Act needs to “guess” the size of the interaction) . This distinction will
be clarified in brief.
Before defining the semantics, we shall lift the definition of merge on link chains (Definition 2.3) to consider
also valued-constrained-chains (VCC) of the form sh!ei(?c) where s is a link chain, e is a ground expression (no
free variables) and c is a constraint where fv (c) ⊆ {a}. For that, we allow link-chains to be enlarged (injecting
virtual links) or contracted via the relation IJ defined below.
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µ

`h!ei(?c)

µ

p + q −→ P 0

`h!ei(?c).P −−−−−→ P

P | Q −→ P | Q0

µ

P [a/b][v/x] −→ P 0

A(b; x) , P
µ

Aha; vi −→ P 0

Rpar

Rsum

µ

p + q −→ Q0
µ

Q −→ Q0
µ

q −→ Q0

Lsum

µ

µ

P −→ P 0
Lpar
µ
P | Q −→ P 0 | Q

µ

p −→ P 0

Act

P −→ P 0

φ

Q −→ Q0

µ•φ

P | Q −→ P 0 | Q0

Com

µ

Ide

P −
→ P0
(νa)µ

Res

(νa)P −−−→ (νa)P 0

Fig. 1. Semantics. All the rules have the proviso that the labels in the transitions are valid (Def. 3.10).

Definition 3.10 (Valued-constrained-chains and operations) We let IJ be the least equivalence relation over link chains closed under the axioms (whenever both sides are valid link chains):
s 2 \2 IJ s

s1

2 2
\2 \2

s2 IJ s1

2

2

\2 s2

\2 s IJ s

a
s1 α \aa \β s2 IJ s1 α \2
a \2 \β s2

We merge VCCs as follow: sh!ei(?c) • s0 h!e0 i(?c0 ) = (w • w0 )h!e ⊗ e0 i(?c ∧ c0 ) with s IJ w and s0 IJ w0 . We
define (νa)(sh!ei(?c)) as ((νa)s)h!ei(?c). We say that a VCC sh!ei(?c) is valid iff s is a valid link chain and
K |= c[e/a].
We shall use µ, φ to range over VCCs. Note that the values are merged using the ⊗ operator of the CLM.
Note also that, in order to check the validity of a VCC, the symbol a is replaced with the current accumulated
value e. Since we are assuming that there are no free data-variables in a process (see Definition 3.6), once the
data-variables of a definition have been replaced with concrete values, c[e/a] is indeed a ground constraint.
Finally, since there are no occurrences of names in values and constraints, the restriction operation on VCCs
acts only on the link chains (Definition 2.4) and hence, e and c remain the same.
The structural operational semantics is given by the labeled transition system (P, VCC, −→) where the set
P of states is the set of CCNA processes, labels are valid valued-constrained-chains (VCC) and the transition
relation −→ is the minimal transition relation generated by the rules in Figure 1.
The prefix process `h!ei(?c).P simply offers the link ` with value/expression e and checks whether c is valid,
i.e., `h!ei(?c) must be a valid VCC (Rule Act). If p is able to exhibit a transition to P 0 with label µ, then
µ
p + q −→ P 0 (Rule Lsum). Similarly for q (Rule Rsum). If P can exhibit a transition, it can also exhibit the
same transition when running in parallel with Q (Rules Lpar and Rpar). In Res, if P offers the action µ then
(νa)P offers (νa)µ (if it is valid). Rule Ide simply replaces the formal parameter with the actual parameters.
The synchronization mechanism (Rule Com) works by merging two VCCs. When doing that, note that the
link chains can be enlarged (Definition 3.10) and hence, the links of one chain can be placed in an admissible
position of the other chain. Note that the decision about the length of the resulting chain is postponed until
the use of the rule Com. This is a different approach from the one considered in [4] (for CNA processes) where
the size of the interaction must be inferred in the Act rule (by enlarging in this rule ` with IJ). We also
note that contrary to CCS, the Rule Com in CCNA (and CNA) can appear several times in the proof tree of a
transition since the merging operator can always inject more virtual links to allow other agents to participate
as shown in the following example.
Example 3.11 Consider the CLM KN and the processes:
P = τ \a h!2i(?a ≤ 10).P 0

Q = a \b h!3i(?a ≤ 12).Q0

R = b \τ h!5i(?a ≥ 4).R0

representing three agents interested in building a house. Each of them has a cost for her services (e.g., P
charges $2). Moreover, P is not willing to participate in a project that costs more than $10 and R does not
participate in “small” projects with a cost below $4. P requires someone providing a service matching its output
link a. Q offers a and expects in exchange b and R provides b. The three agents can indeed engage in the
project as the derivation in Figure 3.2 shows. Note that (νa, b)τ \aa \bb \τ = τ \ττ \ττ \τ . Also, in all the steps of this
derivation the labels of the transitions are valid VCCs. Rule Com is used twice in the derivation, thus resulting
in a 3-party interaction.
If we define P2 as τ \a h!2i(?a < 10).P20 the process (νa, b)(P2 |Q|R) does not have any transition since
sh!10i(?a < 10 ∧ a ≤ 12 ∧ a ≥ 4) is not a valid VCC. Moreover the names a, b are restricted and none of the
processes in P2 |Q|R can evolve independently using the rules Lpar and Rpar (e.g., a is not matched in τ \a and
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a

\b h!3i(?a≤12)

Act

Q−
−−−−−−−−−−
→ Q0
τ

\a h!2i(?a≤10)

Act

b

Act
\τ h!5i(?a≥4)

R −−−−−−−−−−→ R0

a b

Com

\ \τ h!8i(?a≤12∧a≥4)

b
Q|R −−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Q0 |R0

P −−−−−−−−−−−→ P 0

τ a b
\a \ \τ h!10i(?c)

Com

b
−−−−−−−→ P 0 |Q0 |R0
P |Q|R −−−−−
τ τ τ

\ \ \τ h!10i(?a≤10∧a≤12∧a≥4)

2 × Res

τ τ
(νa, b)(P |Q|R) −−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (νa, b)(P 0 |Q0 |R0 )

Fig. 2. Derivation in Example 3.11.

then, (νa)τ \a is not valid). In words, P2 refuses a 3-party interaction with Q and R since the project will cost
more than she expects.
2
Example 3.12 (Conditionals) Given an atomic constraint c = e1 ? e2 , let b
c denote the atomic constraint
e1 b
?e2 where b
? substitutes = with 6=,  with , ≺ with , etc. It is straightforward to see that: (1) bb
c = c
; and (2) given a ground atomic constraint c, K |= c iff K 6|= b
c. We can define a conditional construct
to select the continuation of a process depending on the entailment of a constraint. More precisely, if c =
c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn where each ci is an atomic constraint, we can write `h!ei(if ?c then P else Q) to denote the
process `h!ei(?c).P + `h!ei(?cb1 ).Q + · · · + `h!ei(?cbn ).Q. Note that P is executed whenever all ci hold (and hence
c holds) and Q is executed if there is a ci that does not hold in the underlying CLM.
2
Definition 3.13 (Computations) Let W ∗ be the set of finite and infinite sequences of valid VCCs. Let
P be a process and σ = s1 .s2 ... ∈ W ∗ be an infinite sequence. We say that σ is a computation of P if
s1
s2
s3
P = P0 −→
P1 −→
P2 −→
· · · . If P cannot afford any transition, we shall write P 6−→ and we call P
a dead-lock. If σ = s1 .s2 ...sn ∈ W ∗ is a finite sequence, we say that σ is a (finite) computation of P if
s1
sn
σ
P = P0 −→
P1 · · · Pn−1 −→
Pn 6−→. In both cases we shall write P −→. We shall use O(P ) ⊆ W ∗ to denote
σ
the set {σ | P −→}.
3.3

Network bisimulation

Now we define a behavioral equivalence on CCNA processes that we show to be a congruence. In the tradition
of CNA, we do not distinguish between processes that exhibit different internal transitions. This is reflected in
the following extension of the equivalence relation BC originally proposed in [4].
Definition 3.14 (Equivalence BC) We let BC be the least equivalence relation over link chains closed under
the following inference rules:
s IJ s0
s1 α \ττ \β s2 BC s1 α \β s2
s BC s0
We lift such relation to VCC as follows: sh!ei(?c) BC s0 h!ei(?c0 ) iff s BC s0 and c ≈ c0 .
Definition 3.15 (Network Bisimulation) A network bisimulation R is a binary relation over CCNA processes such that, if P R Q then:
µ

φ

µ

φ

• if P −→ P 0 , then ∃ φ, Q0 such that µBCφ, Q −→ Q0 , and P 0 R Q0 ;
• if Q −→ Q0 , then ∃ φ, P 0 such that µBCφ, P −→ P 0 , and P 0 R Q0 .
P and Q are network bisimilar, notation P ∼ Q, if there exists a network bisimulation R s.t. P R Q.
Following standard techniques (see e.g., [12,23]), we can show that ∼ is an equivalence relation and it is
the largest network bisimulation relation.
Let us give some illustrative examples with the structure KN . For any P , 0 ∼ `h!3i(?a ≤ 2).P since
KN 6|= 3 ≤ 2. Moreover, merging constraints cannot make a ≤ 2 valid (due to intensiveness of ⊗ w.r.t. , i.e.,
a will be always greater than 3).
The processes P = `h!3i(?a ≤ 5) and Q = `h!3i(?a ≤ 7) cannot be considered equivalent: Q can, for
instance, synchronize with R = `0 h!4i while P cannot. Now consider P = `h!2i(?a ≤ 2) and Q = `h!4i(?a ≤ 4).
Note that both processes can synchronize with a process of the form R = `0 h!0i(?c). However, if c = a ≤ 2, P
and R can synchronize but Q and R cannot.
Next we show that ∼ is a congruence relation and then, we can replace “equals by equals” in any context.
For that, let C[·] denote a process expression with a single occurrence of a hole [·]. Moreover, if P is a process,
C[P ] denotes a process expression resulting from the substitution of the hole [·] with P .
Theorem 3.16 (Congruence) If P ∼ Q then, for any context C[·], C[P ] ∼ C[Q].
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The above theorem is proved by exhibiting appropriate network bisimulations for any case/context. The
complete proof is in the appendix.

4

Applications: fairness and constrained interactions

In this section we give three compelling examples showing how to declaratively control multiparty interactions
by means of constraints. The first example is the canonical problem of the dinning philosophers. In this case, by
adding constraints, we are able to specify a deadlock free and fair solution for the problem. The second example
models a network transportation system where constraints may represent costs or temporal restrictions. In our
last example, constraints are used to model service level agreements in a negotiation protocol.
4.1

The dinning philosophers

The classical example of the dining philosophers (DP) has been introduced to study interactions between
concurrent entities that want to share some resources. The problem relates n philosophers sitting around a
table, where each one has its own dish, and they can only eat or think. When they, independently, decide to
eat, they need two forks. On the table, there is only one fork between two dishes, i.e., exactly n forks.
It is well known there is no symmetric and deadlock-free specification of this system using only binary interactions [12] as in, e.g., CCS. Let us illustrate the problem considering only two philosophers. The philosophers
are specified as the CCS process Pi = fi .f(i+1)mod 2 .eati .Pi0 where P0 first grabs the fork 0, then he grabs the
fork 1 to later start eating (similarly for P1 ). If we run in parallel P0 and P1 along with the processes specifying
the two forks (Fi = fi .Fi0 ), the system can reach a deadlock when P0 takes the fork 0 and P1 takes the fork 1.
By using a multiparty synchronization calculus, the DP problem has a simple and very natural deadlock
free specification (see [7,8] for a solution using CNA and [12] for a solution using Multi-CCS). In that case, in an
atomic (or multiparty) interaction, a philosopher takes at the same time both forks, thus avoiding the deadlock
situation described above. However, the solutions in Multi-CCS and CNA may exhibit unfair computations
where, e.g., a given philosopher eats or thinks all the time (and the others cannot progress).
s

s

s

1
2
3
Definition 4.1 (Fairness [24]) Let π be an infinite computation, π = P0 −→
P1 −→
P2 −→
· · · . A VCC
00
0
00 0
0
µ is relentlessly enabled in π if ∀ π , π s.t. π = π π , π contains a process Pi that can afford a transition
labeled with µ. Moreover, π is strongly fair if each relentlessly enabled VCC µ on π 0 occurs in π 0 .

In words, a computation π is strongly fair if an action (VCC) that is relentlessly enabled in π, occurs
infinitely often in π.
Here we focus on a fair solution for the DP problem: due to deadlock-freeness, every computation is infinite
and, by fairness, in every computation each philosopher eats infinitely many times. For that, we use constraints
to neatly implement a sort of ticket service, thus guaranteeing that philosophers must alternate the use of the
forks. From now on, we fix the CLM to be the structure KN .
Below we describe our first attempt to solve the problem. Unfortunately, the specification is deadlock-free
but it is not fair. We shall use DP (n) to denote the instance of the DP problem with n philosophers and i+
n
to denote (i + 1)mod n.
Example 4.2 (Dinning Philosophers) Let n ≥ 2 be the number of philosophers (and forks) in the problem
and define F orki with i ∈ [0, n) as follows:
Forki (l, r) , τ \τ (?l = 0 ∧ r = 0).Forki hN, N i
+ τ \upLi (?l > 0).τ \dwi .Forki hl-1, ri +

upRi

\τ (?r > 0).dwi \τ .Forki hl, r-1i

In this specification, N is a global parameter/constant of the model indicating how many times we allow a
philosopher to consecutively use the forks. The parameter l of the definition is the maximum number of times
the philosopher on the left can use the i-th fork. Similarly, for the parameter r. Every time the i-th fork is
used by the philosopher on its left (resp. right), the parameter l (resp. r) is decremented (using ÷) by 1. The
process F orki (l, r) can reset its parameters to the initial values only when both l and r are equal to zero. The
values of the parameters are checked by the constraints associated to the prefix τ \upLi (resp. upRi \τ ) that allow
the philosopher on the left (resp. right) to grab the fork.
The specification of the philosophers is as follows:
Phili () , τ \tki .Phili hi + upLi \upRi+ .τ \eati .dwi \dwi+ .Phili hi
n

n

Hence, the process Phili hi can either think or establish a 3-party synchronization with the forks on his right
and on his left. In that case, he can eat to later release both forks in another 3-party synchronization. In fact,
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the release of the forks can be done independently and there is no need for a multiparty synchronization.
The whole system restricts all the channel names but eati which is a visible action:
f i )(P hil0 | . . . |P hiln−1 |F ork0 (N, N )| . . . |F orkn−1 (N, N ))
g i , upR
g i , dw
DP = (ν upL
f i stand for the sets of channel names used in P hili and F orki with i ∈ [0, n-1).
g i , upR
g i , dw
Here upL

2

The transition system generated by the process DP (that can be computed with our tool, see Section 5)
is indeed deadlock free. Moreover, once Pi has used the forks N times, he has to wait until his neighbors eat
also N times to be able to eat again. This means that Pi cannot take control of the forks forever and, at some
point, he has to wait for the others. In other words, there are no computations where, e.g., Pi eats infinitely
many times and Pj can never grab the forks.
In this model, however, we cannot prove that Pi can eat infinitely many
times. The problem is the thinking action: there is an infinite computation
tk0
tk0
where, e.g., P0 is always thinking and nobody is eating. Such computation
corresponds to the loop on state S1 in the abstract version of the transition
system in the figure on the left. In this loop, the action gbi , representing Pi
···
gbi
S1
S2
grabbing the forks, is always enabled. This situation can be interpreted as
“Pi has the potential of grabbing the forks but the scheduler never gives him
the chance to do it”.
The fair system can be obtained by controlling also the thinking action. Similar to the solution in [12],
we can enforce that philosophers must eat after thinking, thus alternating between thinking and eating states.
This is the purpose of moving to the state Phil0i after exhibiting the think action in the model below.
Example 4.3 (Fair alternating system) Consider the processes definitions Fork and DP in Example 4.2
where the definition of Phili is modified as follows:
Phili () , τ \tki .Phil’i hi + upLi \upRi+ .τ \eati .dwi \dwi+ .Phili hi
n

Phil0i () ,

upLi

n

\upRi+ .τ \eati .dwi \dwi+ .Phili hi
n

n

For illustration, consider a possible transition where the philosopher n-1 takes both forks to later eat and
release the forks:
upL

upR

(ν n
e)τ \upLn-1 \upR0 \τ (?1>0 ∧ ?1>0)

τ

dw

dw

(ν n
e) τ \dwn-1 \dw0 \τ

\eat

n-1
DP −−−−−−−−
−−−−−0−−−−−−−−−−→ DP1 −−−−n-1
−→ DP2 −−−−−−−n-1
−−−−0−→ DP3
f i ; DP1 is as DP but Phil0 is replaced with τ \eat . dwi \dw .Phil0 hi; DP2 is as DP
g i , upR
g i , dw
where n
e = upL
+
i
i
n

but Phil0 is replaced with

dwi

\dwi+ .Phil0 hi; and, finally,
n

f i )(P hil0 | . . . |P hiln−1 |F ork0 (N -1, N )| . . . |F orki (N, N )| . . . |F orkn-1 (N, N -1)) . Note
g i , upR
g i , dw
DP3 = (ν upL
the new state of the forks 0 and n-1, namely, Fork0 (N -1, N ) and Forkn-1 (N, N -1).
2
We can show that the process DP in the above example produces an alternating execution between the
philosophers. For concreteness, consider only two philosophers and let DPW be as DP (2) where we ignore the
think actions, i.e., we consider only the process Phil0i () calling to itself, instead of calling the process Phili hi.
We can define the following specification:
def

Spec() = τ \eat0 .τ \eat1 .Spechi +

τ

\eat1 .τ \eat0 .Spechi

stating that philosophers must alternate when N = 1. We can then prove the equivalence DW ∼ Spechi.
Let us now show that fairness holds even considering the thinking action. Without loss of generality, let
N = 1. For readability, let us give a more abstract representation of the state of the forks as a ring of tuples
of the form Sn = ha0 , a1 iha1 , a2 iha2 , a3 i . . . han−1 , a0 i where ai ∈ {0, 1, ?}. Such ring is subject to the following
transition rules:
•
•
•

Grab: . . . hx, 1ih1, yi · · · ⇒ . . . hx, ?ih?, yi . . .
Grab-0-end: h?, xi . . . hy, ?i ⇒ h0, xi . . . hy, 0i
Reset: . . . h0, 0i · · · ⇒ . . . h1, 1i . . . .

Grab-0: h1, xi . . . hy, 1i ⇒ h?, xi . . . hy, ?i
Grab-end: . . . hx, ?ih?, yi · · · ⇒ . . . hx, 0ih0, yi . . .

The state of the fork i is represented by the i-th tuple hl, ri where l=1 (resp. l=0) means that the left philosopher
may (resp. cannot) take this fork and l =? is the intermediate state where the philosopher is eating to later
release the forks (thus abstracting the steps DP1 and DP2 in Example 4.3). The transition Grab (and Grab-0
for Phil0 ) abstracts the operational step from DP to DP1 and Grab-end (and Grab-0-end for Phil0 ) the
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transition from DP1 to DP3 . Moreover, due to the definition of Fork in Example 4.2, from the state h0, 0i the
only possible transition for the fork is to reset its parameters leading to the state h1, 1i.
Next lemma proves that, for all philosopher Pi , always is the case that Pi will eventually eat. More precisely,
Lemma 4.1 (fairness) Let n ≥ 2, N ≥ 1 and DP(n) be the n-dining philosopher system formalized in
Example 4.3. Then, O(DP) 6= ∅ and, for all σ ∈ O(DP):
(i) Deadlock-freeness: σ is an infinite sequence ;
(ii) Fairness: for all i ∈ [0, n), the label τ \eati appears infinitely often in σ.
Proof. Let us give a sketch of the proof (more details in the appendix and an automatic proof
for a specific instance of n in the next section).
For deadlock-freeness, consider the state Sn =
ha0 , a1 iha1 , a2 iha2 , a3 i . . . han−1 , a0 i where ai ∈ {0, 1, ?}. If there is an ai s.t. ai ∈ {1, ?}, then, it is always possible to apply the rules Grab or Grab-end to make a transition. Otherwise (i.e., if ai = 0 for all
i ∈ 0..n − 1) then, it is always possible to apply the Reset rule. The proof of fairness follows by contradiction.
Let σ be a computation of DP(n) such that 0 < m ≤ n philosophers will never perform the eating action. This
means that in σ, the state includes tuples of the form · · · hi, 1ih1, ji · · · where the 1’s remain the same (i.e.,
these values never become 0 due to an application of Grab). We can show that σ must be finite and, indeed,
there will be a maximum number of transitions before getting a deadlock (thus a contradiction since σ must
be infinite).
2
A direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1 (Starvation freedom) Let n ≥ 2, N ≥ 1 and DP(n) be a n-dining philosopher system formalized as in Example 4.3. In every (infinite) computation, the Grab-end transition (the action after eating)
occurs infinitely often for each adjacent tuple.
Note that in Example 4.3 we can specify different constants Ni for the parameters of the process F orki hli , ri i,
, i.e. the number of times that two consecutive forks are used by their common
with the restriction that ri = li+
n
adjacent philosopher must be the same. This is useful when we are modeling systems in which there are different
priorities for the use of the resources. Also in situations where the network of agents is not completely balanced
(since some of them may work faster than others).
In the next example, we show that values and constraints can be useful to specify, declaratively, the internal
state of processes. For that, we consider the case where philosophers may decide to remain thinking for a while
and then, they decide to eat. In this scenario, it is important for the system that philosophers moving to the
thinking state do not block the activities of the others. We thus assume that philosophers take the decision
(of thinking or eating again) and such decision must be communicated to the two adjacent forks. In turn, the
forks may perform synchronizations with philosophers that have already consumed all their N usages whenever
the adjacent philosopher is in the thinking state.
Example 4.4 (Constraints as states) Consider the following specification for the philosophers:
Phili ()

def idlLi

Phil-Eat()

def τ

=

\idlRi+ .Phil-Idlei hi + upLi \upRi+ .Phil-Eati hi
n

=

n

\eati .dwi \dwi+ .Phili hi
n

def tau

Phil-Idlei () =

\tki .Phil-Idlei hi + wLi \wRi .upLi \upRi+ .Phil-Eati hi
n

In Phili we see two new sets of names and links: idlLi and idlRi (resp. wLi and wRi ) are used to synchronize
with both forks and communicate the fact that the philosopher goes to the thinking state (resp. starts eating
again). The model for the forks is as follows:
def idlRi

Forki (l, r, idll, idlr) =

wRi
τ

\τ .Forki hl, r, idll, 1i + τ \idlLi .Forki hl, r, 1, idlri+

\τ .Forki hl, r, idll, 0i + τ \wLi .Forki hl, r, 0, idlri+

\upLi (?l = 0 ∧ idlr = 1).τ \dwi .Forki hl, r, idll, idlri+

upRi

\τ (?r = 0 ∧ idll = 1).dwi \τ .Forki hl, r, idll, idlri+

the 3 choices in Example 4.2
The process DP(n) is defined as usual, adding the new names in the set of restricted names.
In Forki , besides l and r, we also have parameters to determine the current state of the left and right
philosophers. The first line in the definition allows for communicating the decision of going to the thinking/idle
state (for the right and left philosopher). Similarly, the second line is used to communicate the intention of
start eating again. Most importantly, the third line allows for a synchronization with the left philosopher even
if l = 0. In that case, the right philosopher must be in the idle state. Similarly for the forth line. In this
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system we cannot prove fairness as in Lemma 4.1 (since there are unfair always-thinking computations). We
can assume (externally) a fairness condition ruling out such computations or specify a more controlled version
of Phil-Idlei that, for instance, “counts” and controls the number of thinking actions.
Before closing this section, let us note that all the solutions presented here satisfy the usual requirements
for this problem: fully distribution (there is no central agent coordinating the activities of the philosophers)
and symmetry (all philosophers and forks are identical). The control of the agents defined here rely completely
on their internal state and all of them are symmetrically defined as Phili and Forki . If we dispense with
symmetry, there is a simple solution for the problem in CCS where P0 grabs first the fork on his left (F0 ) and
P1 grabs first the fork on his right (again, F0 ). Hence, there is no a deadlock in this asymmetric specification
as the one described in the beginning of this section. As pointed out in [12], the solution for the problem
in Multi-CCS (as well as ours in CCNA) is fully distributed in an abstract level: there is no a central shared
memory. However, it is not possible to have a truly distributed deterministic implementation of this kind of
multiparty synchronization mechanisms [15].
4.2

The network transportation system

The following example is a simplified version of the network transportation system presented in [7] where each
transportation system has a specific cost. Passengers may specify a threshold for the value they are willing to
pay for a trip starting and ending at the required stations. For simplicity, we are not considering the model
of the stations. Here we model a complete trip of the passenger as a single transition that also records all the
data concerning the trip (i.e. the sum of the costs of the used means of transport).
Example 4.5 (Network Transportation System) Consider the following definitions:

P = τ \s1 |

s3

\τ (?a ≤ 5)

M oT (s1, s2, c) ,

M 1 = M oT (s1, s2, 3)

s1

\s2 h!ci.M oT

M 2 = M oT (s2, s3, 2)

T 1 = M oT (s1, s3, 7)

System = (νs)(P | M 1 | M 2 | T )
Here, P is willing to go from s1 to s3 . She offers its links for free but she constraints synchronizations to
have cost at most 5. On the other side, M 1 does not impose any constraint but it forces the final agreement to
have cost at least 3. In this system, there is only one possible transition, namely,
s2 s3
(νs) τ \s1
s \s2 \s3 \τ h!5i(?5≤5)

System −−−−−−1−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (νs)(M 1 | M 2 | T )
where P has to synchronize with both M 1 and M 2 (and pay 5). Note that P cannot take the train T since the
s3
chain τ \s1
s1 \s3 \τ h!7i(?7 ≤ 5) is not valid (Def. 3.10).
We can model the situation in which the passengers have two kinds of constraints: cost and time. In this
case, values are tuples (Notation 3.9) of the form hcost, timei. Each means of transport offers services at a given
cost and speed and passengers may pose constraints on those values. Furthermore, adding a third element to
the tuple, we can also restrict the number of connections a passenger is willing to accept (see Example 3.8).
4.3

Service Level Agreements (SLA)

We propose an extended model for the Service Level Agreements (SLA) protocol specified in [9]. In this kind of
protocols, before the effective provisioning of a service, the involved parties should agree on a set of parameters,
such as the cost the client should pay or the service quality the provider is willing to offer.
Example 4.6 (SLA Protocol) Here we consider a client C asking a web hosting provider P the use of a
service. P , in turn, can offer the service once it receives the availability of the bandwidth from a third party T .
Hence we shall consider tuples of the form hcost, bwi (see Notation 3.9). The client is modeled as
C , τ \s (?cost < M axC ∧ bw > M inB ).C
where M axC (maximal cost) and M inB (minimal bandwidth) are constants for the model. We may have
several T 0 s offering different options for the provider, for instance:
T1 ,

th

\τ h!25, 100i.T1

T2 ,

th
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Here, T1 has only one option of service (at cost 25) while T2 offers two possibilities of bandwidth (70 and
130) at different costs. The provider P charges an extra fee depending on the bandwidth availability that he has
received from T :
P , s \th h!2, 0i(?cost < 60).P
+ s \th h!3, 0i(?60 ≤ cost < 100).P
+ s \th h!5, 0i(?cost ≥ 100).P
The system is SLA , (ν s, th)(P | C | T1 | T2 ) and a possible transition is
(ν s,th) τ \s \th \τ h!20i(?c)

s th
SLA −−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−→ SLA

where c = 20 < M axC ∧ 70 > M inB ∧ 60 ≤ 70 < 100. What we are observing is a synchronization between P ,
C and the first option of T2 (and thus, the final cost is 20).
2

5

Concluding Remarks

On top of the tool described in [8], we have implemented a rewriting logic [16] specification of the semantics
proposed here in the Maude System. The tool is available at https://gitlab.com/carlos_olarte/SiLVer.
We built a suitable signature for the syntax of CCNA processes and specified the operational rules as rewriting
rules. We profit from the symbolic techniques proposed in [8] to efficiently check when two or more links can
be combined into a valid link chain. Using this tool, we can check for instance that for a particular instance
of n, all the systems DP (n) discussed in Section 4.1 are deadlock free. For that, it is just a matter to ask
whether there is a reachable state without transition (i.e., a normal form, “⇒ !”): search [1] DP(2) ⇒ ! S:State ..
The answer is No solution. telling us that such state does not exist, thus proving deadlock freeness for DP (2).
More interestingly, we can verify the fairness condition in Lemma 4.1. For that, we use the model checker in
Maude and ask if the property 23{ τ \eat0 } is valid. Here 2 and 3 are the linear time temporal logic (LTL)
modalities “always” and “eventually”. The answer is true for the system in Example 4.3 and false (with
a suitable counterexample) for the other models. We can also verify safety for all the systems. For that, we
can ask if there is a state reachable from DP (2) where both τ \eat0 and τ \eat1 are enabled. The answer is
No solution.. The tool also offers facilities to traverse the transition system, generate traces and produce a DOT
file (graph description language) with the resulting transition system.
We are currently working on an extension of the Symbolic Link Modal Logic proposed in [8] to offer
mechanisms to specify properties involving constraints. This should allow us to state properties such as
“the process P cannot exhibit a n-party synchronization with n > N ” or “the server will never admit more
connections that its bandwidth-limit allows”. Coupling this logic with the already implemented infrastructure
for model checking in Maude will provide more (automatic) verification techniques to reason about CCNA
specifications. It would be also interesting to explore a wider range of behavioral equivalences including weaknetwork-bisimulation and also stronger versions of network-bisimulations (where, e.g, BC-related link chains
are not identified). Efficient decision procedures for those equivalences have not been explored yet.
In the examples presented here, for the sake of uniformity, we have used only one CLM (KN ). There are many
choices for it (see e.g., [11,3]). For instance, consider the structures KP = h[0, 1], ≤, ×i and KF = h[0, 1], ≤, mini.
In the first one, the subscript “P ” is for probability and agents accumulate values in the real interval [0, 1]
by multiplying them. Hence, the accumulated value gets closer to 0 when more agents are involved in an
interaction. In the second structure the “F ” stands for fuzzy, where values are accumulated by choosing the
minimal value. In this case, agents can define a threshold for interaction based on their preferences expressed
as values in the interval [0, 1]. As pointed out in Lemma 3.3, it is possible to combine such structures to obtain
richer ones. Some examples using those structures are in the tool’s web page.
Multiparty calculi with different synchronization mechanisms have been proposed, e.g., in CSP [13] and full
Lotos [22]. These calculi offer parallel operators that exhibit a set of action names (or channel names), and
all the parallel processes offering that action (or an action along that channel) can synchronize by executing
it. In [20], a binary form of input allows for a three-way communication. The reader may also refer to [14]
where it is shown that CCSn (or n-join CCS), an extension of CCS that allows prefixes to synchronize with
at most n outputs, is strictly more expressive than CCSn−1 . The multiparty calculus most related to CNA
is in [19], where links are named and are distinct from the usual input/output actions: there is one sender
and one receiver (the output includes the final receiver name). Finally, we mention the cc-π calculus [9] that
combines the name-passing discipline of the π-calculus with constraints in the style of concurrent constraint
programming (see a survey in [21]). This calculus does not offer multiparty synchronization and its semantics
is necessarily more involved due to the name-passing discipline of the π-calculus. As showed here, constraints
in CCNA allows for a declarative control of processes in a very natural way.
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Appendix
A

Congruence (Theorem 3.16)

In this section we prove that P ∼ Q implies that, for any context C[·], C[P ] ∼ C[Q]. Recall that the (coinductive) technique for showing that two processes are (network) bisimilar consists in exhibiting a network
bisimulation R containing the two processes (see, e.g., [23]). Since P ∼ Q, we know that there exists a network
bisimulation R containing the pair (P, Q). For each context C[·], we show a suitable R0 s.t. (C[P ], C[Q]) ∈ R0 .
•

•

Case µ.[·]. The needed relation is R0 = {(µ.P, µ.Q) | µ ∈ V CC} ∪ R. Clearly, µ.P can only perform µ and
proceed as P . Similarly for µ.Q. Since (P, Q) ∈ R, R0 is indeed a network bisimulation.
Case [·] + R. Note that P and Q must be sequential processes. Let R0 = R ∪ {(P + R, Q + R) | R ∈ P} ∪ I
where I is the identity relation on P (P is the set of CCNA processes). There are two possible transitions
µ
µ
for P + R. (1) If P + R −→ P 0 then, it must be the case that P −→ P 0 . Hence, there exists Q0 and µ0 BCµ
µ0

•

µ0

s.t. Q −→ Q0 . We conclude by noticing that Q + R −→ Q0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ R0 . (2) If R moves, we observe
µ
µ
P + R −→ R0 . Then, Q + R −→ R0 and clearly (R0 , R0 ) ∈ R0 . The case R + [·] follows similarly.
Case [·]|R. The needed network bisimulation is R0 = {(P |R, Q|R) | (P, Q) ∈ R and R ∈ P}. The process
µ
P |R exhibits 3 kind of transitions. P |R moves to P 0 |R with label µ using the rule Lpar. Hence, P −→ P 0
µ0

µ0

and there exists Q0 and µ0 BCµ s.t. Q −→ Q0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ R. By using Lpar, Q|R −→ Q0 |R and clearly
(P 0 |R, Q0 |R) ∈ R0 as needed. The case when R moves (using Rpar) is trivial. If P and R synchronizes (using
µ

ψ

Com), it must be the case that P −→ P 0 , R −→ R0 and the label of the transition is µ • ψ. We also know
ξ

that there exists Q0 and ξBCµ s.t. Q −→ Q0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ R. We can suitable enlarge (via IJ and BC)
ξ•ψ

the link chains in ψ and ξ to make ψ • ξ valid and Q|R −→ Q0 |R0 as needed. The case R|[·] is similar.
•

Case (νa)[·]. The needed relation is R0 = {((νa)P, (νa)Q) | (P, Q) ∈ R and a ∈ V CC}. If (νa)P
µ

µ

(νa)µ

−→

0

(νa)P 0 it must be the case that P −→ P 0 . Hence there exists Q0 and µ0 BCµ s.t. Q −→ Q0 and (P 0 , Q0 ) ∈ R.
(νa)µ0

We conclude by noticing that (νa)Q −→ (νa)Q0 (for that, we can easily show that if (νa)µ is valid, then
(νa)µ0 is also valid for µ0 BCµ. ) and hence, ((νa)P 0 , (νa)Q0 ) ∈ R0 as needed.
2

B

Proof of fairness (Lemma 4.1)

For the sake of readability, we shall change marginally the notation of the reachable states (processes) from
DP (n). Note that the set of labels (ignoring the constraint tt) of the transition system generate from DP is
L = { τ \eati , τ \tki | i ∈ [0, n)} ∪ { τ \ττ \ττ \τ } ∪ { τ \τ }. The first component corresponds to the (visible) eating
and thinking actions; the second component to the 3-party interaction for grabbing and releasing the forks (see
transitions in Example 4.3); and τ \τ to the reset action (first line in the definition of Fork in Example 4.2).
Let us use eati , tki , grabi , releasei and reseti to denote such actions. For conciseness, we fix N = 1.
The process Forki (l, r) and its sucessor states will be represented as the tuple hl, ri. For that, note that a
fork can be in one of the following states (see Example 4.2):
•

Forki (1, r) (resp. Forki (l, 1)) where it can synchronize with the philosopher on the right (resp. on the left).
We shall write these states, respectively, as h1, ri and hl, 1i.

• τ \dw .Forki h0, ri
i
•

and dwi \τ .Forki hl, 0i. The first (resp. second) is the result after a synchronization with the
philosopher on the left (resp. right). Let us denote those states as the tuples h?, ri and hl, ?i.
Forki (0, 0) (notation h0, 0i) where the only possible transition is a reset action leading to h1, 1i.

We can also simplify the notation to represent the philosophers. For that, note that they can be in one of
the following states (see processes and transitions in Example 4.3):
•

Phili , where he can grab the forks or think. We shall use GTi to denote that state.

•

After thinking, the resulting process is Phil0i whose only possible action is to grab the forks. We shall denote
that state as Gi .
After grabbing the forks, the new state is τ \eati .dwi \dwi+ .Phili hi where the only possible action is to eat. We
n
shall use Ei to denote that state.
After exhibiting the eati action, the new state is dwi \dwi+ .Phil, from now on denoted as Ri .

•

•

n
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•

After releasing the forks, we are back in the state GTi .
Hence, any resulting process from DP (n) can be succinctly represented as
P0 · · · Pi · · · Pn−1 hl0 , r1 ihl1 , r2 ihl2 , r3 i · · · hln−1 , r0 i where each Pi is either GTi , Gi , Ei , or Ri .
Some valid transitions of this system are:
tk

i
P0 · · · Gi · · · Pn−1 · · · (Phil i thinks)
(i) P0 · · · GTi · · · Pn−1 hl0 , r1 i · · · hli−1 , ri ihli , ri+1 i · · · hln−1 , r0 i −→

grab

(ii) · · · Gi · · · · · · hli−1 , 1ih1, ri+1 i · · · −→i · · · Ei · · · · · · hli−1 , ?ih?, ri+1 i · · · (grabbing the forks)
eat

i
· · · Ri · · · · · · hli−1 , ?ih?, ri+1 i · · · (eating)
(iii) · · · Ei · · · · · · hli−1 , ?ih?, ri+1 i · · · −→

(iv) · · · Ri · · · · · · hli−1 , ?ih?, ri+1 i · · ·

releasei

−→

· · · GTi · · · · · · hli−1 , 0ih0, ri+1 i · · · (release the forks).

reseti

(v) · · · · · · h0, 0i · · · −→ · · · · · · h1, 1i · · · (reset the fork i)
After the transition (iv), the only available action for the i-th philosopher is to think (only once). In this
state, he can only grab the forks again once his neighbors eat and the forks perform the reset action. More
precisely, the configuration . . . h1, 0ih0, 1i . . . means that the philosopher in the middle has eaten and, after
thinking, he remains blocked until his neighbors eat and release the forks.
Proof. Lemma 4.1. We prove the two points (deadlock-freeness and fairness) separately.
(i) Consider the state Sn = P0 · · · Pn−1 ha0 , a1 iha1 , a2 iha2 , a3 i . . . han-1 , a0 i where ai ∈ {0, 1, ?}. If there is an
ai s.t. ai ∈ {1, ?}, then, it is always possible to exhibit a grab (ai = 1), eat or release (ai =?) transition.
Otherwise (i.e., if ai = 0 for all i ∈ 0..n-1) then, it is always possible to exhibit a reset transition.
(ii) The proof is by contradiction. Let DP (n) be a n-dining philosopher system such that there exists i ∈ [0, n)
and Phili that performs eati finitely often. Without loss of generality (due to the circularity of the
configuration) assume that i = 0. Consider the suffix of the computation σ where Phil0 has already
performed all the eating actions, i.e., in the rest of the (infinite) computation, we do not observe eat0 .
Hence, this philosopher is either in the state GT0 and, after thinking, in state G0 . We shall show that
this computation cannot be infinite (thus a contradiction).
Once the neighbor Phil1 eats and releases the forks, we are in the following situation DP 0 =
G0 GT1 · · · ha0 , 0ih0, a2 i . . . .
In this state, Phil1 cannot eat again (he can only think). If Phil2 eats, a2 becomes 0 and a reset on
reset
Fork1 is possible: DP 0 −→∗ G0 GT1 · · · ha0 , 0ih0, 0i . . . −→∗ −→1 G0 GT1 · · · ha0 , 0ih1, 1i . . .
If a0 = 1, Fork0 cannot reset until Phil0 eats (which is not possible by hypothesis). This reasoning goes
on for all the n − 1 philosophers that are willing to eat. Once all of them have eaten, and all the forks
that could have reset have already performed that action, the configuration is:
DP 00 = G0 · · · Gn−1 h1, 0ih1, 0i . . . h1, 0ih0, 1ih0, 1i . . . h0, 1ih0, 1i
Hence, if Phil0 does not eat, at some point, all the philosophers will be blocked. In fact, counting only
n-1
P
the eating and reset actions, the system can perform at most
i = n×(n−1)
transitions:
2
i=1

h1, 1ih1, 1ih1, 1i . . . h1, 1ih1, 1ih1, 1i

at most n-1 eat actions if Phil0 does not eat

h1, 0ih0, 0ih0, 0i . . . h0, 0ih0, 0ih0, 1i

at most n-2 reset actions

h1, 0ih1, 1ih1, 1i . . . h1, 1ih1, 1ih0, 1i

at most n-3 eat actions

h1, 0ih1, 0ih0, 0i . . . h0, 0ih0, 1ih0, 1i

at most n-4 reset actions

...
h1, 0ih1, 0i . . . h1, 0ih0, 1ih0, 1i . . . h0, 1ih0, 1i no transition if Phil0 does not eat
If P hil0 does not eat, F ork0 and F orkn-1 cannot reset. Hence, from row 2 on, the state of these forks will
be, respectively, h1, 0i and h0, 1i. At this point, F ork1 and F orkn-2 are able to reset, and this justifies the
configuration in row 3. At row 4, P hil1 and P hiln-2 cannot eat since the needed forks are not available and
they cannot reset. Hence, assuming that P hil0 does not eat breaks the possibility of restarting all the forks
and a deadlock is reached.
2
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Abstract
This work in progress investigates a type directed encoding of the simply-typed linear substitution λ-calculus to session-typed
π-processes, taking into account an operational semantics defined by a linear weak head reduction strategy. The encoding adapts
the one by Toninho et. al., which encodes the simply-typed λ-calculus into a session-typed π-calculus through linear logic, while
extending it to explicit substitutions, considering a generalisation of the π-calculus operational semantics with reduction rules at a
distance, as proposed by Accattoli. These changes, while weakening the simulation of λ-calculus in the π-calculus, when compared
with the 1-to-1 simulation obtained by Accattoli, allow for a tight encoding of well-typed functions as session-typed processes.
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1

Introduction

This paper proposes an in-depth investigation on encodings from functions to processes, focusing on works
proposed by Accattoli [1] and by Toninho et. al. [13].
Ever since Milner’s first encoding of the λ-calculus [9], motivated by the desire to establish a canonical model
for the concurrent paradigm in the same way that the λ-calculus provides a canonical model for the functional
paradigm, there have been a variety of subsequent encodings for the various extensions of the π-calculus, like
the ones in [10,11,12,5,4], just to mention a few.
Inspired by Milner’s encodings of the λ-calculus, Accattoli [1] proposed a tight correspondence between a
λ-calculus with linear substitutions and the π-calculus, giving a strong simulation with respect to reduction.
In order to obtain such an encoding, explicit substitutions at a distance were used, however, only the untyped
version of λlsub was considered. In the realm of simply typed terms, Toninho et. al [13], explored the relation
between simply typed terms and session typed processes, through yet another encoding on functions as processes
based on a linear encoding of terms in linear logic.
In this paper, we combine both approaches to obtain a type-directed encoding of a linear substitution
λ-calculus, named λlsub -calculus, into session typed π-processes, in which the reduction strategy is the linear
weak head reduction that corresponds closely to evaluation in the π-calculus. The idea is to explore the qualities
of both works, to have an encoding in which the simulation of λ-calculus in the π-calculus is as tight as it can
be, as in [1]; on the other hand, we also wish to maintain the correspondence between well-typed functions as
session-typed processes, as in [13]. There is however a mismatch between their encodings: while the former
considers the linear substitution λlsub calculus with explicit substitutions at a distance and an asynchronous
fragment of the π-calculus with unary and binary input and outputs, the latter works with simply typed linear
λ-terms, and an synchronous fragment of the π-calculus, which contains only unary input/output in addition
to the forward construct [x ↔ y] that equates channel names x and y.
Two approaches were considered: to use Acattoli’s encoding and operational semantics, and develop a new
strategy to connect the simply typed λlsub to session typed processes; an alternative is to extend the encoding
by Toninho et. al., which already has the connection with session types, by adding explicit substitutions at a
This paper is electronically published in
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distance and investigate what is obtained from the weak head linear strategy of reduction. In this work we have
opted for the latter approach. Although we could inherit a lot from both works, the small changes made on the
encoding and on the operational semantics caused interesting modifications in the final result. To begin, we
consider a simple types discipline for λlsub . To follow the weak head linear reduction strategy we extended the
notions of evaluation/substitution contexts to linear λ-calculus. A translation J·Ka from typed λlsub -calculus
to the typed linear λ-calculus is extended with contexts and explicit substitutions. Technical results regarding
operational correspondence and dynamic soundness are presented, it is worthy mentioning that their proofs
follow the techniques in [1], due to the semantics involved. The encoding proposed in [13] now extends to
explicit substitutions; therefore, all the intermediate translations that the authors used had to be extended to
deal with explicit substitutions. The simulation results are not as tight as initially expected (Theorems 4.4
and 4.7). This is because of the forward construct, which induces some extra computation steps, resulting in
a scenario where one λ-reduction step corresponds to three π-reduction steps.
Organisation.
Section 2 introduces the syntax and semantics of linear substitution calculus λlsub . Some properties of the
calculus are given. Section 3 gives the fragment of the π-calculus that we will work with, operational semantics
and some syntactic properties. In Section 4 we give the encoding from λlsub to π-calculus and then some
simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we present a simply typed version of the linear substitution calculus λlsub . Following the steps
of [13], a linear version was used as an intermediate language in obtaining the encoding to session typed
processes. For the sake of clarity, the corresponding λ̂lsub -calculus is included in the full report [2]. Basic
notions of the λ-calculus are assumed, for more details we refer the reader to [3].
2.1

Simply typed linear substitution calculus λlsub

λlsub is given by the following grammar of terms M, N and types τ, σ, ρ, where α denotes base types. Typing
judgments have the form Γ ` M : τ , where the typing context Γ consists of a finite set of (term) variable type
assignments of the form x : σ, where any variable occurs at most once as subject. Typing derivation rules are
given in Figure 1.
(Terms)
M, N ::= x | λx.M | M N | M [N/x]
(Types)

τ, σ, ρ ::= α | σ → τ

The constructor M [N/x] is called explicit substitution (of N for x in M ), the implicit substitution is denoted
by M {N/x}. The set fv(M ) of free variables of M is defined as usual where, in particular, fv(M [N/x]) =
(fv(M ) \ {x}) ∪ fv(N ).
Γ, x:τ ` x : τ

(ax)

Γ, x:σ ` M : τ
(→ i)
Γ ` λx.M : σ → τ

Γ`N : σ
Γ, x:σ ` M : τ
(cut)
Γ ` M [N/x] : τ
Γ ` M : σ →τ
Γ`N : σ
(→ e)
Γ`MN : τ

Fig. 1. Typing Rules for λlsub

Contexts and Operational Semantics for λlsub .
An evaluation context, denoted by ES , is defined according to the following grammar:
E∅ := ([ · ]) | E∅ M

ES]{x} := ES [M/x] | ES]{x} M

A substitution context, denoted by LS , is given by:
L∅ := ([ · ])

LS]{x} := LS [M/x]

In both cases, S denotes the set of variables captured by the context. Evaluation contexts will range over
00
00
E, E0 , E , . . . whereas substitution contexts will range over L, L0 , L , . . .. For instance, the list context ([ ·
])[M1 /x][M2 /y] can be denoted by L{x,y} ([ · ]), where L{x,y} ([N ]) denotes N [M1 /x][M2 /y].
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Operational semantics is defined by the linear weak head reduction ( given as the union of closure by
evaluation contexts of the rules (dB and (ls :
LS ([λx.M ])N (dB LS ([M [N/x]])
ES ([x])[N/x] (ls ES ([N ])[N/x], if x ∈
/S
Both rules assume that fv(N ) ∩ S = ∅.
In order to establish soundness of type assignments, proving the subject reduction property, a linear)
substitution lemma is proved beforehand as usual, being a particular case of partial substitutions[8].
Lemma 2.1 (Subject Reduction) If Γ ` M : τ and M ( M 0 then Γ ` M 0 : τ .
2

Proof. By induction on (, with a Linear Substitution Lemma.

3

The π-calculus

We consider a fragment of synchronous π-calculus without sums, with the forwarding process:
P, Q ::= xhyi.P | (νx)P | x(y).P |!x(y).P | (P | Q) | [x ↔ y]
The set fn(P ) of free name of a process P is defined as expected, considering (νx) and x(y) as binders. In
other words, fn((νx)P ) = fn(P ) \ {x} and fn(x(y).P ) = (fn(P ) \ {y}) ∪ {x}.
00
A non-blocking context, range over N, N0 , N , . . ., is also parameterized by a set S of variables, and defined
by:
N∅ := ([ · ]) | (N∅ | Q) | (P | N∅ )
NS]{x} := (νx)NS | N∅ ([NS]{x} ])
Structural congruence ≡ is the least congruence generated by the following rules and closed by non-blocking
contexts.

P | (Q | R)

≡ (P | Q) | R

x∈
/ fn(P ) ⇒ P | (νx)Q ≡ (νx)(P | Q)

(νx)(νy)P ≡ (νy)(νx)P
P ≡α Q ⇒

P ≡Q

P |Q ≡ Q|P
[x ↔ y] ≡ [y ↔ x]

Operational Semantics
The reduction relation →π is defined by the rewriting rules, closed by non-blocking contexts modulo ≡:
xhyi.Q | x(z).P →τ Q | P {y/z}
xhyi.Q |!x(z).P →!τ Q | P {y/z} |!x(z).P
(νx)(P | [x ↔ y]) →r P {y/x}

(provided x 6= y)

Pi-calculus at a distance.
Consider the reduction rule ⇒π given by the closure by non-blocking contexts of the relation: if x ∈
/
S ∪ V ∪ W , then
NS ([xhyi.Q]) | N0V ([x(z).P ]) ⇒τ N0V ([NS ([Q | P {y/z}])])
NS ([xhyi.Q]) | N0V ([!x(z).P ]) ⇒!τ N0V ([NS ([Q | P {y/z} |!x(z).P ])])
00

00

NS]{x} ([N0V ([P ]) | NW ([[x ↔ y]])]) ⇒r NS ([N0V ([NW ([P ])]){y/x}])
The reduction rules in ⇒π take in account the forward construct. In addition, there are conditions on the
variables which are implicit from the Barendregt’s Convention on bound variables: S ∩ V = ∅, S ∩ fn(P ) = ∅
and fn(NS ) ∩ V = ∅.
Lemma 3.1 Let S be a set of variables, NS a non-blocking context, P a process such that fn(P ) ∩ S = ∅, and
x, y ∈
/ S. Then
(i) NS ([Q]) | P ≡ NS ([Q | P ]).
(ii) If x ∈
/ fn(NS ) then (νx)NS ([P ]) ≡ NS ([(νx)P ]).
Lemma 3.2 (Harmony Lemma) Let P and Q be processes:
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Γ; ∆, x:σ ⇒ P :: a : τ
(( R)
Γ; ∆ ⇒ a(x).P :: a : σ ( τ

(id)

Γ; x:τ ⇒ [x ↔ a] :: a : τ

Γ, u : σ; ∆ ⇒ P :: a : ρ
(!L)
Γ; ∆, b :!σ ⇒ P {b/u} :: a : ρ

Γ; ∅ ⇒ P :: b : τ
(!R)
Γ; ∅ ⇒ !a(b).P :: a : !τ
Γ; ∆ ⇒ P :: b : σ
Γ; ∆0 , x : τ ⇒ Q :: a : ρ
(( L)
0
Γ; ∆, ∆ , x : σ ( τ ⇒ (νb)xhbi.(P | Q) :: a : ρ
Γ; ∆ ⇒ P :: b : σ
Γ; ∆0 , x:σ ⇒ Q :: a : τ
(cut)
0
Γ; ∆, ∆ ⇒ (νb)(P | Q) :: a : τ

Γ, u : σ; ∆, x : σ ⇒ P :: a : ρ
(copy)
Γ, u : σ; ∆ ⇒ (νx)uhxi.P :: a : ρ
Γ; ∅ ⇒ P :: b : σ
Γ, u : σ; ∆ ⇒ Q :: a : τ
(cut! )
Γ; ∆ ⇒ (νu)(!uhbi.P | Q) :: a : τ

Fig. 2. Session Typing Rules

(i) There exists P 0 such that P ≡ P 0 ⇒π Q iff there exists Q0 such that P ⇒π Q0 ≡ Q.
(ii) P →π Q iff there exists Q0 such that P ⇒π Q0 ≡ Q.

4

Functions as Session Typed Processes

In the present section we relate simply typed terms in the λlsub -calculus to its corresponding encoding as a
session typed process. The encoding is derived following [13], in which intermediate steps are omitted. It is
worth noticing that, in an encoding of λlsub in a linear calculus, named λ̂lsub , explicit substitution translations
were understood through terms already present in the linear calculus of [13] and evaluation/list contexts
encodings were straightforward. Having said that, the translation from λ̂lsub to session typed processes has no
essential difference from [13] (see [2] for further details).
Remark 1 As for the original encoding of the λ-calculus into the π-calculus given by Milner, the encoding of
λlsub into π-calculus is parameterized by a channel name a as in [1] we will assume that these special names
are taken from a set A which is disjoint from the set of variable names V , and whose elements are denoted by
a, b, c, . . ..
A typing judgement for processes is of the form Γ; ∆ ⇒ P :: a : A, where P is a process that implements
a session of type A on channel a, based on assignments of types to channel names given by the contexts Γ
and ∆. Channel names in Γ, ∆ and a must be mutually distinct, renaming of bound names are assumed when
necessary. The standard session typing rules are given in Figure 2 are taken from [6].
4.1

Encoding of λlsub into π-calculus

The encoding J·Ka from λlsub to π-calculus below, is basically the same encoding J·Kz given in [13], extended
with explicit substitutions 1 .
JxKa
Jλx.M Ka
JM N Ka

= (νy)ux hyi.[y ↔ a]
= a(x).(νy)([x ↔ y] | JM Ka {y/ux })

= (νb)(JM Kb | (νc)bhci.((!c(y).JN Ky ) | [b ↔ a]))

JM [N/x]Ka = (νb)(JM Ka {b/ux } |!b(c).JN Kc )

The example below illustrates the encoding of the λ-term (λx.M )N as well as some reduction steps:

1

variables named ux correspond to unrestricted variables in the λ̂lsub linear calculus, encoding a term variable x from λlsub
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Example 4.1 For reduction:
J(λx.M )N Ka =
=
≡
≡
⇒τ
≡
≡
≡
⇒r
⇒r

(νb)(Jλx.M Kb | (νy)bhyi.((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a]))
(νb)(b(x).(νy 0 )([x ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux }) | (νy)bhyi.((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a]))
(νb)(νy)(b(x).(νy 0 )([x ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux }) | bhyi.((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a]))
(νb)(νy)(bhyi.((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a]) | b(x).(νy 0 )([x ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux }))
(νb)(νy)((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a] | (νy 0 )([y ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux }))
(νy)((!y(c).JN Kc ) | (νb)((νy 0 )([y ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux }) | [b ↔ a]))
(νy)(νb)(νy 0 )((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [y ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux } | [b ↔ a])
(νy 0 )((νy)((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [y ↔ y 0 ]) | (νb)(JM Kb {y 0 /ux } | [b ↔ a]))
(νy 0 )((!y 0 (c).JN Kc ) | (νb)(JM Kb {y 0 /ux } | [b ↔ a]))
(νy 0 )((!y 0 (c).JN Kc ) | JM Ka {y 0 /ux })

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

As expected, the encoding preserves typability.
Theorem 4.2 If Γ ` M : τ then hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ JM Ka :: a : hhτ ii
Γ`N : σ
x:σ, Γ ` M : τ
Γ ` M [N/x] : τ
By i.h. we have both hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ JN Kb :: b : hhσii and ux :hhσii, hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ JM Ka :: a : hhτ ii. Therefore,

Proof. Induction on Γ ` M : τ . We present the case for (cut) rule:

ux :hhσii, hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ JM Ka :: a : hhτ ii
hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ JN Kb :: b : hhσii
hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ !y(b).JN Kb :: b : !hhσii
hhΓii; y : !hhσii ⇒ JM Ka {y/ux } :: a : hhτ ii
hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ (νy)(!y(b).JN Kb | JM Ka {y/ux }) :: a : hhτ ii

2

Regarding subject reduction, not all terms in structural-equivalent classes of terms are typable. We illustrate
this issue in the example below.
Example 4.3 [Cont. Example 4.1]
Let Γ ` (λx.M )N : τ . Then hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ (νb)(Jλx.M Kb | (νy)bhyi.((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a])) :: a : hhτ ii, from
Thm. 4.2, where J(λx.M )N Ka = (νb)(Jλx.M Kb | (νy)bhyi.((!y(c).JN Kc ) | [b ↔ a])) is the term in (1)/(2).
When reducing from term in (4) to term in (5), the latter is not typable in the session system. On the
other hand, term in (6) is typable in the system:
hhΓii; ∅ ⇒ (νy)((!y(c).JN Kc ) | (νb)((νy 0 )([y ↔ y 0 ] | JM Kb {y 0 /ux }) | [b ↔ a])) :: a : hhτ ii
.
4.2

Simulation Results

In this subsection we show that simulation of one step in the λlsub -calculus demands exactly 3 steps of the
π-calculus in the corresponding encoding (Theorems 4.4 and 4.7), while completeness is obtained directly
instead of relying in some sort of substitution lifting as introduced in [13] 2 . In order to obtain such results,
technicalities regarding the interaction between contexts and reduction had to be proven. Complete proofs are
available in [2].
Theorem 4.4 (→π 3-simulates ( via JKa )
2

(i) M 0 (dB N implies JM 0 Ka ⇒τ ⇒r ≡ JN Ka .
(ii) M 0 (ls N implies JM 0 Ka ⇒!τ ⇒r ≡ JN Ka .

Proof.
2

Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 of [13]
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(i) Then M 0 is of the form M 0 = LS ([λx.M ])N and the proof is divided in two cases, depending on the
substitution context LS . For instance, when LS = ([ · ]), then M 0 = (λx.M )N and the reduction occurs in
the head, that is, M 0 = (λx.M )N (dB M [N/x]. Notice that
J(λx.M )N Ka = (νb)(Jλx.M Kb | (νy0 )bhy0 i.((!y0 (x).JN Kx ) | [b ↔ a]))

= (νb)(b(x).(νy1 )([x ↔ y1 ] | JM Kb {y1 /ux }) | (νy0 )bhy0 i.((!y0 (x).JN Kx ) | [b ↔ a]))
≡ (νby0 )(b(x).(νy1 )([x ↔ y1 ] | JM Kb {y1 /ux }) | bhy0 i.((!y0 (x).JN Kx ) | [b ↔ a]))
⇒τ (νby0 )((νy1 )([y0 ↔ y1 ] | JM Kb {y1 /ux } | ((!y0 (x).JN Kx ) | [b ↔ a]))
⇒2r (νy0 )(JM Ka {y0 /ux } |!y0 (x).JN Kx ) = JM [N/x]Ka

The other cases can be found in the longer version of this paper [2].
2
Proposition 4.5 There is no M such that JM Ka ⇒r Q, for some Q.
Proof. The proof follows by a direct inspection on the rule ⇒r .

2

The next result adapts Lemma 7 in [1] to the proposed encoding and gives a characterisation of λlsub -terms
whose encodings have some specific fragments, this will allow to work on simulation steps.
Lemma 4.6 Let V and S a set of variable names and a set of special names, respectively.
(i) If JM Ka = NV ]S ([a(x).P ]) with a ∈
/ S then S = ∅, P = (νy)([x ↔ y]) | Q{y/ux }) and there exist N and
LV such that Q = JN Ka and M = LV ([λx.N ]).
(ii) If JM Ka = NV ]S ([ux hyi.P ]) with y ∈ V , and ux ∈
/ V an unrestricted variable, then P = [y ↔ a] and
there exist Σ ⊆ V and EΣ such that M = EΣ ([x]) (and x ∈
/ Σ). Moreover, NV ]S = (νy)(NV 0 ]S ) where
V = V 0 ] {y}.
Proof. In both cases the proof follows by induction on M . The full proof can be found in [2].
2
The theorem below shows that ( simulates π but not so strongly as in [1], here we have a 1 for 3 relation,
that is, one step of ( corresponds to one step of ⇒τ followed by two renaming steps ⇒r .
Theorem 4.7 (( 3-simulates ⇒π via JKa )

a) If JM Ka ⇒τ Q then there exists N such that M (dB N and Q ⇒2r ≡ JN Ka .
b) If JM Ka ⇒!τ Q then there exists N such that M (ls N and Q ⇒r ≡ JN Ka .
Proof. In both cases, the proof is by induction on the structure of M . The interesting case happens when
M = N [L/z] and the reduction occurs at the root. Then JM Ka = (νb)(JN Ka {b/uz } |!b(c).JLKc ) and we have to
analyse the following cases:
a) The reduction ⇒τ cannot happen at the root.
b) In order to obtain such a reduction, JN Ka = NV ]S ([uz hyi.P ]). By Lemma 4.6, uz ∈
/ V , P = [y ↔ a] and
N = EΣ ([z]) for some context EΣ and Σ ⊂ V . Besides, NV ]S = (νy)(NV 0 ]S ), therefore,
JM Ka = (νb)(NV ]S ([uz hyi.[y ↔ a]]){b/uz } |!b(c).JLKc )

= (νb)((νy)NV 0 ]S ([uz hyi.[y ↔ a]]){b/uz } |!b(c).JLKc )

⇒!τ (νb, y)(NV 0 ]S ([[y ↔ a] | JLKy |!b(c).JLKc ])) = Q
Notice that M = N [L/z] = EΣ ([z])[L/z] (ls EΣ ([L])[L/z]. Also, Q ⇒r (νb)(NV 0 ]S ([JLKa |!b(c).JLKc ])) =
(νb)(NV 0 ]S ([JLKa {b/uz } |!b(c).JLKc ])) = JL[L/z]Ka , since uz ∈
/ var(JLKa ). The result follows by taking
N = EΣ ([L])[L/z].
2
Remark 2 Notice that we could obtain a 1-to-1 correspondence if we worked modulo renaming of names
(modulo forwarding of names), say, via a relation ≡r =⇔∗r .
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5

Conclusion and Ongoing Work

We have presented a type-directed encoding from the linear substitution λ-calculus (λlsub ) to a fragment of
synchronous π-calculus, combining the works in [13] and [1]. We have considered the linear weak head reduction
semantics for the call-by-name evaluation of the λlsub and also a π-calculus at a distance. This expands the
current theoretical investigations about the expressiveness of the π-calculus via encodings from the functionas-process paradigm. An ongoing work is the proposal of an encoding from λlsub -calculus to asynchronous
π-calculus based on the translation proposed in [7] to session typed processes, where the 3-1 relation for
simulation may be improved, while typed relations would still play a central role. Also, it would be interesting
to develop encodings to strongly normalising λ-terms and to explore its connection with intersection types.
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Abstract
Cryptographic algorithms are used in any computational resource that needs client communications. From email accounts to
internet banks, the Internet relies on these algorithms to protect privacy and money. Among many others, the Data Encryption
Standard (DES), the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman public-key algorithm (RSA), and the Blowfish algorithm are widely used.
Proof assistants are powerful tools designed to certify semi-automatically proofs and Lean is a new but trending one. This paper
presents the certification of the soundness of these three algorithms. We describe the algorithms followed by their soundness proofs
with their counterpart in Lean.
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1

Introduction

Cryptography is a field of computer science in which it is of the utmost importance that algorithms and
protocols work properly and provide users with the expected security. These algorithms are usually tailored
to encrypt a portion of data that should not be decrypted by an unauthorised user.
Usual cryptographic algorithms tend to be complex enough that a mathematical proof of correctness for
them can be both difficult to understand and difficult to check for potential errors. In order to lead to the
automatic verification of as-most-as-possible proof steps and ensure the usage of some kind of standard formal
language, proof-assistants [3] are powerful tools strongly supported by logical frameworks. They are able to
check and automatize proof steps, and reason about formalized objects.
1
2
3
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Among many other, The Lean Theorem Prover 4 [1] is a trending proof-assistant that can also be used as
a programming language. Lean can be run directly on the web, so that the user does not need to install it and
its dependencies.
The purpose of this work is to describe the usage of the Lean proof-assistant for verifying the correctness
of cryptographic algorithms. The three algorithms analysed in this project are: the Data Encryption Standard
(DES), the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman public-key algorithm (RSA), and the Blowfish algorithm.
A description of the Lean Theorem Prover and its usage is introduced in Section 2. The used cryptographic
algorithms are described in Section 3 with a reader-friendly description of each proof, which is then followed
by the translation of said proof to Lean. Section 4 presents the conclusions and future work.

2

The Lean Theorem Prover

Launched in 2013, the Lean Theorem Prover project raised an interactive theorem prover which allows users
to describe proofs via a compilable computer language. The proof assistant compiler analyzes the proof and
points out any errors in it. If no errors are found, it can be assumed that the proof is correct and that the
described proposition is true.
Lean is capable of modularization, so once a theorem has been proven true in Lean, it can be reused as a
building block for constructing proofs of more complex theorems. It is a powerful mechanism for understanding
complex proofs.
The language used for describing proofs in Lean is primarily based on types.
1
2

variable A : Type
variable a : A

What we are doing here is defining types. Lean’s language interprets commands like the ones above as stating
that the element to the left of the colon is a type which is contained in the one to the right of the colon. Type
is the broadest type category in Lean, encompassing all other types, as well as variables. In the command lines
above, we are defining a new type A, then proceeding to define a variable a belonging to type A. In this way,
we can also define the premises that we will use to construct our proofs.
1
2

premise p1 : a = b
premise p2 : b = c

The equalities shown to the right of the colon operator are also interpreted by Lean as types, and objects
belonging to these types are interpreted as proofs of these equalities.
To build verifiable proofs of theorems, Lean enables applying functions to existing variables and premises,
thus constructing new objects which can be interpreted as new proofs.
1
2

theorem t 1 : b = a := eq . symm p1
theorem t 2 : a = c := eq . t r a n s p1 p2

Using the theorem label, we define the proof that we want to reach after the : operator, and tell the user
how to reach that proof after the := operator. Note that it is still the user’s responsibility to know how the
proof itself is reached and translate said proof to the program’s language; the proof assistant checks it for
errors.
Consider the following example.
1

theorem t 3 : c = a := eq . t r a n s p1 p2

Lean would detect an error, as the type that is obtained by applying transitivity to the true premises is
different from the type representing the proof that we want to reach according to the theorem header, i.e.,
c = a. However, a proof of this type could be obtained by applying the transitivity and symmetry properties
in succession. This is an example of how the proof assistant distinguishes correct proofs from incorrect ones.
A description of the used commands in this work will be carried out during the proofs explanation.

3

A formalization of cryptographic algorithms in Lean

In this work we present a description of three representative cryptographic algorithms in Lean: DES, RSA, and
Blowfish. DES and Blowfish are symmetric-key algorithms while RSA is a public-key algorithm which utilizes
the problem of factorization of large primes as well as modular arithmetic. An overview of each algorithm and
its proof of correctness is given in this section, accompanied by samples of code showing how these proofs were
translated into Lean’s language. Due to lack of space we cannot present here the full description in Lean, but
it is available at https://github.com/GGFSilva/LeanCryptographyProof.
4

https://leanprover.github.io
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3.1

Data Encryption Standard (DES)

The Data Encryption Standard [2] (DES) is a symmetric-key algorithm approved by the NBS in 1976. DES
was the primary algorithm used in most symmetric-key systems until it was largely replaced by the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES). It uses a 56-bit key and encrypts 64 bits of data at a time, breaking larger blocks
of data into 64-bit blocks and encoding them individually.
A data encoding is done by applying an encryption step 16 times in succession to the 64-bit data block. Let
Li and Ri , respectively, the leftmost 32 bits and the rightmost 32 bits of the data block after i encryption steps
such that Li+1 = Ri , Ri+1 = Li ⊕ f (Ri , ki ), where f is a sub-function of DES which performs bit substitution
via table lookup, and ki is a 48-bit subkey derived from a main key k. This function encodes only the right
half of the data block, then swaps it with the left half so that the latter will be encoded in the next step. In
addition to these 16 encryption steps, a round of DES encryption runs two bit permutation operations, one
before the main encryption steps and one after. To decode a data block, the process is simply to run the
algorithm again over the encoded data block, but with the 16 subkeys ki , 1 ≤ i ≤ 16 in reverse order.
We have formalized both operations in Lean and proved that the decrypted block always corresponds to
the original one. So, we aimed to prove that Ld1 = R15 and that R1d = L15 where the superscript d stands for
the decrypted version.
So, from the algorithm definition we assume the following premises.
1
2
3
4
5
6

premise
premise
premise
premise
premise
premise

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

:
:
:
:
:
:

L16 E
R16 E
L0 D
R0 D
L1 D
R1 D

=
=
=
=
=
=

R15 E
x o r L15 E ( f R15 E K 16 )
R16 E
L16 E
R0 D
x o r L0 D ( f R0 D K 16 )

The proof is carried out as follows.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Header of the theorem
Proof of L15 = R16 by application of symmetry to H1
Proof of L16 = R1d by application of symmetry to H4
Proof of R0d = Ld1 by application of symmetry to H5
Proof of R15 = R0d by application of transitivity to H7 and H8
Proof of R15 = Ld1 by application of transitivity to H10 and
H9

theorem P r o o f R i g h t L o n g : R15 E = L1 D :=
have H7 : R15 E = L16 E , from eq . symm H1 ,
have H8 : L16 E = R0 D , from eq . symm H4 ,
have H9 : R0 D = L1 D , from eq . symm H5 ,
have H10 : R15 E = R0 D , from eq . t r a n s H7 H8
,
show R15 E = L1 D , from eq . t r a n s H10 H9

Then we prove that R1d = L15 .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Header of the theorem
Proof of R1d = Ld0 ⊕ f (R0d , k16 )), from H6

theorem P r o o f L e f t : L15 E = R1 D :=
have H11 : R1 D = x o r L0 D ( f R0 D K 16 ) ,
from H6 ,
have H12 : R1 D = x o r R16 E ( f R0 D K 16 ) ,
from eq . s u b s t H3 H11 ,
have H13 : R1 D = x o r R16 E ( f L16 E K 16 ) ,
from eq . s u b s t H4 H12 ,
have H14 : R1 D = x o r R16 E ( f R15 E K 16 ) ,
from eq . s u b s t H1 H13 ,
have H15 : R1 D = x o r ( x o r L15 E ( f R15 E
K 16 ) ) ( f R15 E K 16 ) ,
from eq . s u b s t H2 H14 ,
have H16 : x o r ( x o r L15 E ( f R15 E K 16 ) ) ( f
R15 E K 16 ) =
x o r L15 E ( x o r ( f R15 E K 16 ) ( f
R15 E K 16 ) ) ,
from x o r a s s o c L15 E ( f R15 E K 16 ) ( f
R15 E K 16 ) ,
have H17 : R1 D = x o r L15 E ( x o r ( f R15 E
K 16 ) ( f R15 E K 16 ) ) ,
from eq . t r a n s H15 H16 ,
have H18 : x o r L15 E ( x o r ( f R15 E K 16 ) ( f
R15 E K 16 ) ) = L15 E ,
from x o r c a n c e l L15 E ( f R15 E K 16 ) ,
show L15 E = R1 D , from eq . symm ( eq . t r a n s
H17 H18 )

Proof of R1d = R16 ⊕ f (R0d , k16 )), by substituting H3 in
H11
Proof of R1d = R16 ⊕ f (L16 , k16 )), by substituting H4 in H12
Proof of R1d = R16 ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )), by substituting H1 in
H13
Proof of R1d = (L15 ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )) ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )), by substituting H2 in H14
Proof of (L15 ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )) ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )) = L15 ⊕
(f (R15 , k16 ) ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )), by associativity of ⊕

Proof of R1d = L15 ⊕ (f (R15 , k16 ) ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )) by application of transitivity to H15 e H16
Proof of L15 ⊕ (f (R15 , k16 ) ⊕ f (R15 , k16 )) = L15 by cancellation of ⊕
Proof of L15 = R1d by application of transitivity to H17 and
H18 and application of symmetry to the result
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3.2

RSA

RSA [4] is a public-key cryptography algorithm developed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman.
Being a public-key algorithm (also known as an asymmetric-key algorithm) means each run of the algorithm
by a user requires a pair of keys (a public key and a private key). The public key, which is used for encoding
messages, is shared to other users so they can freely encode messages for the user who generated the keys; this
user can then proceed to decode the messages with his private key. As the public key cannot decode messages,
there is no harm in divulging it. Therein lies the purpose of public-key algorithms: to solve the problem of
how to divulge a key without compromising security.
RSA is based on the one-way function derived from the problem of factorization of large primes: for two
sufficiently large primes p and q, it is relatively easy to determine n = p × q but computationally infeasible in
reasonable time to obtain p and q from n. Public and private key pair is determined as follows.
(i) Two sufficiently large primes are chosen such that n = p × q
(ii) Euler’s Totient function is computed such that φ(n) = (p − 1) × (q − 1)
(iii) An exponent d is chosen such that d and φ(n) shares no natural divisor; so there exists e such that
d × e ≡ 1(mod φ(n)) 5 (this property will be proven), composing (n, d) and n, e as private and public keys
respectively
(iv) The encoding and decoding function are, respectively, y = xe mod n and x = y d mod n
The fact that RSA works properly can be proven by showing that the decoding function retrieves the
original data. It is equivalent to prove that x = (xe mod n)d mod n. This proof is split in two cases 6 .
(ii) gcd(x, n) 6= 1
Let x = r × p for some r ∈ Z and gcd(x, q) = 1.

(i) gcd(x, n) = 1

xφ(q) ≡
t
xφ(q) ≡

t
xφ(q) ≡

t (p−1)
xφ(q)
≡

(p−1) t
xφ(q)
≡

t
x(q−1)×(p−1) ≡

t
xφ(n) ≡

t
xφ(n) ≡

t
x × xφ(n) ≡

t
x × xφ(n) ≡

t
x × xφ(n) ≡

t
x × xφ(n) ≡


xφ(n) ≡

t
xφ(n) ≡

t
xφ(n) ≡

1(mod n)

(1)

1t (mod n)

(2)

1(mod n)

(3)

x × (xt×φ(n) ) ≡

x(mod n)

(4)

≡

x(mod n)

(5)

xd×e ≡

x(mod n)

(6)

1+t×φ(n)

(x

1(mod q)

(7)

1t (mod q)

(8)

1(mod q)

(9)

1(p−1) (mod q)

(10)

1(mod q)

(11)

1(mod q)

(12)

1(mod q)

(13)

1 + (v × q)

(14)

x + (x × v × q)

(15)

x + (r × p × v × q)

(16)

x + (n × r × v)

(17)

x(mod n)

(18)

t
As it is possible to reach xd×e ≡ x(mod n) from x × xφ(n) ≡ x(mod n), then the correctness proof
is complete. To formalize this proof in Lean it was required to implement several auxiliary functions and
attribute properties. Due to lack of space we omit parts of the formalization. The headers of gcd, and φ are
presented below. Also, two auxiliary functions to determine if some number is prime and whether two numbers
are congruent in a given modulus.
5
6

We remember that in modular arithmetics a ≡ b(mod m) iff ∃n ∈ Z such that a = b + n × m.
By gcd we denote the greatest common divisor.
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1
2
3
4

variable
variable
variable
variable

gcd ( a b : nat ) : nat
phi (n
: nat ) : nat
prime
(a
: nat ) : Prop
c o n g r u e n t ( a b modulus : nat ) : Prop

The premises adopted are the following.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

n = p × q, by definition
φ(p) = p − 1
φ(q) = q − 1
φ(n) = (q − 1) × (p − 1)

premise nDef
: n = p ∗ q
premise pPhi
: p h i p = p − one
premise qPhi
: p h i q = q − one
premise nPhi
: p h i n = ( q − one ) ∗ ( p −
one )
premise x L e s s
: x < n
premise p I s P r i m e : prime p
premise q I s P r i m e : prime q
premise d e I n v e r s e : ( c o n g r u e n t ( d ∗ e ) one
( phi n) )
premise ModuloDef ( a b n : nat ) :
congruent a b n equiv e x i s t s c , a = b + ( c ∗
n)
premise C o n g r u e n c e R e f l e x i v i t y ( a b n : nat )
:
congruent a b n i m p l i e s congruent b a n
premise C o n g r u e n c e S c a l i n g ( a b n k : nat ) :
congruent a b n i m p l i e s congruent ( a ∗ k ) (b
∗ k) n
premise C o n g r u e n c e E x p o n e n t i a t i o n ( a b n k :
nat ) :
c o n g r u e n t a b n i m p l i e s c o n g r u e n t ( a and k )
( b and k ) n
premise OneMul : f o r a l l n : nat , one ∗ n = n
premise OneExp : f o r a l l n : nat , one and n =
one
premise ExpOne : f o r a l l n : nat , n and one =
n
premise ExpSum ( a b c : nat ) : ( a and b ) ∗
( a and c ) = a and ( b + c )
premise ExpMul ( a b c : nat ) : ( a and b )
and c = a and ( b ∗ c )
premise ExpSwap ( a b c : nat ) : ( a and b )
and c = ( a and c ) and b
premise EqMul ( a b k : nat ) :
a = b implies k ∗ a = k ∗ b
premise M u l D i s t r i b ( a b c : nat ) :
a ∗ (b + c ) = (a ∗ b) + (a ∗ c )
premise E u l e r ( a b : nat ) :
gcd a b = one i m p l i e s c o n g r u e n t ( a and ( p h i
b ) ) one b
premise GCDProperty ( a b c : nat ) :
gcd a ( b ∗ c ) neq one i m p l i e s prime b
i m p l i e s prime c i m p l i e s a < b ∗ c
implies
( ( ( e x i s t s n , a = n ∗ b ) and ( gcd a c = one ) )
or
( ( e x i s t s n , a = n ∗ c ) and ( gcd a b = one ) )

x < n, by definition
p is prime
q is prime
d × e ≡ 1(mod φ(n))
a ≡ b(mod n) iff ∃c, a = b + (c × n)

If a ≡ b(mod n) then a × k ≡ (b × k)(mod n)

If a ≡ b(mod n) then ak ≡ bk (mod n)

For any natural number n, 1 × n = n
For any natural number n, 1n = 1
For any natural number n, n1 = n
For any natural numbers a, b and c, ab × ac = ab+c
For any natural numbers a, b and c, ab

c

= ab×c

For any natural numbers a, b and c, ab

c

= (ac )b

If a = b then k × a = k × b
a × (b + c) = (a × b) + (a × c)

Euler’s theorem

If gcd(a, b) 6= 1, b and c are prime and a < b × c then
there exists n such that either a = n × b and mdc(a, c) = 1 or
a = n × c and mdc(a, b) = 1

Due to the lack of space we present only the theorem declarations for (i) and (ii) and the final steps. The
full proof is available at https://github.com/GGFSilva/LeanCryptographyProof.
1
2

theorem ProofCoprime ( t : nat ) :
gcd x n = one i m p l i e s c o n g r u e n t ( x ∗ ( ( x and
( p h i n ) ) and t ) ) x n :=

finishing with
1

show c o n g r u e n t ( x ∗ ( ( x and ( p h i n ) ) and t ) )
x n,

2

from eq . s u b s t ( mul . comm ( ( x and ( p h i n ) )
and t ) x ) H6

1
2
3

theorem ProofNotCoprime Part1 :
gcd x n neq one i m p l i e s
( ( ( e x i s t s n , x = n ∗ p ) and ( gcd x q = one ) )
or
( ( e x i s t s n , x = n ∗ q ) and ( gcd x p = one ) )

4
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) :=
5
6

( ( ( e x i s t s n , x = n ∗ p ) and (
gcd x q = one ) ) o r
( ( e x i s t s n , x = n ∗ q ) and (
gcd x p = one ) ) ) ,
from GCDProperty x p q H3 p I s P r i m e
q I s P r i m e H2

show

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

ProofNotCoprime Part2 ( t : nat ) :
( e x i s t s n , x = n ∗ p ) and ( gcd x q = one )
implies
c o n g r u e n t ( x ∗ ( ( x and ( p h i n ) ) and t ) ) x n
:=

21
22
23

show c o n g r u e n t ( x ∗ ( ( x and ( p h i n ) ) and t ) )

3.3

x n,
from ( i f f . e l i m r i g h t
( ModuloDef ( x ∗ ( ( x and ( p h i n ) )
and t ) ) x n ) ) t h i s ) )
theorem P r o o f F i n a l ( t : nat ) :
c o n g r u e n t ( x ∗ ( ( x and ( p h i n ) ) and t ) ) x n
implies
c o n g r u e n t ( x and ( one + ( ( p h i n ) ∗ t ) ) ) x n
:=
show

c o n g r u e n t ( x and ( one + ( ( p h i
n) ∗ t ) ) ) x n ,
from eq . s u b s t (ExpSum x one ( ( p h i n ) ∗ t
) ) H3

Blowfish

Blowfish [5] is a symmetric-key algorithm which encodes 64 bits of data at a time via 16 iterations of an
encoding function. Unlike DES, however, Blowfish alters all 64 bits of data in each of the 16 iterations and uses
a total of 18 keys. The algorithm encodes data with the functions Li+1 = Ri ⊕ F (Li ⊕ Pi+ 1 ), Ri+1 = Li ⊕ Pi+1 ,
L16 = (R15 ⊕ F (L15 ⊕ P16 ) ⊕ P17 ) and R16 = (L15 ⊕ P16 ) + P18 .
We show that for some data encrypted, after it be decrypted we recover the original data. It is equivalent
d
to show that L0 R0 = Ld16 R16
. This proof is divided in ten parts (five for left and five for the right).
Due to the lack of space we point the reader to https://github.com/GGFSilva/LeanCryptographyProof
for the correctness proof and its formalization in the Lean Theorem Prover.

4

Conclusions

This paper introduced the correctness proofs and their implementation in the Lean Theorem Prover three
classical and representative cryptographic algorithms: DES, RSA and Blowfish. All of the proofs are available
at https://github.com/GGFSilva/LeanCryptographyProof and may be checked.
Further work includes the implementation in other proof-assistants (such as Coq 7 and/or Isabelle 8 ) for
future inclusion in the Logipedia 9 , an open online encyclopaedia of proofs.
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Abstract
The analysis of information flow is a popular technique for ensuring the confidentiality of data. It is in this context that confidentiality policies arise for giving guarantees that private data cannot be inferred by the inspection of public data. One of those
policies is non-interference, a semantic condition that ensures the absence of illicit information flow during program execution by
not allowing to distinguish the results of two computations when they only vary in their confidential inputs. A remarkable feature
of non-interference is that it can be enforced statically by the definition of information flow type systems. In those type systems,
if a program type-checks, then it means that it meets the security policy.
In this paper we focus on the preservation of non-interference through program translation. Concretely, we formalize the proof
of security preservation of Hunt and Sands’ translation that transforms high-level While programs typable in a flow-sensitive
type system into equivalent high-level programs typable in a flow-insensitive type system. Our formalization is performed in the
dependently-typed language Agda. We use the expressive power of Agda’s type system to encode the security type systems at
the type level. A particular aspect of our formalization is that it follows a fully internalist approach where we decorate the type
of the abstract syntax with security type information in order to obtain the representation of well-typed (i.e secure) programs. A
benefit of this approach is that it allows us to directly express the property of security preservation in the type of the translation
relation. In this manner, apart from inherently expressing the transformation of programs, the translation relation also stands for
an inductive proof of security preservation.
Keywords: non-interference, information flow type systems, dependently-typed programming, Agda, type safety

1

Introduction

The analysis of information flow is a popular technique for ensuring the confidentiality of data. It is in this
context that confidentiality policies arise for giving guarantees that private data cannot be inferred by the
inspection of public data. Non-interference [3] is an example of a security policy. It is a semantic condition
that ensures the absence of illicit information flow during program execution by not allowing to distinguish
the results of two computations when they only vary in their confidential inputs. A remarkable feature of noninterference is that it can be enforced statically by the definition of an information flow type system [2,16,14,8].
Thus, when a program type-checks in such a type system then it means that it satisfies the security policy.
In this setting, program variables are classified in different categories (types) according with the kind of
information they can store (e.g., public or confidential data). The advantage of modelling security properties
1
2
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in terms of types is that they can be checked at compile-time, thus partially reducing or even eliminating the
overhead of checking properties at run-time.
Most of the security type systems are flow-insensitive [14]. These are type systems in which the security
level of the program variables remain unchanged. This contrasts with security type systems that are flowsensitive [4,13]. In those type systems each variable can have a different security level at different points of
the program. Flow-sensitive type systems are more permissive than flow-insensitive ones since they accept a
larger set of secure programs.
In this paper we focus on the preservation of non-interference through program translation. Concretely, we
formalize the proof of security preservation of Hunt and Sands’ translation [4] that transforms high-level While
programs typable in a flow-sensitive type system into equivalent high-level programs typable in a flow-insensitive
type system. Our formalization is performed in the dependently-typed functional language Agda [9,1]. We use
the expressive power of Agda’s type system to encode the security type systems at the type level.
A particular aspect of our formalization is that it follows a fully internalist approach [10,7,12], where we
decorate the type of the abstract syntax with security type information in order to obtain the representation
of well-typed (i.e secure) programs. These are terms that simulaneously represent ASTs and (their associated)
typing rules in the formal type system [15,11]. An interesting consequence of this representation is that it
restricts the object language terms that are representable. Indeed, not every AST is representable, but only
those that are well-typed according to the type system of the object language. But even more interesting is
the effect that this representation has on functions between typed terms: only functions that preserve those
type invariants are accepted. The positive aspect of this fact is that its verification reduces to type-checking.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the high-level language that serves as source and
target of the translation and a flow-insensitive type system for it. Section 3 deals with the flow-sensitive type
system for the language defined by Hunt and Sands. Section 4 presents the program transformation and the
proof that it preserves security typing. Section 5 concludes the paper.
The complete Agda code is available at https://www.fceia.unr.edu.ar/~ceciliam/codes/.

2

Type-insensitivity

We start with a summary description of the language that serves as source and target of the translation. After
that we present one of the type systems that enforces secure information flow for programs of the language.
The system to be shown in this section is a flow-insensitive type system and corresponds to the system that
is used to type the target programs of the translation. We decided to start by describing the endpoint of the
translation because the system is more natural and easier to understand. It is also a suitable context where to
introduce the internalist approach we want to pursue for the Agda implementation.
Out of differences in implementation details, the flow-insensitive type system to be shown in this section has
already been presented in [7], where we developed a Haskell implementation of a security-preserving compiler
also using an internalist approach.
2.1

The language

The language to be used in the translation is a standard While language with expressions and statements
defined by the following abstract syntax:
e ::= n | x | e1 + e2
S ::= x := e | skip | S1 ;S2 | if e then S1 else S2 | while e do S
where e ∈ Exp (expressions), S ∈ Stm (statements), x ∈ Var (variables) and n ∈ Num (integer literals).
The semantics is completely standard. The meaning of both expressions and statements is given relative
to a state s ∈ State = Var → Num, which contains the current value of each variable.
We assume the semantics for expressions is given by an evaluation function E : Exp → State → Num
defined by induction on the structure of expressions. For statements, we define a big-step semantics whose
transition relation is written as hS, si ⇓ s0 , meaning that the evaluation of a statement S in an initial state s
terminates with a final state s0 . The definition of the transition relation is presented in Figure 1.
Notice that, for simplicity, the language does not contain boolean expressions. Instead, the condition of
an if or a while statement is given by an arithmetic expression such that the condition is true when the
expression evaluates to zero, and false otherwise.
2.2

Security Type System

Suppose we want to model a security scenario where each program variable has associated a security level
stating the degree of confidentiality of the values it stores. In such a context it is natural to implement some
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hx := e, si ⇓ s[x 7→ E[[e]] s]

hskip, si ⇓ s

E[[e]] s = 0 hS1 , si ⇓ s0
hif e then S1 else S2 , si ⇓ s0

hS1 , si ⇓ s0 hS2 , s0 i ⇓ s00
hS1 ;S2 , si ⇓ s00

E[[e]] s 6= 0 hS2 , si ⇓ s0
hif e then S1 else S2 , si ⇓ s0

E[[e]] s = 0 hS, si ⇓ s0 hwhile e do S, s0 i ⇓ s00
hwhile e do S, si ⇓ s00

E[[e]] s 6= 0
hwhile e do S, si ⇓ s

Figure 1. Big-step semantics of statements

security mechanism in order to protect confidential data. We will do so by implementing an information flow
type system [16,14,8]. The type system to be defined in this section is flow-insensitive in the sense that it
considers that the security level of the variables is maintained unchanged during program execution. Variables
with this property are called fixed-type variables. This contrasts with the so-called floating-type variables,
whose security level may vary along program excecution. We will deal with floating-type variables in the
flow-sensitive type system to be presented in Section 3.
We assume a bounded lattice of security levels (L, ≤) with meet (∧) and join (∨) operations, and top (>)
and bottom (⊥) values. The bottom value represents the least security level (public data) whereas the top
value represents the highest security level (confidential data). We also assume that the lattice comes with an
equality relation ≈ between levels. An expression l < l0 means that security level l is less confidential than l0 .
Non-interference is a property on programs that guarantees the absence of illicit information flows during
their execution. An illicit flow occurs when information flows from variables of higher security level to variables
with lower security level. A program satisfies this security property when the final value of any variable with
security level l is not influenced by a variation of the initial value of variables with higher security level. This
property can be formulated in terms of program semantics. We write xl to refer to a variable with security
level l. Let us say that two states s and s0 are l-equivalent, written s ∼
=l s0 , when every variable with lower
security level than l contains the same value in both states; i.e. s(xl0 ) = s0 (xl0 ) for every xl0 with l0 < l.
The significance of l-equivalence is that l-equivalent states are indistinguishable to a lower than l confidential
observer (i.e. an observer that can only inspect data with security level less than l).
A program S ∈ Stm is said to be non-interfering when, for any pair of l-equivalent initial states, if the
execution of S starting on each of these states terminates, then it does so in l-equivalent final states:
df
NI(S) = ∀si , s0i . si ∼
=l s0f
=l s0i ∧ hS, si i ⇓ sf ∧ hS, s0i i ⇓ s0f =⇒ sf ∼

This definition of non-interference is termination-insensitive in the sense that it does not take into account
non-terminating executions of programs.
It is well-known that this property can be checked statically by the definition of an information-flow type
system that enforces noninterference [16,14]. In Figure 2 we present a syntax-directed security type system for
our language (alternative formulations for the type system can be found in [8,6]). Security levels are used as
types and are referred to as security types. The reason for presenting a syntax-directed type system is because
it is the appropriate formulation to be considered later for the implementation.
Expressions The type system for expressions uses a judgement of the form ` e : st, where st ∈ L. According
to this system, the security type of an expression is the maximum of the security types of its variables. Integer
numerals are considered public data.
Statements The goal of secure typing for statements is to prevent improper information flows during program
execution. Information flow can appear in two forms: explicit or implicit.
An explicit flow is observed when data are copied to less confidential variables. Consider two variables xH
and yL , with L < H. For example, the assignment yL := xH + 1 is not allowed because the value of the variable
xH is copied to a less confidential variable, yL . On the other hand, an assignment in the opposite direction,
e.g. xH := yL , is authorized, since it does not represent a security violation.
Implicit information flows arise from the control structure of the program. The following is an example of
an insecure program where an implicit flow occurs (again assume L < H):
if xH then yL := 1 else skip
The reason for being insecure is because by observing the value of the variable yL on different executions we
can infer information about the value of the variable xH . This is because we are performing the assignment
of a variable with security type L in a more confidential context (in this case, the branch of a conditional
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Expressions
`n:⊥

` e : st ` e0 : st0
` e + e0 : st ∨ st0

` xt : t

Statements
[pc] ` skip skip

` e : st st ≤ t pc ≤ t
ass
[pc] ` xt := e

` e : st [st ∨ pc] ` S1 [st ∨ pc] ` S2
if
[pc] ` if e then S1 else S2

[pc] ` S1 [pc] ` S2
seq
[pc] ` S1 ;S2
` e : st [st ∨ pc] ` S
while
[pc] ` while e do S

Figure 2. Flow-insensitive Security Type System

statement with a condition of type H). Due to these situations it is necessary to keep track of the security
level of the program counter in order to know the security level of the context in which a sentence occurs. On
the other hand, a program like this:
if yL + 2 then zL := yL + 1 else xH := xH − 1
is accepted because the final value of the variable zL only depends on the initial value of yL .
The typing judgement for statements has the form [pc] ` S and means that S is typable in the security
context pc. Rule ass states that an assigment to a variable xt can be done in a context lower or equal than
t; explicit flows are prevented by the restriction st ≤ t. In order to prevent implicit flows, the rules if and
while impose a restriction between the security level of the condition and the branches of the conditional or
the body of the while. In a context pc, if the condition has type st, then the branches (of the if) or the body
(of the while) must type in a context which is the least upper bound of pc and st.
A desirable property for a security type system is type soundness, which means that every typable statement
satisfies non-interference. We build up the soundness proof using two lemmas taken from [8]. The first one,
called confinement, states that if a sentence is typable in a context pc then the execution of the sentence does
not alter the value of the variables with level lower than pc.
Lemma 2.1 (Confinement) [pc] ` S ∧ hS, si ⇓ s0 =⇒ s ∼
=l s0 , with l < pc.
Proof The proof can be done trivially by induction on the derivations of the evaluation relation hS, si ⇓ s0 .
The second lemma, called anti-monotonicity, states that if a sentence is typable in a context pc, then is
also typable in any context lower than pc.
Lemma 2.2 [pc] ` S ∧ pc0 ≤ pc =⇒ [pc0 ] ` S.
Proof Straightforward by induction on the derivation of [pc] ` S.
Based on these lemmas, we can now state type soundness.
Theorem 2.3 (Type soundness) [pc] ` S =⇒ NI(S).
We formalized the proof of this theorem in Agda for a lattice of two levels; the proof is available at
https://www.fceia.unr.edu.ar/~ceciliam/codes/proofs.
2.3

Implementation

Now we present an Agda implementation of the abstract syntax and the type system. We proceed following an
internalist approach where we attach type invariants (in our case typing information) to our abstract syntax
representations. Proceeding that way we obtain the respresentation of well-typed expressions and statements.
We represent the expressions by means of a type family Exp, which is indexed by a value of type S representing the security type of the expression. S is the carrier set of our lattice of security types.
data Exp
IntVal

: S → Set where
: N → Exp ⊥
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Skip

Seq

While

Assign

pc ` Γ { skip } Γ

pc ` Γ { S1 } Γ0 pc ` Γ0 { S2 } Γ00
pc ` Γ { S1 ;S2 } Γ00

If

Γ`e : t
pc ` Γ { x := e } Γ[x 7→ pc ∨ t]

Γ ` e : t pc ∨ t ` Γ { Si } Γ0i i = 1, 2
pc ` Γ { if e then S1 else S2 } Γ01 t Γ02

Γ0i ` e : ti pc ∨ ti ` Γ0i { S } Γ00i 0 ≤ i ≤ n
pc ` Γ { while e do S } Γ0n

Γ00 = Γ, Γ0i+1 = Γ00i t Γ, Γ0n+1 = Γ0n

Figure 3. Flow-sensitive Type System

Var
: (x : Fin n) → (st : S) → Exp st
Add
: Exp st → Exp st’ → Exp (st ∨ st’)
The internalist reprentation of statements is given by the following type family, which is indexed by a
security type representing the security level of the program context in which the statement is executed.
data Stm
Skip
Assign
Seq
If0
While

:
:
:
:
:
:

S → Set where
Stm pc
(x : Fin n) → (y : S) → st 4 y → pc 4 y → Exp st → Stm pc
Stm pc → Stm pc → Stm pc
Exp st → Stm (pc ∨ st) → Stm (pc ∨ st) → Stm pc
Exp st → Stm (pc ∨ st) → Stm pc

Notice that the constructors of Exp and Stm are a direct implementation of the typing rules in Figure 2.
A benefit of the internalist approach is that now, the typing judgement S : Stm pc directly corresponds to the
judgement [pc] ` S in our formal type system.
For reasons that will be clear later on when we see the flow-sensitive type system, instead of simply using
naturals, we use elements from a finite set (Fin n) to represent variables. As a consequence of this, our
representation of expressions and statements in parameterised by a natural n.

3

Flow-Sensitive Type System

In a flow-sensitive type system, the security type of a variable can change during program execution. This
allows us to type more secure programs than with a flow-insensitive type system. For example, consider the
following code, again with L < H,
xL := yH ; xL := 0
Although in the second assignment the variable xL is overridden with the constant 0, this code is rejected by
a flow-insensitive type system because it has an insecure statement (xL := yH ). This is, however, accepted by
a flow-sensitive type system because the security level of xL is relabeled to H after the first assignment.
Another example of an intuitively secure code that is rejected by a flow-insensitive type system is the
following:
yH := 0; if yH then xL := 1 else xL := 2
This code is secure since the value of the variable yH is overwritten with 0 before the conditional and therefore
by inspecting the value of xL we cannot know anything about the value of xH before assigning it to 0.
3.1

Type System

Now we present the flow-sensitive type system that was defined by Hunt and Sands [4,5] for the While language.
This is the type system that is used to type-check the source programs of the translation. Like before, the type
system is parameterized by a lattice of security types L.
Concerning the expressions, the typing judgement Γ ` e : t now requires a type environment Γ because the
type system deals with floating-type variables. Again, the type of an expression is defined as the least upper
bound of the types of its variables.
For statements, the judgement is now of the form pc ` Γ { S } Γ0 , meaning that S is typable in the security
context pc and the type environments Γ and Γ0 . Those environments (called pre- and post-environment,
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Γ00 = Γ, Γ000 = Γ[w 7→ N ][z 7→ M ]
Γ01 = Γ000 t Γ = Γ[w 7→ N ]

L ` Γ { w := y } Γ[w 7→ N ] L ` Γ[w 7→ N ] { z := x + 1 } Γ000
L ` Γ { w := y; z := x + 1 } Γ000

Γ`w>0 : L
Γ01 ` w > 0 : N

Γ02 = Γ001 t Γ = Γ[w 7→ N ] = Γ01

N ` Γ01 { w := y } Γ01 N ` Γ01 { z := x + 1 } Γ01 [z 7→ H]
N ` Γ01 { w := y; z := x + 1 } Γ01 [z 7→ H]

Figure 4. Example of a typing iteration

respectively) describe the security level of the variables before and after the execution of S. A post-environment
Γ0 is now necessary because the security level of the variables may be changed by the execution of a statement.
Figure 3 shows a syntax-directed flow-sensitive type system for statements. The formulation of the type
system has an algorithmic character in the sense that pc ` Γ {S} Γ0 computes the least post-environment
Γ0 obtained after the execution of statement S in a pre-environment Γ and context pc. Like in the case of
flow-insensitivity, having a syntax-directed formulation of the type system results helpful because it allows us
to represent it in terms of type families.
Environments form a join-semilattice whose structure is inherited from that of the lattice of security levels.
In this sense, the join of two environments (t) is defined pointwise: Γ t Γ0 = λx. Γ(x) ∨ Γ0 (x); the same with
the partial order between two environments: Γ v Γ0 iff ∀x. Γ(x) ≤ Γ0 (x). The semilattice has a top element
given by the environment with all variables in the top security type (>).
According to rule Assign, after an assignment the type of a variable x may: (i) change to a higher value
pc ∨ t if the assignment is performed in a context pc and the assigned expression is of type t, with Γ(x) < pc ∨ t;
(ii) change to a lower value if Γ(x) > pc ∨ t; or (iii) remain unaltered otherwise.
As usual, the rules for If and While are designed to prevent implicit flows. The branches (of the conditional) or the body (of the while) must be typable in a context which is the least upper bound of the context
pc and the type t of the condition.
For example, considering the following lattice of security types:

Figure 4 shows the steps of the typing iteration for the code: while x > 0 do w := y; z := x + 1 starting with
the environment Γ = {w : L, x : M, y : N, z : H}.
Notice that in the While rule the post-environment is the result of an iterative construction which iterates
until a fixed-point is obtained. The body of the loop is repeatedly typed until the post-environment does not
change with respect to the last iteration. The rule can then be reformulated in terms of a least fixed point
operator:
While-fix

Γf = fix(λΓ . let Γ ` e : t pc ∨ t ` Γ { S } Γ0 in Γ0 t Γ0 )
pc ` Γ0 { while e do S } Γf

This fixed point construction is guaranteed to terminate because it is computed on a monotone function
(defined over the typing rules) and the set of environments is finite. The proof of convergence of this rule was
given in [4] as part of the proof of the following theorem, which states the correctness of the type system. We
refer as AS to the function that calculates the least Γ0 such that pc ` Γ { S } Γ0 .
Theorem 3.1 ([4]) For all S, pc, Γ, there exists a unique Γ0 such that pc ` Γ { S } Γ0 and furthermore, the
corresponding function AS (pc, Γ) 7→ Γ0 is monotone.
To implement this type system in Agda we need to define a function that computes the fixed point of
the While-fix rule. The construction of the fixed point is based on the Agda formalization of the following
theorem (Theorem 3.2), which states the existence of a fixed point for any monotone function that satisfies
certain requirements on an arbitrary partially ordered set.
In the formulation of the theorem we capture the relevant characteristics that our semilattice of environments
has. Taking into account that environments are finite mappings that contain only the variables that occur in
the analysed program, it turns out that the semilattice is finite. From that, what is relevant for us is that
every strictly ascending chain in the semilattice has finite length; in particular, every chain that ends at the
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top environment. This will be reflected in the theorem by assuming the existence of a function, called bound,
that associates a natural number to every element of the poset and is strictly decreasing with respect to the
strict order:
x @ y ⇒ bound y < bound x.
The intuition behind the value of bound is that it represents the length of the longest strictly ascending chain
from an element to top (>). The value of bound at > is of course zero. Instead of requiring that the poset has
a top element and that the value of bound at > is zero, we will equivalently require that bound has a unique
minimal element:
bound x = 0 ∧ bound y = 0 ⇒ x = y.
Theorem 3.2 Let (S, v) be a poset, x ∈ S an element, g : S → S a monotone function over v, and bound :
S → N a strictly decreasing function with respect to the strict order (@) and with a unique minimal element.
If there is an element x ∈ S such that x v g x and bound x ≤ k for some k, then there exists n ≤ k such that
g n x is a fixed-point of g.
Proof The proof is by induction on k.
•

•

k = 0: By hypothesis bound x ≤ 0, and therefore bound x = 0. Since bound is a decreasing function and
x v g x, we have that bound (g x) ≤ bound x. Thus, bound (g x) = 0. By uniqueness of bound’s minimal
element we conclude that g x = x, and therefore x is a fixed-point of g.
k = k 0 + 1: By hypothesis we know that bound x ≤ k 0 + 1 and x v g x. Then we have two cases:
case x = g x : Then x is a fixed-point of g.
case x @ g x : Since bound is strictly decreasing wrt @ we have that bound (g x) < bound x ≤ k 0 + 1, and
therefore bound (g x) ≤ k 0 . Since g is monotone and x @ g x we have that g x v g 2 x. Then, by induction
hyphotesis we conclude that there exists n ≤ k 0 such g ((g n (g x)) = g n (g x) , meaning that g n (g x) is
a fixed-point of g. Therefore, we conclude that g n+1 x is a fixed-point of g where n + 1 ≤ k 0 + 1.
2

Based on this theorem we implement in Agda a function fixS that computes the fixpoint. S denotes the
carrier set of the poset, ≤ its order relation, ≈ the equality in S (which we assume is decidable). We write ≤N
to the denote less or equal between natural numbers; ] denotes the bound function which we assume is strictly
decreasing wrt the strict order in the poset.
fixS :

-- boundary of iterations
(k : N)
-- monotone function
(g : S → S) →
(∀ {x y} → x ≤ y → g x ≤ g y) →
-- initial value
(s : S) →
s≤gs→
-- invariant
] s ≤N k →
Σ S (ń x → x ≈ g x )

Function fixS turns out to be itself a monotone function wrt the elements of S. This fact should not surprise
because we are simply working with an abstraction of the fixpoint construction we had in the type system for
statements. Later we will use the monotonicity of fixS for the implementation of the type system.
3.2

Implementation

For the Agda implementation of the language with a flow-sensitive type system we want to proceed in a similar
way as we did for the flow-insensitive type system using an internalist approach. Again, the goal is to define
type families that represent (flow-sensitive) typed terms for expressions and statements. On those typed terms
we will define later the translation to flow-insensitive typed terms.
For expressions the internalist implementation is immediate. Expressions are represented by a type ExpS,
which is parametrized by the type environment (given by a vector of security types), and the security type of
the expression. Like before, S denotes the carrier set of the lattice of security types.
data ExpS
IntValS
VarS

(Γ : Vec S n) : S → Set where
: N → ExpS Γ ⊥
: (x : Fin n) → ExpS Γ (lookup x Γ )
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AddS

: ExpS Γ st → ExpS Γ st’ → ExpS Γ (st ∨ st’)

Variable n denotes the number of program variables that occur in the program code. Each program variable
is identified by a value in the finite set Fin n. That way, each variable has associated a position in a type
environment of type Vec S n.
The internalist implementation of statements is in terms of a type family called StmS, which is indexed by
the program counter and the (pre- and post-) environments. A judgement pc ` Γ {S} Γ0 is then represented
by a typing judgement in Agda: S : StmS Γ pc Γ’. Like in Section 2.3, this is indeed possible because we have
a syntax-directed type system.
The implementation of the flow-sensitive typing rules for skip, assigments, conditionals and sequences is
direct and poses no difficulty. For while statements, however, the situation is other. The process is a bit
more laborious because we have to deal with the computation of the fixpoint. Such computation requires that
we iterate over the typing judgement corresponding to the body of the while and that is impossible to be
done with a decorated term of type StmS. This leads us to implement the fixpoint construction on ordinary
undecorated abstract syntax terms, an undesirable situation that seems to be unavoidable. The only terms
that will be represented in that undecorated form will be the term that represents the body of the while and
the term corresponding to the loop condition. This will require to implement the typing relation for statements
separately (in a classical externalist fashion) in order to be able to type check the body of the loop in each
iteration.
We start with the definition of the undecorated abstract syntax and the relation TyStm, which implements
the typing rules for statements in an externalist fashion. This requires the definition of a fix function in order
to implement the While-fix rule. As second step we define the decorated type family StmS.
The undecorated abstract syntax for expressions and statements is given by the following type families.
Both datatypes are indexed by the number of variables in the program code.
data ASTExp (m : N) : Set where
INTVAL : N → ASTExp m
VAR : Fin m → ASTExp m
ADD : ASTExp m → ASTExp m → ASTExp m
data ASTStm (m : N) : Set where
ASSIGN : Fin m → ASTExp m → ASTStm m
IF0
: ASTExp m → ASTStm m → ASTStm m → ASTStm m
WHILE : ASTExp m → ASTStm m → ASTStm m
SEQ
: ASTStm m → ASTStm m → ASTStm m
The type system for statements is implemented by the following relation. Function tyExp computes the
security type of an expression under an environment Γ.
data TyStm : ASTStm n → S → Vec S n → Vec S n → Set where
Skip : {Γ : Vec S n}{ pc : S} → TyStm SKIP pc Γ Γ
Ass : {x : Fin n}{e : ASTExp n}{Γ : Vec S n}{pc : S} →
TyStm (ASSIGN x e) pc Γ (change x Γ (pc ∨ (tyExp Γ e)))
Seq : {Γ Γ’ Γ” : Vec S n}{pc : S} {s1 s2 : ASTStm n} →
TyStm s1 pc Γ Γ’ →
TyStm s2 pc Γ’ Γ” →
TyStm (SEQ s1 s2 ) pc Γ Γ”
If0 : {Γ Γ’ Γ” : Vec S n}{pc : S}{e : ASTExp n}{s1 s2 : ASTStm n} →
TyStm s1 (pc ∨ (tyExp Γ e)) Γ Γ’ →
TyStm s2 (pc ∨ (tyExp Γ e)) Γ Γ” →
TyStm (IF0 e s1 s2 ) pc Γ (Γ’ t Γ”)
While : {Γ : Vec S n}{pc : S}{e : ASTExp n}{s : ASTStm n} →
TyStm (WHILE e s) pc Γ (proj1 (fix s e pc Γ))
Given an initial environment Γ0 and a program context pc, we know that the post-environment that the
rule for while computes is the result of the following fixpoint construction:
fix(λΓ . let Γ ` e : t

pc t t ` Γ { S } Γ0 in Γ0 t Γ0 )

We implement the computation of this fixpoint by a function called fix with the following type:
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fix : {n : N} → (s : ASTStm n) → (e : ASTExp n) → (pc : S) → (Γ0 : Vec S n) →
Σ (Vec S n) (ń Γ → Γ ≈≈ body e s pc Γ0 Γ)
where ≈≈ is the equality between type environments. Function fix is defined in terms of fixS, where function
body plays the role of function g. Function body implements the body of the fixpoint construction:
body :

ASTExp n → -- the condition
ASTStm n → -- while’s body
S → -- program counter’s security level
Vec S n → -- initial environment Γ
Vec S n → -- environment Γ0i
Vec S n -- computed environment Γ0i+1

body e s pc Γ Γ’ =

let

st = tyExp Γ’ e
Γ” = proj1 (tyStm s (pc ∨ st) Γ’)
in (Γ” t Γ)

Function body is defined in terms of function tyStm, a functional implementation of the type system, which
computes a post-environment and a proof that it is indeed the environment that results from the type system.
: (s : ASTStm n) → (pc : S) → (Γ : Vec S n) → Σ (Vec S n) (ń Γ’ → TyStm s pc Γ Γ’)
SKIP pc Γ = Γ , Skip
(ASSIGN x e) pc Γ = change x Γ (pc ∨ (tyExp Γ e)) , Ass
(SEQ s s’) pc Γ = let (Γ’ , tcs) = tyStm s pc Γ
(Γ” , tcs’) = tyStm s’ pc Γ’
in Γ” , Seq tcs tcs’
tyStm (IF0 e s s’) pc Γ = let pc’ = pc ∨ (tyExp Γ e)
(Γ’ , tcs) = tyStm s pc’ Γ
(Γ” , tcs’) = tyStm s’ pc’ Γ
in Γ’ t Γ” , If0 tcs tcs’
tyStm {n} (WHILE e s) pc Γ = proj1 (fix s e pc Γ) , While

tyStm
tyStm
tyStm
tyStm

The partial order relation between environments ( v ) is given by the pointwise ordering between the
corresponding vectors:
data v : Vec S n → Vec S n → Set `2 where
v-nil : [] v []
v-cons : ∀ {st st’ : S} {Γ Γ’ : Vec S n} → Γ v Γ’ → st ≤ st’ → (st :: Γ) v (st’ :: Γ’)
Together with the join operation (t), the partial order of environments (v) turns out to form a join semilattice.
Function body turns out to be monotone. Its monotonocity requires the monotonicity of tyStm, which in
turn requires that fix is monotone. In fact, body, tyStm and fix, so as their monotonicity proofs are mutually
recursive.
bodyMonotone : {e : ASTExp n}{s : ASTStm n} {pc pc’ : S}{Γ Γ’ Γ1 Γ1 ’ : Vec S n} →
pc ≤St pc’ → Γ v Γ1 → Γ’ v Γ1 ’ → body e s pc Γ Γ’ v body e s pc’ Γ1 Γ1 ’
tcMonotone : {pc pc’ : S}{Γ Γ1 : Vec S n}
(s : ASTStm n) →
pc ≤St pc’ → Γ v Γ1 → tyStm s pc Γ v tyStm s pc’ Γ1
fixMonotone : {pc pc’ : S}{Γ Γ’ : Vec S n} →
(s : ASTStm n) → (e : ASTExp n) →
pc ≤St pc’ → Γ v Γ’ → proj1 (fix s e pc Γ) v proj1 (fix s e pc’ Γ’)
In order to define fix in terms of fixS we need that the semilattice of environments posesses a bound function.
We use function sumDist for that end. Given an environment, sumDist returns the sum of the distances to the
top type (>) that have the types of the variables in the environment. For that we need to assume that the
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lattice of security types also has associated a bound function that we call ].
sumDist : {n : N} → Vec S n → N
sumDist [] = 0
sumDist (st :: Γ) = ] st + sumDist Γ
sumDist fits well as a bound function because in each step of the fixpoint computation the security type of
each variable in the computed environment is possibly higher. Therefore, if at least one of the security types
change to a higher type then the global distance to the top type decreases. This function also has a unique
minimal value because only the top environment (that with all variables with the highest security type) has
global distance equal zero.
sumDistDecr : {Γ Γ’ : Vec S n} → Γ @ Γ’ → sumDist Γ’ <N sumDist Γ
minimalEnv : {Γ Γ’ : Vec S n} → sumDist Γ ≡ 0 → sumDist Γ’ ≡ 0 → Γ ≡ Γ’
Finally, we have all the elements to define fix.
(s : ASTStm n) →
(e : ASTExp n) →
(pc : S) →
(Γ : Vec S n) →
Σ (Vec S n) (ń Γ’ → Γ’ ≈≈ body e s pc Γ Γ’)
fix s e pc Γ =
let Γ0 = Γ
Γ1 = body e s pc Γ Γ0
in fixS (n * ] ⊥)
(body e s pc Γ) -- function g
(bodyMonotone {e = e} {s = s} refl≤ (reflv {Γ = Γ}))
Γ0
ΓvΓ’tΓ
(initInv Γ0 )
fix :

where function initInv is the proof that for any environment Γ, sumDist Γ ≤ n * ] ⊥. This corresponds to the
initial state of the invariant that fixS requires to the iteration boundary, which is initialized in n * ] ⊥ (the
global distance to the top of the bottom environment).
The decorated type StmS is indexed by a program context and the pre- and post- environment. The
constructors SkipS, AssignS, SeqS and IfS are direct implementations of the typing rules. This contrasts to the
WhileS constructor, which needs to deal with undecorated ASTs to compute the fixpoint.
data StmS : Vec S n → S → Vec S n → Set c where
AssignS :

SkipS

:

SeqS

:

IfS

:

WhileS

:

{Γ : Vec S n}{pc st : S} →
(x : Fin n) →
ExpS Γ st →
StmS Γ pc (change x Γ (pc ∨ st))
{Γ : Vec S n}{pc : S} →
StmS Γ pc Γ
{Γ Γ’ Γ” : Vec S n}{pc : S} →
StmS Γ pc Γ’ →
StmS Γ’ pc Γ” →
StmS Γ pc Γ”
{pc st : S}{Γ Γ’ Γ” : Vec S n} →
ExpS Γ st →
StmS Γ (pc ∨ st) Γ’ →
StmS Γ (pc ∨ st) Γ” →
StmS Γ pc (Γ’ t Γ”)
{Γ : Vec S n}{pc : S}
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Γ`E : t
s = pc ∨ t
pc ` Γ {x := E ; xs := EΓ } Γ[x 7→ s]

pc ` Γ {skip ; skip} Γ

pc ` Γ {S1 ; D1 } Γ0
pc ` Γ0 {S2 ; D2 } Γ00
pc ` Γ {S1 ;S2 ; D1 ;D2 } Γ00
Γ`E : t
pc ∨ t ` Γ {S1 ; D1 } Γ01
pc ∨ t ` Γ {S2 ; D2 } Γ02
Γ0 = Γ01 t Γ02
pc ` Γ {if E then S1 else S2 ; if EΓ then (D1 ; Γ0 := Γ01 ) else (D2 ; Γ0 := Γ02 )} Γ0
Γ0i ` E : ti
pc ∨ ti ` Γ0i {S ; Di } Γ00i
0≤i≤n
pc ` Γ {while E do S ; Γ0n := Γ ; while EΓ0n do (Dn ; Γ00n := Γ0n )} Γ0n
Γ00 = Γ, Γ0i+1 = Γ00i t Γ, Γ0n+1 = Γ0n
Figure 5. Translation rules

(e : ASTExp n) →
(s : ASTStm n ) →
StmS Γ pc (proj1 (fix s e pc Γ))
Finally, the following lifting function summarizes the internalization process.
liftS
liftS
liftS
liftS
liftS
liftS

4

: {Γ Γ’ : Vec S
SKIP
(ASSIGN x e)
(SEQ s1 s2 )
(IF0 e s1 s2 )
(WHILE e s)

n}{pc : S} (s
Skip
Ass
(Seq t1 t2 )
(If0 t1 t2 )
While

: ASTStm n) → TyStm s pc Γ Γ’ → StmS Γ pc Γ’
= SkipS
= AssignS x (liftE e)
= SeqS (liftS s1 t1 ) (liftS s2 t2 )
= IfS (liftE e) (liftS s1 t1 ) (liftS s2 t2 )
= WhileS e s

Translation to flow-insensitive

Now we turn to the formalization of Hunt and Sands’s translation in Agda. It converts programs typable
in the flow-sensitive type system to equivalent programs typable in the flow-insensitive type system. The
transformation rules, shown in Figure 5, are defined as an extension to the flow-sensitive type system and
are expressed in terms of the judgement pc ` Γ {S ; D} Γ0 , where as before pc is the security context,
and Γ and Γ0 are type environments. S is a statement with floating-type variables, which is typable in the
flow-sensitive type system; D is an equivalent statement (or statements) produced by the program translation,
with fixed-type variables and typable in the flow-insensitive type system.
To transform a program typable in the flow-sensitive system to another typable in the flow-insensitive
system we need to transform floating-type variables into fixed-type variables. The set of fixed-type variables
of a program, FVar , is obtained from the set of floating variables, Var , by annotating each variable name with
a security type:
FVar = {xt | x ∈ Var , t ∈ L}
Each time a floating-type variable x raises its security type from t to s, with t < s, the translation will reflect
this fact by constructing an assignment that moves information from xt to xs . Therefore, the transformed code
may include a sequence of variable assignments (between annotated variables) that make explicit the variables
that changed their security level. We write Γ := Γ0 to represent an appropriate sequentialisation of the following
set of variable assignments:
{xs := xt | Γ(x) = s, Γ0 (x) = t, s 6= t}
A sequence of assignments Γ := Γ0 is used with environments Γ, Γ0 such that Γ0 v Γ. This gives rise to welltyped assignments as information flows in the appropriate direction. The security context in which a sequence
of assigments must type is the minimun security type of the assigned variables. We define a funtion min that
calculates that context:
min: (Γ : Vec S n ) → (Γ’ : Vec S n ) → S
min [] [] = >
?

min (st :: Γ) (st’ :: Γ’) with st = st’
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... | yes st≈st’ = min Γ Γ’
... | no st6≈st’ = st ∧ (min Γ Γ’)
?

where = denotes the decidability of equality in the set S of security types. A sequence of assignments has then
the following type:
Γ:=Γ’ : (Γ : Vec S n) → (Γ’ : Vec S n) → Γ’ v Γ → Stm ( min Γ Γ’ )
This function generates a sequence of assignments by traversing the environments Γ and Γ’. For each i it adds
an assigment Γ(i) := Γ0 (i) if Γ(i) A Γ0 (i).
Let us now see the translation function. Given an environment Γ, every expression E with floating-type
variables can be transformed to an expression EΓ with fixed-type variables by replacing each floating-type
variable x by a fixed-type variable xs , where s = Γ(x). The following function implements the transformation,
where Exp is the type of expressions presented in Section 2.
transExp
transExp
transExp
transExp

: { st : S}{Γ : Vec S n} → ExpS Γ st → Exp st
(IntValS y) = IntVal y
{Γ = Γ} (VarS x) = Var x (lookup x Γ)
(AddS y y’) = Add (transExp y) (transExp y’)

The translation for statements follows the rules shown in Figure 5:
translate : {pc : S} {Γ
translate {pc = pc} {Γ
let x≤x∨y , x≤y∨x ,
in Assign x (pc ∨ st)
translate SkipS = Skip

Γ’ : Vec S n} → StmS Γ pc Γ’ → Stm pc
= Γ } (AssignS {st = st} x e) =
= supremum pc st
x≤y∨x x≤x∨y (transExp e)

translate (SeqS s s’) = Seq (translate s) (translate s’)
translate (IfS {pc} {st} {Γ} {Γ1 ’} {Γ2 ’} e s s’) =
let ass1 = Γ:=Γ’ (Γ1 ’ t Γ2 ’) Γ1 ’ ΓvΓtΓ’
ass2 = Γ:=Γ’ (Γ1 ’ t Γ2 ’) Γ2 ’ ΓvΓ’tΓ
p4m : (pc ∨ st) 4 min (Γ1 ’ t Γ2 ’) Γ1 ’
p4m = propMin’ s s’
ass1 ’ = lemmaA2A {pc’ = pc ∨ st} ass1 p4m -- Γ’ := Γ1 ’
p4m2 : (pc ∨ st) 4 min (Γ1 ’ t Γ2 ’) Γ2 ’
p4m2 = propMin” s s’
ass2 ’ = lemmaA2A {pc’ = pc ∨ st} ass2 p4m2 -- Γ’ := Γ2 ’
in If0 (transExp e) (Seq (translate s) ass1 ’) (Seq (translate s’) ass2 ’)
translate (WhileS {Γ} {pc} e s)
= let Γn’
= proj1 (fix s e pc Γ)
stn’ , eΓn’ = fromAstE Γn’ e
Γn” , prf
= tyStm s (pc ∨ stn’) Γn’
dn
= translateASTStm (pc ∨ stn’) Γn’ s
ass
= lemmaA2A {pc’ = pc} ------------- Γn’ := Γ
(Γ:=Γ’ Γn’ Γ (ΓvΓn’ {Γ = Γ} e s ))
(lemmaA2C {pc = pc}
(WhileS {Γ = Γ} {pc = pc} e s))
{pc’ = pc ∨ stn’} -------------- Γn’ := Γn’’
(Γ:=Γ’ Γn” Γn’ (Γn’vΓn” e s) )
(lemmaA2C {pc = pc ∨ stn’} (liftS s prf) )
in Seq ass (While (transExp eΓn’) (Seq dn ass2 ))
ass2

=

lemmaA2A

Function translateASTStm is like translate, but it works on undecorated ASTs for statements:
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translateASTStm : (pc : A) (Γ : Vec A n) → ASTStm n → Stm pc
The functions lemmaA2A and lemmaA2C are the formalization of the lemmas given in the paper [4] as part of
proof of the static soundness property for the translation. Here we show just the type of these functions:
lemmaA2A : { pc pc’ : S} → Stm pc → pc’ 4 pc →Stm pc’
lemmaA2C : {pc : S}{Γ Γ’ : Vec S n} → StmS Γ pc Γ’ → pc 4 (min Γ’ Γ )
It is worth noticing that our translate not only implements the desired translation but it also ensures that
the statement that results from the translation is typable in the flow-insensitive type system. That is, we are
using Agda’s type system to enforce the preservation of non-interference during translation. In other words,
translate can be understood as an implementation of the following theorem, where [pc] ` D is the typing
judgement for statements presented in Section 2.
Theorem 4.1 ([4]) If pc ` Γ {S ; D} Γ0 then [pc] ` D.

5

Conclusions

We presented the formalization of Hunt and Sands’s translation for high-level secure programs. translation uses
a type-based approach to noninterference to converts programs in a While language, typable in a flow-sensitive
type system, into programs in the same language typable in a flow-insensitive type system. Agda was our
formalization framework; we used it both as a functional language and as a proof assistant.
In both versions of the language we introduced an internalist, typed representations of the abstract syntax
both for expressions and statements. In the target version of the language, the internalist representation was
the result of a direct implementation of the typing rules. In the source version of the language, however,
it was necessary to combine the internalist representation with an externalist one in order to deal with the
computation of a fixpoint.
A distinguishing feature of our Agda formalization was the systematic use we did of typed representations of
the abstract syntax for the two versions of the object language. This was possible thanks to the syntax-directed
formulations of the security type systems and the translation relation. As a result of this encoding, only terms
corresponding to non-interfering programs can be written in the Agda implementations of the language. This
has also consequences on the functions we can define between those typed representations. In particular,
this happens with the implementation of Hunt and Sands’s translation. In our formalization we defined the
translation as a function that preserves well-typed representations of abstract syntax terms. The equations of
the translation function then correspond to the proof steps of the preservation property. The verification that
the proof is correct is then performed by Agda’s type-checker.
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Abstract
We consider a pre-existing formalization in Constructive Type Theory of the pure Lambda Calculus in its presentation in first order
syntax with only one sort of names and alpha-conversion based upon multiple substitution, as well as of the system of assignment
of simple types to terms. On top of it, we formalize a slick proof of strong normalization given by Joachimski and Matthes whose
main lemma proceeds by complete induction on types and subordinate induction on a characterization of the strongly normalizing
terms which is in turn proven sound with respect to their direct definition as the accessible part of the relation of one-step beta
reduction. The proof of strong normalization itself is thereby allowed to consist just of a direct induction on the type system. The
whole development has been machine-checked using the system Agda. We assess merits and drawbacks of the approach.
Keywords: Formal Metatheory, Lambda Calculus, Constructive Type Theory

1

Introduction

In [3] we have presented a formalization of the Lambda Calculus in Constructive Type Theory using first-order
syntax, with only one sort of names for both bound and free variables, without identifying terms up to alpha
conversion, and using multiple (simultaneous) substitution as fundamental operation.
It was then our aim to investigate whether this very concrete approach was in any way amenable to full
formalization. The approach is historically rooted in the detailed meta-theoretical study of the calculus by
Curry and Feys [7] where (unary) substitution was given a well-known definition as a total meta-operation on
terms on top of which all the relevant relations of the calculus where defined, starting with alpha conversion.
That definition of substitution proceeds by recursion on the size of terms, but its full justification requires a
simultaneous proof that its use as a renaming operation (i.e. when the substituted term is a variable) does
not affect the size of the term wherein it is effected. This makes its formalization in e.g. Constructive Type
Theory and using any of the proof assistants by now available, extremely difficult or even impossible.
However, the use of simultaneous multiple substitution as suggested in e.g. [11] brought about the possibility
of achieving a development of the meta-theory of the calculus that was at the same time fully formal –to the
extent of being close to a machine-checkable version– and humanly readable. Indeed, as explained in [11,3]
the use of this kind of substitution makes it possible to avoid the recursion on the size of terms since, when
crossing over lambdas the bound name is changed to an appropriate one and the corresponding renaming
recorded into an enlarged, multiple substitution that goes on to operate on the body of the abstraction. Hence
the effect of substitution can be given a simple definition by structural recursion which makes it plausible that
the meta-theory of the calculus can be pursued using also simple forms of induction. The fact that bound
names are always changed permits to avoid case analyses too.
1
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Our work in [3,6] verified the preceding hypotheses to some extent: we were able to carry out full formalizations
of the meta-theory of the pure Lambda Calculus up to the Standardization Theorem, and of the simply typed
Lambda Calculus (more precisely, of the system of assignment of simple types to terms) up to the SubjectReduction Theorem. Our main conclusion from those efforts has been that, in spite of having to explicitly
consider alpha conversion, the workload was manageable, the formal machine-checked proofs not extremely
lengthy, and their presentation in detailed mathematical English readable and reasonably complete. We also
generated a basic Agda library [2] that was successfully employed and enlarged by a Master’s student in [6].
In the present paper we wish to continue the preceding line of work, with the purposes of:
- testing the foregoing hypotheses against challenges of increasing complexity, and
- making progress towards a comprehensive corpus of fully formal meta-theory of the Lambda Calculus.
We therefore tackle the problem of formally proving Strong Normalization for the system of assignment of
simple types to terms. The method of proof we choose to formalize is due to [8] where the authors present slick
proofs of weak and strong normalization which proceed by simple induction on the type system. These proofs
use a main lemma that allows to deal with the difficult case of applications in the induction, via a separate
complete induction on types, with a subordinate induction which, in the case of strong normalization, proceeds
on a characterization of the strong normalizing terms originally given in [13].
In [8], vector notation is used for presenting terms which we shall avoid for a matter of convenience of the
formalization. Also, –like in most of meta-theory developments– terms are identified under alpha conversion,
with the usual conventions for choice of bound names being made use of without further ado. Then, for
example, variable capture is not take into account –which of course, we will have to. We wish to test whether:
- our formalization can still be kept within limits of reasonable complexity,
- our pre-existing Agda library makes the grade as to continue supporting this additional development, and
- the effort is within the reach of a newcomer with limited experience in full formalization, the use of proof
assistants, and Agda in particular. Actually, the work forms part of the Master’s thesis of the first author.
The whole development has been formalised in Constructive Type Theory and machine-checked in the system
Agda [10]. The corresponding code is available at https://github.com/surciuoli/lambda-metatheory.
We proceed now to the development itself. Its structure is as follows: in the next section we present the basic
definitions, and results that are used in this formalization –some from [3], and some new developments. In
Section 3 we give two definitions of the strongly normalizing terms. The first is the more natural one, defined
as the accessible part of the one-step beta reduction, and the other is a syntactic characterization originally
given (in vector notation) in [13]. Our formulation of the latter is mutual with the predicate characterizing
strongly normalizing neutral terms and the strong head reduction. We formalize the proof of soundness of
the second definition with respect to the original one in Section 4. In Section 5 we make use of the syntactic
characterization to obtain a proof of the Strong Normalization Theorem for typable terms in the system of
assignments of simple types, which ultimately consists of a direct induction on the type system. Finally, in
Section 6 we present the overall conclusions.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Syntax

We start with a denumerable type V of names, also to be called variables; i.e. for concreteness we can put
V =def N or V =def String. Letters x, y, z with primes or subindices shall stand for variables. Terms are defined
inductively as usual —below we show a grammar for the abstract syntax:
Definition 2.1 The terms in Λ are defined by the following grammar:
M, N ::= x | M N | λxM.
M , N , P , Q. . . range over lambda terms. In the concrete syntax we assume the usual convention according to
which application binds tighter than abstraction.
Definition 2.2 That a variable x is free in M is written x ∗ M and its opposite is written x#M , to be
pronounced x fresh in M as in nominal techniques. Both relations are defined inductively in a standard manner.
2.2

Substitutions

We work with multiple (simultaneous) substitutions, i.e. mappings associating a term to every variable.
Actually, the substitutions we must handle are identity almost everywhere, and so we can generate them by
starting up from the empty substitution ι, which maps each variable to itself as a term, and applying the
update operation defined as follows:
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Definition 2.3 (Substitution Update) (σ, x:=M ) is the substitution defined by:
(σ, x:=M ) x = M
(σ, y:=M ) x = σx, if x 6= y.
Whenever needed, we will write [x:=N ] as syntactic sugar for (ι, x:=N ).
Also, we often consider the restriction of a substitution σ to the free variables of a given term M , which is just
written (σ, M ). Then, we can extend fresh and free variables to restrictions as well:
Definition 2.4 A variable x is fresh in (σ, M ) and written x#(σ, M ) iff for all y ∗ M , then x#σy. On the
contrary, x is said to be free in (σ, M ) and written x ∗ (σ, M ) iff there exists some y ∗ M such that x ∗ σy.
Definition 2.5 (Effect of Substitution on Terms) The effect of a substitution σ on a term M is defined
by recursion on M :
x · σ = σx
(M N ) · σ = (M · σ)(N · σ)
(λxM ) · σ = λz(M · (σ, x:=z)) with z = χ(σ, λxM )
(1)
In equation (1), notice that the bound variable x is always replaced with a new one. The new variable z is
obtained by means of a choice function χ that computes the first variable fresh in (σ, λxM ), so that it does
not capture any of the names introduced into its scope by effect of the substitution (see [3] for more details).
Besides implementing capture-avoidance, the use of multiple substitutions and uniform renaming of bound
variables allows us to employ simple structural induction, avoiding case analyses when reasoning with substitutions. We will use M σ as syntactic sugar for M · σ and, in concrete syntax, substitution will bind tighter
than application. The following properties about substitutions are proven in [3]:
Lemma 2.6
1. χ(σ, M )#(σ, M )
2. χ(ι, M )#M
3. M (σ, x:=N σ) = M [x:=N ]σ
Definition 2.7 (Equality on Restrictions) (σ, M ) = (σ 0 , M 0 ) iff M and M 0 share the same free variables
and (∀x ∗ M ) σx = σ 0 x.
Then, σ = σ 0 ↓ M will be sugar for (σ, M ) = (σ 0 , M ).
2.3 Alpha Conversion
Definition 2.8 (Alpha-conversion)
∼v: x ∼ x
α

0
N ∼α N 0
∼app: M ∼α M
M N ∼α M 0 N 0

∼ λ:

M [x:=z] ∼α N [y:=z]
(*)
λxM ∼α λyN

(*) with z#λxM, λyN .
Alpha conversion is extended to restrictions by the following definition:
Definition 2.9 σ ∼α σ 0 ↓ M = (∀x ∗ M ) σx ∼α σ 0 x
Then, the following lemmas –also proven in [3]– hold:
Lemma 2.10
1. ι ∼α ι ↓ M
2. σ ∼α σ 0 ↓ M ∧ N ∼α P ⇒ (σ, x:=N ) ∼α (σ 0 , x:=P ) ↓ M
Next we show some results about ∼α proven in [3] and needed in our development:
Lemma 2.11
1.
2.
3.
4.

∼α is an equivalence relation.
y#(σ, λxM ) ⇒ M (σ, x:=y)[y:=N ] ∼α M (σ, x:=N )
y#λxM ⇒ λxM ∼α λy(M [x:=y])
M ∼α N ⇒ λxM ∼α λxN
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

y#(σ, λxM ) ⇒ (λxM )σ ∼α λy(M (σ, x:=y))
x#M ∧ M ∼α N ⇒ x#N
M ∼α M 0 ∧ σ ∼α σ 0 ↓ M ⇒ M σ ∼α M 0 σ 0
M ∼α N ⇒ M σ = N σ
M ∼α M ι

From these, some useful corollaries are immediate:
Corollary 2.12
1. z#(σ, λyM ) ⇒ M (σ, y:=z)[z:=N σ] ∼α M [y:=N ]σ
2. (λxM )N ∼α (λyM 0 )N 0 ⇒ M [x:=N ] ∼α M 0 [y:=N 0 ]
3. λxM ∼α λyN ⇒ M [x:=y] ∼α N
2.4

Beta Reduction

(One step) β-reduction is denoted →β , and it is defined by the following rules:
Definition 2.13 (Beta Reduction)
β:

M →β M 0
M N →β M 0 N

appL:

(λxM )N →β M [x:=N ]

λ:

appR:

N →β N 0
M N →β M N 0

M →β M 0
λxM →β λxM 0

Multi-step reduction is written  and defined below:
Definition 2.14 (Multi-step Reduction)
M ∼α N
M N

M →β N
M N

M N
N P
M P

We extend  to substitutions as follows:
Definition 2.15 (Reductions on Substitutions) σ  σ 0 = (∀x) σx  σ 0 x.
The following results from [3] involving →β will be needed in our development:
Lemma 2.16
1.
2.
3.
4.

x#M ∧ M →β N ⇒ x#N
x#(σ, M ) ∧ M →β N ⇒ x#(σ, N )
σ  σ0 ⇒ M σ  M σ0
M  M 0 ⇒ M N  M 0N

From now on, except when explicitly stated, all results presented constitute new developments.
Lemma 2.17 (Compatibility of substitution with →β , up to ∼α )
M →β N ⇒ (∃P ) M σ →β P ∼α N σ
Proof. By induction on the derivation of M →β N .
- Case β: (λxM )N →β M [x:=N ]. Let P = M (σ, x:=z)(ι, z:=N σ) with z = χ(σ, λxM ). Then, we
need to show: (i) ((λxM )N )σ →β P and (ii) P ∼α M [x:=N ]σ. (i) By definition of the effect of substitution (Def. 2.5) we have ((λxM )N )σ = (λz(M (σ, x:=z))N σ and by β rule, (λz(M (σ, x:=z))N σ →β
M (σ, x:=z)(ι, z:=N σ). (ii) By Corollary 2.12.1.
- Case appL: M N →β M 0 N follows from M →β M 0 . By ind. hyp. we know there exists some Q s.t. M σ →β
Q ∼α M 0 σ. Using appL rule we get (M N )σ →β QN σ and by ∼app it follows QN σ ∼α (M 0 N )σ.
- Case appR : M N →β M N 0 follows from N →β N 0 . Analogous to the appL case.
- Case λ: λxM →β λxN follows from M →β N . We have to show: (i) (λxM )σ →β P and (ii) P ∼α (λxN )σ,
for some P . First, by ind. hyp. we know that there exists some P 0 s.t. M (σ, x:=z) →β P 0 ∼α N (σ, x:=z).
Let P = λzP 0 . On the one side, (i) follows immediately by λ rule and Definition 2.5. (ii) On the other side,
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by Lemma 2.11.4 we have λzP 0 ∼α λzN (σ, x:=z). In addition, by Lemma 2.6.1 we get z#(σ, λxM ), thus
by Lemma 2.16.2 we obtain z#(σ, λxN ). Finally, by Lemma 2.11.5 we have λzP 0 ∼α (λxN )σ, as desired.2
Lemma 2.18 (Commutativity of ∼α and →β )
M ∼α N →β P ⇒ (∃Q) M →β Q ∼α P
Proof. By induction on M . We show only the proofs of the interesting cases.
- Case λxM ∼α λyN →β λyP . On the one hand, λyN →β λyP must follow from N →β P (Def. 2.13) and
by Lemma 2.17 there is a term Q s.t. N [y:=x] →β Q ∼α P [y:=x]. In addition, by Corollary 2.12.3 we get
M ∼α N [y:=x]. Then, by ind. hyp. using M ∼α N [y:=x] →β Q we obtain M →β Q0 ∼α Q, for some Q0 , and
by Definition 2.13 we get λxM →β λxQ0 . On the other hand, by hypothesis, using Lemmas 2.11.6 and 2.16.1
we get x#λyP , and by Lemma 2.11.3, λyP ∼α λxP [y:=x]. Finally, λxQ0 ∼α λyP holds by Lemma 2.11.4
and transitivity of ∼α .
- Case (λxM )M 0 ∼α (λyN )N 0 →β N [y:=N 0 ]. Let Q = M [x:=M 0 ]. By Def. 2.13 we get (λxM )M 0 →β Q and
using Lemma 2.12.2 we have Q ∼α N [y:=N 0 ].
2
Lemma 2.19 (Commutativity of ∼α and )
M ∼α N  P ⇒ (∃Q) M  Q ∼α P
Proof. Follows easily by cases on N  P , using Lemma 2.18.
2.5 Unary Substitutions

2

It turns out convenient to introduce substitutions that arise in the process of reducing a β-redex. They will
consist of a pair associating a variable to a term accompanied by several variable renamings.
Definition 2.20 A substitution σ is unary of variable x and term M –written as Unary σ x M – iff σx = M
and, for all y 6= x, σy is a variable.
Lemma 2.21 (Unary Substitution Lemmas)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unary [x:=M ] x M
Unary σ x M ⇒ Unary (σ, x:=N ) x N
y 6= x ∧ Unary σ x M ⇒ Unary (σ, y:=z) x M
Unary σ x y ⇒ Unary (σ, z:=M ) z M
2

Proof. Trivially by definition.

3

Inductive Definitions of Strongly Normalizing Terms

Our goal is to prove that all terms typable in the system of assignment of simple types are strongly normalizing.
In order to do that, we will proceed as follows:
In this section we present two definitions of the strongly normalizing terms. The first one (predicate sn) is
naturally introduced as the accessible part of the one-step beta reduction. The second one (predicate SN) is an
alternative syntactic characterization introduced in [13], originally given in vector notation and adapted in [1]
in a somewhat different context (i.e. using typed reductions).
We shall presently give the two definitions together with some of their properties, in order to eventually prove
the soundness of the second definition with respect to the original one, i.e. that for all terms M , SN M implies
sn M , in the next section.
Later, in Section 5, we will complete the Strong Normalization proof by showing that all terms typable in the
system of simple types assignment satisfy the second definition (SN).
3.1 Strongly Normalizing terms
A term is strongly normalizing if and only if it is in the accessible part of →β :
Definition 3.1 (Accessibility definition of strongly normalizing terms)
(∀N ) (M →β N ⇒ sn N )
sn M
Lemma 3.2 (Closure of sn under ∼α ) sn M ∧ M ∼α N ⇒ sn N .
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Proof. By induction on sn M . Take N such that M ∼α N and P such that N →β P . By Lemma 2.18 we
have Q s.t. M →β Q ∼α P . Hence sn Q and by ind. hyp., since Q ∼α P , sn P as desired.
2
Lemma 3.3 (Properties of sn)
1.
2.
3.
4.

sn x
sn M ∧ M  N ⇒ sn N
sn (M N ) ⇒ sn M ∧ sn N
sn M ⇒ sn (λxM )

Proof. (3.3.1) By vacuity, since there is no possible way of having x →β M for any x. (3.3.2) By induction
on M  N . (3.3.3) By induction on sn (M N ). (3.3.4) By induction on sn M .
2
3.2 Strongly Normalizing terms: a syntactic definition
Now we introduce the second definition of strongly normalizing terms. In order to do this, we must define three
mutually inductive predicates: strongly normalizing terms (SN), strongly normalizing neutral terms with head
x (SNe x ) and the relation of strong head reduction (→SN ).
Definition 3.4 (SN, SNe and →SN )
SN N
app: SNe x M
SNe x M N
SN N
SNe x M
SN M
exp: M →SN N
ne:
λ:
SN λxM
SN M
SN M
M →SN M 0
SN N
β:
appL:
(λxM )N →SN M [x:=N ]
M N →SN M 0 N
v:

SNe x x

α:

4

M →SN R
R ∼α N
M →SN N

Soundness of SN

In this section we will show that SN is sound with respect to sn, i.e, every term in the first predicate is also in
the second one. In order to achieve this, we first need to introduce two notions, namely that of neutral term
and that of strongly normalizing head reductions that do not step inside abstractions.
4.1

Neutral terms

Let us call neutral the iterated applications having a variable as head:
Definition 4.1 (Neutral terms)
ne x x

ne x M
ne x M N

We will omit the head and just write ne M whenever it results convenient.
Neutral terms enjoy the following properties:
Lemma 4.2 (Closure of ne under →β ) ne M ∧ M →β N ⇒ ne N
2

Proof. By induction on ne M .
Lemma 4.3 (Closure of sn/ne under app.) ne M ∧ sn M ∧ sn N ⇒ sn M N .
Proof. By lexicographic induction on sn M , sn N . Assume M N →β P and proceed by cases to prove sn P :

- In case P = M 0 N with M →β M 0 , using Lemma 4.2 we obtain ne M 0 . By definition of sn M we get sn M 0
and then, by ind. hyp., sn P .
- In case P = M N 0 with N →β N 0 proceed analogously using sn N 0 .
2
4.2

Strongly Normalizing head reductions

Definition 4.4 (Strongly Normalizing head reductions) →sn is the reduction relation defined as:
β:

sn N
(λxM )N →sn M [x:=N ]

appL:

M →sn M 0
M N →sn M 0 N
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Lemma 4.5 (Confluence) Let M →sn N and M →β P . Then either N ∼α P or there exists Q s.t. P →sn Q
and N  Q.
In other words, let ∆L be the outer-leftmost redex of M not inside of an abstraction: then N is obtained from
M by contracting ∆L . Let ∆ be the redex contracted in M →β P . If ∆ = ∆L , then N = P . Otherwise, let Q
be obtained by contracting ∆L from P , i.e. P →sn Q. If ∆ was discarded in M →sn N , then N = Q. If not,
then necessarily N →β Q is derived by contracting ∆ –and possibly other redexes in it.
Proof. By induction on M →sn N and subordinate analysis of M →β P .
- Case β: Suppose sn N .
- If (λxM )N →β P is obtained by rule β then we get P = M [x:=N ] immediately.
- If (λxM )N →β P is obtained by rule appL then P is (λxM 0 )N and M →β M 0 . Let Q = M 0 [x:=N ]. By
Lemma 2.17 and Definition 2.14 it follows that M [x:=N ]  Q and then, using rule β of Definition 4.4,
we get P →sn Q.
- If (λxM )N →β P is obtained by rule appR then P is (λxM )N 0 and N →β N 0 . Let Q = M [x:=N 0 ]. Now,
on the one hand, by Lemma 2.17 we have M [x:=N ]  Q. And, on the other, since sn N 0 follows from
sn N and Lemma 3.3.2, we can use again rule β of Definition 4.4 to get P →sn Q.
- Case appL: Suppose M →sn M 0 .
- M N →β P cannot be obtained using rule β, for in such case M would be an abstraction. But we have
M →sn M 0 and →sn does not proceed on abstractions.
- If M N →β P follows from rule appL then P is M 00 N and we have M →β M 00 . The ind. hyp. gives us two
possibilities: either M 0 ∼α M 00 or there exists some Q0 such that M 0  Q0 and M 00 →sn Q0 . In the first
case, it follows immediately M 0 N ∼α M 00 N . Otherwise, let Q = Q0 N , then by Definitions 4.4 and 2.14
we get M 0 N  Q and M 00 N →sn Q.
- If M N →β P is obtained by rule appR then P is M N 0 and we have N →β N 0 . Choose then Q = M 0 N 0
and use definitions of  and →sn .
- Case α: Suppose M →sn R and R ∼α N . Suppose further M →β P . The ind. hyp. gives either R ∼α P or
there exists Q s.t. R  Q and P →sn Q. In the first case, from R ∼α N and R ∼α P we obtain N ∼α P .
In the other case, since R ∼α N , from R  Q it follows also N  Q by Lemma 2.19.
2
4.3

The Proof of Soundness

In order to prove that SN implies sn, we also need corresponding proofs of soundness of SNe and →SN with
respect to sn and →sn . The difficulty lies in the case corresponding to the exp rule in the definition of SN,
where SN M follows from M →SN N and SN N . By ind. hyp. we have M →sn N and sn N , and then we need
a way of showing that the →sn relation is backward closed under sn. This is the goal of Lemma 4.8 below. In
fact, what this lemma states is that →sn is also sound: if we have a →sn reduction from M to N and N is
strongly normalizing, then M must also be. This reflects the idea behinds the →sn relation: it characterizes
all computation strategies or possible reductions.
Coming back to Lemma 4.8, its proof goes by case analysis on the derivation of M →sn N plus three auxiliary
results –one for each case (Lemmas 4.6, 3.3.3 and 4.7).
Next, we need to prove that sn N and sn M [x:=N ] implies sn (λxM )N . However, –as in the previous lemma–
since we are explicitly dealing with alpha-conversion, we need a stronger induction hypothesis, so we state the
thesis is valid for any Q alpha-convertible with M [x:=N ]:
Lemma 4.6 (Weak Head Expansion) Let sn N , sn Q and Q ∼α M [x:=N ]. Then sn (λxM )N .
Proof. By lexicographic induction on sn N and sn Q. Assume (λxM )N →β P for some P and then proceed
by cases proving sn P :
- Case P = M [x:=N ]. By Lemma 3.2 and hypothesis.
- Case P = (λxM 0 )N with λxM →β λxM 0 , which in turn must follow from M →β M 0 . By Lemma 2.17,
we have M [x:=N ] →β R ∼α M 0 [x:=N ] for some R. Then, using Lemma 2.18 we obtain S such that
Q →β S ∼α R. Hence, since S ∼α M 0 [x:=N ] by transitivity of ∼α , we obtain by ind. hyp. sn (λxM 0 )N .
- Case P = (λxM )N 0 , obtained from N →β N 0 . By Lemma 2.16.3, M [x:=N ]  M [x:=N 0 ]. Also, by
Lemma 3.2 we get sn (M [x:=N ]). We apply Lemma 3.3.2 to obtain sn (M [x:=N 0 ]) and then, by ind. hyp. we
conclude sn ((λxM )N 0 ).
2
Next, we introduce the following lemma which will be useful later on Lemma 4.8:
Lemma 4.7 Let M →sn M 0 as well as M , N and M 0 N be sn. Then sn M N .
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Proof. By lexicographic induction on sn M , sn N . Assume some M N →β P and proceed by cases showing
sn P :
- Case P = M 00 N with M →β M 00 . By Lemma 4.5, either M 0 ∼α M 00 or there exists some Q such that
M 0  Q and M 00 →sn Q. The first case follows from the hypothesis sn (M 0 N ) and Lemma 3.2. In the second
case, first notice that by Lemma 3.3.2 and by Definition 2.14 we get sn (QN ). Then, by definition of sn M ,
we have sn M 00 and can apply the ind. hyp. to conclude sn P .
- Case P = M N 0 with N →β N 0 . Use then the ind. hyp. and sn (M 0 N 0 ).
2
Lemma 4.8 (Backward Closure of sn) Let M →sn N and sn M . Then sn M .
Proof. By induction on M →sn N .
- Case β: Using Lemma 4.6.
- Case appL: Assume M →sn M 0 and sn (M 0 N ). By Lemma 3.3.3 we have sn M 0 and sn N . By ind. hyp. we
have sn M , and using Lemma 4.7, we get sn (M N ).
- Case α: Use Lemma 3.2 and the ind. hyp.
2
Now we only need two preparatory results:
Lemma 4.9 (Soundness of SNe with respect to ne) SNe x M ⇒ ne x M .
Proof. By a simple induction on SNe x M .

2

Lemma 4.10 M →SN N ⇒ M  N
Proof. By induction on M →SN N .
- Case α: M →SN N is obtained from M →SN P ∼α N . By ind. hyp. we have M  N . Also, by Definition 2.14
we get P  N . Then, by transitivity of ∼α we have M  N .
- Case β. By Definition 2.14.
- Case appL: M N →SN M 0 N is obtained from M →SN M 0 . By ind. hyp. we have M  N hence, by
Lemma 2.16.4 we have M N  M 0 N .
2
Finally, we prove that the alternative definition of the strongly normalizing terms is sound with respect to the
accessible definition:
Theorem 4.11 (Soundness of SN)
1. SN M ⇒ sn M
2. SNe x M ⇒ sn M
3. M →SN N ⇒ M →sn N
Proof. By simultaneous induction, following Definition 3.4.
- Case v: By Lemma 3.3.1.
- Case app: Necessarily M = P Q and SNe x (P Q) is obtained from SNe x P and SN Q. Then, by ind. hyp. we
have sn P and sn Q, and by Lemma 4.9 we get ne P . Finally, by Lemma 4.3 we obtain sn P Q.
- Case ne: By ind. hyp.
- Case λ: By ind. hyp. followed by Lemma 3.3.4.
- Case exp: By ind. hyp. followed by Lemma 4.8.
- Case β: By ind. hyp. and Definition 4.4.
- Case appL: By ind. hyp. and Definition 4.4.
2

5

Strong Normalization Theorem

In this section we present the proof of the Strong Normalization Theorem for typable terms in the simply typed
Lambda Calculus.
5.1 Typing judgements
Definition 5.1 Types are defined by the following grammar, starting from a category τ of ground types:
α, β::= τ | α → β.
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We introduce an ordering between types in order to later perform complete induction on them:
Definition 5.2 We write α  β when the type α is a (structural) component of type β, and α ≺ β when it is
a proper component.
Definition 5.3 The system of assignment of simple types to lambda terms is the following:
`v:

x∈Γ
Γ ` x : Γx

`a:

Γ`M :α→β
Γ`N :α
Γ ` MN : β

`λ:

Γ, x : α ` M : β
Γ ` λxM : α → β

where Γ stands for a context (implemented as a finite list) of variable declarations of the form x1 : α1 , x2 :
α2 , . . . , xn : αn . In rule ` v, x ∈ Γ means that x is declared in Γ, and Γx is the (last) type declared for x in Γ.
The following are proven in [3]:
Lemma 5.4 (Weakening) Let x#M and Γ ` M : α. Then Γ, x : β ` M : α.
Lemma 5.5 (Subject Reduction) Γ ` M : α ∧ M  N ⇒ Γ ` N : α.
5.2

Typed Substitutions

Next, we introduce typed substitutions (w.r.t. the free variables of a term M ):
Definition 5.6 (σ, M ) assigns to the variables in Γ terms of appropriate types under ∆ —all of which is to
be written σ : Γ → ∆ ↓ M — iff for all x ∗ M s.t. x ∈ Γ, we have ∆ ` σx : Γx.
These are useful for stating that, if a term M is typable then M σ is also typable, as the following lemma
—proven in [3]— declares:
Lemma 5.7 Let Γ ` M : α and σ : Γ → ∆ ↓ M . Then ∆ ` M σ : α.
Then, the following three lemmas –also proven in [3]– hold:
Lemma 5.8 Let x#(σ, λyM ) and σ : Γ → ∆ ↓ λyM .
Then (σ, y:=x) : (Γ, y:α) → (∆, x:α) ↓ M .
Lemma 5.9 Let x#M and σ : Γ → ∆ ↓ M .
Then (σ, x:=y) : (Γ, y:α) → (∆, x:α) ↓ M .
Lemma 5.10 Let Γ ` M : α. Then [x:=M ] : (Γ, x:α) → Γ ↓ M .
We end up this subsection with some useful general results.
Lemma 5.11 Let ne x M and Γ ` x : β. Then:
1. Γ ` M : α ⇒ α  β
2. Γ ` M : α → γ ⇒ α ≺ β
2

Proof. Immediate.
Lemma 5.12 u#M ⇒ M σ = M (σ, u:=N )
Proof. By definition of equality of restrictions (Def. 2.7).
5.3

2

Strong Normalization

It is possible to prove by using a simple induction on the given type system that the typable terms are strongly
normalizing . For this, we need to deal with the case of applications, that will be proved after the theorem
(Lemma 5.14).
Theorem 5.13 (Strong Normalization) Γ ` M : α ⇒ SN M .
Proof. By induction on Γ ` M : α.
- Case `v: By Definition 3.4.
- Case `a: Γ ` M N : α is obtained from Γ ` M : β → α and Γ ` N : β. By ind. hyp. we get SN M and SN N .
Then, by Lemma 5.14 2 (ii) we have SN M N .
- Case `λ: By ind. hyp. and Definition 3.4.
2
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We may now turn our attention to the main lemma. As already said, its purpose is to establish that SN M N
follows from SN M and SN N for typable M and N but, in order to obtain this, some additional results must
be proven simultaneously.
Lemma 5.14 Let Γ ` M : α, SN N , σ : Γ → ∆ ↓ M , Unary σ x N and Γ ` x : β. Then:
1. SNe y M ⇒ (i) SN M σ, (ii) y6=x ⇒ SNe σy M σ and (iii) α = β→γ ⇒ SN M N .
2. SN M ⇒ (i) SN M σ and (ii) α = β→γ ⇒ SN M N .
3. M →SN P ⇒ M σ →SN P σ.
Proof. The proof proceeds by complete induction on the structure of the type β, and subordinate induction
on Definition 3.4 indexed by M . So, to begin with, take β and assume the statement for all of its proper
components. We proceed to the subordinate induction:
- Case v: Then M = y and we have to show 1: (i) SN yσ, (ii) y6=x ⇒ SNe σy yσ and (iii) α = β→γ ⇒ SN yN .
As to (i), either y = x or not. If true, then by Def. 2.20 we have σy = N . If not, —also by same definition—
σy = z is a variable. Either case: SN σy. As to (ii), if y6=x then in addition by Def. 3.4 we have SNe z z. As
to (iii): by rule app of Def. 3.4 on SNe y y and SN N , followed by rule ne.
- Case app: Then M = P Q and SNe y P Q follows from SNe y P and SN Q, and Γ ` P Q : α follows from
Γ ` P : δ → α and Γ ` Q : δ. We need to show 1: (i) SN (P Q)σ, (ii) y6=x ⇒ SNe σy (P Q)σ and (iii) α = β→γ ⇒
SN (P Q)N . First, by ind. hyp. we have SN P σ and SN Qσ. Besides, by Lem. 5.7 we get ∆ ` P σ : δ → α and
∆ ` Qσ : δ. Now, we have either y = x or not. In the first case, by Lem. 4.9 we have ne x P , thus by
Lem. 5.11.2 it follows δ ≺ β. Then, as to (i), we can apply the main ind. hyp. 2(ii) with M = P σ, N = Qσ
and β = δ and get SN P σQσ which equals to SN (P Q)σ, as desired. On the contrary, if y6=x then by ind. hyp.
(ii) we get SNe σy P σ. Further, by definition of SN it follows SNe σy P σQσ, thus SN (P Q)σ. (ii) Just proven.
(iii) Similar to case v.
- Case ne: Then SN M follows from SNe y M and 2 is immediate by the main ind. hyp. 1 (i) and (iii).
- Case λ: Then M = λyP and SN λyP follows from SN P and Γ ` λyP : δ →  from Γ, y : δ ` P : . We
need to show 2: (i) SN (λyP )σ and (ii) SN (λyP )N . As to (i), we have (λyP )σ = λzP (σ, y:=z) with
z = χ(σ, λxP ). We now proceed by cases: either y = x or not. In the first case, before we can apply
ind. hyp. with SN P and (σ, x:=z) we need to show Γ, x : δ ` x : β. However, this does not necessarily
follow, since δ is rather arbitrary. Nevertheless, we can proceed us follows: let us fix some u = χ(ι, P ).
First, by Lemma 2.6.1 we have u#(ι, P ) and thus by Lemma 2.6.2 get u#P . Now, by Lemma 2.6.1 we
have z#λxP and then by Lemma 5.8 obtain (σ, x:=z) : Γ, x : δ → Γ, z : δ ↓ P , thus by Lemma 5.9 have
((σ, x:= z), u:=v) : Γ, x:δ, u:β → ∆, z:δ, v:β ↓ P for any v. Besides, by Lemma 5.4 we have Γ, x:δ, u:β ` P : 
and then by Def. 5.3 we get Γ, x:δ, u:β ` u : β. In addition, by Lemma 2.21.2 we have Unary (σ, x:=z) x z,
thus by Lemma 2.21.4 we get Unary ((σ, x:=z), u:=v) u v. Now, since SN v, we can apply the ind. hyp. and
get SN P ((σ, x:=z), u:=v). Then, by Lemma 5.12 P ((σ, x:=z), u:=v) = P (σ, x:=z), and thus SN P (σ, x:=z).
Finally, by the λ rule of Def. 3.4 we obtain SN (λxP )σ, as desired. Now if, on the other hand, y 6= x, then
by Lemma 2.21.3 we have Unary (σ, y:=z) x N and thus we can apply the ind. hyp. to obtain SN P (σ, y:=z)
and therefore derive SN (λyP )σ in the same way. As to (ii), first notice that, since α = β → γ, it follows
β = δ, hence Γ, y:β ` y : β. Then, by Lemma 2.21.1 we have Unary [y:=N ] y N and by Lem. 5.10 we have
[y:=N ] : Γ, y:β → Γ ↓ P , thus we can apply the ind. hyp. (i) and obtain SN P [y:=N ]. Lastly, by β rule of
Def. 3.4 we obtain (λyP )N →SN P [y:=N ] and thus by exp rule we can derive SN (λyP )N .
- Case exp: Then SN M follows from M →SN P and SN P , and we need to show 2: (i) SN M σ and (ii) SN M N .
As to (i), by the main ind. hyp. 3 we have M σ →SN P σ and by ind. hyp. 2(i) SN P σ, thus by rule exp
we obtain SN M σ. As to (ii), by ind. hyp. (ii) on SN P we have SN P N , therefore by rule appL applied to
M →SN P we get M N →SN P N and thus by exp we can derive SN M N , as desired.
- Case β: Then (λxM )N →SN M [x:=N ] follows from SN N and we need to show 3: ((λxM )N )σ →SN
M [x:=N ]σ. First, notice that by Def. 2.5 we have ((λxM )N )σ = (λzM (σ, x:=z))N σ with z = χ(σ, λxM ).
In addition, by the main ind. hyp. 1(i) we have SN N σ, thus by β rule of Def. 3.4 we have
(λzM (σ, x:=z))N σ →SN M (σ, x:=z)[z:=N σ]. Furthermore, by Lem. 2.6.1 we get z#(σ, λyM ), hence by
Cor. 2.12.1 we have M (σ, x:=z)[z:=N σ] ∼α M [x:=N ]σ. Finally, we can use rule α of Def. 3.4 and obtain
((λxM )N )σ →SN M [x:=N ]σ.
- Case appL: Then M N →SN M 0 N follows from M →SN M 0 and we must show 3: (M N )σ →SN (M 0 N )σ.
By ind. hyp. we have M σ →SN M 0 σ, thus by appL rule we can apply N σ on both sides and obtain
M σN σ →SN M 0 σN σ which by Def. 2.5 equals to (M N )σ →SN (M 0 N )σ.
- Case α: Then M →SN P follows form M →SN N and N ∼α P and we need to show 3: M σ →SN P σ. By
ind. hyp. we have M σ →SN N σ and by Lem. 2.11.8 we get N σ = P σ, thus by Lemma. 2.11.1 we obtain
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N σ ∼α P σ and then by α rule of Def. 3.4 we can derive M σ →SN P σ, as desired.

6

2

Conclusions

The preceding work should be assessed in connection with the expectations stated in the Introduction. We
assign relevance first of all to the complexity of the formalized version, both in Agda and in mathematical
English.
Concerning the latter, we believe that this method makes it possible to come closer to a presentation in textbook
style that does not hide details that need formalization. Of course, the main price paid has been the explicit
handling of alpha-conversion; this has shown itself mainly in the formulation of the main definitions and results,
which often must replace identity of terms by their alpha conversion, due to the renaming implicit in the effect
of substitution on abstractions. As to additional, housekeeping lemmas, these seem to have been circumscribed
to results of closure under alpha conversion. Also Lemma 5.12 is particularly noticeable. It could be replaced
by a proof that Definition 3.4 is closed under alpha conversion.
Another aspect of the complexity has to do with the kind of proof methods required: when dealing with
terms, we have been able to proceed by using only structural induction. In addition to this, we used of course
induction on the various predicates and relations introduced, among which there is the somewhat complex
mutual Definition 3.4 of Section 3, as well as the well-founded induction on types which was the main method
in the proof we chose to formalize.
On the other hand, the size of the Agda code has by no means exploded: it is of about 600 lines, split almost
in halves between the proof of soundness of the inductive characterization of the strongly normalizing terms of
Section 3 and the theorem of strong normalization property of Section 5. The complexity of the development
can also be assessed by the effort required: the first author completed the work as part of his Master’s thesis
in about 400 hours of work. This of course reveals a quite high cost for each Agda line of code.
Our pre-existing library providing the basics for the formalization of the calculus by the method chosen was
only marginally updated. The required new results are shown in Section 2. The library was readily understood
and made use of by the author of the formalization, despite his not having much prior experience in Agda (this
was of only one tutorial course).
We believe we have made progress towards developing a corpus of formalized meta-theory of the Lambda
Calculus somewhat along the lines of [9]. We also think that the present approach allows to aspire at achieving
such a goal using the sort of explicit mathematical English we have used above, in turn supported by the Agda
version.
This work should be compared to other formalizations of strong normalization, most notably those referred to
in [1]. They employ variants of higher-order abstract syntax and of the de Bruijn notation, both of which of
course dispense with alpha conversion. A full discussion is outside the scope of the present paper, but should
be carried out. We should for that matter experiment with the full challenge posed in [1], using Kripke-style
logical relations for proving strong normalization. The use of typed reduction will then force us to reformulate
the calculus. We also have tried a formalization in Constructive Type Theory using Agda of principles of
induction implementing the Barendregt variable convention –see [5,4], somewhat similarly to [12]. Again, we
are still short of a full comparison in this respect.
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